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This thesis explores two nontwist systems: the spherical pendulum as an
example of a continuous one and the standard nontwist map (SNM) as an example
of a discrete one. Whereas the spherical pendulum is a concrete example of a physical
system exhibiting nontwist phenomena, the SNM is an abstract, numerically easily
accessible model permitting systematic studies of nontwist e�ects characteristic of a
wide range of applications.

For the spherical pendulum, a system that has captured physicists' and math-
ematicians' interest for centuries, the gradual progress in understanding this seem-
ingly simple, but still not fully explored problem is outlined. The known solutions
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for the unforced (integrable) spherical pendulum are reviewed and approximated by
power series. The approximations are then used to analytically calculate, for the
vertically forced case, �xed points and low-period periodic orbits. These are found
to undergo collision phenomena typical for nontwist systems.

For the SNM, a detailed �cartography� of parameter space is developed, based
on periodic orbit collision curves and their branching thresholds, hyperbolic manifold
reconnection thresholds, and the boundary for the onset of global chaos. This is used
to �nd meanders, multiple shearless curves, and extended scenarios for periodic orbit
reconnection/collision. Based on Greene's residue criterion, the breakup of new types
of shearless orbits: meanders, outer shearless tori, and a nonnoble torus is studied
in detail within the framework of renormalization theory.
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Chapter 1

Introduction: Continuous and

Discrete Nontwist Systems

In this dissertation, two speci�c nontwist systems are studied: The spherical pendu-
lum (Chpt. 2), a continuous system that is a concrete physical example exhibiting
nontwist phenomena; and the standard nontwist map (Chpt. 3), which is one of
the simplest models that captures essential features of nontwist systems with a lo-
cal, approximately quadratic extremum of the winding number pro�le. This map
was, among several examples, derived to model Rossby waves in a shear �ow [23].
Nontwist systems are systems for which the twist condition,

∂2H

∂J2
≥ C > 0 (1.1)

for continuous systems with Hamiltonian H and action J , or
∂x′(x, y)

∂y
≥ C > 0 (1.2)

for maps (x′, y′) = M(x, y) is violated.
Many physical systems exhibit nontwist phenomena, e.g., magnetic �eld lines
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in reversed magnetic shear tokamaks (see, e.g., Refs. [10, 39, 66, 69, 72, 88, 94])
and stellarators [22, 38] (plasma physics); planetary orbits [53] and stellar pulsations
[68] (astronomy); traveling waves [101, 23], coherent structures and self-consistent
transport [26] (�uid dynamics). Additional references can be found in Refs. [4, 24].

Apart from their physical importance, area-preserving nontwist maps, which
are usually easier to study analytically and numerically than Hamiltonian �ows, their
continuous counterparts, are of mathematical interest: Standard proofs of impor-
tant theorems concerning area-preserving maps, e.g., the KAM theorem and Aubry-
Mather theory, assume the twist condition. Up to now only few mathematical results
are known for cases when this condition breaks down [6, 27, 32, 84]. Recently, it has
been shown [30, 96] that the twist condition is violated generically in area-preserving
maps that have a tripling bifurcation of an elliptic �xed point. For studies of non-
twist Hamiltonian �ows, we refer the interested reader to Ref. [33] and references
therein.

Nontwist systems exhibit interesting bifurcation phenomena: periodic orbit
collision and separatrix reconnection. The former, which applies speci�cally to col-
lisions of periodic orbits of the same period, is encountered here as the birth and
collision of low-periodic orbits found for the vertically forced spherical pendulum
in Sec. 2.4.3, and as the collision of so-called up and down periodic orbits that oc-
cur in the standard nontwist map. Reconnection is a global bifurcation where the
invariant manifolds of two or more distinct hyperbolic orbits with the same rotation
number connect, leading to a change in the phase space topology in the nontwist
region.

The �rst systematic study of reconnection and collision processes was done by
van der Weele et al. [96, 97] in the context of area-preserving maps with a quadratic
extremum. It seems that the terminology �nontwist" and �meanders" originates
there. Howard and Hohs [40] de�ned a quadratic nontwist map closely related to
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the standard nontwist map and studied numerically the reconnection of low-order
resonances exhibiting homoclinic and vortex-like structures. De�ning an average
Hamiltonian they predicted the reconnection threshold for period-one and period-
two �xed points. Howard and Humpherys extended the study to cubic and quartic
nontwist maps [41]. Continuing the work of Carvalho and Almeida [31], Voyatzis
et al. [98] studied reconnection phenomena in nontwist Hamiltonian systems under
integrable perturbation with cubic winding number pro�les. Applying Melnikov's
method, they showed the transverse intersection of manifolds for arbitrarily small
nonintegrable perturbations for one reconnection scenario when the winding number
has a local extremum [99].

Orbits at the point of collision, usually referred to as shearless orbits, play an
important role in studying the transition to global chaos, because shearless invariant
tori are usually the last tori to break. Therefore, the phenomenon of torus destruction
is an interesting problem to study in the standard nontwist map (Sec. 3.3). The
present work is an extension of the work by Greene (Refs. [35, 36, 37]), MacKay
(see, e.g., Refs. [57, 58, 59, 60]), Stark (Ref. [87]) and others (Refs. [14, 76]), on
the study of the breakup of invariant tori in twist maps within the frameworks
of renormalization group theory and converse KAM theory. For nontwist systems,
the breakup of a shearless torus was �rst investigated by Del Castillo-Negrete et

al. [24]. The breakup of several other noble shearless tori has been investigated
since (Refs. [103, 7, 4, 6]), as a foundation for building a theoretical framework
(Refs. [5, 27]).

Regarding physical applications, Stix [88] conjectured reconnection and colli-
sion phenomena in the context of the evolution of magnetic surfaces in the nonlinear
double-tearing instability, and these were seen by Gerasimov et al. [34] in a two-
dimensional model of the beam-beam interaction in a storage ring. The in�uence of
manifold reconnection on di�usion was studied in the region of strong chaos by Corso

3



et al. in a series of papers, Refs. [17, 18, 19, 74]. For completeness, a few related
studies are worth mentioning: reconnection phenomena and transition to chaos in
the Harper map [78, 83], degenerate resonances in Hamiltonian systems with 3/2

degrees of freedom [67], and zero dispersion resonance in the study of underdamped
oscillators [86].
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Chapter 2

Periodic Orbit Bifurcations of the

Vertically Forced Spherical

Pendulum

Like the ubiquitous planar pendulum, its obvious generalization, the spherical pen-
dulum, is one of the few simple, intriguing systems that have occupied researchers
since the beginnings of modern science. Great minds like Huygens, Clairaut, La-
grange, and others have sought for centuries to �nd out as much about it as the
tools available in their times permitted, or vice versa, used the pendulum to ap-
ply, test, and demonstrate new tools. Their work has, over the centuries, led to a
thorough understanding of basic, unperturbed pendulum systems.

Nevertheless, it has not prevented these systems from remaining worthwhile
objects of study in contemporary research. In the 20th century, when computers
and more and better analytical tools made it practically feasible to include forcing,
the forced planar pendulum received a remarkable amount of attention in the inves-
tigation of nonlinear phenomena. Due to its simplicity, it became one of the �rst
examples helping to understand the basic concepts of chaos, e.g., period doubling

5



bifurcations, the Feigenbaum constant, Lyapunov exponents, and fractal dimensions.
(For a review, see [95] and references therein.) However, in contrast, the forced spher-
ical pendulum is still not remotely as well understood: The few existing studies up
to the present have focused on a variety of approximations to the exact pendulum
equations and di�erent forms of forcing with various tools, but there seems to be a
lack of a systematic categorization of these scattered examples with regard to the
full system. Therefore, the aim of this chapter is to establish a basis for a more sys-
tematic study of the spherical pendulum. It also serves to give a concrete example
for some of the mechanisms explored in Chpt. 3.

F θ
ϕ

m
mg

l
x

x2

x3

1

Figure 2.1: Schematics of the spherical pendulum.

The idealized system considered here is shown in Fig. 2.1. The pendulum
bob is assumed to be a point mass m, moving under the in�uence of gravity (chosen
here to point in −x3 direction) in three-dimensional space. It is constrained by a
(massless) rod to remain at a �xed distance l from the pivot. Forcing is introduced
by applying a (usually time dependent) force to the pivot to vary its position.

Denoting the position of the bob by x = (x1, x2, x3) and the position of the
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pivot by x̃ = (x̃1, x̃2, x̃3), the Lagrangian of this system is given by

L = T − V =
m

2
ẋ2 −mgx3 , (2.1)

In addition, it has to satisfy the constraint of a �xed distance between rod and pivot,

g(x) = |x− x̃|2 − l2 = 0, (2.2)
which reduces the number of free coordinates in the Lagrangian from the three
components of the bob position x to two.

Since this system has been studied by mathematicians, physicists and en-
gineers for centuries, an extensive survey of previous works on the free and forced
system is given in Sec. 2.1. For the present study, basic principles, the dimensionless
Lagrangian and Hamiltonian, equations of motion, and obvious solutions in simple
special cases are reviewed in Sec. 2.2. Moreover, a systematic classi�cation into
di�erent subclasses of motions depending on forcing types is given. In Sec. 2.3, ana-
lytical results for the unforced pendulum are presented: phase space portraits, �xed
points and approximate transformations to action angle variables in their vicinity.
Based on these results, lowest-periodic orbits for the easiest type of forcing and small
forcing amplitude are found analytically in Sec. 2.4.
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2.1 Past and Present Studies of the Spherical Pendulum

In this section, an overview of the most important works on the spherical pendulum
is given. Early attempts to understand the unforced system date back to the 17th
century, possibly earlier, and therefore the most signi�cant of these historical works
are presented here �rst. The historical overview will be followed by a collection of
20th century physics studies on the forced pendulum. A short introduction to some
contemporary mathematical studies on the subject completes this section.

2.1.1 Historical Landmarks
Huygens' Conical Pendulum Clock

The �rst person to ever report systematic studies on the spherical pendulum seems to
have been Christiaan Huygens, in the second half of the 17th century. As is described
in [106], his e�orts to understand the centrifugal force in order to construct a very
precise (planar) pendulum clock led him to some basic properties of the spherical
pendulum as well. These studies gave him su�cient understanding of what he called
basic �conical� orbits of the spherical pendulum to design and construct a �conical
pendulum clock�, in which the pendulum would describe exactly these orbits.

The results of his studies on this conical pendulum clock were published 1673
in his most famous treatise, on the �Pendulum Clock� 1 [44]. This work consists of
�ve parts on his studies to design precise clocks based on pendulum oscillations, with
the �fth part presenting the conical pendulum clock and its theoretical foundations.2

1�Horologium Oscillatorium sive de motu pendulorum ad horologia aptato demonstrationes geo-
metricae�, which can be translated as �The oscillating clock, or, geometrical demonstrations of the
motion of pendulums that is suited for clocks.�

2The �rst part shows his design of his main project, a planar pendulum clock. The second is a
theoretical investigation of gravitational fall, and the isochronism of the cycloid. In the third part,
he presents his theory of evolutes, which allows him to force a planar pendulum to swing in equal
times irrespective of its amplitude: By letting its thread unroll from the correct curve, the length
of the freely swinging part is automatically adjusted as needed to keep the period constant. The
fourth part deals with a �real� pendulum instead of the idealized case with a massless cord and a
point mass bob.
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In this �fth part [46], he describes, on the one hand, practical aspects: The conical
pendulum is more di�cult to construct than the planar one and therefore rarely
found; unlike other clocks that click with every oscillation (actually a practical side-
e�ect useful for some astronomical applications), its continuous motion allows it to
run noiselessly; how to keep the thread at the right length to ensure a constant
oscillation time (like for the planar pendulum clock, he lets the thread unroll o� a
certain curve that changes the e�ective length accordingly); and certain technical
improvements (e.g., how using a double thread or a metal chain could make it more
accurate and stable). On the other hand, he lists 13 theorems on the centrifugal
force, which provide the physical basis for his clock designs and seem to be the �rst
published results ever of a scienti�c study involving the spherical pendulum.

Whereas in the �Pendulum Clock� Huygens only lists these theorems without
proofs, a more complete manuscript of his investigations on the centrifugal force
was published posthumously, and supplemented by some proofs that were missing
or incomplete, by the professors de Volder and Fullenius. The original manuscript
of �De vi centrifuga� (�On the Centrifugal Force�) [42] by Huygens can be dated to
1659, but it was not published before 1703. In this work, which essentially contains
the same theorems as Part 5 of the �Pendulum Clock�, with a slightly di�erent
order and numbering, he �rst proves six theorems, in the form of proportionalities,
on the relations between velocity, period, radius and centrifugal force for circular
motion. He then applies these theorems to horizontal circular motion in balance
with gravity: In his 7th theorem, he shows the isochronism of the paraboloid, (i.e.,
he shows that all rotation periods of particles constrained to a parabola of rotation
around the vertical, and rotating at a �xed height in balance with gravity, are equal,
independent of that height). He then proceeds to examine conical pendulum orbits,
i.e., orbits of a spherical pendulum in which the bob rotates in a circle at a �xed
height below the equator, in Theorems 8-15. He derives relations between period,
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bob height, and length and angle of the thread with the vertical. His main result
is that the period to complete a horizontal circle depends only on the height of the
bob, for arbitrary thread lengths (and therefore angles with the vertical), the result
on which he later based his clock design. [This is consistent with the modern result
as, e.g., re�ected in Eq. (2.25).]

In addition to his theoretical analyses, Huygens actually seems to have built a
working clock based on these results, the design of which he develops in [43]. There is
some controversy about when he did so. According to the �Avertissements� in [42]
and [43], he told his father in a 1675 letter about having constructed it in 1658,
but it seems unclear if he meant the actual building, or just the theoretical design.
Another possible, but unveri�ed hint, is the quote in [106] that Huygens determined
a new value of the gravitational acceleration at the end of 1659, and wrote in the
corresponding manuscript �ex motu conico penduli� (�from the motion of a conical
pendulum�). However, two reports to his brothers in 1667 and 1668, one detailing on
the noiseless motion of this device, prove for sure that he built a conical pendulum
clock before the end of 1667. According to [45], this is the �rst indisputable record
of a conical clock ever built. It should be mentioned, however, that there exists a
manuscript3 from 1587, which, freely translated, talks about �a golden star rotating
instead of a balance wheel, and having the same e�ect�,4 but no further reference is
found on this clock and how it worked.

3According to [45], this manuscript was written by Jost de Bodeker, curate of the dome at
Osnabrück, cited in Vol. 15 of the �Mitteilungen des historischen Vereins zu Osnabrück� in the
1890 article �Handschriftliche Aufzeichnungen über einige alte, jetzt verschwundene Uhrwerke der
Stadt Osnabrück� by Veltman, which again was cited by Basserman-Jordan in �Geschichte der
Räderuhren�, p.43, in 1905.

4�gulden Sterne oben in dem Cronament, welcher mit seinem umblau�en so viel ausrichten kan,
als der unrast inwendig im wercke, und ist an statt der unrast, etc.�
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Clairaut: First Description in Terms of Integrals

In 1735, more than 70 years after Huygens' work on his conical clock, Clairaut
became the �rst to resume in-depth studies on this subject [16]. Although in his
main treatise, in the �Mémoires� section of the Journal, Clairaut mentioned that he
owes the idea for his work to reading a �Mémoire� by de Mairan. But de Mairan's
work [28] mainly addressed problems in conducting precise experiments with pla-
nar pendulums, and barely more than mentioned, as one point among many, the
concern that a slight accidental horizontal kick while setting the bob in motion, or
tiny perturbations accumulating over many periods, might make the oscillation not
strictly planar.5 Determined to make this argument rigorous, i.e., with the main goal
of determining the periods of spherical pendulum oscillations and their error with
respect to the planar case, Clairaut deduces, from basic geometrical and physical
arguments, the two integrals describing the pendulum motion. Even though he is,
not surprisingly, unable to integrate them in their most general case with the tools
at hand in his time, he manages to extract a signi�cant amount of information about
their solutions, and to analytically solve the integral in special limiting cases (among
them verifying Huygens' results for conical orbits).

Assuming as his initial condition that a bob starts falling from a given height,
x30, with a given horizontal (but no vertical) velocity, v0, he derives an expression
for the in�nitesimal change in the angular position, dϕ, of the bob in a horizontal
projection, in terms of an in�nitesimal change of the height, dx3, of the bob. He
cannot solve the resulting integral, but manages to understand the basic shape of the
curve by determining from it the minimal and maximal height of the bob. For small

5Clairaut's treatise is accompanied by an additional note in the �Histoire� section of the same
journal, which states that de Mairan only touched the subject �in passing�, in relation with some
other investigation. The note also claims explicitly that nobody except for Huygens has ever
considered this problem before, and that Huygens only treated a single case: �M. de Mairan n'ayant
touché qu'en passant, & autant que son sujet le demandoit, ces sortes d'oscillations di�érentes des
ordinaires, M. Clairaut voulut approfondir une matiére qui n'avoit encore été traité que par M.
Huguens, & dont M. Huguens n'avoit consideré qu'un seul cas.�
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deviations from conical orbits, he also manages to reduce the integral to a form that
he can solve analytically, and he �nds the angle between the locations of minimal
and maximal heights [∆ϕ = πlv0/

√
(l2 − x2

30)(−2x30 + v2
0), using the notation of

this chapter, as introduced in Sec. 2.2].
He then proceeds to �nd a similar di�erential expression relating in�nitesimal

changes in time and height [dt = ld(δx3)√
(l2−x2

3+2x30v2
0)δx3−(−x30+v2

0)(δx3)2−(δx3)3
, where

δx3 = x3−x30]. Again, he cannot integrate it in its most general form, but su�ciently
simpli�es it, by approximations for small deviations from conical orbits, to integrals
that he can solve. For these cases, he �nds the time needed to move from maximal
to minimal heights (∆t = πl/

√
−2x30 + v2

0).
Having solved both integrals, at least for special cases, Clairaut had, unwit-

tingly, successfully applied the modern formalism to solve an integrable two-degree-
of-freedom problem, which was not going to be developed until decades later. Once
he had fully determined the solution for the motion of a spherical pendulum, he
could readily extract the main information he had been looking for: Since he knows
the horizontal angles between locations of minimal and maximal heights from be-
fore, and the time needed to move from one to the other, he immediately obtains the
period for entirely encircling the suspension axis. He �nds the periods for small con-
ical, near-conical, and purely planar oscillations close to the bottom of the sphere,
to consist of a common constant (4π√

l/2, note that g = 1/2 in Clairaut's choice
of units), plus a common term of �rst order in the distance from the bottom of the
sphere [π(l − x2

3)/(2
√

2l)], plus a term unique to the non-planar oscillations that
depends on the square root of the initial horizontal velocity [π√v0/(2√2l)]. For the
remainder of the paper, he veri�es that for small horizontal initial velocities, the
horizontal projection of the motion is very nearly an (almost non-precessing) ellipse.
From this, he concludes that indeed, in the suspected experiments, it was justi�ed
to simply treat the motion as planar without producing a signi�cant error.
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Lagrange: Modern Formalism and First General Solution

When, in 1788, Lagrange introduced his new approach to mechanics, he illustrated
it, among other examples, by applying it to the spherical pendulum, in his famous
�Mécanique Analytique� [54]. In his new formalism that has been a standard method
ever since, he derives from the Lagrangian the two second-order di�erential equa-
tions describing the system, and solves the corresponding integrals, after a suitable
substitution, via power series expansion. This seems to be the �rst time the prob-
lem was ever solved in its full generality, without restricting it to special orbits or
small oscillations, even though Lagrange does not explicitly claim to be the �rst.
However, since he cites and compares his results to both Huygens and Clairaut, but
nobody else, and since several 19th century and modern textbook authors refer back
to Lagrange to verify their results, it seems probable that indeed Lagrange was the
�rst to fully solve it.

Lagrange begins his analysis by immediately giving the kinetic and potential
parts for the Lagrangian, in spherical coordinates,6 and deriving the two equations
of motion from it in the now familiar way. From the equation for the azimuthal
angle, ϕ, he readily identi�es a constant of motion,7 which he uses along with the
energy as a second constant to write down the quadrature (cf. Sec. 2.3) for t(θ),8
and the integral for the curve ϕ(θ).

Since he still cannot solve the integrals directly,9 he tries a substitution to
reduce it to a form that allows him a power series expansion. The substitution he
�nds is exactly the one that would later turn out to reduce the integrals to standard

6Although Lagrange treats the spherical pendulum as an example for a particle constrained to
a surface, and even in the introduction to the same chapter explains the constraint formalism, he
completely circumvented it here, instead of starting out with three Cartesian variables and the
constraint condition as one might have expected.

7This constant of motion, as expected, can be easily recognized as the angular momentum around
the x3-axis, although Lagrange does not mention it.

8using the notation of this chapter, as introduced in Sec. 2.2
9The theory of elliptic functions necessary for that purpose still had to be developed.
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forms of elliptic integrals. With that, the power series expansion becomes easy, and
the �nal solutions he �nds from that are basically, in present day language, the power
series expansions of these standard forms of elliptic integrals. He then veri�es his
results for the special cases studied by Huygens and Clairaut, and �nds that they
agree.10 He concludes by showing how to modify his derivations for more general
cases, like the motion of the bob in a resistive medium, or how to treat more general
surfaces of revolution than a sphere.

19th Century Work

Not much remained to be done after Lagrange's solution. Therefore, signi�cant new
publications on the spherical pendulum became rare in the 19th century. There
were some short investigations, like the work by Puiseux [75] in 1842, in which he
focuses on a qualitative property of orbits, rather than re-deriving the full solution:
He mathematically proves the observation that the azimuthal angle between a bob
location at maximal and at minimal height is always larger than 90◦, independent
of the initial conditions. (Or, phrased di�erently, the projection of the pendulum
motion in a horizontal plane describes a precessing ellipse that always precesses
in the same direction as the one in which the bob is moving.) He conducts this
proof directly from the (unsolved) integral of ϕ(θ), by establishing bounds on the
argument. Another of these 19th century treatises is a paper by Richelot [77], in
which he tries a perturbative approach on the spherical pendulum equations in the
limit of small oscillations, and as an example, reinvestigates Lagrange's previous
studies on the pendulum in a resistive medium.

Probably the most signi�cant publication after Lagrange is the work by Tis-
sot [89] in 1852, in which, following Jacobi's analysis of the top [48], Tissot applies
the new theory of elliptic functions to the spherical pendulum integrals. Using the

10This �agreement� is somewhat surprising, since, as stated in a note by Bravais, added in the
appendix of [54], Lagrange had made a mistake in deriving the expression for the azimuthal angle.
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same substitution that Lagrange had already guessed, he reduces the t(x3) integral
to the standard form for an elliptic integral of the �rst kind, and �nds the solution
for x3(t) in terms of elliptic functions, for which he also gives the power series ex-
pansion. Similarly, after a somewhat more intricate calculation, he �nds ϕ(t) and
the arc length. He also makes some comments on how to treat more complicated
modi�cations of the ideal spherical pendulum, such as the case where the thread
cannot be assumed massless any more, or where the sphere is replaced by a general
surface of rotation about the vertical.

Textbooks

Since Lagrange's solution and presentation in his �textbook� on mechanics, the spher-
ical pendulum has become a standard example treated by most mechanics textbooks.
It would be impossible to give an even remotely complete collection of all relevant
presentations, so just a few examples will be mentioned here.

Probably one of the earliest books, from which both [75] and [89] took the
integrals for their further examinations, is the �Traité de Mécanique� by Poisson [73]
of 1811. Although he published it after Lagrange, no mention of Lagrange's work,
or in fact, any one else's, is made there, and Poisson derives his integral by directly
manipulating the force equations and the constraint condition, rather than resorting
to Lagrange's formalism. He does not make an attempt to solve these integrals, but
restricts himself to the examination of some special cases, like planar and conical
oscillations, and cases with small initial velocities, for which he proves that their
horizontal projections are approximately ellipses.

A good overview of the understanding gained about the spherical pendulum,
and contributions by various researchers, by the end of the 19th century, can be
found in the book by Appell [3]. He summarizes how to �nd the integrals, qualitative
analyses of the orbits, solutions in terms of elliptic functions, and small amplitude
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approximations. A similar overview, in English, that even reproduces parts of Ap-
pell's presentation, in addition to showing and explaining possible orbits in great
detail, with several �gures, is given by Webster [100].

More modern standard textbooks, like Sommerfeld [85] or Whittaker [102]
often contain short sections on the spherical pendulum, but without going into great
detail. Sommerfeld gives a short outlook on how to approach the problem and handle
the integrals to get a qualitative idea of the orbits. Whittaker shows very brie�y
how to solve the integrals with elliptic functions and gives some references, without
delving too much into the meaning of the mathematical results. Last but not least,
a rather unknown textbook, by Ames and Murnaghan [2], seems worth mentioning
here, since their more detailed analysis includes an expansion around conical orbits
similar to that demonstrated in Sec. 2.3, even though they only calculate terms up
to �rst order.

2.1.2 Contemporary Work
Miles: First Analytical and Numerical Study of the Forced Case

The �rst analysis of the forced spherical pendulum, dating back to 1962, seems to be
an article by Miles [62]. In his work, he expands the Lagrangian up to fourth order
in amplitudes about the rest position at the bottom, for small harmonic, horizontal
forcing close to the natural frequency of the pendulum at the bottom. Assuming
weak nonlinearity and therefore a solution composed of a fast oscillation at the
forcing frequency superposed with a slow modulation of the amplitudes, he then
analyzes these amplitude modulations by calculating their �xed points and stability,
supplemented by the �rst numerical studies of the equations of motion.

This remains the only publication on the spherical pendulum, until a second
investigation follows by the same author: In [63] he examines the same aspects in
more detail, and establishes frequency boundaries for the stability of several types
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of motion, such as �xed points, limit cycles, and chaotic evolution of the amplitude
modulations. In the same year, he also shows the equivalence, under certain condi-
tions, of the spherical pendulum with other systems, e.g., the sloshing of free surface
waves in a circular tank [64], for which he applies the same formalism.

Experiments with Forcing

A �rst attempt to verify Miles' �ndings experimentally was undertaken by Tritton.
In [92], he describes a simple experimental setup for a horizontally forced spherical
pendulum, originally designed for demonstration purposes rather than quantitative
analyses. However, by sketching the horizontal projection of the pendulum motion
over su�ciently long time intervals, he manages to observe similar classes of motions
as Miles, and �nds reasonable agreement with Miles' frequency boundaries for these
classes.

Further experimental analyses were conducted by Irons [47], Kana and Fox [50],
and Todd and Vohra [90], [91]. Irons [47] measures resonance curves of maximum
amplitude and phase shift for forcing frequencies close to the natural frequency, for
small and �nite amplitudes, and compares them to linear theory and Miles' results,
�nding that his own results lie in between these. He also uses angular momentum
arguments to predict when the long-term motion is expected to be planar, elliptic/
circular, or irregular, an analysis which he tries to apply to dowsing. Kana and
Fox [50] attempt to �nd suitable new ways of plotting the motion of the pendulum,
to the end that di�erent types of motion can be more easily distinguished and com-
pared to numerical simulations. Todd and Vohra [90], [91] focus on demodulation
techniques to extract, under the same assumption of two clearly distinct time scales
used by Miles, the slow amplitude modulation from the fast oscillation at the forcing
frequency in their experimental data. It should be noted that in contrast to the other
papers, they assume a slightly di�erent forcing, namely �roll forcing�, i.e., which is
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motivated by the example of ship cranes, where the pendulum support is mounted
on a swaying platform.

Numerical Studies

In a recent publication with Groves [93], Tritton reexamines the topic numerically,
calculating Lyapunov exponents for Miles' equations of the amplitude evolutions.
Expanding on Tritton's earlier experimental �ndings [92], they seek to get a very
detailed classi�cation of types of motion for a large array of input parameters (forcing
frequency and damping). They further undertake a serious e�ort to compare results
with most of the other numerical and experimental studies.

Other recent numerical investigations were reported by Bryant [13], Aston [9],
and Bridges and Georgiou [12]. Bryant [13], like Miles, also approximates the La-
grangian of the horizontally forced spherical pendulum up to fourth order in ampli-
tudes, but without Miles' two-time-scale approximation. He analyzes plots of the
horizontal projection of the pendulum motion, strobed at the forcing frequency, and
�nds, like Miles, periodic and irregular evolution of the strobed amplitudes, and a
period doubling cascade for the modulation period of the former type of motion.
Aston [9] is the �rst to simulate the full pendulum equations, allowing for large
and �running� oscillations (�over the top�), i.e., the types of orbits which were most
important in the study of chaos in the planar pendulum, since they are located
in the vicinity of the main separatrix in phase space. His investigation focuses on
period doubling and symmetry breaking bifurcations. Most recently, Bridges and
Georgiou [12] demonstrate the use of a symplectic constraint preserving algorithm
(�SHAKE-RATTLE�) to integrate the exact equations of motion. For vertical forc-
ing, they show three-dimensional plots of the pendulum motion strobed at the forcing
frequency, and calculate Lyapunov coe�cients.
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Discussion

All these papers contribute signi�cant steps to the understanding of various details
of the spherical pendulum system. However, it is remarkable that none of the above
studies resorts to established tools of Hamiltonian dynamics. In fact, despite the
struggle to �nd suitable plotting methods for the pendulum motions by most authors,
not a single Poincaré surface of section for the exact system can be found in any
of these works. Miles does show Poincaré sections, but only for his slow amplitude
modulations, which he �nds can be written in Hamiltonian form after his small-
amplitudes and two-time-scale approximations. Some of the other publications claim
to show Poincaré sections as well. However, it turns out that they just use the term
loosely to describe strobe plots, not actual Poincaré sections, i.e., plots of the strobed
(at the forcing frequency) motion projected into a phase space plane spanned by one
of the coordinates and its conjugate momentum.

2.1.3 Mathematical Research
As a very simple, idealized model system with non-trivial topological properties, the
(unforced) spherical pendulum has also been of interest in mathematical studies:
Even though the system is locally integrable, the presence of monodromy in the
energy momentum mapping prevents global integrability. Although the details of
these mathematical studies are somewhat beside the scope of this section, some of
the mathematical publications for the interested reader are listed here, without any
claim to be exhaustive.

A very comprehensive overview about integrability, symmetry reduction, struc-
ture of the energy-momentum mapping, and monodromy is given in [21]. Since it
assumes a strong mathematical background, it may not be suited for the typical
physicist, but even for physicists, some of the remarks and references in the �Notes�
section at the end could be useful.
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A more �readable� paper for physicists may be the shorter, rather introduc-
tory publication by Cushman and Duistermaat [20]. This reference shows that the
energy momentum mapping of the spherical pendulum exhibits monodromy, and
therefore that no global action variables can exist. After a demonstration for the
classical spherical pendulum, a similar analysis is repeated for the quantum version
of it.

Another study, on the complex geometry and semiclassical monodromy of
the spherical pendulum, was published by Alber and Marsden [1]. Very recently,
Beukers and Cushman [11] reported a similar study, but involving a di�erent kind
of monodromy.
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2.2 Governing Equations and Classi�cation of Forcing
Types

2.2.1 Dimensionless Lagrangian and Hamiltonian
For the analytical and numerical analyses in this chapter, the physical parameters
m, g and l in Eq. (2.1) are not essential. Therefore, they will be eliminated by
introducing the dimensionless quantities

L :=
Lp

mgl
, x :=

xp

l
, t := tp

√
g

l
, (2.3)

where the index p is appended to denote the �physical� quantities of Eq. (2.1), to
distinguish them from the dimensionless ones used in the remainder of this chapter.
The new, dimensionless, Lagrangian and constraint read

L =
ẋ2

2
− x3, (2.4)

g(x) = |x− x̃|2 − 1 = 0. (2.5)

In order to satisfy the constraint, one can either resort to the method of
Lagrange multipliers, or directly �guess� a suitable coordinate system in which �xing
one of the coordinates identically satis�es the constraint and leaves the other two
coordinates free. For the numerical solution in Sec. 2.4, both methods are used
independently. Here, however, only the latter approach is used, since the Lagrange
multiplier cannot be eliminated without having fully solved the problem, a task
impossible to achieve analytically. The constraint condition (2.5) suggests that a
more convenient choice of coordinates could be the di�erence q := x − x̃. For this
choice, the Lagrangian becomes

L =
(q̇ + ˙̃x)2

2
− (q3 + x̃3), (2.6)
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with the constraint being reduced to keeping the length |q| = 1 �xed, i.e., q is
forced to lie on the surface of the unit sphere. Obviously, expressing q in the usual
spherical coordinates, q = (r sin θ cosϕ, r sin θ sinϕ, r cos θ), does exactly what is
required. Fixing r = 1 satis�es the constraint for any θ and ϕ, which can be used as
the two new coordinates in a Lagrangian without constraints. After some algebra,
this Lagrangian can be expressed as

L = L0 + LV + LH , with
L0 =

1
2

(
θ̇2 + ϕ̇2 sin2 θ

)
− cos θ − x̃3 , (2.7a)

LV = − ˙̃x3θ̇ sin θ +
1
2

˙̃x2
3 , (2.7b)

LH = ϕ̇ sin θ(− ˙̃x1 sinϕ+ ˙̃x2 cosϕ) (2.7c)
+θ̇ cos θ( ˙̃x1 cosϕ+ ˙̃x2 sinϕ) +

1
2
( ˙̃x1 + ˙̃x2)2 ,

consisting of the three terms for the unforced system, vertical forcing, and horizontal
forcing, respectively.

In order to �nd the Hamiltonian of this system, �rst the momenta conjugate
to θ and ϕ are calculated as

pθ =
∂L

∂θ̇
= θ̇ − ˙̃x3 sin θ + cos θ( ˙̃x1 cosϕ+ ˙̃x2 sinϕ) , (2.8a)

pϕ =
∂L

∂ϕ̇
= ϕ̇ sin2 θ + sin θ(− ˙̃x1 sinϕ+ ˙̃x2 cosϕ) . (2.8b)

The Hamiltonian is obtained from the Lagrangian via the Legendre transformation
H = pθθ̇ + pϕϕ̇ − L. Eliminating the velocities, θ̇ and ϕ̇, by using Eqs. (2.8), one
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�nds the Hamiltonian

H = H0 +HV +HH , with
H0 =

1
2

[
p2

θ +
( pϕ

sin θ

)2
]

+ cos θ + x̃3 (2.9a)
HV = −1

2
˙̃x2
3 cos2 θ + ˙̃x3pθ sin θ (2.9b)

HH = −pθ cos θ( ˙̃x1 cosϕ+ ˙̃x2 sinϕ)− pϕ

sin θ
(− ˙̃x1 sinϕ+ ˙̃x2 cosϕ) (2.9c)

−1
2
( ˙̃x1 + ˙̃x2)2 +

1
2
(− ˙̃x1 sinϕ+ ˙̃x2 cosϕ)2 +

1
2

cos2 θ( ˙̃x1 cosϕ+ ˙̃x2 sinϕ)2

− ˙̃x3 sin θ cos θ( ˙̃x1 cosϕ+ ˙̃x2 sinϕ)2.

Again, the terms have been ordered to make it easier to recognize the in�uence of
di�erent kinds of forcing, as in Eq. (2.7). Note that, unlike in Eq. (2.7c), the last
line in Eq. (2.9c) vanishes unless both horizontal and vertical forcing are present.

2.2.2 Classi�cation of Forcing Types
Examining these separate groups of terms in the Hamiltonian Eq. (2.9) more closely,
ones �nds that they describe clearly distinct classes of systems. In Fig. 2.2, this
distinction is visualized by showing typical Poincaré sections for each case. (These
were obtained as actual results from the numerical integration of the spherical pendu-
lum equations of motion. However, for the point to be illustrated, any Hamiltonian
system with the properties described below could have been used. Therefore, no
information about parameter values, initial conditions, and axis labels shall be given
here.) The three classes are characterized by the number of their constants of mo-
tions, resulting in a di�erent �e�ective� number of degrees of freedom, and thus,
structure of phase space:

a. If no forcing is applied (ẋ = 0), the Hamiltonian merely consists of Eq. (2.9a).
Obviously, none of these terms contains ϕ or an explicit time dependence,
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(a) Poincaré sections for H(θ, pθ, pϕ), no forcing, integrable (H = const, pϕ =
const).

(b) Poincaré sections for H(θ, pθ, pϕ, t), vertical forcing, 1 1
2
degrees of freedom

(H 6= const, pϕ = const).

(c) Poincaré sections for H(θ, ϕ, pθ, pϕ, t), general forcing, 2 1
2
degrees of freedom

(H 6= const, pϕ 6= const).

Figure 2.2: Poincaré sections for di�erent classes of spherical pendulum Hamiltoni-
ans.
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i.e., the Hamiltonian has the form H(θ, pθ, pϕ). Therefore, both Ḣ = 0 and
ṗϕ = ∂H/∂ϕ = 0, i.e., the system has two constants of motion. (This is of
course what is expected physically for the unforced spherical pendulum: Since
the only external force acting on the system is the constant gravity force, it
is obvious that both energy and angular momentum about the x3-axis are
conserved.) Therefore, since the system has two degrees of freedom, θ and ϕ,
and the same number of constants of motion, it is integrable in the sense of
Liouville (see, e.g., Ref. [52]). The orbits in phase space are located on 2-tori,
which appear as lines (or ellipsoids) in the Poincaré sections, θ-pθ and ϕ-pϕ,
in Fig. 2.2(a).

b. As soon as forcing is present, explicit time dependence is introduced (in the
term x3 and usually ẋi), and H is no longer a constant of motion. However, pϕ

still remains constant, as long as the Hamiltonian has the form H(θ, pθ, pϕ, t),
i.e., does not depend on ϕ. Obviously, this is the case for only vertical forcing,
when only the terms in Eq. (2.9a) and Eq. (2.9b) are present. (Again, this is
physically obvious: Forcing along the direction of gravity preserves the rota-
tional symmetry, and angular momentum about the x3-axis it still conserved.)
In this case, even though the system has two degrees of freedom with time de-
pendence, it can be treated as H`(θ, pθ, t) depending on a constant parameter
` := pϕ. Therefore, it is e�ectively a 11

2 -degree-of-freedom system (where the
half degree of freedom accounts for the time dependence). Such systems are
equivalent to two-degree-of-freedom, time independent systems. Generically,
the phase space of these systems consists of chaotic trajectories separated by
2-tori, which translate to the Poincaré sections as some trajectories sampling
two-dimensional areas and some trajectories tracing curves shaped like de-
formed ellipsoids, which strictly separate di�erent chaotic areas. An example
of such a Poincaré section is the θ-pθ-section of Fig. 2.2(b), whereas it should
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be noted that the ϕ-pϕ-section still looks like before, since pϕ is conserved.11

c. In the most general case of arbitrary forcing, when ẋ1 and/or ẋ2 are present
(and usually not constant), no isolating constants of motion exist. In this case
the Hamiltonian has the most general form H(θ, ϕ, pθ, pϕ, t), and describes
a full 21

2 -degree-of-freedom system, equivalent to a three-degree-of-freedom
nonautonomous system. The phase space of such systems, again, contains
chaotic trajectories and trajectories on (now 3-) tori. However, since the mo-
tion takes place on a �ve-dimensional surface in phase space, but the tori
are only three-dimensional, they do not separate chaotic regions like in the
previous case. Therefore, Arnol'd di�usion, i.e., the migration of trajectories
�around� invariant tori to di�erent chaotic regions in phase space, is possible
in such systems. Generically, Poincaré sections can be expected to look like
the examples in Fig. 2.2(c).
From this categorization, the obvious approach to investigate the spherical

pendulum should be to �rst fully understand the integrable system, case (a). There-
fore, Sec. 2.3 will present detailed analytical work for the unforced spherical pendu-
lum. As a next step, case (b), vertical forcing alone, is studied systematically with
the broad set of tools that has been developed for 11

2 - and two-degree-of-freedom
systems over the past several decades. Only then can an analysis of the most general
case, (c), for which only few tools are known so far, be attempted in a system-
atic way and expected to give new insights. However, almost all papers described
in Sec. 2.1 jumped right to case (c). (Except for [12], which used vertical forcing for
their calculations, but did not really state a reason for this preference. Therefore

11If one would consider, instead of the vertically forced 1 1
2
-degree-of-freedom system, an equiva-

lent two-degree-of-freedom system with H(θ, ϕ, pθ, pϕ), e.g., an unforced pendulum with a �potential
bump� V (ϕ) destroying the rotational symmetry, also the ϕ-pϕ-section would display chaotic re-
gions separated by deformed lines. It may be helpful to imagine it as similar to a picture of the
familiar standard map, even though of course the exact features of this section depend on the
speci�c form of the potential bump.
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the choice seems more like a coincidental pick of system parameters than a conscious
decision for vertical forcing.) It should be clear from the above classi�cation that
slight di�erences in the form of forcing, such as the roll-forcing used by [90] and [91]
versus pure horizontal forcing by most of the other authors, are of minor importance
as soon as they have any horizontal component. For any form of forcing leading to
case (c), a full understanding of the system is a very intricate task. Thus it is not
surprising that the e�orts of these papers can only be focused on understanding iso-
lated examples of various details rather than attempting a systematic investigation
of the full spherical pendulum system.

2.2.3 Two-Chart Covering
Concluding this overview of governing equations and the resulting categorization for
the forced spherical pendulum system, it should be noted that a drawback of the
present choice of coordinate system is that it has singularities at the poles of the
sphere, on the x3-axis, at θ = 0 and θ = π. This is re�ected in terms containing
1/ sin θ, in the Hamiltonian as well as in the equations of motion (which were not
shown here since they are lengthy, but straightforward to derive). Since this is a
topological property of the sphere, which cannot be covered by a single coordinate
chart, it cannot be avoided by any other conceivable choice of two coordinates. (It
is not a physical problem, in the sense that trajectories still describe a �smooth�
path at the poles as well as anywhere else.) Therefore the only mathematically
correct way to describe the pendulum globally is to use at least one additional
coordinate chart that partially overlaps with the �rst one and is regular at and in
the neighborhood of the poles, e.g., spherical coordinates for a rotated coordinate
system. The Lagrangian, the Hamiltonian, and the equations of motion can be
calculated for the new coordinates in a similar manner as before. Since the relations
between coordinates and momenta in the overlap regions of both charts are known,
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these can then be used to switch between the charts whenever a trajectory gets too
close to a pole.

Here, as an example of a second chart, �spherical-like� coordinates, η and ξ,
are chosen, which are obtained by cyclically rotating the Cartesian coordinate axes
into each other such that q = (cos η, sin η cos ξ, sin η sin ξ), with poles now on the
x1-axis. The overlap conditions for the coordinates are given by

η =
π

2
− arctan

[
sin θ cosϕ√

1− sin2 θ cos2 ϕ

]
, (2.10a)

ξ = arctan∗
[

cos θ
sin θ sinϕ

]
, (2.10b)

where (arctan∗) is used to denote mapping into the full interval [−π, . . . , π) rather
than [−π/2, . . . , π/2), and for the momenta by

pη =
(−pθ cos θ cosϕ+ pϕ sinϕ/ sin θ)√

1− sin2 θ cos2 ϕ
, (2.11a)

pξ = −pθ sinϕ− pϕ cot θ cosϕ. (2.11b)

Similar conditions are found for the inverse transformations, but will be omitted here
for brevity, as well as Lagrangian, Hamiltonian and the equations of motion in the
new coordinates.

These relations are obviously not very practical for analytical work. More-
over, the new unforced and vertically forced Hamiltonians are not cyclic in one of the
coordinates (like the old Hamiltonian was in ϕ), and thus it is not trivial to identify
the constant of motion ` = pϕ. Therefore it is preferable to treat the poles merely as
limiting cases of the �rst chart for such analyses. However, the two-chart approach
will be used for the numerical computations in Sec. 2.4.

In most of the papers cited in Sec. 2.1, the use of a second chart is not neces-
sary, since the equations of motion are only considered within a small neighborhood
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of the rest position at the bottom, which can be covered by a single chart. The
only studies that considers motion on the full sphere are Aston [9], and Bridges and
Georgiou [12]. Aston addresses the problem, but �nds that for his purpose, it is
numerically su�cient to work with a single chart with poles on the x2-axis, since
they are far away from the motion in the vicinity of the x1 − x3-plane (spanned by
his choice of forcing and gravity) that he wants to investigate. Bridges and Georgiou
do not have to worry about coordinate charts, since they use Cartesian coordinates
with Lagrange multipliers.
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2.3 The Unforced Spherical Pendulum

In this Section, the integrable spherical pendulum is analyzed in detail. Since solv-
ing the spherical pendulum equations of motion is a standard example in classical
mechanics textbooks (see, e.g., Sommerfeld [85]), their approach is only reviewed
brie�y: These solutions, involving elliptic integrals, are not very helpful for under-
standing the structure of phase space and how forcing will a�ect them. Therefore,
here these exact solutions are merely given for completeness, whereas the focus is
put on deriving approximate expressions in terms of elementary functions for later
use in calculating �xed points and low-periodic orbits for the vertically forced case.

2.3.1 Hamiltonian, Equations of Motion, and Solutions
The Hamiltonian for the unforced, integrable system is

H =
1
2

[
p2

θ +
( pϕ

sin θ

)2
]

+ cos θ , (2.12)

which is the same as Eq. (2.9a), except that x̃3 has been omitted here, since it is
merely an additive constant and can be eliminated by shifting the reference point
for the potential accordingly. From this, one derives the equations of motion,

θ̇ = ∂H
∂pθ

= pθ , (2.13a)
ṗθ = −∂H

∂θ = p2
ϕ

cos θ
sin3 θ

+ sin θ , (2.13b)
ϕ̇ = ∂H

∂pϕ
=

pϕ

sin2 θ
, (2.13c)

ṗϕ = − ∂H
∂pϕ

= 0 . (2.13d)

From Eq. (2.13d), it follows immediately that the angular momentum is con-
served, pϕ = const =: `, as already explained in Sec. 2.2. Then, Eqs. (2.13a)
and (2.13b) only depend on the variables θ and pθ, and can therefore be solved as an
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isolated time independent, one-degree-of-freedom system. This is a simple quadra-
ture problem � by inserting Eq. (2.13a) into the Hamiltonian and observing that
H = const =: E, one can write

E =
1
2

[(
dθ

dt

)2

+
`2

sin2 θ

]
+ cos θ . (2.14)

From this, one directly obtains for t(θ) the elliptic integral

t =
∫ θ(t)

θ0

dθ′√
2E − 2 cos θ′ − `2/ sin2 θ′

. (2.15)

The inverse function, which can be expressed in terms of elliptic functions, is the
required solution θ(t).12 Once this has been achieved and θ(t) is known, the solution
of Eq. (2.13c) is straightforward:

ϕ(t) = φ0 + `

∫ t

0

dt′

sin2 θ(t′)
. (2.16)

Thus, the integrable problem is fully solved.
However, as stated before, this solution does not reveal much about the struc-

ture of phase space. Instead, it is instructive to look at the projections of trajectories
in phase space into the coordinate-momentum planes. In this time-independent case,
since the �forcing period� can be any arbitrarily chosen number, these are the same
as Poincaré sections, in which only one point of the trajectory is plotted per period
of the forcing. Since pθ = const, the ϕ-pϕ-plane will only display straight lines (cf.
Fig. 2.2(a)), and therefore is of little interest; thus, only the θ-pθ-plane is considered
here. Since each trajectory in phase space is con�ned to a surface of constant energy,
H = E, Eq. (2.12) can be inverted to �nd the relation pθ(θ) for trajectories at that

12Some e�ort could be undertaken here to rewrite the elliptic integral in one of the standard
forms, and explicitly write down the inverse. However, for the present purpose, this is not needed.
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energy E,
pθ = ±

√
2(E − cos θ)− `2

sin2 θ
. (2.17)

To give an idea of the shape of these contours, these equations have been plotted
in Fig. 2.3 for several choices of parameters E and `.

Figure 2.3: Contours described by the two branches of Eq. (2.17) in the (θ, pθ) plane,for ` = 0 (planar pendulum), 0.1, and 1, and for E = 5, 2, 1, 0.2, -0.8 (from top
to bottom). Note that for ` = 1, the innermost contour (with E = −0.8) does not
exist.

In the special case ` = 0, Eq. (2.17) gives the well-known phase space por-
trait of the planar pendulum: One region of phase space consists of closed contours
symmetric about pθ = 0, corresponding to oscillatory motion, and another of never
closing �undulating lines�, which describe rotations over the top of the pendulum.
For non-planar oscillations, ` 6= 0, the portrait is fundamentally di�erent: Due to
the last term, the expression under the root goes to −∞ for both boundaries of
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the domain of θ ∈ (0, π). Therefore, whenever the root is real for some value of θ,
i.e., the expression under the root is positive, it will eventually become 0 while θ
approaches either boundary of its domain, ensuring that the two branches always
connect. Thus, for non-planar motion, only closed contours exist.

2.3.2 Fixed Points: Conical Orbits
The obvious next step in understanding the pendulum motions is to �nd �xed points,
i.e., all solutions of the equations of motion for which θ̇ = 0 and ṗθ = 0. From
Eqs. (2.13), these conditions are satis�ed for

θ̇∗ = pθ∗ = 0 , (2.18a)
ṗθ∗ = `2

cos θ∗
sin3 θ∗

+ sin θ∗ = 0 . (2.18b)

In the planar case, ` = 0, we �nd the expected �xed points at θ = 0 and θ = π, i.e.,
the pendulum bob sitting at the top and bottom of the sphere, respectively. For ` 6=
0, θ∗ has to be found numerically as the solution of −`2 cos θ∗ = sin4 θ∗. The value
θ = θ∗ corresponds to a uniform rotation of the pendulum bob at a constant height
about the x3-axis � the conical orbits originally found by Huygens (Sec. 2.1.1).

It is important to note that within the given domain, (0, π), exactly one
solution θ∗ exists for any real value of `: Whereas −`2 cos θ∗ < 0 and sin4 θ∗ > 0

everywhere in (0, π/2), −`2 cos θ∗ changes monotonically from 0 to `2 > 0, and sin4 θ∗

from 1 to 0, in [π/2, π). Therefore, there is a unique solution θ∗, lying in (π/2, π),
the lower hemisphere. Since there is a 1-1 correspondence between ` and θ∗, one can
calculate θ∗ for any given ` and replace ` in the Hamiltonian [Eq. (2.12)] by

` =

√
sin4 θ∗
− cos θ∗

. (2.19)
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The Hamiltonian, parameterized in terms of θ∗ rather than `, then reads

H =
1
2

(
p2

θ +
sin4 θ∗

− cos θ∗ sin2 θ

)
+ cos θ , (2.20)

and has a single �xed point at (θ = θ∗, pθ = 0). From this, the energy of the
pendulum motion at that �xed point is seen to be

E∗ =
1− 3 cos2 θ∗
−2 cos θ∗

. (2.21)

On the other hand, due to the 1-1 correspondence, one �nds the �xed point for any
given energy E∗ at pθ∗ = 0 and13

θ∗ = arccos
[
E∗ −

√
E∗ + 3

3

]
. (2.22)

All of these �xed points are stable under perturbations in θ and pθ,14 which is
obvious from the fact that the trajectories form closed contours about �xed points.
More quantitatively, this can be shown, e.g., with the help of Dirichlet's theorem,
which guarantees stability since the Hessian

 ∂2H
∂θ2

∂2H
∂θ∂pθ

∂2H
∂pθ∂θ

∂2H
∂p2

θ

∣∣∣∣∣∣
(θ∗,0)

=

 1 0

0 1+3 cos2 θ∗
− cos θ∗


is de�nite, i.e., both eigenvalues have the same sign (here positive).15

With the knowledge that all solutions of the system, Eq. (2.20), describe
closed contours about a �xed point (θ = θ∗, pθ = 0), it becomes clear that a better

13arccos[(E∗ +
√

E∗ + 3)/3] is not a valid solution, since it lies in (0, π/2), i.e., the upper hemi-
sphere, and would require an imaginary angular momentum, `2 < 0.

14Note, however, that this stability is certainly not guaranteed under forcing!
15More precisely, various de�nitions and criteria for stability exist, e.g., one has to distinguish

between linear, nonlinear, or spectral stability. For an overview, see Section VI.A of [65]. Here,
however, the distinction is unnecessary since the system can be shown to be stable in all of these
senses.
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approach for analyzing the solution is to rewrite it in terms of quantities relative to
the �xed point, rather than the absolute quantities used in Eq. (2.15). Although
replacing θ = θ∗ + δθ, E = E∗ + δE, and ` from Eq. (2.19) in Eq. (2.15) does not
seem to simplify much, the great advantage is that this form can be expanded for
small δθ to obtain an analytical approximation for the solution in the vicinity of the
�xed point.

The lowest nontrivial order of approximation of the behavior of orbits in the
vicinity of conical orbits can be derived exactly, using only elementary functions:
The term under the root of zeroth order in δθ is given by

2(E∗ + δE − cos θ∗)−
sin2 θ∗
− cos θ∗

= 2δE ,

since the remaining terms cancel out due to Eq. (2.21). The �rst order term vanishes
because of Eq. (2.18b). Therefore, the �rst non-constant term in the expansion is
the second order term

δθ2

2

(
2 cos θ∗ −

6 cos2 θ∗ + 2 sin2 θ∗
− cos θ∗

)
= −1 + 3 cos2 θ∗

− cos θ∗
δθ2 .

Neglecting higher orders, Eq. (2.15) becomes

t =
∫ δθ(t)

δθ0

d(δθ′)√
2δE − 1+3 cos2 θ∗

− cos θ∗
(δθ′)2

. (2.23)

This is obviously the integral of an arcsin-function, which can be directly integrated
and inverted to give

δθ(t) =

√
2δE
ω0

sin
[
ω0t+ arcsin

(
ω0δθ0√

2δE

)]
, (2.24)
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where the abbreviation
ω0 =

√
1 + 3 cos2 θ∗
− cos θ∗

(2.25)
is used to denote the zeroth order approximation of the frequency to traverse the
closed contour in the θ-pθ-plane of phase space. This means that orbits in the vicinity
of a conical orbit undergo small oscillations with a frequency of ω0.

2.3.3 Elliptic Integral Expansion
In order to obtain higher order approximations of the solutions, the simple approach
of expanding θ about θ∗ fails: Including terms with δθ3 and higher in the integral
Eq. (2.15) in the above analysis merely achieves that the original elliptic integral is
rewritten as another one. As a matter of fact, the new elliptic integrals have the
additional disadvantage of being only approximate solutions, and having di�erent
shape for every order of approximation, whereas the original one was exact and only
one single integral had to be solved.

Therefore, it cannot be avoided to solve the elliptic integral. For that purpose,
it is necessary to reduce the integral to the standard form for an elliptic integral of
the �rst kind, F (φ,

√
m), which satis�es, for a > b ≥ u ≥ c,

∫ u

c

du√
2(a− u)(b− u)(u− c)

=
2√

2(a− c)

∫ φ

0

dϑ

1−m sin2 ϑ
=

2F (φ,
√
m)√

2(a− c)
(2.26)

with
m =

b− c

a− c
(2.27)

and
φ = arcsin

√
u− c

b− c
. (2.28)

Slightly di�erent solutions are found for, e.g., a ≥ u ≥ b < c, but here only the case
that is eventually used in the following calculations is listed. The problem is to �nd
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a ≥ b ≥ c for a given integral, in a form that makes it possible to examine where
u �ts into the chain of inequalities (which determines which case of elliptic integral
solution is applicable). For small m, the solution can then be expanded in terms of
elementary functions, since

F (φ,
√
m) =

∫ φ

0

dϑ√
1−m sin2 ϑ

(2.29)

= φ+m

[
φ

4
− sin(2φ)

8

]
+m2

[
9φ
64
− 3 sin(2φ)

32
+

3 sin(4φ)
256

]
+O(m3) .

For the integral in Eq. (2.15), the problem of determining the factorization
of the cubic polynomial in the denominator, and verifying a < b ≥ u ≥ c (or a
similarly de�nite inequality chain) is nontrivial. Moreover, m is usually not small
for this case, so an expression in terms of elementary functions is hard to �nd. For
that reason, an expansion about the conical orbits proves useful after all, although it
is not practical to carry out the transformation into normal form separately for any
new order δθ3, δθ4, etc., as would be necessary for the expansion used in Sec. 2.3.2.

The di�culties can be mastered by a canonical transformation to a more
convenient coordinate system. Using the generating function

F2(θ, δpx) = δpx(cos θ − x∗) , (2.30)

gives the new coordinate δx, which is simply the vertical deviation from the conical
orbit:

δx =
∂F2(θ, δpx)

∂δpx
= cos θ − x∗ . (2.31)

with x∗ := cos θ∗. Additionally, it provides the relation between old, pθ, and new
momentum, δpx,

pθ =
∂F2(θ, δpx)

∂θ
= −δpx sin θ = −δpx

√
1− x2 . (2.32)
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The Hamiltonian Eq. (2.20) in terms of these new variables becomes

H̃ =
δp2

x(1− x2)
2

+
1+3x2

∗
−2x∗

δx2 − δx3

1− x2
+

1− 3x2
∗

−x∗
, (2.33)

where, again, x := x∗ + δx and x∗ := cos θ∗ are used for a more compact notation.
The term in front of δx2 can be identi�ed as ω2

0/2 from Eq. (2.25), which, in the
present notation, reads

ω0 =

√
1 + 3x2

∗
−x∗

. (2.34)
The last term is merely a constant, and can be identi�ed as the energy at the �xed
point, Eq. (2.21). Therefore, rewriting E = E∗ + ε, with energy ε relative to the
�xed point, the Hamiltonian considered for the rest of this section is given as

ε =
δp2

x(1− x2)
2

+
ω2

0
2 δx

2 − δx3

1− x2
. (2.35)

In the new formulation, Hamilton's equation of motion for ˙(δx) is

˙(δx) =
∂H

∂δpx
= δpx(1− x2) , (2.36)

which can be reinserted into Eq. (2.35) to obtain an expression like in Eq. (2.14).
The solution integral then becomes

t =
∫ δx(t)

δx0

d(δx′)
˙(δx′)

=
∫ δx(t)

δx0

d(δx′)
[1− (x′)2]δpx′

=
∫ δx(t)

δx0

d(δx′)√
2ε[1− (x′)2]− ω2

0(δx′)2 + 2(δx′)3
. (2.37)

This new integral consists of a simple polynomial of third degree under the
root, which is exact since no orders have been dropped so far. It be brought into
standard form much more easily than the integral in Eq. (2.15), since the physical
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meanings of all quantities are obvious, and it is clear which quantities are small (ε
and δx′) and which are not (ω0 and x′). The polynomial under the root is factorized
as

2ε(1− x2)− ω2
0(δx

′)2 + 2(δx′)3 = 2(a− δx)(b− δx)(δx− c) , (2.38)
where a ≥ b ≥ c is assumed. For ε = 0, at the �xed point, the factorization is
obviously a = ω0/2, b = c = 0. For small deviations from the �xed point, i.e.,
ε, δx << 1, the zeros a, b and c are expected to lie close to these values. Since the
goal is to ultimately approximate the solutions of the integral in Eq. (2.37) in terms
of a small parameter, we do not need to calculate the exact values of a, b and c, but
will use their expansions in √ε,16

a =
ω2

0

2
+

(1− x2
∗)

2

x2
∗ω

4
0

ε+
8(1− x2

∗)
2(x2

∗ + 3)
x2
∗ω

10
0

ε2 +O(ε3) , (2.39a)

b =

√
2(1− x2

∗)
ω0

√
ε+

4(1 + x2
∗)

ω4
0

ε+
2(5x6

∗ + 5x4
∗ + 7x2

∗ − 1)
x2
∗
√

2(1− x2
∗)ω7

0

√
ε
3

+
4(1− x2

∗)
2(x2

∗ + 3)
x2
∗ω

10
0

ε2 +O(
√
ε
5) , (2.39b)

c = −
√

2(1− x2
∗)

ω0

√
ε+

4(1 + x2
∗)

ω4
0

ε− 2(5x6
∗ + 5x4

∗ + 7x2
∗ − 1)

x2
∗
√

2(1− x2
∗)ω7

0

√
ε
3

+
4(1− x2

∗)
2(x2

∗ + 3)
x2
∗ω

10
0

ε2 +O(ε2) . (2.39c)

After these zeros are known, the transformation of the integral in Eq. (2.37) into the
standard form of an elliptic integral can be carried out according to Eq. (2.26) with

m =
b− c

a− c
=

4
√

2(1− x2
∗)

ω3
0

√
ε− 16(1− x2

∗)
ω6

0

ε+O(
√
ε
3), (2.40)

16These expansions were calculated by making an ansatz a =
P

i ai
√

ε
i, likewise for b and c, and

inserting it into Eq. (2.38). By comparing orders of
√

ε, we can successively solve for the expansion
coe�cients ai etc. From this comparison, it also becomes obvious why

√
ε and not simply ε has to

be used.
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and
φ = arcsin

√
δx− c

b− c
. (2.41)

2.3.4 Period and Frequency Expansion
In principle, an expansion of Eq. (2.37) in powers of √ε can be carried out directly
with the above formulas, and inverted to �nd the analytical expansion of the solu-
tion.17 However, it is already clear that the solution is a closed contour in phase
space, enclosing the �xed point. Since the full solution contains information about
the detailed shape of the contour, i.e., its deviation from an ellipse, which is of mi-
nor importance here, it may be more instructive to �rst calculate the period, T , and
frequency, ω = 2π/T , of cycling through this loop. The period is just Eq. (2.37),
integrated over a full closed contour,

T =
∮
d(δx)

˙(δx)
= 2

∫ c

b

d(δx)
˙(δx)

=
4√

2(a− c)

∫ π/2

0

dϑ√
1− b−c

a−c sin2 ϑ
(2.42)

Inserting Eq. (2.39) and expanding the integral according to Eq. (2.29), the period
is found to be

T =
2π
ω0

[
1 +

−2 + 15x2
∗ + 3x4

∗
2x2

∗ω
6
0

ε+
3

(
8− 344x2

∗ + 987x4
∗ + 114x6

∗ + 3x8
∗
)

16x4
∗ω

12
0

ε2

]
+O(ε3) .

(2.43)
Similarly, the frequency ω = 2π/T is given by

ω = ω0

[
1− −2 + 15x2

∗ + 3x4
∗

2x2
∗ω

6
0

ε+
−8 + 792x2

∗ − 2109x4
∗ + 18x6

∗ + 27x8
∗

16x4
∗ω

12
0

ε2
]

+O(ε3) .

(2.44)
In order to give an idea of the quality of this approximation, a comparison with the
exact ω, obtained from the integral in Eq. (2.42) with �exact� zeros a, b, c (calculated

17For practical purposes, it is convenient to choose δx0 = c, i.e., the initial condition for the
pendulum motion is chosen as the leftmost point of the contour in the phase plane (δx, δpx).
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numerically up to machine accuracy), is made in Fig. 2.4. Comparisons with both the
full quadratic approximation of Eq. (2.44), and a truncation after the linear term are
shown for several di�erent �xed points x∗. Even for the worst cases of intermediate
values of x∗, the agreement is good for small ε < 0.1, and in most cases, especially
for x∗ ≤ −0.7 and x∗ ≥ −0.3, ε does not even have to be very small.

2.3.5 Action-Angle Variables
These results allow us to �nally study action-angle variables, another important
aspect in the understanding of integrable Hamiltonian systems, in the vicinity of
the �xed point x∗. For action-angle variables (ψ, J), the Hamiltonian becomes a
function of the momentum only, H(J), which implies that the action, J , is constant
and the angle, ψ, evolves linearly in time,

J = J0 −
∫
∂H

∂ψ
dt′ = J0, (2.45)

ψ = ψ0 +
∫
∂H

∂J
dt′ = ψ0 + ωt .

For the spherical pendulum, such coordinates do not exist globally because of mon-
odromy arguments [11]. However, locally, action-angle variables can certainly be
found and represent a useful tool for understanding the motion of the system.

Therefore, the transformation to action-angle variables in the vicinity of the
�xed point x∗will be derived here. Since the action is given by

J =
1
2π

∮
δpxd(δx) =

1
2π

∮ ˙(δx)d(δx)
1− x2

, (2.46)

it can be immediately related to T : Comparing the energy derivative of J with
Eq. (2.42), we �nd

∂J

∂ε
=

T

2π
, (2.47)
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Figure 2.4: Comparison of the exact frequency ω of rotation around a closed contour
in phase space with linear and quadratic expansions in ε, for contours around six
di�erent �xed points x∗.
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since ∂ ˙(δx)/∂ε = (1− x2)/ ˙(δx), as can be seen from Eq. (2.38). Therefore, up to a
factor of 2π, J is obtained directly by integrating Eq. (2.43) over the energy,

J =
1
ω0

(
ε+

−2 + 15x2
∗ + 3x4

∗
4x2

∗ω
6
0

ε2 +
8− 344x2

∗ + 987x4
∗ + 114x6

∗ + 3x8
∗

16x4
∗ω

12
0

ε3
)

+O(ε4) .

(2.48)
This series can be reversed to express the Hamiltonian in terms of the actions:

ε(J) = ω0

(
J − −2 + 15x2

∗ + 3x4
∗

4x2
∗ω

5
0

J2 +
224− 561x2

∗ + 66x4
∗ + 15x6

∗
16x2

∗ω
10
0

J3

)
+O(J4) .

(2.49)
Since the twist condition for continuous systems states that

∂2ε

∂J2
≥ C > 0 , (2.50)

this system is expected to exhibit nontwist e�ects when terms of order J3 and higher
are used in the approximation, whereas the system has a de�nite twist if only order
J2 are used. This can also be seen in Fig. 2.4, where the twist condition is violated
wherever ω = ∂ε

∂J has an extremum, which is only possible for the higher order of
approximation.

In order to �nd the angle, ψ, a type-2 generating function, W (δx, J), can be
used. Since δpx = ∂W/∂(δx), and δpx is, from Eq. (2.35), a known function of ε and
therefore of J , the generating functions can be found as

W (δx, J) =
∫ δx

δx0

δpx′d(δx′) =
∫ δx

δx0

˙(δx′)d(δx′)
1− (x′)2

. (2.51)

Then, the angle is given by

ψ =
∂W

∂J
=
∂W

∂ε

∂ε

∂J
= ω

∫ δx

δx0

d(δx′)
˙(δx′)

. (2.52)
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Using Eqs. (2.38) and (2.26), this leads to a result as in Eq. (2.42):

ψ =
2ω√

2(a− c)

∫ φ

0

dϑ√
1− b−c

a−c sin2 ϑ
. (2.53)

The only signi�cant di�erence is that now, since the integral is not carried out
around a complete closed contour, the upper bound is not the constant π/2, but
φ(δx) from Eq. (2.41). Again, this expression can be expanded for small ε, using
Eqs. (2.39), (2.44), and (2.29), to give

ψ = 2φ−
√
ε

√
2(1− x2

∗)
ω3

0

sin 2φ+ ε
3
4

1− x2
∗

ω6
0

sin 4φ+O(
√
ε
3) . (2.54)

Since for J and ψ, the solution of the equations of motion is simply given by
Eq. (2.45), transforming back from action-angle variables to δx(ψ, J) and δpx(ψ, J)

gives the full solution of Eq. (2.37). Finding the inverse transformation is tedious,
but straightforward: Using an ansatz φ = f0(ψ) +

√
εf1(ψ) +

√
ε
2
f2(ψ) + . . . in

Eq. (2.54), and solving for the fi by comparing orders of √ε, leads to

φ =
ψ

2
+
√
ε

√
2(1− x2

∗)
2ω3

0

sin 2ψ + ε
1− x2

∗
8ω6

0

sin 4ψ +O(
√
ε
3) . (2.55)

The coordinate δx can be found from this by inverting Eq. (2.41) and expanding b
and c according to Eq. (2.39), which leads to

δx = −
√
ε

√
2(1− x2

∗)
ω0

cosψ +
ε

ω4
0

[5 + 3x2
∗ − (1− x2

∗) cos 2ψ] +O(
√
ε
3) . (2.56)

Finally, δpx can be derived from that, using Eq. (2.36), as

δpx =
√
ε

2√
2(1− x2

∗)
sinψ + ε

4(1 + x2
∗)

ω3
0(1− x2

∗)
sin 2ψ +O(

√
ε
3) . (2.57)

Inserting ψ = ωt from Eq. (2.45) gives the �nal solution, approximated in the vicinity
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ε << 1 of �xed point x∗.
In Fig. 2.5, a comparison of this approximation, up to order ε, with the exact

contour in phase space, si shown for parameters x∗ = −0.39,−0.5,−0.65,−0.8 and
ε = 0.2 (one of the worst scenarios from Fig. 2.4). As can be seen, the agreement is
generally very good, except in the vicinity of the south pole. This could be improved
by including higher orders of √ε.

Figure 2.5: Comparison of the exact contours in phase space, red/solid, with the
�rst approximation from Eq. (2.56) and Eq. (2.57), green/dashed, for x∗ = −0.39
(top left), x∗ = −0.5 (top right), x∗ = −0.65 (bottom left), x∗ = −0.8 (bottom
right) , and ε = 0.2 for all four cases.
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2.4 The Vertically Forced Spherical Pendulum

In this section, a vertical forcing of period Ω ,

x̃3 = λ sin(Ω t) , (2.58)

is assumed. For this case, the Hamiltonian is given by adding H0 and HV of
Eqs. (2.9a) and (2.9b). The objective here is to �nd the new �xed points and lowest
periodic orbits in the (θ, pθ) Poincaré section. Since this problem is hard to approach
analytically in the general case, small forcing amplitudes λ are assumed here, and all
calculations are carried out based on the approximate action-angle variables in the
vicinity of conical orbits found in Sec. 2.3.5, rather than using the exact solutions of
the integrable spherical pendulum.

2.4.1 Equations of Motion, Fixed Points and Periodic Orbits
The equations of motion for the vertically forced pendulum are

θ̇ =
∂H

∂pθ
= pθ + λΩ sin(Ω t) sin θ , (2.59a)

ṗθ = −∂H
∂θ

= p2
ϕ

cos θ
sin3 θ

+ sin θ − λΩ pθ cos(Ω t) cos θ (2.59b)
−λ2Ω 2 cos2(Ω t) sin θ ,

ϕ̇ =
∂H

∂pϕ
=

pϕ

sin2 θ
, (2.59c)

ṗϕ = − ∂H
∂pϕ

= 0 . (2.59d)

Again it follows immediately from Eq. (2.59d) that the angular momentum is con-
served, pϕ = const =: `, as explained in Sec. 2.2, and therefore again the problem can
be reduced to solving the system described by Eqs. (2.59a) and (2.59b) as an isolated
system, which now has one and a half degrees of freedoms, due to the time-dependent
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forcing.
Unlike the unforced system, Eq. (2.18), the vertically forced system does not

have any �xed points of the equations of motion, i.e., no points (θ∗, pθ∗) satisfying

θ̇∗ = pθ∗ + λΩ sin(Ω t) sin θ∗ = 0 , (2.60a)
ṗθ∗ = 0 . (2.60b)

Since Eq. (2.60a) implies pθ∗ = −λΩ sin(Ω t) sin θ∗, Eq. (2.60b) would clearly be
violated for any such θ∗. Therefore the solutions of interest here are not the �xed
points of the di�erential equations (2.59a) and (2.59b), θ∗ = const and pθ∗ = const,
but the �xed points and periodic orbits in the (θ, pθ) Poincaré section:

θn(t+ nT ) = θn(t) , (2.61a)
pθn(t+ nT ) = pθn(t) , (2.61b)

where T = 2π/Ω is the forcing period.
Since these require solving the equations of motion, they are signi�cantly

harder to �nd than �xed points of the di�erential equations. First attempts, using
perturbations for small λ on the expansions about the conical orbits of the unforced
pendulum, failed due to the fact that the locations of these unforced �xed points in
the (θ, pθ)-plane, and therefore the origin of the expansions, move as soon as forcing
is present.

Better results were obtained by using a Fourier ansatz as a �rst approximation
for the n = 1 �xed point in the (θ, pθ) Poincaré section:

θFP =
∞∑
i=0

[ci cos(iΩ t) + si sin(iΩ t)] , (2.62)

where the coe�cients ci = λi
∑∞

j=0 λ
jcij and si = λi

∑∞
j=0 λ

jsij are assumed to be
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Figure 2.6: Comparisons of numerically found �xed point locations in the (θ, pθ)Poincaré section at t = 0, and their approximations found from a Fourier ansatz, as
a function of λ.
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of orders λi. (This assumption is justi�ed in hindsight by the validity of the results
that are obtained from this ansatz.) Inserting this into the di�erential equation for
θ obtained from the equations of motion,

θ̈ = `2
cos θ
sin3 θ

+ sin θ − λΩ 2 sin(Ω t) sin θ , (2.63)

one �nds the approximate solutions

θFP(t) = θ∗ + λ
Ω 2

Ω 2 − ω2
0

sin θ∗ sin(Ω t)− λ2 Ω 4

4(Ω 2 − ω2
0)2

× (2.64a)
×

√
1− x2

∗
[
8 + (2Ω 2 − 3ω2

0)x∗
] [

1
ω2

0

+
1

4Ω 2 − ω2
0

cos(2Ω t)
]

+O(λ3) ,

pθFP(t) = λ
Ωω2

0

Ω 2 − ω2
0

sin θ∗ cos(Ω t)− λ2 Ω 3

2(Ω 2 − ω2
0)2

× (2.64b)

×
√

1− x2
∗
−8Ω 2 + 2Ω 2x∗(Ω 2 − ω2

0) + x∗ω
4
0

4Ω 2 − ω2
0

sin(2Ω t) +O(λ3) .

As shown in Fig. 2.6 and Fig. 2.7, they agree reasonably well with the actual numer-
ical solutions as long as the forcing frequency Ω is su�ciently far from ω0.

To obtain good estimates of solutions even for resonant cases where Ω ≈

nω0, and to �nd, in addition to these modi�ed conical orbits, some new �xed
points/periodic orbits that are not present in the unforced system, a di�erent method
is needed. Here, a method based on coordinate transformations eliminating all terms
in the Hamiltonian except for one resonant term is used, as detailed in Sec. 2.4.2.

2.4.2 Kamiltonian Approach to Finding Periodic Orbits
The method used here to �nd periodic orbits in the (θ, pθ)-section is based on a
method implemented by Zounds and Rand [107] for the nonlinear Mathieu equation:
A succession of coordinate transformation reduces the Hamiltonian of the forced
system to a so-called resonance Kamiltonian, in which the periodic orbits of the only
resonance that could not be eliminated for a certain parameter region appear as �xed
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Figure 2.7: Comparisons of numerically found �xed point locations in the (θ, pθ)Poincaré section at t = 0, and their approximations found from a Fourier ansatz, as
a function of Ω .
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Table 2.1: Abbreviations for important terms used in the coordinate transformations
to resonance Kamiltonians.

x = x∗ + δx A = −2+15x2
∗+3x4

∗
4x2

∗ω5
0

δ = ω0 − Ω ξ = λα
4ω0Ω

ω0 =
√

3x2
∗+1
−x∗

B = −224+561x2
∗−66x4

∗−15x6
∗

16x2
∗ω10

0
δ2 = ω0 − Ω

2 ξ2 = λα2

2
Ω
ω0

α =
√

2(1−x2
∗)

ω0
C = −15+94x2

∗+49x4
∗

4αω5
0

δ3 = ω0 − Ω
3 ξ3 = λ9α3

64
Ω
ω3

0

points. Starting from the original (exact) Hamiltonian,

H(θ, pθ, t) =
1
2

[
p2

θ +
(

`

sin θ

)2
]

+ cos θ (2.65)

+λ sin(Ω t) + λΩ pθ sin θ cos(Ω t)− λ2 Ω 2

2
cos2 θ cos2(Ω t) ,

with (θ, pθ) as coordinate and conjugate momentum, several transformations and
approximations are made. For this purpose, two independent quantities are assumed
to be small: the distance in phase space to the conical orbits of the unforced system
(described by quantities like δx, δpx, J , ε, . . . ) and the forcing amplitude λ. The
orders of approximation in each of these quantities and in products of them are
stated below whenever an approximation is made. The sequence of transformations
is the following:

1. A canonical transformation to coordinates (δx, δpx) positions the conical orbit
�xed point of the integrable system at (x∗, 0) as the origin of phase space, as
already introduced in Sec. 2.3.3. The generating function

F2(θ, δpx) = δpx(cos θ − x∗) (2.66)
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gives the new variables

δx = cos θ − x∗ , (2.67a)
δpx = − pθ

sin θ
. (2.67b)

In these variables, the new Hamiltonian reads

ε =
1
2
(δpx)2(1− x2) +

ω2
0

2
(δx)2

1− x2
− (δx)3

1− x2
(2.68)

+λ
[
sin(Ω t)− 1− Ω δpx(1− x2) cos(Ω t)

]
+O(λ2) ,

where abbreviations from Table 2.1 are used. Since the term λ[sin(Ω t) − 1]

does not a�ect the equations of motion, it will be omitted from now on.
2. A canonical transformation is made to the action-angle coordinates (ψ, J) of

the unforced system in the vicinity of a conical orbit. The generating function
is the one used in Sec. 2.3.5:

W (δx, J) =
∫ δx

δx0

δpx′d(δx′) =
∫ δx

δx0

˙(δx′)d(δx′)
1− (x′)2

. (2.69)

This gives the new variables (cf. Eq. (2.48) and Eq. (2.54))

ψ = 2φ−
√
ε

√
2(1− x2

∗)
ω3

0

sin 2φ+ ε
3
4

1− x2
∗

ω6
0

sin 4φ+O(
√
ε
3) ,(2.70a)

J =
1
ω0

(
ε+

−2 + 15x2
∗ + 3x4

∗
4x2

∗ω
6
0

ε2
)

+O(ε3) . (2.70b)

where φ = arcsin
√

δx−c
b−c with the b, c from Eq. (2.39). The transformation
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back to the old coordinates is given by [cf. Eq. (2.56) and Eq. (2.57)]

δx = −
√
J

√
2(1− x2

∗)
ω0

cosψ (2.71a)
+
J

ω3
0

[5 + 3x2
∗ − (1− x2

∗) cos 2ψ] +O(
√
J

3
) ,

δpx =
√
J

2
√
ω0√

2(1− x2
∗)

sinψ + J
4
ω2

0

1 + x2
∗

1− x2
∗

sin 2ψ +O(
√
J

3
) . (2.71b)

The new Hamiltonian then reads

ε̃ = ω0(J −AJ2 −BJ3) + λΩ cos(Ω t)
[√

Jω0α sinψ (2.72)
+J

α2

ω0
sin 2ψ +

√
J

3
(
C sinψ +

9α
16ω3

0

sin 3ψ
)]

+O(J4, λJ2, λ2) ,

where again abbreviations from Table 2.1 are used.
3. A canonical transformation to coordinates (ϕ, j) is used merely for the conve-

nience of avoiding the square root terms in J . The generating function for this
transformation is

F2(ψ, j) = ψj2 , (2.73)
giving the new variables

ϕ = 2ψ
√
J , (2.74a)

j =
√
J . (2.74b)

Using these variables, and using addition theorems for the sin and cos terms,
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the Hamiltonian now becomes

ε̂ = ω0(j2 −Aj4 −Bj6) (2.75)
+
λ

2
jΩ (ω0α+ Cj2)

[
sin

(
ϕ

2j
+ Ω t

)
+ sin

(
ϕ

2j
− Ω t

)]
+
λ

2
j2α2 Ω

ω0

[
sin

(
ϕ

j
+ Ω t

)
+ sin

(
ϕ

j
− Ω t

)]
+
λ

2
j3Ω

9α3

16ω3
0

[
sin

(
3ϕ
2j

+ Ω t
)

+ sin
(

3ϕ
2j
− Ω t

)]
+O(j8, λj4, λ2) ,

In this form, the Hamiltonian clearly shows the �rst three resonances. The goal
of the main transformation step that follows now is to �nd local transformations
that, in the vicinity of one of the resonances, eliminate all others, and allow a
study of the remaining resonance separately.

4. The main transformation consists of a Lie transformation, using a generating
function W1(Q,P ) such that

ϕ = Q+
∂W1

∂P
, (2.76a)

j = P − ∂W1

∂Q
. (2.76b)

For such a generating function, the new Hamiltonian K̂, also referred to as the
Kamiltonian is found from the old one ε̂ = ε̂0 + λε̂1 +O(λ2) as

K̂(Q,P ) = ε̂(Q,P ) + λ

[
ε̂1(Q,P, t) + {ε̂0,W1}Q,P −

∂W1

∂t

]
+O(λ2) , (2.77)

where {x, y}Q,P = ∂x
∂Q

∂y
∂P −

∂x
∂P

∂y
∂Q are the familiar Poisson brackets. Here, the

Kamiltonian becomes

K(Q,P ) = ω0(P 2 −AP 4 −BP 6) (2.78)
+λ

[
ε̂1 − ω0(2P − 4AP 3 − 6BP 5)

∂W1

∂Q
− ∂W1

∂t

]
+O(λ2) .
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From this,W1 is chosen such that all terms of the order λ except for one cancel.
This needs to be done separately for the three resonances Ω ≈ ω0, Ω ≈ 2ω0,
and Ω ≈ 3ω0.
(a) For Ω ≈ ω0, the Lie generating function used has the form

W1 = λ
2ΩP (αω0 + CP 2)

cos [Q/(2P ) + ΩT ]
Ω + ω0 − 2Aω0P 2 − 3Bω0P 4

(2.79)
+λ

2
Ω α2P 2

ω0

{
cos [Q/P + ΩT ]

Ω + 2ω0 − 4Aω0P 2 − 6Bω0P 4

+
cos [Q/P − ΩT ]

−Ω + 2ω0 − 4Aω0P 2 − 6Bω0P 4

}
+λ

2
9Ω α3P 3

16ω3
0

{
cos [3Q/(2P ) + ΩT ]

Ω + 3ω0 − 6Aω0P 2 − 9Bω0P 4

+
cos [3Q/(2P )− ΩT ]

−Ω + 3ω0 − 6Aω0P 2 − 9Bω0P 4

}
.

This function can be veri�ed to eliminate all terms in ε1 except for the
one involving sin [ϕ/(2j)− Ω t]. The remaining term and the integrable
terms form the Hamiltonian in the vicinity of the n = 1 resonance

K̂1 = ω0(P 2 −AP 4 −BP 6) (2.80)
−

(
2ξ +

λ

2
ΩCP 2

)
P sin

(
Q

2P
− Ω t

)
+O(P 8, λP 4, λ2) ,

where again abbreviations from Table 2.1 have been introduced.
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(b) For Ω ≈ 2ω0, the Lie generating function assumes the form

W1 = λ
2ΩP (αω0 + CP 2)

{
cos [Q/(2P ) + ΩT ]

Ω + ω0 − 2Aω0P 2 − 3Bω0P 4
(2.81)

+
cos [Q/(2P )− ΩT ]

−Ω + ω0 − 2Aω0P 2 − 3Bω0P 4

}
+λ

2
Ω α2P 2

ω0

cos [Q/P + ΩT ]
Ω + 2ω0 − 4Aω0P 2 − 6Bω0P 4

+λ
2

9Ω α3P 3

16ω3
0

{
cos [3Q/(2P ) + ΩT ]

Ω + 3ω0 − 6Aω0P 2 − 9Bω0P 4

+
cos [3Q/(2P )− ΩT ]

−Ω + 3ω0 − 6Aω0P 2 − 9Bω0P 4

}
.

This function eliminates all terms in ε1 except for the one involving
sin (ϕ/j − Ω t). The remaining term and the integrable terms form the
Hamiltonian in the vicinity of the n = 2 resonance

K̂2 = ω0(P 2 −AP 4 −BP 6) (2.82)
−ξ2P 2 sin

(
Q

P
− Ω t

)
+O(P 8, λP 4, λ2) .

(c) For Ω ≈ 3ω0, the Lie generating function assumes the form

W1 = λ
2ΩP (αω0 + CP 2)

{
cos [Q/(2P ) + ΩT ]

Ω + ω0 − 2Aω0P 2 − 3Bω0P 4

cos [Q/(2P )− ΩT ]
−Ω + ω0 − 2Aω0P 2 − 3Bω0P 4

}
(2.83)

+λ
2

Ω α2P 2

ω0

{
cos [Q/P + ΩT ]

Ω + 2ω0 − 4Aω0P 2 − 6Bω0P 4

+
cos [Q/P − ΩT ]

−Ω + 2ω0 − 4Aω0P 2 − 6Bω0P 4

}
+λ

2
9Ω α3P 3

16ω3
0

cos [3Q/(2P ) + ΩT ]
Ω + 3ω0 − 6Aω0P 2 − 9Bω0P 4

.

This function eliminates all terms in ε1 except for the one involving
sin [3ϕ/(2j)− Ω t]. The remaining term and the integrable terms form
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the Hamiltonian in the vicinity of the n = 3 resonance

K̂3 = ω0(P 2 −AP 4 −BP 6) (2.84)
−2ξ3P 3 sin

(
3Q
2P

− Ω t
)

+O(P 8, λP 4, λ2) .

5. Finally, the time dependence is eliminated with another (time-dependent)
canonical transformation. The transformation is slightly di�erent for the three
di�erent resonances:
(a) The generating function

F2(Q,Y, t) = QY − P 2Ω t (2.85)

gives the new variables

X = Q− 2PΩ t , (2.86a)
Y = P . (2.86b)

This gives the �nal n = 1 resonance Kamiltonian

K1 = δY 2−ω0(AY 4+BY 6)−
(

2ξ +
λ

2
ΩCY 2

)
Y sin

X

2Y
+O(P 8, λP 4, λ2) .

(2.87)
(b) The generating function

F2(Q,Y, t) = QY − P 2

2
Ω t (2.88)
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gives the new variables

X = Q− PΩ t , (2.89a)
Y = P . (2.89b)

This gives the �nal n = 2 resonance Kamiltonian

K2 = δ2Y
2 − ω0(AY 4 +BY 6)− ξ2Y

2 sin
X

Y
+O(P 8, λP 4, λ2) . (2.90)

(c) The generating function

F2(Q,Y, t) = QY − P 2

3
Ω t (2.91)

gives the new variables

X = Q− 2
3
PΩ t , (2.92a)

Y = P . (2.92b)

This gives the �nal n = 3 resonance Kamiltonian

K3 = δ3Y
2 − ω0(AY 4 +BY 6)− 2ξ3Y 3 sin

3X
2Y

+O(P 8, λP 4, λ2) . (2.93)

From the �nal Kamiltonians Kn, the periodic orbits of period n are found
immediately as �xed points of the corresponding equations of motions. This means
the period-1 orbits satisfy

(
ξ +

λ

4
αΩCŶ 2

)
cos

X̂

2Ŷ
= 0 , (2.94a)

δŶ − 2ω0AŶ
3 − 3ω0BŶ

5 −
(
ξ + 3

λ

4
αΩCŶ 2

)
sin

X̂

2Ŷ
= 0 , (2.94b)
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where cos[X̂/(2Ŷ )] = 0 from Eq. (2.94a) (except for the non-generic case that ξ =

−λ
4αΩCŶ 2) has been used to simplify Eq. (2.94b). The period-2 orbits satisfy

ξ2Ŷ cos
X̂

Ŷ
= 0 , (2.95a)

δ2Ŷ − 2ω0AŶ
3 − 3ω0BŶ

5 − ξ2Ŷ sin
X̂

Ŷ
+ ξ2X̂ cos

X̂

Ŷ
= 0 , (2.95b)

and the period-3 orbits satisfy

3ξ3 cos
3X̂
2Ŷ

= 0 , (2.96a)
δ3Ŷ − 2ω0AŶ

3 − 3ω0BŶ
5 − 3ξ3Ŷ 2 sin

3X̂
2Ŷ

+
3
2
ξ3X̂Ŷ cos

3X̂
2Ŷ

= 0 . (2.96b)

2.4.3 Periodic Orbits
From Eqs. (2.94)-(2.96), the period-1, period-2, and period-3 orbits can be found
analytically, or by numerically searching for the roots of a 5th order polynomial.
Further, by analyzing the number of possible solutions, the collision threshold for
periodic orbits can be given. Finally, a linear stability analysis in the vicinity of
the periodic orbits can be used to determine which ones are elliptic and which ones
are hyperbolic. In order to determine the number of possible solutions and their
stability, it is helpful to know the signs of the parameters A and B. A numerical
root search determines that

A ≥ 0 for −1 ≤ x∗ ≤ −0.36049305597 . . . , (2.97)
B ≥ 0 for −1 ≤ x∗ ≤ −0.64983010248 . . . .

The case A > 0 and B < 0 turns out to have the richest spectrum of solutions.
Therefore, for the examples given here x∗ = −0.5 is chosen.
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Period-1 Orbits

Unless ξ = −λ
4αΩCŶ 2, which is assumed impossible for the parameter regime and

phase space region in which the above expansions are applicable (since Ŷ 2 << 1),
the only solutions of Eq. (2.94a) are the ones satisfying

cos[X̂/(2Ŷ )] = 0 . (2.98)

Denoting Ŝ := sin[X̂/(2Ŷ )] = ±1, the main equation for �nding the �xed points is

δŶ − 2ω0AŶ
3 − 3ω0BŶ

5 −
(
ξ + 3

λ

4
αΩCŶ 2

)
Ŝ = 0 . (2.99)

Solutions of this 5th order polynomial can easily be found by a numerical root search.
Here, however, it seems more instructive to derive certain properties by dropping
the highest order terms, i.e., the ones with Ŷ 5 and λŶ 2, and to give approximate
solutions of the remaining 3rd order polynomial. (Of course, exact solutions could
be given as well, but the approximate ones are easier to interpret physically.)

Using an ansatz of Ŷi = Ŷi0 +λŶi1 +O(λ2), one �nds for the case Aδ < 0, i.e.,
�above� resonance, Ω > ω0 for orbits in the vicinity of the unforced conical orbit at
x∗ = −0.5, the single solution

Ŷ0 =
Ŝξ

δ
+O(λ) Ŝ = −sgn(A) . (2.100)

For the case Aδ > 0, i.e., �below� resonance, Ω < ω0 for orbits in the vicinity of
the unforced conical orbit at x∗ = −0.5, all three solutions exist and are found at
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approximately

Ŷ1 = Ŝξ
δ +O(λ) , Ŝ = sgn(A) , (2.101)

Ŷ2 =
√

δ
2Aω0

− Ŝξ
2δ +O(λ) , Ŝ = sgn(A) ,

Ŷ3 =
√

δ
2Aω0

− Ŝξ
2δ +O(λ) , Ŝ = −sgn(A) .

A linear stability analysis shows that Ŷ0, Ŷ1, and Ŷ3 are elliptic, whereas Ŷ2 is
hyperbolic.

Whereas Ŷ2 and Ŷ3 are located on opposite sides of the origin (due to the
opposite signs of Ŝ, which implies that X̂2,3 = ±πŶ2,3 in order to satisfy Eq. (2.94a)),
the orbits at Ŷ1 and Ŷ2 can collide. At the point of collision, the left hand side of
Eq. (2.99) has to be at an extremum, therefore in addition to Eq. (2.99), its derivative
with respect to Ŷ has to vanish as well. From this, still omitting the higher order
terms in Ŷ 5 and λŶ 2, the forcing frequency for which the orbits collide for a certain
forcing amplitude is determined by

δC = ω0 − Ω C =
(
Aα2ω3

0Ω
2
C

27
32
λ2

)1/3

. (2.102)

This is a cubic equation for Ω C , which can be solved analytically or numerically. For
the example of x∗ = −0.5 and λ = 0.001, one �nds Ω C ≈

√
3.459330 as a physically

reasonable solution. (Note that ω0 =
√

3.5 for this case.)
Numerically integrated Poincaré sections for several parameters in the vicinity

of this collision are shown in Fig. 2.8, with the analytically found �xed points marked
by �O� and �X� for elliptic and hyperbolic orbits, respectively. The exact solutions of
Eq. (2.99) (with the terms of order Ŷ 5 and λŶ 2 omitted) are marked in red, and the
approximate solutions according to Eqs. (2.100)-(2.101) in green. The exact solutions
of the 3rd order polynomial are found to give a stunningly good agreement with the
numerical data. Also shown, marked in blue in Fig. 2.8(b), are the numerically found
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Figure 2.8: Collision sequence: Phase space with analytically found period-1 orbits
in the (θ, pθ) Poincaré section at t = 0, for small forcing λ = 0.001.
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solutions of Eq. (2.99) including the highest order terms. However, they are found
to agree badly with the numerical data, suggesting that since these solutions are far
from the original unforced conical orbits, better approximations would be needed to
�nd these solutions to a satisfactory degree of accuracy.

It is seen that the period-1 orbits undergo a collision sequence typical for
nontwist systems. In Fig. 2.8(a), one of the outer (5th order) orbits and Ŷ2 have just
been created in an inverse collision process. At a slightly higher Ω , the other one
of the 5th order orbits and Ŷ3 are created as well, resulting in the �ve orbits seen
in Fig. 2.8(b). [By numerically searching for the points where the derivative and
Eq. (2.99) in the full 5th order approximation vanish, the collision thresholds for the
two birth processes are found to be Ω B− ≈

√
3.248115 and Ω B+ ≈

√
3.256460, but

these are expected to be not very accurate, since they use the same approximation
as the one from which the blue orbits in Fig. 2.8(b) were found.] At even higher
Ω , Ŷ1, and Ŷ2 approach, as seen in Fig. 2.8(c), until they collide at ΩC . Finally,
in Fig. 2.8(d) only Ŷ0 = Ŷ3 and the outer orbits (outside the displayed range) remain.

This sequence is similar to the extended odd-periodic reconnection scenario,
Fig. 3.20, found in the standard nontwist map, as explained in Sec. 3.2.6. The
di�erence is that due to the absence of the symmetry S in the spherical pendulum,
the two outer chains are born/collide at slightly di�erent parameters, whereas both
collide simultaneously in the standard nontwist map.

Period-2 Orbits

In contrast to period-1 orbits, Eq. (2.95a) allows a trivial solution, X̂ = 0 and Ŷ = 0,
at the origin of phase space. For the nontrivial solutions,

cos(X̂/Ŷ ) = 0 . (2.103)
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has to hold, similar to the period-1 case. Denoting Ŝ2 := sin(X̂/Y h) = ±1, the
main equation for �nding the period-2 orbits is

δ2 − 2ω0AŶ
2 − 3ω0BŶ

4 − ξ2Ŝ2 = 0 . (2.104)

This equation can be easily solved analytically, with the solutions being

Ŷ1± =

√
− A

3B

[
1±

√
1 + 3B

ω0A2

(
δ2 − ξ2Ŝ2

)]
, Ŝ2 = sgn(A) , (2.105)

Ŷ2± =

√
− A

3B

[
1±

√
1 + 3B

ω0A2

(
δ2 − ξ2Ŝ2

)]
, Ŝ2 = −sgn(A) .

However, the higher order approximation is similarly poor as in the period-1 case.
Therefore, simpler solutions are obtained by omitting the term in Ŷ 4 and solving
the resulting quadratic equation instead. This gives the solutions

Ŷ1 =
√

δ2−ξ2Ŝ2

2Aω0
, Ŝ2 = sgn(A) , (2.106)

Ŷ2 =
√

δ2−ξ2Ŝ2

2Aω0
, Ŝ2 = −sgn(A) .

Of those, the orbits at Ŷ1 are hyperbolic and the ones at Ŷ2 are elliptic.
These solutions obviously collide at

δ2C± = ω0 −
Ω 2C±

2
= ξ2Ŝ2 = ±ξ2 . (2.107)

The numerical values of the two collision thresholds for x∗ = −0.5 and λ = 0.001

are Ω 2C− ≈ 13.988008 and Ω 2C+ ≈ 14.012008. Similarly, the thresholds for the
birth thresholds of the orbits in higher order approximation are given by Ω 2B− ≈

12.992071 and Ω 2B+ ≈ 13.026229.
Steps in the collision sequence for the lower order approximation (with only

the �xed points from Eq. (2.106)) are shown in the left column of Fig. 2.9. The outer
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orbits are so far away from the unforced conical orbit that, except in Fig. 2.9(a),
they cannot be seen.

Period-3 Orbits

Again, like for the period-2 orbits, Eq. (2.96a) allows a trivial solution, with X̂

arbitrary and Ŷ = 0, at the origin of phase space. For the nontrivial solutions,

cos[3X̂/(2Ŷ )] = 0 . (2.108)

has to hold, similar to the other cases. Denoting Ŝ3 := sin[3X̂/(2Ŷ )] = ±1, the
main equation for �nding the period-3 orbits is

δ3 − 2ω0AŶ
2 − 3ω0BŶ

4 − 3ξ3Ŷ Ŝ3 = 0 . (2.109)

Since it is to be expected that the highest order approximation will not give the
desired accuracy, the term in Ŷ 4 is omitted. The solution of the resulting quadratic
equation is given by

Ŷ1 =
∣∣∣∣ 3
4ω0A

(
ξ3 +

√
ξ23 + 8ω0A

9 δ3

)]
, Ŝ3 = sgn(A) , (2.110)

Ŷ2 =
∣∣∣∣ 3
4ω0A

(
ξ3 −

√
ξ23 + 8ω0A

9 δ3

)]
, Ŝ3 = −sgn(A) .

Of those, the orbits at Ŷ1 are hyperbolic and the ones at Ŷ2 are elliptic.
These solutions obviously collide at

δ3C± = ω0 −
Ω 3C±

3
= − 9ξ23

8ω0A
. (2.111)

The numerical value of the collision threshold for x∗ = −0.5 and λ = 0.001 is
Ω 3C ≈ 31.500002. Steps in the collision sequence for the lower order approximation
are shown in the right column of Fig. 2.9.
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Figure 2.9: Phase space with analytically found period-2 and period-3 orbits in the
(θ, pθ) Poincaré section at t = 0, for small forcing λ = 0.001.
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Chapter 3

The Standard Nontwist Map

(SNM)

The standard nontwist map (SNM) is de�ned on a cylinder with phase space coor-
dinates (x, y) ∈ [−0.5, 0.5)× R as

M : x′ = x+ a
[
1− (y′)2

]
mod 1 ,

y′ = y − b sin (2πx) , (3.1)

with parameters a, b ∈ R+. Since its twist vanishes,
∂x′(x, y)

∂y
= 0 , for y = b sin(2πx) , (3.2)

it represents one of the simplest and numerically most easily accessible models for
nontwist systems. Its simple structure and symmetry properties not only permits an
exhaustive �cartography� of parameter space for nontwist systems, but also makes
possible detailed investigations into mechanisms of invariant tori breakup.

It is an area-preserving map, i.e., the determinant of its Jacobian matrix DM
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satis�es
detDM =

∂x′

∂x

∂y′

∂y
− ∂x′

∂y

∂y′

∂x
= 1 . (3.3)

Any such map possesses a primitive function S(x, y) with
∂S

∂x
(x, y) = y′(x, y)

∂x′

∂x
(x, y)− y ,

∂S

∂y
(x, y) = y′(x, y)

∂x′

∂y
(x, y) , (3.4)

since this guarantees area preservation due to the fact that the mixed second deriva-
tives of S, ∂2S/∂x∂y, from both equations match. The primitive function for the
SNM is

S(x, y) = −2a
3

[y − b sin(2πx)]3 +
b

2π
cos(2πx) . (3.5)

A typical phase space portrait of Eq. (3.1) is shown in Fig. 3.1, together with
its winding number pro�le along the line x = 0. The de�nitions of the winding num-
ber and other features displayed in this �gure (symmetry lines, nonmonotone curve,
G-invariant curve, shearless curve(s), indicator points, periodic orbits, invariant tori,
and meanders) are given in Sec. 3.1. Further, the symmetry properties of the SNM
and the method for systematically locating periodic orbits are discussed, and the
two standard scenarios for periodic orbit reconnection and collision are described.

In Sec. 3.2, bifurcation curves and other parameter space region bound-
aries are explored, to arrive at the detailed cartography of parameter space shown
in Fig. 3.4. In addition to a discussion of periodic orbit bifurcations and related
phenomena, a quick numerical estimate of the breakup of �central� (G-invariant) or-
bits is used to �nd the parameter boundary for the transition to global chaos. The
detailed understanding of parameter space then makes it possible to �nd parame-
ter values for which extended scenarios for periodic orbit reconnection and collision
beyond the familiar standard scenarios are encountered. The cartography identi�es
parameter regions in which one encounters certain phenomena one wants to study
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in depth, e.g., parameter values that produce meanders and �outer� orbits for the
breakup studies at the end of this chapter.

Finally, in Sec. 3.3, the breakup of several invariant tori is studied in detail
within the framework of renormalization theory. Summaries of the theoretical back-
ground and previous studies of similar breakups are given, which are followed by
the results on three novel cases of torus breakup: the breakup of a central shear-
less meander, of an outer shearless torus, and �nally of a central shearless torus of
non-noble winding number.
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3.1 Basic Properties of the SNM

Figure 3.1 shows a phase space portrait that exhibits all of the basic features of
the SNM explained in this section. In Sec. 3.1.1, basic concepts are de�ned and
explained: Orbits and their winding numbers, periodic orbits, quasiperiodic orbits,
continued fractions and noble/nonnoble tori, the nonmonotone curve and the non-
monotone annulus in phase space, shearless orbits, and meanders. The symmetry
properties of the SNM are discussed in Sec. 3.1.2: The reversing symmetry group
G, symmetry lines, the G-invariant curve γS and the indicator points z

(n)
0,1 are intro-

duced, and some theoretical results regarding periodic and quasiperiodic orbits on
symmetry lines, and regarding the G-invariant curve are given. Finally, Sec. 3.1.3
describes the two standard scenarios for periodic orbit reconnection/collision char-
acteristic of nontwist systems.

3.1.1 Basic Concepts and De�nitions
Winding Number

An orbit of an area-preserving map M on [−0.5, 0.5)× R is the set of points

{Mn (x, y) |x ∈ [−0.5, 0.5), y ∈ R, n ∈ Z} .

The winding number ω of an orbit measures how fast, on average, its points are
moving in the x-direction. It is de�ned as

ω = lim
n→∞

x̂n

n
. (3.6)

where x̂ is the x-coordinate lifted from [−0.5, 0.5) to R. The limit exists
for periodic and quasiperiodic orbits (see below), whereas it becomes unde�ned for
chaotic orbits.
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SNM for a = 0.615 and b = 0.4.
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Periodic Orbits

A periodic orbit is an orbit of winding number ω = q/p with integers q, p. It is a
sequence of p points {(xn, yn)}p

n=1, such that

Mp (x̂n, yn) = (x̂n + q, yn) ∀ n = 1, . . . , p . (3.7)

Here, p is its period and q is the number of rotations around the cylinder in x-
direction that occur before a point falls back on itself.

Periodic orbits can be elliptic, hyperbolic, or as a limiting case between these
two, parabolic, cases determined by linearizing the map at these points and ana-
lyzing the behavior of orbits in their vicinity: A nearby orbit separated by a small
perturbation δz from a point z1 = (x1, y1) of a periodic orbit {zn}p

n=1 with winding
number q/p is, after p applications of the map M , separated from z1 by

δz′ = Mp(z1 + δz)−Mp(z1)

= Mp−1
(
M(z1) + DM |z1

δz
)
−Mp(z1) +O(δz2)

= Mp−2
(
M2(z1) + DM |z2

DM |z1
δz

)
−Mp(z1) +O(δz2)

. . .

=
p∏

n=1

DM |zn︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:L

δz +O(δz2) , (3.8)

where DM is the Jacobian matrix of M (see Eq. (3.1)),

DM =

 ∂x′

∂x
∂x′

∂y

∂y′

∂x
∂y′

∂y

 . (3.9)

The stability of the periodic orbit is determined by the eigenvalues λ1, λ2 of
the matrix L, They satisfy (L11−λ)(L22−λ)−L12L21 = 0, or, λ2+λTrL+detL = 0,
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giving
λ1,2 =

1
2

(
TrL±

√
(TrL)2 − 4

)
. (3.10)

Here, detL = 1, because M is area preserving. Obviously, λ1λ2 = 1. The possible
solutions are

1. elliptic orbits, with λ1 = λ̄2 complex on the unit circle, for |TrL| < 2. δz

oscillates around the periodic orbit, implying stability.
2. hyperbolic orbits, with λ1 = 1/λ2 real, one contracting (λ1 < 1), the other

expanding (λ2 > 1), for |TrL| > 2. (One usually further distinguishes the
cases of regular hyperbolic orbits with TrL > 2 versus re�ection hyperbolic

orbits with TrL < −2.) Since always one of the eigenvalues is larger than one,
the corresponding eigenvector of δz grows inde�nitely, implying that hyperbolic
orbits are unstable.

3. parabolic orbits, with λ1 = λ2 = 1, for |TrL| = 2.
A di�erent but equivalent way of expressing the same criteria uses the residue,

(see, e.g., Ref. [36]),
R =

1
4
(2− TrL) . (3.11)

Using the residue, elliptic orbits correspond to 0 < R < 1, hyperbolic orbits to R < 0

and R > 1, and parabolic orbits to R = 0 and R = 1.
Elliptic orbits are surrounded by an island of suborbits which all share the

same winding number. Hyperbolic orbits possess stable and unstable manifolds,
corresponding to the two eigenvectors λ1 < 1 and λ2 > 1, respectively. For twist
maps, the Poincaré-Birkho� theorem states that for �nite perturbations, at least two
periodic orbits (generically one elliptic, one hyperbolic) exist for any rational winding
number. Together these form a so-called Poincaré-Birkho� chain of elliptic orbit
islands between the stable and unstable manifolds connecting the hyperbolic orbits.
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An example of Poincaré-Birkho� chains are the orbits marked in cyan in Fig. 3.1
outside the region containing the nonmonotone curve.

Quasiperiodic Orbits/ Invariant Tori

If an orbit covers densely a one-dimensional set in phase space, an invariant torus,
it has an irrational winding number, and it is called quasiperiodic. Of particular
importance are rotational invariant tori or rotational invariant circles (RIC's), i.e.,
invariant tori that wind around the entire x-domain: In two-dimensional maps, they
act as transport barriers. According to the Birkho� theorem (see, e.g., Ref. [61]),
RIC's in twist maps always form graphs y(x) in phase space, whereas in nontwist
systems, this requirement does not hold. (See discussion below on meanders.)

Invariant tori break up under increased perturbations away from integrability
as nearby periodic orbit islands grow and interact. (An estimated breakup condition
for invariant tori was given by Chirikov [15] as the point when two nearby peri-
odic orbit islands start overlapping.) Based on this picture, it is conjectured [36]
that quasiperiodic orbits with the �most irrational� winding numbers, i.e., winding
numbers �farthest away� from nearby rational numbers, persist the longest. (See
discussion below on continued fraction expansion and (non)-noble tori.) A breaking
invariant torus �rst transforms into a cantorus at breakup, whereas for perturbations
beyond that, the corresponding orbit chaotically samples a two-dimensional region
of phase space. A detailed examination of the breakup of several types of invariant
tori is one of the main points of this work and is described in detail in Sec. 3.3.
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Continued Fraction Expansion and (Non)-Noble Tori

Any number α ∈ R can be approximated by a sequence of rationals given by the
continued fraction expansion (see Ref. [51]), using the convergents

αn = [a0, a1, a2, . . . , an] = a0 +
1

a1 +
1

a2 +
1

. . . +
1

an

, (3.12)

such that α = limn→∞ αn. The numerators and denominators of αn = qn/pn are
found from the previous approximants as

qn = anqn−1 + qn−2

pn = anpn−1 + pn−2 . (3.13)

For given α, the individual approximants an are determined by �nding

bn+1 =
1

bn − [bn]
, (3.14)

where [bn] denotes the nearest integer less than or equal to bn, b0 = α, and the
convergents follow from this sequence as an = [bn]. The convergents are uniquely
determined by α, except if α is rational, since the equivalence [a0, a1, . . . , an] =

[a0, a1, . . . , an − 1, 1] (for an 6= 1) holds. Therefore, for rational numbers, an 6= 1

is imposed as an additional requirement to ensure the uniqueness of the continued
fraction expansion.

The fractions αn = qn/pn are the best rational approximants of α in the sense
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that no closer rational number with the same or smaller denominator exists:

∀Q,P :
(
Q

P
6= qn
pn

and 0 < P < pn

)
⇒ |Pα−Q| > |pnα− qn| . (3.15)

Further, they approximate α within the bound |pnα− qn| < 1/pn.
The continued fraction expansion reveals the �most irrational numbers�: Ob-

viously, the smallest coe�cients an result in the largest changes from αn−1 → αn.
This means irrational numbers with small an display the slowest convergence of their
continued fraction expansion, and as a consequence, the slowest convergence of any
sequence approximating them by rational numbers. In fact, numbers of constant
type, i.e., numbers in which all approximants are bounded, ∃N ∀n : an < N , satisfy
a Diophantine condition,

∃C ∀q, p : |pα− q| > C

pτ
, (3.16)

where τ ≥ 1 in general for Diophantine numbers, and τ = 1 for numbers of constant
type. A special case of these number of constant type are quadratic irrationals, i.e., all
irrational solutions of quadratic equations, which can be shown to have a periodic tail
in their continued fraction expansion [61]. An example is the so-called silver mean,
the number [2, 2, . . .] = 1 +

√
2. Among the quadratic irrationals, the hardest to

approximate are the numbers that have a tail in their continued fraction expansions
that consists exclusively of 1's, referred to as noble numbers. The most noble number
of those, γ = [1, 1, 1, . . .], obtained from the quadratic equation γ = 1 + 1/γ as
γ = (1 +

√
5)/2, is the golden mean.

For area-preserving maps, the continued fraction expansion of a winding num-
ber of a quasiperiodic orbit gives a measure of its distance to nearby periodic islands,
and therefore of �how soon� it will break under increasing perturbations: For twist
maps, KAM theory ensures persistence of invariant tori for orbits whose winding
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numbers satisfy a Diophantine condition under su�ciently small perturbations. Sim-
ilar mechanisms are expected for nontwist maps, and some results in this respect have
already been proven [27].

The breakup of various noble and nonnoble tori in twist maps has been stud-
ied in detail in the past. For the SNM, only the breakup of noble shearless tori has
been investigated so far. Here, however, the �rst example of a nonnoble shearless
torus breakup will be presented in Sec. 3.3.4.

Monotonicity Regions and the Nonmonotone Curve

Except for a certain region of phase space adjacent to the place where the twist
condition is violated, Eq. (3.2), the SNM behaves exactly like a twist map. In order
to identify this region of interest, where truly nontwist phenomena can be observed,
one considers the nonmonotone curve C, i.e., the curve

yn = b sin(2πxn), (3.17)

along which the twist condition fails. For a speci�c example of the location of the
nonmonotone curve in phase space, see Fig. 3.1. Note that this curve is not an orbit
of the SNM, i.e., not invariant under the map M .

Following Petrisor [70], this curve can be used to classify the orbits of the
SNM into three categories according to their location with respect to C: Any orbit
that has a point on C is called nonmonotone, orbits with points on either side of C
are pseudomonotone, and orbits that stay entirely on one side only are monotone.
Petrisor used these de�nitions to identify the twist and nontwist regions of phase
space: The pseudomonotone and nonmonotone orbits form the central nonmonotone

annulus A, the only region of phase space that is in�uenced by nontwist e�ects;
whereas its complement, containing only monotone orbits, constitutes the two twist
regions above and below.
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Except for giving a rigorous de�nition of the region of interest in phase space
for the study of purely nontwist phenomena, these notions are of little practical
value for our further investigations. Therefore they will not be explored in any more
depth here. Only one application shall be mentioned: In [70], Petrisor used the
intersections of the nonmonotone curve with the symmetry lines of the SNM to �nd
bounds on the G-invariant curve γS described below.

Shearless Orbits

One of the main characteristics of nontwist maps is that more than one irrational
orbit and more than one Poincaré-Birkho� chain of periodic orbits of the same
winding number can exist. This can be seen most easily in the integrable case. For
b = 0, the orbits with winding number ω are located at

(x, y) =
(
x,±

√
1− ω/a

)
, (3.18)

i.e., two such orbits are found on any vertical line in phase space. For b 6= 0,
considering symmetry lines (see Sec. 3.1.2) instead of verticals due to distortions
and possible folds of orbits in phase space, even more than two orbits with the same
winding number may exist. In the simplest case of only two orbits per symmetry
line, the orbit with the larger y-coordinate is called the up orbit, the one with the
smaller y-coordinate is called the down orbit.

Multiple orbits of the same winding number can collide with and annihilate
each other under suitable changes in parameter values. (In the integrable case, the
point of collision obviously occurs at a = ω.) The orbit right at collision is called
shearless, and is marked by an extremum (�at for periodic islands, tip-shaped for
hyperbolic orbits, or a smooth extremum for quasiperiodic orbits) in the winding
number pro�le. If it has irrational winding number and is rotational (i.e., winds
around the entire cylinder in the x-domain), it is called the shearless curve, follow-
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ing Ref. [24].
Whereas the violation of the twist condition assures at least one extremum

in the winding number pro�le and therefore at least one shearless orbit, it is possible
that more than one exist simultaneously for given parameters. An example is shown
in Fig. 3.1, where there is one shearless curve at the center of the nonmonotone region,
and the up and down 3/5 periodic orbits are shearless as well. Another example, in
which all shearless orbits are quasiperiodic, can be found in the odd-period standard
scenario discussed below [see Fig. 3.2(e)].

In most previous publications, only con�gurations with one shearless curve
were considered, whereas cases with multiple shearless curves are explored in depth
here. Therefore, a distinction is made between the central and outer shearless orbits,
with central referring to the G-invariant orbit (the one invariant under the symmetries
of the SNM, as described below) studied in previous works, and outer referring to all
the others. Since the breakup of outer shearless curves has not been studied before,
it is one of the main new results of this work (see Sec. 3.3.3).

Meanders

One type of quasiperiodic orbit whose breakup is studied for the �rst time (see
Sec. 3.3.2), are meanders, orbits that form folded over curves in phase space, i.e.,
that are not graphs y(x). As explained earlier, the Birkho� theorem precludes such
curves for twist maps, making meanders a purely nontwist phenomenon.

Meanders typically occur at parameters in the vicinity of an odd-period orbit
collision. (Note, however, that there are other con�gurations which support mean-
ders as well, e.g., they are found in the even-period extended reconnection/collision
scenarios described in Sec. 3.2.6.) More precisely, the central shearless curve can
be shown (see Petrisor [70]) to fold into a meander when the separatrices of two
odd-period hyperbolic orbits that are S-symmetric to each other connect. From this
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point on, the central shearless curve remains a meander under increasing perturba-
tion parameter b (or decreasing a) until the same odd-period orbits collide with their
elliptic counterparts. According to Petrisor, the continuity of the system implies that
the same result is valid for an entire region of orbits in the vicinity of γS .

An example of a region of meanders in the vicinity of γS can be seen in Fig. 3.1.
Observing the corresponding winding numbers, one �nds that the meandering region
coincides with a valley in the winding number pro�le. Empirical evidence suggests
this is characteristic for meanders. However, since this winding number valley per-
sists even beyond the point of odd-orbit collision, when the meanders become graphs
again, one sees that the converse cannot be true: A valley in the winding number
pro�le does not necessarily guarantee the presence of meanders. (For a more detailed
discussion and a concrete counterexample, see Sec. 3.1.3.)

3.1.2 Symmetry Properties and Analytical results
Reversing Symmetry Group G

The SNM serves as a conveniently simple model for nontwist systems, since it has
certain symmetry properties that facilitate analytical proofs and numerical analyses
like, e.g., �nding periodic orbits. For better orbit �nding algorithms and more clarity,
the lift of the SNM [see Eq. (3.1)] to (x, y) ∈ R2,

M̂ : x′ = x+ a
[
1− (y′)2

]
,

y′ = y − b sin (2πx) , (3.19)

is considered here. In addition, the translation in x by 1,

R : x′ = x− 1 ,

y′ = y , (3.20)
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is used for reducing any x ∈ R to [−0.5, 0.5) as needed. Note that, in this notation,
RqM̂p(x, y) = (x, y) if (x, y) is a point on a periodic orbit of period p, and q the
number of rotations around the cylinder in x-direction until a point falls back on
itself (cf. Eq. (3.7)).

The map M̂ has an involution decomposition, i.e., it can be be factored into
two time reversal symmetries I0, I1 = M̂ ◦ I0,

I0,1 ◦ M̂ = M̂−1 ◦ I0,1 , (3.21)

which are also involutions, i.e., they are their own inverses, I2
0,1 = 1. For this

involution decomposition,
M̂ = I1 ◦ I0 , (3.22)

usually the time reversal symmetries used are

I0 : x′ = −x ,

y′ = y − b sin(2πx) , (3.23)

and

I1 : x′ = −x+ a(1− y2) ,

y′ = y . (3.24)

Note, however, that this decomposition is not unique: For example, (M̂ ◦ I0) and
(M̂ ◦ I1) would be other possible choices instead of I0 and I1.

Moreover, M̂ is symmetric, with respect to the symmetry S,

S : x′ = x+
1
2
,

y′ = −y , (3.25)
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(a) M̂ = I1I0 (b) I2
0,1 = 1 (c) RS2 = 1

(d) M̂R = RM̂ (e) M̂S = SM̂ (f) RS = SR

(g) M̂I0,1 = I0,1M̂
−1 (h) R I0,1 = I0,1R

−1 (i) I0,1S = RSI0,1

Table 3.1: Important operator identities for elements of the reversing symmetry
group.

meaning that the map M̂ and S commute,

M̂ ◦ S = S ◦ M̂ . (3.26)

The symmetry S is not exactly an involution, because its square adds a translation
around the cylinder; instead the similarly simple property R ◦ S2 = Id holds.

The operators R, I0, I1, and S, generate a free group with the composition,
◦, as group operation. This group is called the reversing symmetry group G of M̂
(see, e.g., [55]). (Obviously, M̂ as the product of I0 and I1 is included as well. Also,
suitable other combinations of these operators can be chosen as the generators of
the group, as long as all elements can be rewritten in terms of the new generators,
e.g., R, I0, M̂ , and SI0 would be a possible choice.) It can be easily veri�ed that
the �ve operators, M̂ , R, I0,1, and S satisfy the relations summarized in Table 3.1.
(Most follow directly from the de�nitions, only (i), I0,1S = RSI0,1, requires explicit
plugging in and working out.)

Symmetry Lines

The invariant sets of the time reversal symmetries, I0,1, play important roles in the
analytical and numerical analysis of the SNM: The one-dimensional sets of points in
phase space that are invariant under the time reversal symmetries,

Im
n = {z ∈ R2|R−mM̂nI0z = z} ∀m,n ∈ Z , (3.27)
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are known as symmetry lines and can be used to locate periodic orbits easily (see
below).

In practice, usually only four of these symmetry lines need to be considered,
since the others coincide with them or are related to them via a simple transforma-
tion. First, considering M̂n, in the case of n even,

R−mM̂nI0z = R−mM̂n/2I0M̂
−n/2z = M̂n/2R−mI0M̂

−n/2z ,

where relations (d) and (g) from Table 3.1 were used, one obtains

R−mI0(M̂−n/2z) = M̂−n/2z .

Similarly, for n odd,

R−mM̂nI0z = M̂ (n−1)/2R−m(M̂I0)M̂−(n−1)/2z ,

and using I1 = M̂I0, one �nds

R−mI1(M̂−(n−1)/2z) = M̂−(n−1)/2z .

This reduces all symmetry lines to Im
0,1:

Im
n =

 {z′ = M̂n/2z ∈ R2|R−mI0z = z} = M̂n/2Im
0 ∀n even ,

{z′ = M̂ (n−1)/2z ∈ R2|R−mI1z = z} = M̂ (n−1)/2Im
1 ∀n odd .

A similar argument for R−m reduces the symmetry lines to R−m/2I0
n or R−(m−1)/2I1

n,
for m even or odd, respectively. In summary, all symmetry lines can be written in
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terms of I0,1
0,1 as

Im
n =



R−m/2M̂n/2I0
0 ∀m even, n even ,

R−(m−1)/2M̂n/2I1
0 ∀m odd, n even ,

R−m/2M̂ (n−1)/2I0
1 ∀m even, n odd ,

R−(m−1)/2M̂ (n−1)/2I1
1 ∀m odd, n odd .

(3.28)

In practice, after projecting the x-coordinate from R down to [−0.5, 0.5), mapping
the symmetry lines by R simply makes them fall back on themselves, i.e., the R−m/2

and R−(m−1)/2 terms can be ignored when looking at the actual phase space.
Explicitly solving for the expressions that satisfy Eq. (3.27), the four basic

symmetry lines are seen to be given by

I0
0 = {(0, y) |y ∈ R} ,

I1
0 = {(1/2, y) |y ∈ R} ,

I0
1 =

{(a
2
(1− y2), y

)
|y ∈ R

}
,

I1
1 =

{(
a

2
(1− y2) +

1
2
, y

)
|y ∈ R

}
. (3.29)

Following convention from previous publications, the notations s1 for I0
0 , s2 for I1

0 ,
s3 for I0

1 , and s4 for I1
1 are used here. An example displaying these symmetry lines

is shown in Fig. 3.1.

Periodic Orbits on Symmetry Lines

As already observed by DeVogelaere in 1958 [29], symmetry lines are useful for �nding
periodic orbits. Whereas he considered the reversing symmetry group for the map
M de�ned on the cylinder [−0, 5, 0, 5)×R rather than M̂ lifted to R2, and therefore
unions of the above symmetry lines, In = I0

n∪I1
n, here a slightly generalized version

of his approach is used to account for the operation of R. In the present notation,
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DeVogelaere's main �nding is that

∀z ∈ R2 : z ∈ Iq′

p′ ∩ I
q
p ⇒ R−(q−q′)M̂p−p′z = z . (3.30)

This is easily veri�ed by noting that z ∈ Iq′

p′ ∩ I
q
p means that z = R−qM̂pI0z =

R−qM̂pI0R
−q′M̂p′I0z. Using relations (b), (d) (g), and (h) from Table 3.1, one �nds

z = R−qRq′M̂pM̂−p′I2
0z = R−(q−q′)M̂p−p′z.

Without loss of generality, one can take p′ = 0, 1 and q′ = 0, 1 to have z fall
on one of the four fundamental symmetry lines I0,1

0,1 , since by Eq. (3.28) any point
on a di�erent symmetry line can be made to fall onto I0,1 via a �nite number of
applications of M̂ and R; so even if z does not fall onto I0,1

0,1 , another point on its
orbit does. Then it is easy to �nd periodic orbits that start out on I0,1

0,1 , since any
periodic orbit of winding number q/p starting on

� Iq
0 (s1 or s2) also falls on Iq

p . According to Eq. (3.28), that means that for
even p it falls on Iq

0 upon M̂−p/2 iterations (i.e., also after M̂p/2 iterations due
to the M̂p periodicity), and for odd p on Iq

1 upon M̂−(p−1)/2 iterations (i.e.,
after M̂ (p+1)/2 iterations due to the M̂p periodicity).

� Iq
1 (s3 or s4) also falls on Iq

p+1. According to Eq. (3.28), that means that for
even p (odd p+ 1) it falls on Iq

1 upon M̂−(p+1−1)/2 iterations (i.e., after M̂p/2

iterations due to the M̂n periodicity), and for odd p (even p+ 1) on Iq
0 upon

M̂−(p+1)/2 iterations (i.e., after M̂ (p−1)/2 iterations due to the M̂p periodicity).
� I0

p (s1 or s3) also falls on Iq
p . According to Eq. (3.28), that means that for

even q it falls on I0
p after Rq/2 rotations around the cylinder, and for odd q on

I1
p after R(q−1)/2 rotations around the cylinder.

� I1
p (s2 or s4) also falls on Iq+1

p . According to Eq. (3.28), that means that for
even q (odd q + 1) it falls on I1

p after R(q+1−1)/2 = Rq/2 rotations around the
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q odd, p even z ∈ I0
0 (s1) R(q−1)/2M̂p/2z ∈ I1

0 (s2)
z ∈ I1

0 (s2) R(q+1)/2M̂p/2z ∈ I0
0 (s1)

z ∈ I0
1 (s3) R(q−1)/2M̂p/2z ∈ I1

1 (s4)
z ∈ I1

1 (s4) R(q+1)/2M̂p/2z ∈ I0
1 (s3)

q odd, p odd z ∈ I0
0 (s1) R(q−1)/2M̂ (p+1)/2z ∈ I1

1 (s4)
z ∈ I1

0 (s2) R(q+1)/2M̂ (p+1)/2z ∈ I0
1 (s3)

z ∈ I0
1 (s3) R(q−1)/2M̂ (p−1)/2z ∈ I1

0 (s2)
z ∈ I1

1 (s4) R(q+1)/2M̂ (p−1)/2z ∈ I0
0 (s1)

q even, p odd z ∈ I0
0 (s1) Rq/2M̂ (p+1)/2z ∈ I0

1 (s3)
z ∈ I1

0 (s2) Rq/2M̂ (p+1)/2z ∈ I1
1 (s4)

z ∈ I0
1 (s3) Rq/2M̂ (p−1)/2z ∈ I0

0 (s1)
z ∈ I1

1 (s4) Rq/2M̂ (p−1)/2z ∈ I1
0 (s2)

Table 3.2: Symmetry line pattern for periodic orbits, z = RqM̂pz.

cylinder, and for odd q (even q + 1) on I0
p after R(q+1)/2 rotations around the

cylinder.
The symmetry line patterns derived from these four observations are summarized
in Table 3.2.

The symmetry line patterns can be exploited for numerical search of periodic
orbits: Instead of a two-dimensional root search, which would be needed to �nd
these in general, one can simply search along a one-dimensional symmetry line,
and �nd periodic orbits of winding number q/p by searching, e.g., for the root of
R−qM̂pI0z = z on the one-dimensional curve z ∈ I0

0 . Note, however, that even
though this method is an e�cient way of �nding periodic orbits, it can only serve
to �nd I0,1-invariant orbits! But, not all periodic orbits are I0,1-invariant, e.g., the
hyperbolic orbits at the intersection of the central shearless curve with the separatrix
surrounding the two elliptic islands in Fig. 3.3(c) are not I0,1-invariant, and thus
cannot be found by searching along symmetry lines.
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Quasiperiodic Rotational Orbits on Symmetry Lines

Quasiperiodic rotational orbits densely �ll a closed circle that winds around the whole
cylinder. Therefore, such orbits intersect all symmetry lines. This fact has been used
by Shinohara and Aizawa [80] to show that all RIC's produced by quasiperiodic orbits
are invariant under the involutions I0,1.

The argument is straightforward: Assume the RIC intersects the symmetry
line I0

0,1 at the point z∗, the point z∗ = I0,1z
∗ is invariant under I0,1. Then the full

orbit produced by z∗, {M̂nz∗|n ∈ Z}, is invariant under I0,1, too, since according
to Table 3.1(g), I0,1M̂

nz∗ = M̂−nI0,1z
∗ = M̂−nz∗ is always a member of this orbit

as well.

G-invariant Curve γS and Indicator Points

As discussed by Petrisor [70], the SNM has at most one homotopically nontrivial
invariant torus (i.e., RIC) that is invariant under the full symmetry group G. Since,
as shown above, all RIC's are invariant under I0,1, one only needs to verify that there
is at most one S-invariant RIC.

To that end assume that two distinct S-invariant tori, γ1 and γ2, exist. These
tori cannot intersect, since otherwise they would coincide (since the orbit obtained by
iterating the point of intersection densely covers both RIC's). Therefore, one orbit,
without loss of generality γ1, is located in phase space entirely above the other, i.e.,
if γ1 and γ2 intersect the vertical x = const at (x, y1(x)) and (x, y2(x)), respectively,
then y1(x) > y2(x) applies for all x. (Since the orbits are rotational, it is guaranteed
that they do intersect any vertical.) It is not guaranteed that they intersect each
vertical only once, but in the case of multiple intersections both y1min > y2min

and y1max > y2max apply for the minimal and maximal y-values of all intersections.
Because both tori were assumed to be S-invariant, S(x, y1max) = (x+1/2,−y1max) ∈

γ1 and S(x, y2max) = (x+1/2,−y2max) ∈ γ2. However, −y1max < −y2max, which is a
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contradiction since it violates the requirement y1min > y2min at the vertical x+ 1/2.
Therefore, no more than one distinct S-invariant orbit can exist.

This unique G-invariant RIC, if it exists, is referred to as γS . As shown
by Shinohara and Aizawa [80], γS is shearless, since S leaves the winding number
invariant and thus γS is the only orbit with a unique winding number (whereas for
nearby, non-S-invariant rotational orbits, both the orbit and its image under S, one
above and one below γS , have the same winding number). Therefore, it is often
referred to as the central shearless curve.

Whereas G-invariance implies shearlessness, the converse is not true: For
example in Fig. 3.2(e), multiple extrema are observed in the winding number pro�le,
i.e., multiple shearless orbits, of which only the central one is G-invariant. Therefore,
a clear distinction has to be made between the two concepts: The G-invariant curve
(de�ned from symmetry considerations), is unique, whereas there can exist multiple
shearless curves (de�ned as extrema in winding number pro�les).

In order to �nd the curve γS , the indicator points,

z
(n)
0 =

(
n

2
− 1

4
, (−1)n+1 b

2

)
,

z
(n)
1 =

(
a

2
+
n

2
− 1

4
, 0

)
, (3.31)

�xed points of R−n ◦ S ◦ I0 and R−n ◦ S ◦ I1 [81, 70], respectively, are of particular
signi�cance. In practice, only n = 0, 1 need to be considered, since all others coincide
with these after simple translations around the cylinder in the x-coordinate in phase
space. As was �rst recognized by Shinohara and Aizawa in Ref. [80] (where they
used two of them to �nd shearless curves and determine their breakup for a wide
array of parameter values), if the iterates of these points produce a RIC, this circle
is γS .

This is seen by remembering that all RIC's are I0,1 invariant, i.e., for any point
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M̂nz
(0,1)
0,1 on the orbit, there is a point I0,1M̂

nz
(0,1)
0,1 = M̂−nI0,1z

(0,1)
0,1 on the orbit as

well. Since M̂−nI0,1z
(0,1)
0,1 = M̂nI0,1(SI0,1)z

(0,1)
0,1 , and according to Table 3.1(h),

(b), and (d) M̂nI0,1SI0,1 = SM̂n, the orbit also contains SM̂nz
(0,1)
0,1 , proving S-

invariance. Since the only orbit that is invariant under S, I0, and I1 is the unique G
invariant circle, any RIC produced by the �xed points of SI0,1 has to be γS .

Another practical application of the indicator points is the numerical ob-
servation that if an even-period G-invariant orbit exists, at least two of its points
coincide with two of the indicator points. This �nding, empirically observed by
Shinohara and Aizawa [81], and later proved by Petrisor [70], makes it possible to
use the indicator points to �nd even-period orbits on γS . In Ref. [81], Shinohara
and Aizawa obtained all four points of Eq. (3.31) and used them to develop exact
expressions for the collision and reconnection thresholds of even-period hyperbolic
orbits, as described in Sec. 3.2.1.

3.1.3 Standard Reconnection/Collision Scenarios
As explained before, nontwist systems allow for more than one periodic orbit of
the same winding number and stability type, and thus collisions of those at suitable
parameters. In addition to collisions, a change in phase space topology usually occurs
at parameters slightly before periodic orbits collide: The invariant manifolds of the
corresponding hyperbolic orbits reconnect.

The simplest and most commonly discussed successions of such reconnections
and collisions can be categorized by two standard scenarios: Starting from two clearly
separated Poincaré-Birkho� chains of periodic orbits of the same winding number
(referred to as up and down orbits according to their position in phase space), pa-
rameters are changed up to and beyond the point of the collision. Depending on
whether the colliding orbits are of even or odd period, two clearly di�erent scenarios
can be distinguished for the SNM. (Note, however, that the even scenario is not
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generic, but only occurs due to the symmetries of the SNM.)

Odd-Period RC-Scenario

For odd-period orbits, two orbits of opposite symmetry type align on each symmetry
line. The full standard scenario in this case, as shown in Fig. 3.2, consists of the
following �ve phases:
(a) Two separate Poincaré-Birkho� chains exist in phase space. The winding num-

ber pro�les along symmetry lines show a plateau at the colliding periodic orbit
winding number (shown as a red line in Fig. 3.2) where the corresponding
symmetry line intersects the island around an elliptic orbit. The hyperbolic
orbit on the same symmetry line just shows as a point in the corresponding
winding number pro�le (where the winding number intersects the red line). In
between, the winding number rises to assume a maximum on the G-invariant
curve.

(b) Reconnection of the hyperbolic manifolds of up and down orbits forms one big
chain of periodic orbit islands. The winding number pro�les are �at at the
colliding periodic orbit winding number.

(c) Separation into two dimerized chains and appearance of homoclinic separatrices
and meanders. The winding number pro�les again show plateaus associated
with periodic orbit islands, and a point associated with the hyperbolic orbit.
In contrast to the pro�le of the two Poincaré-Birkho� chains, however, the
winding number in between the dimers, where meanders are found, decreases
and assumes a minimum on the G-invariant curve.

(d) Elliptic-hyperbolic collisions occur simultaneously on all symmetry lines. The
central meander is at the verge of becoming a graph. The winding number pro-
�les show two maximal points at the colliding periodic orbit winding number,
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Figure 3.2: Standard reconnection/collision scenario for odd-period orbits. Phase
space views are shown above, the corresponding winding number pro�les along the
s1 and s3 symmetry lines, rotated by 90◦ for comparison with the phase space views.
Reconnection occurs in (b), hyperbolic-elliptic orbit collision and annihilation in (d).
The parameters chosen are b = 0.05 and (a) a = 1.075, (b) a = 1.05313934655, (c)
a = 1.025, (d) a = 1.0, (e) a = 0.995. The ranges in phase space are −0.5 ≤ x < 0.5
and −0.6 ≤ y < 0.6, for the winding number pro�les −0.6 ≤ y < 0.6 and 0.6 ≤ ω <
1.1, with the red line at ω = 1/1.
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and still a recess in between with a minimum on the G-invariant curve.
(e) Periodic orbits have disappeared, and the G-invariant curve is a graph again.

In the winding number pro�le, the colliding periodic orbit value is no longer
reached. However, the recess persists for a parameter range beyond collision.
The most important phenomena to note here are:

� the existence of meanders between reconnection and collision (i.e., between (b)
and (d) in Fig. 3.2).

� the persistence of the winding number recess beyond the collision of the odd-
periodic orbits (see Fig. 3.2(e)). This represents a concrete example where a
recess in the winding number is not associated with meanders.

� the simultaneous collision of orbits on all symmetry lines.
� the occurrence of collisions exclusively o� the G-invariant curve.

Even-Period RC-Scenario

For even-period orbits, the two orbits on each symmetry line have the same symmetry
type. The full standard scenario in this case, as shown in Fig. 3.3, consists of the
following �ve phases:
(a) Two separate Poincaré-Birkho� chains exist in phase space. The winding num-

ber pro�les along symmetry lines show plateaus at the colliding periodic orbit
winding number on the symmetry lines along which the elliptic orbits and their
associated islands are located. As in the odd-period case, the hyperbolic orbits
on the other symmetry lines show up as a point in the corresponding wind-
ing number pro�les (where the winding number intersects the red line). In
between, the winding number rises to assume a maximum on the G-invariant
curve on both symmetry lines.
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Figure 3.3: Standard reconnection/collision scenario for even-period orbits. Phase
space views are shown above, the corresponding winding number pro�les along the
s1 and s3 symmetry lines, rotated by 90◦ for comparison with the phase space views.
Reconnection and the hyperbolic-hyperbolic orbit collision occurs in (b), the elliptic-
elliptic orbit collision and annihilation in (d). The parameters chosen are b = 0.2 and
(a) a = 0.5075, (b) a = 0.50505050505, (c) a = 0.5025, (d) a = 0.5, (e) a = 0.4975.
The ranges in phase space are −0.5 ≤ x < 0.5 and −0.25 ≤ y < 0.25, for the
winding number pro�les −0.25 ≤ y < 0.25 and 0.49 ≤ ω < 0.505, with the red line
at ω = 1/2. 93



(b) Collision of the hyperbolic orbits, which occurs on the G-invariant curve, also
marks the point of reconnection of the hyperbolic manifolds of up and down
orbits, forming one big chain of periodic orbit islands. The winding number
pro�le along the symmetry line containing the elliptic orbits and surrounding
islands is �at at the colliding periodic orbit winding number, whereas those
along the other symmetry lines show a maximal point at the same winding
number value, at the location of the G-invariant curve.

(c) The collided hyperbolic orbits have wandered o� the symmetry lines onto the
G-invariant curve. One chain of double islands around elliptic orbits exists. The
winding number pro�les show basically the same structure as at the hyperbolic
orbit collision: Plateaus associated with periodic orbit islands on one symmetry
line, and a maximal point associated with the hyperbolic orbit separatrix on
the G-invariant curve.

(d) All four remaining orbits, two hyperbolic and two elliptic ones, unite into one
parabolic orbit on the symmetry line that previously contained the elliptic or-
bits. Now both winding number pro�les show a maximal point at the colliding
periodic orbit winding number.

(e) Periodic orbits have disappeared. In both winding number pro�les, the collid-
ing periodic orbit value is no longer reached.
The most important phenomena to note here are:

� the complete absence of meanders and recesses in the winding number pro�les
in the even-period reconnection/collision standard scenario.

� the collision of orbits on symmetry lines s1 and s2 occurring separately from
the collision on symmetry lines s3 and s4.

� the coincidence of the collision of hyperbolic orbits with reconnection.
� the occurrence of collisions exclusively on the G-invariant curve.
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3.2 Parameter Space Pro�le of the SNM

In this section, a detailed picture of the parameter space of the SNM, as seen
in Fig. 3.4, is developed: Bifurcation curves of periodic orbit collisions, hyperbolic
manifold reconnection thresholds, branching points of bifurcation curves, and the
breakup boundary of the central shearless orbit all contribute to identify parameter
space regions in which certain phenomena (such as extended reconnection/collision
scenarios, meander formation, multiple shearless orbits, shearless torus breakup) are
encountered. As an example of how certain parameter space regions translate into
phase space plots, extended reconnection/collision scenarios involving more than the
two Poincaré Birkho� chains of the standard scenarios are described.

The range of parameter space considered here is (a, b) ∈ (R+)2. However, in
practice, only a small portion of this space needs to be considered for applications of
interest here. Values of b above the breakup boundary of the central shearless curve
are of little importance, since most phenomena investigated here involve the central
shearless curve and nearby orbits. For values of a, only the interval [0, 1) is truly
relevant: All other regions can be transformed back to a ∈ [0, 1) via

a → ã = a− 1,

b → b̃ = b

√
a

a− 1
,

x → x̃ = x,

y → ỹ = y

√
a

a− 1
,

(3.32)

since upon inserting this transformation into Eq. (3.1), one obtains the map

x̃′ = x̃+ ã
[
1− (ỹ′)2

]
+ 1 mod 1 ,

ỹ′ = ỹ − b̃ sin (2πx̃) . (3.33)
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Figure 3.4: Parameter space pro�le of the SNM with breakup boundary (gray), select
periodic orbit collision curves, hyperbolic orbit reconnection thresholds, collision
curve branching points and points of detailed shearless curve breakup studies (usually
of central shearless curves, except for ∗[0, 1, 11, 1, 1, . . .] marking an outer shearless
curve breakup).
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This map is the SNM except for a translation around the cylinder (which is lost
in the modulo operation), making the SNM invariant under the transformation
of Eq. (3.32).

3.2.1 Bifurcation Curves
As discussed in Sec. 3.1, one of the most important characteristics of nontwist systems
is the existence of multiple orbits of the same winding number that can collide under
suitable parameter changes. The parameter values for the threshold of collision of
orbits with a �xed winding number are numerically observed to lie on smooth curves
in (a, b)-parameter space, called bifurcation curves, which were �rst de�ned in [24]:
The ω-bifurcation curve b = Φω,i(a) is the set of (a, b) values for which two orbits of
winding number ω on the symmetry line si are at the point of collision. Starting out
at a = ω for b = 0, these curves initially continue as single curves as b increases, but
may attain multiple branches in parameter regions that sustain more than two RIC's
or periodic orbit chains of the same winding numbers, as discussed in Sec. 3.2.2.

In order to �nd bifurcation curves for a given winding number ω, it is �rst
necessary to determine the location of the corresponding orbits in phase space. Al-
though some periodic orbits with low period can be found analytically, one usually
has to resort to numerical methods. For periodic orbits, a root search along symme-
try lines based on the results in Table 3.2 can be used. Since no equivalent method
is available for quasiperiodic orbits, their bifurcation curves can only be found by
approximating them with a sequence of nearby periodic orbits of increasing periods,
as discussed in Sec. 3.3.

Analytical calculations of bifurcation curves

For period p = 1, i.e., winding numbers 0/1 and 1/1, the periodic orbits can be
explicitly found as �xed points of M̂ and RM̂ , respectively:
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� For 0/1, the �xed point equations M̂(x, y) = (x, y) become

a
{
1− [y − b sin(2πx)]2

}
= 0 ,

b sin(2πx) = 0 .

This means that the 0/1 orbits are located at x = 0 and x = 0.5, and y1,2 = ±1,
with �+� for the up and �-� for the down orbits. In this special case, the location
of the up and down orbits is independent of the parameter values, and they do
not continually move closer and eventually collide under parameter changes.
Still, the bifurcation curve in this case can be taken as the vertical

a = 0 (3.34)

in parameter space, since only for this value, a solution y1 = y2 is possible.
� For 1/1, the �xed point equations RM̂(x, y) = (x, y) are

a
{
1− [y − b sin(2πx)]2

}
= 1 ,

b sin(2πx) = 0 .

Therefore, the 1/1 orbits are located at x = 0 and x = 0.5, and y1,2 =

±
√

1− 1/a, again with �+� taken for the up and �-� for the down orbits.
In this case, the collision, y1 = y2 occurs on the vertical

a = 1 , (3.35)

which is therefore the bifurcation curve for the 1/1 orbits.
For higher periods p > 1, the equations RqMp(x, y) = (x, y) become very

hard to solve analytically. However, using the results from Table 3.2, periodic orbits
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with winding numbers 1/2, 1/3, and 2/3 can be found analytically using only a single
map iteration:

� For 1/2 orbits, points (0, y) starting on the s1 symmetry line are mapped onto
s2 in one iteration, yielding the condition

a(1− y2) =
1
2

for the x-coordinate after one map step. Therefore, the 1/2 orbits on s1 are
located at x = 0 and y1,2 = ±

√
1− 1/(2a), which collide on the bifurcation

curve
a =

1
2
. (3.36)

A similar examination for s2 shows that the corresponding orbits are found at
x = 0.5 and y1,2 = ±

√
1− 1/(2a), with the same bifurcation curve a = 1/2.

� For 1/2 orbits starting on s3 and s4, the calculation is slightly more di�-
cult: Points (

a(1− y2)/2, y
) starting on s3 fall on s4 after one map step, i.e.,(

a[1− (y′)2]/2 + 1/2, y′
). This yields the condition

a

2
(1− y2) + a[1− (y′)2] =

a

2
(1− (y′)2) +

1
2
,

where y′ = y − b sin[aπ(1− y2)]. This can be rewritten as

y2 − by sin[aπ(1− y2)] +
b2

2
sin2[aπ(1− y2)]− 1 +

1
2a

= 0 ,

which has the solutions

y1,2 =
b

2
sin[aπ(1− y2)]±

√
−b

2

4
sin2[aπ(1− y2)] + 1− 1

2a
.

These solutions collide if the term under the square root vanishes, making the
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single solution at collision y = b/2 sin[aπ(1−y2)]. Using this fact, the vanishing
of the square root term yields the condition −y2+1−1/(2a) = 0, and therefore
y =

√
1− 1/(2a). Reinserting this into the sine, one �nds y = b/2 sin(π/2) =

b/2, and solving for b, the bifurcation curve is found. Remembering that the
x-value of the colliding orbits is determined by the symmetry line condition,
one �nds that the 1/2 orbits collide on s3 at x = 1/4, y = b/2, with the
bifurcation curve given by

b = 2

√
1− 1

2a
. (3.37)

The same results are found for orbits colliding on s4, with the only di�erence
being that x = 1/4 is replaced by x = 1/4.

� The analysis for 1/3 orbits is similar. Note, however, that as seen from the
odd-period standard scenario (Fig. 3.2), orbits on all symmetry lines collide
at the same parameter values, i.e., only a single bifurcation curve needs to be
found. Without loss of generality, this can be done for orbits starting on s3,
i.e., (

a(1− y2)/2, y
), which require only one single iteration to fall on s2, i.e.,

(1/2, y′). This yields the condition
a

2
(1− y2) + a[1− (y′)2] =

1
2
,

where again y′ = y − b sin[aπ(1− y2)]. This can be rewritten as

y2 − 4
3
by sin[aπ(1− y2)] +

2
3
b2 sin2[aπ(1− y2)]− 1 +

1
3a

= 0 ,

which has the solutions

y1,2 =
2b
3

sin[aπ(1− y2)]±
√
−2b2

9
sin2[aπ(1− y2)] + 1− 1

3a
.
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Again using the fact that the single solution at collision becomes y = 2b/3×

sin[aπ(1 − y2)], the vanishing of the square root term yields the equation
−y2/2 + 1 − 1/(3a) = 0, and therefore y =

√
2[1− 1/(3a)]. Reinserting this

into the sine and solving for b, the bifurcation curve is found to be

b =
3
2

√
2

(
1− 1

3a

) /
sin

[π
3
(2− 3a)

]
. (3.38)

� Using the same arguments for 2/3 orbits, one �nds for orbits starting on s3,
which require one map iteration and one application of R to fall on s1, i.e.,
(0, y′), the condition

a

2
(1− y2) + a[1− (y′)2] = 1 ,

where again y′ = y − b sin[aπ(1− y2)]. This can be rewritten as

y2 − 4
3
by sin[aπ(1− y2)] +

2
3
b2 sin2[aπ(1− y2)]− 1 +

2
3a

= 0 ,

which has the solutions

y1,2 =
2b
3

sin[aπ(1− y2)]±
√
−2b2

9
sin2[aπ(1− y2)] + 1− 2

3a
.

The single solution at collision again becomes y = 2b/3 sin[aπ(1 − y2)], the
vanishing of the square root term now yields the equation −y2/2+1−2/(3a) =

0, and therefore y =
√

2[1− 2/(3a)]. Reinserting this into the sine and solving
for b, the bifurcation curve is found to be

b =
3
2

√
2

(
1− 2

3a

) /
sin

[π
3
(4− 3a)

]
. (3.39)
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Since �nding higher-periodic orbits requires multiple map steps even if the
relations in Table 3.2 are used, such a direct analytical calculation of bifurcation
curves becomes impractical. However, for even-period orbits, bifurcation curves of
even higher periods can be found analytically, using the fact that, as seen in Fig. 3.3,
even-period orbits are S-invariant at the point of collision. (Note, however, that in
the case of more than two orbit chains only the central orbits satisfy this condition at
their collision, whereas the outer orbit collisions have to be determined numerically.)
As Shinohara and Aizawa observed in [81], if an even-period orbit is at the point of
collision, it contains two of the indicator points, Eq. (3.31), i.e., RqM̂pz

(n)
j = z

(n)
j

for either j = 0 or j = 1. The symmetries of the map then imply that the indicator
points map onto each other after p iterations, i.e.,

M̂p/2z
(q)
j = z

(p/2+q)
j . (3.40)

By solving these equations for the two unknowns (a, b), one obtains exact expressions
for the bifurcation curves.

� For 1/2 orbits, the x-component of M̂z
(0)
0 produces the equation

−1
4

+ a

(
1− b2

4

)
= 1/4 ,

where the fact was used that y′ = b/2 if (x′, y′) = M̂(x, y) = z
(1)
0 . Solving

for b, the bifurcation curve Eq. (3.37) is found. Similarly, the x-component of
M̂z

(0)
1 produces the equation

−a
2
− 1

4
+ a = −a

2
+

1
4
,

since y′ = 0 for (x′, y′) = z
(1)
1 . Solving for a yields the bifurcation curve Eq. (3.36).
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� For 1/4 orbits, the x-component of M̂2z
(0)
0 produces the equation

−1
4

+ a

(
1− b2

4

)
+ a

(
1− b2

4

)
= 1/4 ,

since, again, y′′ = b/2 for (x′′, y′′) = M̂2(x, y) = z
(1)
0 . Solving for b, the

bifurcation curve
b = 2

√
1− 1

4a
(3.41)

is found. Similarly, the x-component of M̂2z
(0)
1 yields

−a
2
− 1

4
+ a

[
b2 sin2

(
aπ − π

2

)]
+ a = −a

2
+

1
4
,

since y′′ = 0 for (x′′, y′′) = z
(1)
1 . Solving for b yields the bifurcation curve

b =

√
2

(
1− 1

4a

)
/cos(πa) . (3.42)

� For 3/4 orbits, the x-component of M̂2z
(0)
0 produces the equation

−1
4

+ a

(
1− b2

4

)
+ a

(
1− b2

4

)
= 5/4 ,

since, again, y′′ = b/2 for (x′′, y′′) = z
(1)
0 . Solving for b, the bifurcation curve

b = 2

√
1− 3

4a
(3.43)

is found. Similarly, the x-component of M̂2z
(0)
1 yields

−a
2
− 1

4
+ a

[
b2 sin2

(
aπ − π

2

)]
+ a = −a

2
+

5
4
,
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q/p collision on s1 and s2 collision on s3 and s4
0/1 a = 0 same
1/1 a = 1 same
1/2 a = 1

2 b = 2
√

1− 1
2a

1/3 b = 3
2

√
2

(
1− 1

3a

) /
sin

[
π
3 (2− 3a)

] same
2/3 b = 3

2

√
2

(
1− 2

3a

) /
sin

[
π
3 (4− 3a)

] same
1/4 b = 2

√
1− 1

4a b =
√

2
(
1− 1

4a

)
/cos(πa)

3/4 b = 2
√

1− 3
4a b =

√
2

(
1− 3

4a

)
/cos(πa)

Table 3.3: Some exact expressions for indicator curves for low-period orbits.

since y′′ = 0 for (x′′, y′′) = z
(1)
1 . Solving for b yields the bifurcation curve

b =

√
2

(
1− 3

4a

)
/cos(πa) . (3.44)

Higher-period bifurcation curves of even-periodic orbits have been given in [81]
and [105]. All bifurcation curves derived in this section are summarized in Table 3.3
and shown in Fig. 3.4.

Numerical search for periodic orbit bifurcation curves

For most periodic orbits, bifurcation curves have to be found numerically. The
method consists of searching for periodic orbits along the symmetry lines based
on the results of Table 3.2 (a numerical root search), combined with varying the
parameters until these orbits are at the point of collision (a numerical extremum
search). The details of this procedure are illustrated below. Since for odd-periodic
orbits, all collisions occur simultaneously on all symmetry lines, whereas for even-
periodic orbits, collisions on s1 and s2 occur separately from those on s3 and s4, as
seen in Sec. 3.1.3, one example for each case is examined: 7/8 and 8/9.
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Figure 3.5: The root search functions based on f1(y) and f2(y) for periodic orbits
of winding number 7/8 at a = 0.94 and b = 0.23 (left), for and periodic orbits of
winding number 8/9 at a = 0.95 and b = 0.26 (right). The function f2/(1 + |f2|) isthe function on which all numerical results of this work are based.

In order to �nd periodic orbits of winding number q/p on symmetry line si,
one starts with a point (xi(y), y) on si, where xi(y) is determined by Eq. (3.29). Then
(x′i(y), y

′
i(y)) = RmM̂n (xi(y), y) is computed, where m and n are chosen depending

on q, p according to Table 3.2. Since (x′i(y), y
′
i(y)) has to fall on symmetry line sj ,

with j also given by Table 3.2, one needs to search for the roots of

f2(y) = x′i(y)− xj

(
y′i(y)

)
, (3.45)

where xj(y′) is the x-value associated with y′ that makes (xj(y′), y′) fall onto sj , again
given by Eq. (3.29). This function basically consists of iterating the map about p/2
times (±1 for odd periods), which gives a good measure of the computational cost
of the algorithm involved. Since f2 can get arbitrarily large, it is more practical for
the numerical root search to consider the functions tanh [f2(y)] or f2(y)/ [1 + |f2(y)|]

instead, because these have the same roots, but their range is con�ned to (−1, 1).
The latter one of these choices is the function used for all computations presented
here.

A similar function, f1(y), was used in [24] and [4]. As explained in [7]
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and [103], this function di�ers from f2(y) in the omission of the Rm terms. This
requires one to not simply look for roots, but for all y-values with f1(y) assuming any
integer value. Therefore, in practice, the roots of sin [f1(y)] are determined instead.
However, after �nding the roots, it still needs to be tested whether the corresponding
periodic orbits have winding number q/p instead of any other winding number with
the same period p. Therefore, the new function f2(y), which guarantees the correct
q, was preferred here.
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Figure 3.6: The root search functions based on f1(b) and f2(b) for periodic orbits
of winding number 7/8 at a = 0.94 and y = −0.3 (left), and for periodic orbits of
winding number 8/9 at a = 0.95 and y = −0.3 (right). Note that b(f) is displayed
for direct comparison with Fig. 3.7.

As examples, the various functions f(y) based on f1,2(y) that can be used
for the root search are compared in Fig. 3.5 for a case with 4 orbits of both winding
numbers 7/8 and 8/9, at �xed parameters a, b. The roots of these functions give
the y-coordinate in phase space of the periodic orbits on s1. However, since one
eventually aims to �nd the b-values at which these orbits collide, i.e., where two
adjacent roots y1 and y2 coincide and cease to cross the line f(y) = 0, it is numerically
more convenient to consider functions based on f1,2(b) instead, with a, y �xed. An
example of this is shown in Fig. 3.6. (Note that in this �gure, b(f) are shown instead
of f(b), to allow for a better comparison with Fig. 3.7.)
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Figure 3.7: The functions b(y) for periodic orbits of winding number 7/8 at a = 0.91
(top left) and a = 0.94 (top right), and for periodic orbits of winding number 8/9
at a = 0.92 (bottom left) and a = 0.95 (bottom right). The horizontal lines mark
the b-values of the orbit collisions, i.e., the b-values on the corresponding bifurcation
curves in Fig. 3.8. The vertical line at y = −0.3 marks the value for which the root
search functions based on f1(b) and f2(b) are shown in Fig. 3.6.
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Determining the roots bi of f2(b)/ [1 + |f2(b)|] for a range of y-values, at
�xed a, gives the relation between the y-locations of the periodic orbits on a given
symmetry line and parameter b. Examples of such relations b(y) are shown in Fig. 3.7,
for winding numbers 7/8 (top) and 8/9 (bottom) on symmetry lines s1 and s4. (Due
to S-symmetry, the orbits on s2 and s3 follow the same relations b(y) except for a
�ip y → −y.) In each case, two di�erent a-parameters are used, one that supports
only two orbits of the given winding number (left) and one that supports up to four
(right). The point of collision of these orbits is found by numerically searching for
the extrema of b(y). Since the �gures show clearly that b(y) is usually not a graph,
some caution is necessary to restrict the domain and range used by the algorithm to
a region where it is a graph. The extremal b-values found by the numerical search
are marked by horizontal lines in this �gure. For 7/8, slightly di�erent extrema are
found for orbits on s1 and s4. (For the lower a-value, both are so close that the
di�erence is hardly discernible, whereas it is obvious for a = 0.94.) For 8/9, both
symmetry lines produce the same extrema.
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Figure 3.8: Bifurcation curves for periodic orbits of winding number 7/8 (left) and
8/9 (right). The dotted vertical lines mark the values a = 0.91 and a = 0.94 for 7/8,
and a = 0.92 and a = 0.95 for 8/9, for which the functions b(y) are shown in Fig. 3.7.

Finally, determining the extrema of b(y) for a range of a-values, the bifurca-
tion curves are found. They are displayed in Fig. 3.8 for orbits of winding number
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7/8 (left) and 8/9 (right). Whereas initially they only have a single branch, they
eventually split into branches for the collision of outer orbits and for central ones at
parameter values permitting more than two orbits of the same winding number per
symmetry line. Note, however, that not all bifurcation curves can split into several
branches, so which ones do or do not will be explored in more detail in Sec. 3.2.2.

3.2.2 Branching Points
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Figure 3.9: Branching of bifurcation curves (left) and the y-location of colliding
periodic orbits (right) on s1, of periodic orbits with even-period winding number
7/8 (top) and odd-period winding number 8/9 (bottom).

A closer view of the branching encountered for the 7/8 and 8/9 orbits is
shown in Fig. 3.9. It is seen that whereas even-periodic orbit bifurcation curves split
directly into two branches, odd-periodic ones attain two new branches separated
from the original one by a small interval. The same observation is made for the
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y-locations of the colliding orbits along a symmetry line (here s1) in phase space:
Even-periodic orbits fork directly, whereas new odd-periodic orbits are created a
distance apart from the original branch.
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Figure 3.10: Split points for periodic orbit bifurcation curves on s1 below the collision
of the 1/1 orbit.

As was noted for the last step of the odd-period standard-scenario, Fig. 3.2(e),
a recess in the winding number pro�le persists at parameter values slightly beyond
collision of an odd-periodic orbit. This means that for any rational winding number
between the bottom of the recess and the two maxima in the winding number pro�le
more than two orbit chains exist. This observation makes it possible to predict
whether the bifurcation curve for a given periodic orbit might split into several
branches: If their winding number is �su�ciently close� to and slightly smaller than
that of another odd-period orbit of low period, branching is to be expected.

Since it remains unclear what su�ciently close means, a number of bifurca-
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Figure 3.11: Split of the 5/6 bifurcation curves on s1 and s3.

tion curves with winding numbers decreasing from 1/1 in steps of δω = 1/500 were
computed up to their �rst parameter values with more than one branch. (At any
a-value, �rst one point on the bifurcation is found by an extremum search on b(y) in
the vicinity of the previous point on the bifurcation curve. Afterwards, extremum
searches outward in either direction from this y-value are attempted, with a max-
imal distance of ∆y = 10−2. The �rst a-value when this algorithm �nds a new
extremum is recorded.) The results are shown in Fig. 3.10, along with the previous
examples of branched bifurcation curves. Additionally, the breakup boundary de-
scribed in Sec. 3.2.4 is shown to explain observed irregularities and the reason why
not all bifurcation curves can be observed to undergo branching. The computation
was carried out for bifurcation curves on s1, s2, and s3, but found to agree so well
that only the results for s1 are shown here. The only case for which a noticeable
deviation was observed is for the split of 5/6 bifurcation curves shown in Fig. 3.11.

The branching points seem to describe a smooth curve. However, no theo-
retical results are known to support this observation. An indication that, in fact,
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the points do not exactly describe a smooth curve, however, is that points close to
the breakup boundary veer o� this �curve�. Nevertheless, for the practical purpose
of determining which orbits undergo bifurcation curve branching and can exhibit
multiple shearless curves, it provides a clear criterion: Bifurcation curves crossing
the branching boundary before crossing the breakup boundary are expected to split
up, whereas others are not.
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Figure 3.12: Branching points for periodic orbit bifurcation curves on s1 below the
collisions of the 1/3 orbit (left) and 2/3 orbit (right).

Similar computations have been carried out for orbits below the major odd-
periodic orbits with period p = 3. Orbits with periods apart by δω = 1/5000 were
chosen, starting from the �rst period-5000 orbit below 1/3 and 2/3. The results are
shown in Fig. 3.12. Again, the branching points seem to align along smooth curves.
Some of the low-period split points are summarized in Table 3.4.

3.2.3 Reconnection
As seen in Sec. 3.1.3, a phenomenon closely associated with the collision of periodic
orbit is a reconnection of their hyperbolic manifolds. Determining the parameter
values at which reconnection occurs is necessary for, e.g., predicting where in pa-
rameter space meanders can be found. Reconnection occurs before collision as a is
decreased and/or b increased continuously, which means that reconnection thresholds
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near orbit q p a b y
1/1 21 25 0.896270 0.308997 -0.314764

17 20 0.902540 0.281480 -0.309060
22 25 0.922545 0.204231 -0.291057
9 10 0.935560 0.156089 -0.269265
23 25 0.948658 0.112163 -0.243133
19 20 0.968020 0.055489 -0.197826
24 25 0.974435 0.039675 -0.176598

1/3 13 40 0.343570 0.534191 0.278490
41 125 0.340565 0.439763 0.233105
33 100 0.338145 0.354326 0.185705

2/3 33 50 0.678900 0.375299 -0.198946
83 125 0.671192 0.234186 -0.122974
133 200 0.669429 0.184298 -0.098019

Table 3.4: Branching points for various low-period periodic orbits on s1.

are located underneath the corresponding bifurcation curves in (a, b) space.
Since �nding reconnection thresholds is much more complicated, at this point

only reconnection thresholds for even-periodic orbits, and some odd-periodic orbits
of low periods are known. Moreover, since for more than two orbit chains reconnec-
tion involving orbits o� the symmetry lines can occur, the reconnection thresholds
here only apply to parameter values before the branching of bifurcation curves, i.e.,
su�ciently small b-values such that only two orbit chains of the same period exist,
and therefore the standard scenarios apply.

For even-periodic orbits, the reconnection thresholds are already known: As
seen in Fig. 3.3(b), reconnection coincides with the collision of the hyperbolic orbits.
Therefore, for parameter regions before bifurcation curves branch, the reconnection
thresholds are given as the bifurcation curves of the corresponding orbits. Although
no clear pattern seems to exist to predict whether the hyperbolic orbits fall onto s1
and s2, or on s3 and s4 instead, the reconnection curve is always the lower one of
the two bifurcation curves in parameter space.
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For odd-periodic orbits, the situation is more di�cult, since it is a purely
topological phenomenon in this case and not coinciding with any orbit collisions. As
a matter of fact, as noted in [8], since the SNM is (for b 6= 0) not integrable, no
exact reconnection threshold exists: Reconnection for any given periodic orbit does
not occur along a curve in parameter space, but in a two-dimensional parameter
region between where some of the involved hyperbolic manifolds begin overlapping
and where others cease to overlap. In practice, this region is con�ned in a very
narrow �curve-like� region, and therefore can, at least for su�ciently small b-values,
be approximated by a curve, as long as one keeps in mind that the reconnecting
topology will still be found for parameters slightly o� this approximate curve.

One method for �nding odd-periodic reconnection thresholds was proposed by
Petrisor [71] and numerically implemented by Wurm et al. [104] to �nd the low-odd-
period reconnection curves that are shown in Fig. 3.4. It is based on the observation
that the action Ap of any odd-periodic hyperbolic orbit z1,z2, . . . ,zp, de�ned by the
primitive function of Eq. (3.5) as

Ap(z1,z2, . . . ,zp) =
p∑

i=1

S(zi) , (3.46)

vanishes at reconnection. Usually, this criterion has to be implemented as a numerical
root search. However, for the 0/1 and 1/1 orbits it is straightforward to �nd the
corresponding reconnection thresholds analytically: As found in Sec. 3.2.1, the 0/1

orbits are located at (x, y) = (0,±1) and (0.5,±1), of which (0, 1) and (0.5,−1) are
found to be hyperbolic. The actions then become A1(0, 1) = −2a/3 + b/(2π) and
A1(0.5,−1) = 2a/3 − b/(2π), which both yield the approximate 0/1 reconnection
threshold

b0/1(a) =
4πa
3

, (3.47)
a result already known from [40] and [24]. The 1/1 orbits are located at (x, y) =
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(0,±
√

1− 1/a) and (0.5,±
√

1− 1/a), of which (0,
√

1− 1/a) and (0.5,−
√

1− 1/a)

are found to be hyperbolic. Their actions are A1(0,
√

1− 1/a) = −2a/3
√

1− 1/a
3
+

b/(2π) and A1(0.5,−
√

1− 1/a) = 2a/3
√

1− 1/a − b/(2π), which both yield the
approximate 1/1 reconnection threshold

b1/1(a) =
4π
3

(a− 1)

√
a− 1
a

. (3.48)
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Figure 3.13: Logarithm of distances between indicator points after suitable numbers
of iterations to detect reconnection for 1/1 orbits, at a = 1.05. One indicator point
is iterated by a multiple N of the period p = 1, the other by (p±1)/2 plus a multiple
N of the period. For small N = 10 (top) and N = 5 (bottom left), reconnection
(marked by the vertical line) is indicated by a steep drop in the distance functions,
whereas for higher N = 100 (bottom left) no clear indication for reconnection can
be identi�ed.
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Another method for estimating odd-period reconnection thresholds has been
suggested and implemented by Shinohara and Aizawa [81]. It is based on the ob-
servation that two of the indicator points Eq. (3.31) mapped by a suitable num-
ber of iterations approach the same hyperbolic orbit at the reconnection threshold,
with the distance between their iterates decreasing exponentially. Namely, for or-
bits of winding number q/p with odd q, the (Euclidean) distances of |MNpz

(0)
0 −

MNpM (p−1)/2z
(1)
1 |, and |MNpz

(0)
1 −MNpM (p+1)/2z

(1)
0 | decrease exponentially for in-

creasing N . Similarly, for orbits with even q, the (Euclidean) distances of |MNpz
(0)
0 −

MNpM (p−1)/2z
(0)
1 |, and |MNpz

(0)
1 −MNpM (p+1)/2z

(0)
0 | decrease exponentially for in-

creasing N . (Note that here the use of the map M instead of M̂ implies that all
x-values are taken modulo 1.) Due to S-invariance of the indicator points, the exact
same results would be found if all z

(0)
i ↔ z

(1)
i were exchanged.

In order to test the applicability of this method, the squares of the above
distances were calculated numerically for a range of b-values for the orbits 1/1, 1/3

and 2/3. Since for these orbits, reconnection curves are known analytically or from
the numerical calculations in [104] and [7], a direct veri�cation is possible. Several
plots of the distance functions for 1/1, at a = 1.05, are shown in Fig. 3.13, for several
choices of N . Although the steep drop in the distance functions is seen for small N ,
and coincides well with the reconnection threshold, the method fails once N is chosen
too large. The reason seems to be that whereas for small N , both indicator points
approach a hyperbolic periodic orbit on its stable manifold, for higher N numerical
inaccuracies soon cause them to �drift o�� along the unstable manifold. A similar
analysis of the distance functions for period p = 3 orbits is shown in Fig. 3.14. Since
already for these low periods, the results seem somewhat inconclusive as to what N
is the best choice and what value of log10 ∆2 should be used to determine whether
a b-value dropping below that quali�es as reconnection threshold, this method was
not explored any further here. However, Shinohara and Aizawa [81] claim that it
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Figure 3.14: Logarithm of distances between indicator points after suitable numbers
of iterations to detect reconnection for 1/3 orbits at a = 0.35 (left), and 2/3 orbits
at a = 0.7 (right). One indicator point is iterated by a multiple N of the period
p = 3, the other by (p ± 1)/2 plus a multiple N of the period, with N = 5 (top),
N = 10 (center), N = 100 (bottom). The b-values of reconnection are marked by
vertical lines. For 1/3 orbits, N = 10 gives the best correlation of reconnection and
a drop in two of the distance functions, for 2/3 orbits, N = 5 gives clearer results.
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allowed them to �nd reconnection thresholds up to periods p = 9, although they do
not report which N and cuto� values for log10 ∆2 they used.

3.2.4 Breakup Boundary of the G-invariant Curve
The breakup of the shearless curve γS is of considerable practical interest, because
γS is usually the last invariant rotational torus to break in the SNM and therefore its
breakup determines the onset of global chaos. Shinohara and Aizawa[80] obtained a
rough estimate for the breakup threshold of many shearless curves by investigating
for a range of parameter values whether iterates of one of the indicator points remain
bounded.

Here, a similar, but slightly di�erent method is implemented, using the fact
that if the winding number of the orbit of any point exists, then the orbit is not
chaotic, but either periodic or quasiperiodic. Therefore, the algorithm used here is
based on testing, for a �ne grid of parameter values, whether the winding number
of the central shearless orbit exists. For that purpose, the winding number was
assumed to be �numerically unde�ned� if within N iterations of an indicator point
on the shearless orbit, no sequence of m consecutive approximations ωi = xi/i could
be found that �converged� without assuming a global maximum or minimum within
the sequence, i.e., if no sequence of ωi satisfying |ωi−ωi−1| < ε, ωi < maxn<i ωn, and
ωi > minn<i ωn for m consecutive i could be found. For the actual implementation,
N = 3 × 106, m = 105, ε = 10−7 and the indicator point z

(1)
1 = (a/2 + 1/4, 0)

were used. Obviously, this criterion is also only approximate, since the value of
the winding number might converge for the number of iterations used, but further
iterations would reveal �uctuations, or vice versa.

The method of Ref. [80] and the one used here deliver similar results. How-
ever, it seems that the computation of the winding number provides a better means
for monitoring and controlling its accuracy. Moreover, it gives the winding number
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Figure 3.15: Dependence of breakup boundary parameter values on the winding
number ω of the central shearless curve. The parameter values of detailed breakup
studies are marked, which, except for the outer tori breakup ∗[0, 1, 11, 1, 1, . . .], have
to be located on the breakup boundary.
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N na Da nb Db

10 18 1.255273 15 1.176091
20 65 1.301030 32 1.156891
50 236 1.396677 110 1.201547
100 618 1.395494 293 1.233434
200 1570 1.388900 723 1.242547
500 6042 1.400972 2698 1.271241
1000 16525 1.406047 7568 1.292994

Table 3.5: Some estimates of the fractal box counting dimension of the breakup
boundary of the SNM. The quantities na and Da apply for recording transition
between winding number convergence and non-convergence in rows of constant b
while varying a, nb and Db apply for searching along columns of constant a while
varying b.

of the shearless curve at breakup as a useful side-product: Plots of a(ω) − ω and
b(ω) are shown in Fig. 3.15.

In Fig. 3.4, the breakup boundary is shown, displaying any transitions in rows
of constant b from convergence to non-convergence of the winding number and and
vice versa. The resulting breakup boundary displays a fractal-like structure. For a
crude determination of the fractal box-counting (Minkowski-Bouligand) dimension,
parameter space is divided into N ×N boxes of identical size, and n, the number of
boxes intersected by the boundary, is counted. The fractal box-counting dimension
is then de�ned as

D = lim
N→∞

log n
logN

. (3.49)
A summary of several computations for increasingly �ne grids is shown in Table 3.5.
It is found that di�erent results are obtained depending on whether transitions
are recorded along rows of constant b versus columns of constant a. This is not
unexpected given the observation that many parts of the breakup boundary seen
in Fig. 3.4 run almost vertically, and the line at a = 1/2 is even exactly vertical.
Whether both dimensions approach each other and converge to the same value for
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N →∞ cannot be determined without unreasonable computational e�ort.

3.2.5 Complete Parameter Space Diagram
Figure 3.4 summarizes the above results for bifurcation curves, branching points, re-
connection thresholds, and the breakup boundary. This �gure is used to determine
how many periodic orbits of a given winding number exist, and to �nd suitable pa-
rameters for studying the breakup of meanders and outer shearless curves in Sec. 3.3.
For this purpose, it is important to remember the following facts:

� Even-periodic orbits have two distinct bifurcation curves, one for orbits on
symmetry lines s1 and s2, and one for s3 and s4. (No clear pattern has been
observed up to date to predict which one of these is located above the other.)
For odd-periodic orbits, bifurcation curves for all symmetry lines coincide.

� Two periodic orbits per symmetry line and winding number exist everywhere
below and to the right of the lowest bifurcation curve for that winding number
and symmetry line. If several branches of a bifurcation curve for the same
symmetry line exist, more than two orbits per symmetry line are encountered
in between these bifurcation curves.

� All periodic orbit bifurcation curves have been found numerically to branch
along smooth parameter curves to the left of odd-periodic orbits of lower pe-
riod. Therefore, multiple shearless curves are expected to exist anywhere be-
tween this branching point curve and the collision curve of a �major� (i.e.,
low-period) odd-periodic orbit. (That means that multiple shearless curves
exist for all winding numbers whose bifurcation curves, before crossing the
breakup boundary, reach into any of these parameter regions a�ected by a
major odd-period orbit collision.)
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� Meanders are found in the parameter regions between the collision and recon-
nection of any odd-periodic orbit.
The parameter values of the shearless meander, outer tori, and a nonnoble

torus breakup study of Sec. 3.3 and earlier breakup studies are marked in Fig. 3.4.
Since the breakup boundary was computed for the G-invariant curve, all breakup
parameter values except for the ones for the outer shearless curve breakup are located
on this boundary. The fact that they are usually (except for the parameters of the
[0, 2, 2, 2, . . .] torus breakup) located at the highest peaks of the breakup boundary
supports the conjecture that, similarly to the known results for twist maps, tori of
noble winding numbers are the last to break even in the shearless case.

The winding number [0, 1, 11, 1, 1, . . .] was chosen in such a way that the
point of the central torus breakup, •, falls into the region between the collision and
reconnection of the 1/1 orbit, and therefore is a meander. In addition, since the
corresponding quasiperiodic orbit bifurcation curve (not shown here, since it is very
close to the 11/12 orbit bifurcation curve) crosses the green branching point curve
associated with the 1/1 collision, outer shearless curves of [0, 1, 11, 1, 1, . . .] exist as
well, with their breakup point, ◦, located well inside the region between the 1/1

branching curve (green), the 1/1 collision curve (red), and the breakup boundary
(gray).

3.2.6 Examples: Extended Reconnection/Collision Scenarios
Extended reconnection/collision scenarios for even-periodic orbits

For the example of the even-periodic orbits of winding number 7/8, the parameter re-
gion right after the branching of the bifurcation curves (which occurs for a = 0.9189,
b = 0.216405 on s1, and a = 0.9200, b = 0.217799 on s3) is shown in Fig. 3.16. Since
the central bifurcation curve for s1 and the outer bifurcation for s3 cross at a ≈ 0.925

two slightly di�erent reconnection/collision scenarios are possible. Therefore, one set
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of phase space views was computed with the parameter values marked in Fig. 3.16
by ◦ before the crossing, and another set marked by • after the crossing. These are
shown in Fig. 3.17 and Fig. 3.18, respectively.
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Figure 3.16: Bifurcation curves for orbits of winding number 7/8 after branching.
Parameter values used for the two extended even-periodic reconnection/collision sce-
narios before and after the crossing of the central branch of the s1 bifurcation curve
(bcin) and the outer branch of the s3 bifurcation curve (bcout) are marked by ◦ and
•, respectively.

Recall that b = Φ7/8,i(a) is the bifurcation curve for orbits on the symmetry
line si. Dropping the subscript 7/8, and denoting the central and outer branches by
Φin

i and Φout
i , respectively, the following scenario is found before the crossing of Φin

1

and Φout
3 , as seen in Fig. 3.17:

1 Whereas for small perturbations (b < Φin
3 ), only the up and down (outer)

7/8-chains exist (ωmin > 7/8), ωmin reaches 7/8 and inner orbits are born at
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Figure 3.17: First extended even-periodic reconnection/collision scenario: 7/8-orbits
at a = 0.923. The upper plot shows a y vs. x phase space plot (x ∈ [−0.25, 0.25], y ∈
[−0.5, 0]) and the lower one the corresponding winding number pro�les along the
two indicated symmetry lines (y vs. ω along si, ω ∈ [7/8 − 0.0007, 7/8 + 0.0005]).
The plots correspond to the b-values: a) 0.22325262, b) 0.22335, c) 0.2234606, d)
0.22355, e) 0.22364169, f) 0.22385, g) 0.22416343, h) 0.22465.
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b = Φin
3 [Fig. 3.17(a)]. Initially, this inner chain has the dipole topology, with

elliptic orbits on s3 and s4, and hyperbolic orbits not on any symmetry line
[Fig. 3.17(b)].

2 Somewhere in the range Φin
3 < b < Φout

3 , a reconnection between these o�-
symmetry line hyperbolic orbits with the outer hyperbolic orbits on s3 and s4
occurs [Fig. 3.17(c)]. At the point of reconnection, ωmax is 7/8 and continues
to be so through step 5. After this reconnection, meanders are born, the inner
and outer chains display a nested topology, and ωmin < 7/8 [Fig. 3.17(d)].

3 The inner elliptic orbits collide with the outer hyperbolic orbits on the s3 and
s4 symmetry line at b = Φout

3 [Fig. 3.17(e)], leaving only the o�-symmetry line
inner hyperbolic orbits and the outer elliptic orbits on the symmetry lines s1
and s2 [Fig. 3.17(f)].

4 At b = Φin
1 , the inner hyperbolic orbits collide [Fig. 3.17(g)] and move onto the

symmetry lines s1 and s2 [Fig. 3.17(h)].
5 At b = Φout

1 , there is an hyperbolic-elliptic collision on s1 and s2, after which
7/8-periodic orbits cease to exist and ωmax < 7/8.
The scenario seen in Fig. 3.18, after the crossing of Φin

1 and Φout
3 is the same

in most steps (with Φin
1 replacing Φout

3 in the second step), except for the following:
3 At b = Φin

1 , the inner hyperbolic orbits collide and move onto the symmetry
lines s1 and s2, while the hyperbolic elliptic orbits on s3 and s4 merely continue
to approach each other.

4 The inner elliptic orbits collide with the outer hyperbolic orbits on s3 and s4
at b = Φout

3 , leaving only the hyperbolic and elliptic orbits on s1 and s2.
Note that since the parameters values in this case are closer to the breakup boundary,
more chaotic orbits exist, making the winding number plots noisier than in Fig. 3.17.
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Figure 3.18: Second extended even-periodic reconnection/collision scenario: 7/8-
orbits at a = 0.926. The upper plot shows a y vs. x phase space plot (x ∈
[−0.25, 0.25], y ∈ [−0.5, 0]) and the lower one the corresponding winding number
pro�les along the two indicated symmetry lines (y vs. ω along si, ω ∈ [7/8 −
0.0007, 7/8 + 0.0005]). The plots correspond to the b-values: a) 0.22840819216, b)
0.2288, c) 0.2291564433, d) 0.2293, e) 0.22950889782, f) 0.2297, g) 0.22986945978,
h) 0.2308.
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The di�erence between the two scenarios is the order in which the collision
along s3 and s4 and the move of the hyperbolic points onto s1 and s2 occur. Both
occur simultaneously for the (a, b)-value at which Φout

3 and Φin
1 intersect.

An interesting detail to notice is that like in the standard scenario of odd-
period orbits, meanders appear in this case when the maximum of the winding
number pro�le is rational. But now there are two meandering regions, and none of
the meanders are G-invariant [Fig. 3.17(e), along s4].

Extended reconnection/collision scenario for odd-periodic orbits

For the example of the odd-periodic orbits of winding number 8/9, the parameter
region right after the branching of the bifurcation curve is shown in Fig. 3.19. Since
for odd-periodic orbits, the bifurcation curves for all symmetry lines coincide, only
one extended reconnection/collision scenarios is shown here, with phase space views
computed at the parameter values marked by ◦ in Fig. 3.19.

Dropping the subscript 8/9 and the symmetry line index i, the central and
the two outer branches of the bifurcation are simply denoted by Φin, Φout,down, and
Φout,up, respectively. The following extended scenario for odd-periodic reconnection
collision is found:

1 Whereas for small perturbations (b < Φin), only the up and down (outer)
orbits exist and ωmin > 8/9, inner chains of orbits are born [Fig. 3.20(a)] at
b = Φin, and subsequently form a nested topology with meandering orbits
[Fig. 3.20(b)]. As seen in the corresponding winding number pro�le along s1,
the bottom of the valley exhibits a hill whose edges have the value ωmin = 8/9.
The left edge, corresponding to the new periodic orbit pair, broadens as its
hyperbolic and elliptic orbits start to move apart (Fig. 3.19), whereas the right
one, corresponding to the heteroclinic connection between new pairs on other
symmetry lines, continues to touch ωmin = 8/9 at only one point. The winding
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Figure 3.19: Bifurcation curves for orbits of winding number 8/9 after branching.
Parameter values used for the extended odd-periodic reconnection/collision scenario
are marked by ◦.
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Figure 3.20: Extended odd-periodic reconnection/collision scenario: 8/9-orbits at
a = 0.94. The upper plot shows a y vs. x phase space plot (x ∈ [−0.25, 0.25], y ∈
[−0.5, 0]) and the lower one the corresponding winding number pro�les along the two
indicated symmetry lines (y vs. ω along si, ω ∈ [8/9 − 0.0020, 8/9 + 0.0016]). The
plots correspond to the b-values: a) 0.2015781, b) 0.2018, c) 0.202155, d) 0.2036, e)
0.20515, f) 0.2059, g) 0.2067917, h) 0.2081084.
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number of the shearless curve, corresponding to the local maximum (top of
hill), and those of the meandering orbits are greater than 8/9.

2 Somewhere in the b-range Φin < b < Φout,up
1 , the nested orbits reconnect

[Fig. 3.20(c)], resulting in four regular Poincaré-Birkho� chains [Fig. 3.20(d)],
two on each side of the central shearless curve.

3 At a higher b-value in the same range, the two up chains and two down chains
reconnect [Fig. 3.20(e)], resulting in two regions of nested orbits with mean-
dering tori [Fig. 3.20(f)]. Again, the winding numbers of the meanders is less
than that of the reconnecting orbits (8/9). Each of these regions contains a
shearless, but not G-invariant, meander.

4 At b = Φout,up
1 , the outer up orbits undergo a hyperbolic-elliptic collision

[Fig. 3.20(g)].
5 At b = Φout,down

1 , the outer down orbits undergo a hyperbolic-elliptic collision
[Fig. 3.20(h)], after which no further 8/9-periodic orbits exist.
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3.3 Breakup of Shearless Tori in the SNM

Area-preserving maps have long served as a convenient tool for understanding the
transition to chaos in nonlinear systems. KAM theory (describing the persistence
of invariant tori under small perturbations from integrability) and converse KAM
theory (searching for the smallest perturbation at which no more invariant tori exist)
are based on studies of twist maps. (For a short review of the concepts, see Ref. [61].)

One approach used to analyze the breakup of invariant tori in twist maps
(see, e.g., Refs. [36, 57, 58, 60]) is based on Greene's residue criterion [36]: For a
torus with irrational winding number ω = [a0, a1, a2, . . .], the sequence of residues
Rn, Eq. (3.11), of periodic orbits with winding numbers of continued fraction con-
vergents, ωn = [a0, a1, . . . , an], is computed at �xed parameters. The convergence or
divergence of this residue sequence then determines whether the irrational torus at
these parameters exists:

� limi→∞ |Ri| = 0 if the torus of winding number ω exists.
� limi→∞ |Ri| = ∞ if the torus of winding number ω is destroyed.

At the breakup itself, various scenarios can be encountered, depending on the class
of maps and invariant torus under consideration: For noble tori in twist systems,
e.g., it was found that at the point of breakup the sequence of residues converges
to either R∞ ≈ 0.2500888 or a three-cycle containing 0.2500888 and −0.255426 as
elements [58].

Although originally introduced for twist systems only, Greene's residue cri-
terion was found to be applicable to the breakup of shearless invariant tori in the
standard nontwist map as well: First used in Ref. [24] to study the breakup of the
central shearless torus of inverse golden mean 1/γ = (

√
5 − 1)/2 = [0, 1, 1, 1, . . .]

winding number, it was empirically discovered that at breakup, the residue sequence
converges to a six-cycle. (It should be noted, however, that in the nontwist case only
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orbits corresponding to half of the continued fraction convergents exist in the param-
eter space region of interest. Therefore the six-cycle corresponds to a twelve-cycle
when correctly compared with the twist case.) The same result was found for other
noble central shearless tori, with winding numbers ω = 1/γ2 = [0, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, . . .]

(Refs. [103, 4]) and ω = [0, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, . . .] (Ref. [7]). Moreover, a theoretical justi�-
cation for the applicability of this criterion to nontwist systems was given in Ref. [27].

Here, Greene's method is used to investigate the breakup of three additional
types of shearless tori: First, the breakup of shearless tori with another noble
winding number, ω = [0, 1, 11, 1, 1, 1, . . .], is analyzed. However, as noted before
(see Sec. 3.2.5), this winding number di�ers from the ones previously studied in
two respects: It allows the study of the breakup of meanders (since the breakup
parameters of its central shearless torus fall in the parameter space region where
the central orbits are meanders) and outer shearless tori (since its bifurcation curve
crosses into the parameter space region of branching associated with the 1/1 orbit
collision), as was seen in Fig. 3.4. The results of these breakup studies are detailed
in Sec. 3.3.2 and Sec. 3.3.3, respectively. In addition, the �rst shearless torus breakup
for a nonnoble winding number, ω = [0, 2, 2, 2, . . .], is investigated in Sec. 3.3.4.

In addition to common nontrivial residue convergence patterns for certain
classes of invariant tori, these classes of tori exhibit other forms of universal be-
havior, e.g., scale invariance under speci�c phase space rescalings, and exponential
convergence of critical parameter values with critical exponents common to the en-
tire class. These results suggest an interpretation within a renormalization group
framework based on the residue criterion. The original renormalization description
of torus breakup in twist systems (see, e.g., Ref. [58]) was extended to the SNM
in Refs. [25, 5]. A short summary of this approach is given in Sec. 3.3.1, and corre-
sponding quantities for the new types of shearless torus breakup are computed and
compared to known results in Sec. 3.3.2 and Sec. 3.3.4.
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3.3.1 Renormalization Approach to the Breakup of Invariant Tori
in Symplectic Maps

Certain classes of invariant tori at breakup exhibit �xed points or invariant cycles in
quantities associated with their continued fraction convergent periodic orbits, such
as the residue 6-cycles mentioned above, similar cycles in successive approximations
of critical parameter values, or the locations of the convergent periodic orbits in
phase space. Therefore, the idea of the renormalization approach is to de�ne, on
a space of maps (e.g., here, area-preserving maps), an operator R that transforms
successive convergents into each other, by a �zooming in� in phase space that makes
their spatial locations match, combined with a �time� rescaling that transforms their
winding numbers into each other.

In particular, in order to de�ne the renormalization more precisely, one ex-
presses the problem in terms of a pair of commuting maps (U, T ) [58], for which an
orbit is de�ned as the set of points {UmTnz | m,n ∈ Z}, and for which the orbit
produced from z is called periodic with period q/p if U qT pz = z. The commuting
map pair associated with a map M with periodic orbits {zi} with winding numbers
qi/pi is then de�ned by the condition ∀i : U qiT pizi = zi. (As an example, R and
M̂ de�ned in Sec. 3.1.2 form a commuting map pair associated with the standard
nontwist map M of Eq. (3.1) [7].)

To study a torus of winding number ω, the corresponding renormalization
group operator (RGO) is de�ned as

 U ′

T ′

 = Rω

 U

T

 := Bω

 U rT t

U sT u

B−1
ω , (3.50)
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Table 3.6: Renormalization group operators for the winding numbers of known
breakup studies in the SNM. γ = (1 +

√
5)/2.

cont. frac. exp. value RGO: Rωi

(
U
T

)
=

ω1 = [0, 1, 1, 1, 1, . . .] 1
γ ≈ 0.618034 Bω1

(
T
UT

)
B−1

ω1

ω2 = [0, 2, 1, 1, 1, . . .] 1
γ2 ≈ 0.381966 Bω2

(
U−1T−1

UT 2

)
B−1

ω2

ω3 = [0, 2, 2, 1, 1, . . .] γ2

1+2γ2 ≈ 0.419821 Bω3

(
U4T−1

U11T−3

)
B−1

ω3

ω4 = [0, 1, 11, 1, 1, . . .] 1+11γ
1+12γ ≈ 0.920748 Bω4

(
U120T−109

U131T−119

)
B−1

ω4

ω5 = [0, 2, 2, 2, 2, . . .]
√

2− 1 ≈ 0.414214 Bω5

(
T
UT 2

)
B−1

ω5

where Bω is a coordinate rescaling transformation on phase space,

Bω =

 αω 0

0 βω

 , (3.51)

with r, s, t, u ∈ Z, |ru− st| = 1, that depends on the approximants of ω. Its e�ect is
a spacial zooming in via Bω as well as a time rescaling that stretches nth order ap-
proximant periodic orbits of (U, T ) into the (n−1)th order approximants of (U ′, T ′).
In Ref. [5], the detailed shape of RGO's for quadratic irrationals, [0, a1, . . . , ak, p̄] is
worked out. Table 3.6 shows the RGO's for the speci�c examples shown in Fig. 3.4
as obtained from these formulas.

Denote by
[n] := [a0, a1, . . . , an+1] (3.52)

the nth convergent of the continued fraction expansion of the invariant tori whose
breakup is being studied. Then the renormalization operator transforms a map
described by the sequence ([0], [1], [2], . . .) of convergent periodic orbits into a map
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described by the sequence ([1], [2], [3], . . .) of periodic orbits. (It has been conjectured
that the convergent residues can be used as coordinates to describe a given map, see,
e.g., Refs. [37, 25].) The goal of the renormalization approach is to �nd �xed points
and �xed cycles of the RGO's for various invariant tori ω. There are two kinds of
�xed points: A simple �xed point is an integrable map (all the residues are zero),
and its basin of attraction contains all the maps for which the invariant torus exists.
A critical �xed point is a map for which the invariant torus under consideration is at
criticality. All the maps in its basin of attraction exhibit the same universal behavior
at the critical breakup.

As described in Ref. [25], two unstable eigenvalues δ1 and δ2 govern the
linearized behavior of maps in the vicinity of a critical �xed point/cycle of the
renormalization operator for a given shearless invariant torus of winding number
ω. Assume R (dropping the subscript ω) has a period-N �xed cycle, i.e., there ex-
ists a map Λ with RNΛ = Λ. The map Λ cannot be expected to be an element of
the two-parameter family of standard nontwist maps M(a, b) (since this is merely a
two-dimensional subset of the in�nite-dimensional space of area-preserving maps).
However, if a critical point (ac, bc) in parameter space of the SNM can be found at
which the sequence of convergent periodic exhibits, for [n] → ∞ period-N scaling
invariance and period N -cycles in their residues, then this critical point is located
on the stable manifold Ws of Λ, i.e., limi→∞

(
RN

)i
M(ac, bc) = Λ. The unstable

eigenvalues of the linearization DR of R in the vicinity of Λ can then be found by
looking at its projection into the two-dimensional subspace of SNM's.

To this end, de�ne another renormalization operator ρ in the subspace of
SNM's such that limn→∞ ρn(a, b) = (ac, bc), and ΠRNM (ρn(a, b)) = M(a, b), where
Π is the projection of an arbitrary map in M into the subspace of SNM's. This
situation is illustrated in Fig. 3.21. Choosing an arbitrary ρ and diagonalizing its
Jacobian in the vicinity of (ac, bc) is found to be equivalent to choosing and linearizing
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Figure 3.21: Visualization of the e�ects of renormalization operators R and ρ in the
space M of area preserving maps.
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the two perpendicular operators ρ and ρ′ in the two directions indicated by red and
blue lines in Fig. 3.21. One �nds the eigenvalues

ν1 = lim
n→∞

(
b[n+N ] − bc

b[n] − bc

)
,

ν2 = lim
n→∞

(
ac[n+N ] − ac

ac[n] − ac

)
, (3.53)

where ac[n] is the a-value along the bifurcation curve of its [n]th convergent, at
which the sequence of convergent residues exhibits nontrivial limiting behavior (i.e.,
converges neither to 0 nor ∞), and b[n] is the parameter value at which the [n]th
convergent periodic orbit is at the point of collision for a = ac.

Since per de�nition, ρ acts (up to the projection into the space of SNM's)
as an inverse to RN , the corresponding eigenvalues of the original renormalization
operator R are found from the ν1,2 as

δ1,2 =
(

1
ν1,2

)1/N

. (3.54)

For the breakup of the [0, 1, 1, 1, . . .] shearless torus in the SNM, the values δ1 ≈ 2.683

and δ2 ≈ 1.511 are found in Ref. [25]. The same values, within a small numerical
uncertainty, have been found for the [0, 2, 1, 1, . . .] shearless torus in the SNM: δ1 ≈
2.678 and δ2 ≈ 1.583 in Ref. [4].

Other universal quantities for a given type of shearless orbit breakup can be
compared as well, if the renormalization operator has a period N �xed cycle:

� At the critical parameter value ac of the shearless torus breakup, the corre-
sponding b[n](ac) values of the collisions of convergent orbits follow a scaling
law

b[n] = b∞ +B(n)c−n
1 (3.55)

with B(n) = B(n + N) as n → ∞. Inserting this into Eq. (3.53), one can
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verify that c1 = δ1. Plotting ln
(
b[n+1] − b[n]

)
= B̃(n) − n ln δ1, with another

N -periodic function B̃(n) = ln(B(n+1)/δ1−B(n)), allows one to �nd δ1 easily
from the slope.

� Similarly, the y-locations in phase space of the collisions of convergent orbits at
the critical parameter value ac of the shearless torus breakup, follow a scaling
law

y[n] = y∞ + Y (n)c−n
2 (3.56)

with Y (n) = Y (n + N) as n → ∞. The slope of logarithmic di�erences
ln

(
y[n+1] − y[n]

)
= Ỹ (n)− n ln c2, with N -periodic function Ỹ (n) = ln(Y (n+

1)/c2 − Y (n)) is another universal quantity.
� The convergents [n] and [n + N ] can be mapped onto each other in phase
space under suitable coordinate transformations. For example, centering on
the intersection (xs, ys) of the shearless orbit with the s3 symmetry line, and
transforming to symmetry line coordinates, in which the s3 symmetry line
becomes a straight line,

x′ = x− a

2
(1− y2) ,

y′ = y − ys , (3.57)

the two convergents can be mapped onto each other by the phase space rescal-
ing

(x′[n], y
′
[n]) = (αNx′[n+N ], β

Ny′[n+N ]) . (3.58)
For the breakup of the [0, 1, 1, 1, . . .] shearless torus in the SNM, the values
α ≈ 1.618 and β ≈ 1.668 are found Ref. [25], and for the [0, 2, 1, 1, . . .] shearless
torus in the SNM, α ≈ 1.61759 and β ≈ 1.65702 Ref. [4], with N = 12 in both
cases. Again the results seem to match within numerical uncertainties.
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3.3.2 Results for the [0, 1, 11, 1, 1, 1, . . .] Central Shearless Meander
Search for critical parameter values

In order to study a shearless irrational orbit, one needs to locate parameter val-
ues on its bifurcation curve. This can be achieved numerically by approximating
the parameter values by values on the bifurcation curves of nearby periodic orbits,
usually of orbits with winding numbers that are the continued fraction convergents
of ω. For ω = [0, 1, 11, 1, 1, . . .] ≈ 0.920748351059159504, the convergents up to the
highest numerically accessible one used in the present studies are shown in Table 3.7.

n [n] n [n] n [n]
0 1/1 13 2707/2940 26 1410348/1531741
1 11/12 14 4380/4757 27 2281991/2478409
2 12/13 15 7087/7697 28 3692339/4010150
3 23/25 16 11467/12454 29 5974330/6488559
4 35/38 17 18554/20151 30 9666669/10498709
5 58/63 18 30021/32 605 31 15640999/16987268
6 93/101 19 48575/52756 32 25307668/27485977
7 151/164 20 78596/85361 33 40948667/44473245
8 244/2 65 21 127171/138117 34 66256335/71959222
9 395/429 22 205767/223478 35 107205002/116432467
10 639/694 23 332938/361595 36 173461337/188391689
11 1034/1123 24 538705/585073 37 280666339/304824156
12 1673/1817 25 871643/946668 38 454127676/493215845

Table 3.7: Continued fraction convergents for [0, 1, 11, 1, 1, . . .], where [n] =
[0, a1, . . . , an+1] (following the notation of Ref. [4]).

For given parameters (a, b), any of these periodic orbits (if they exist) can be
found along symmetry lines via a one-dimensional root search, as explained, e.g., in
Ref. [24]. Performing this search for a range of parameters, usually varying b while
keeping a constant, results in the relation y(b), i.e., the location(s) of the periodic
orbit along a given symmetry line, as shown in Fig. 3.22 for the orbits 11/12, 12/13,
23/25, and 35/38 along the s1 symmetry line.
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Figure 3.22: y-values in phase space of the 11/12, 12/13, 23/25, and 35/38 central
orbits on the s1 symmetry line as function of b, at a = 1.0645342893.
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In this plot, orbit collisions are found where two y(b) branches meet, i.e., at
extrema of b(y). In contrast to previous studies, in which central collisions appear
as maxima in b(y), here, in the meander regime, they are associated with minima.

Figure 3.23: y-values in phase space of the 12/13, 23/25, 35/38, 38/63, and 93/101
central orbits on the s1 symmetry line as function of b, at a = 1.06452.

Especially for higher period orbits, multiple collisions can be observed. In
this section, the focus is limited to the ones approximating the central shearless
curve, deferring the primary outer ones (i.e., the only additional collisions found for
the lowest, 11/12, orbit) to Sec. 3.3.3. Whereas for the lowest period orbits shown
in Fig. 3.22, identifying the central extremum is still obvious, the situation is not so
obvious for higher period orbits, especially at parameter values close to or at breakup
of the shearless torus, since they are far from integrability. Figure 3.23, showing y(b)
in a larger domain and for higher periodic convergents, illustrates the di�culties one
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encounters.
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Figure 3.24: y-values in phase space of the 11/12, 12/13, 23/25, and 35/38 central
orbits on the s1 symmetry line as function of b, at a = 1.06452.

In order to still �nd the correct extremum, the domain of the extremum search
must be restricted from �nding one convergent collision to the next. This can be done
by observing that the curves of successive convergents alternate about the location
of the collision of the irrational orbits. In practice, this fact was exploited here by
determining the intersections of a vertical through the last extremum found to the
right of the expected limit with the last y(b) curve to the left of it, by conducting
a root search in y outward from the extremum on the right curve. The y-domain
for the next extremum search was then restricted to lie between these two roots.
The concept is illustrated in Fig. 3.24, where the domain for the search of the 35/38

extremum was restricted to lie between the two green dots marking the intersection
of the vertical through the 12/13 extremum with the 23/25 curve, and the domain
for the next extremum search will be restricted to lie between the two blue dots of
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the vertical with the 35/38 curve.
The parameter values b[n](a) of these central collisions, found by extremum

searches and marked by solid circles (•) in Fig. 3.22, converge to b∞(a) (located on
the bifurcation curve of ω). Now Greene's residue criterion can be used to determine
whether at (a, b∞(a)), the shearless curve still exists or not: At parameter values a
and the best known approximation to b∞(a), the residues of all periodic orbits of
convergents that have not collided, here the orbits [n] with even n, are computed.
Their limiting behavior for n→∞ reveals the status of the torus. By repeating the
procedure for various values of a, with alternating residue convergence to 0 and ∞,
the parameter values of the shearless torus breakup, (ac, b∞(ac)), can be determined
to high precision.

Due to numerical limitations, the highest orbit collision used here to ap-
proximate b∞(a) is b[33](a). However, a better approximation can be obtained by
observing (in hindsight) that close to the critical breakup value, the b[n](a) obey the
scaling law given in Eq. (3.55), with N = 12. As b∞ is unknown, the scaling is most
readily observed by plotting

ln
(
b[n+1] − b[n]

)
= B̃(n)− n ln δ1 , (3.59)

where B̃(n) = ln(B(n + 1)/δ1 − B(n)) is also periodic in n with period 12. This is
shown in Fig. 3.25, where for clarity only the o�sets of ln

(
b[n+1] − b[n]

) about the
average slope are shown. The b[n] values used here were obtained from orbits colliding
on the s1 symmetry line, although the same behavior is observed on the s2 symmetry
line. For s3 and s4, a similar plot is found, however, the 12-cycles are shifted by
n± 6. The slope was calculated from the last 24 di�erence values by averaging the
last 12 slopes (

ln(b[n+13] − b[n+12])− ln(b[n+1] − b[n])
)
/12, with n = 8, . . . , 20. The

result is ln δ1 ≈ −0.98496± 0.00091, where the error is the standard error, i.e., with
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the mean (ln δ1) =
∑N

i=1(ln δ1)i/N , the error is

σ
(ln δ1)

=

√√√√√ N∑
i=1

[
(ln δ1)i − (ln δ1)

]2

N(N − 1)
(3.60)

where, here, N = 12 is the number of data points used. This gives as a �rst estimate
of the �rst unstable eigenvector of the renormalization operator

δ1 = 2.678± 0.002 . (3.61)

The periodicity of B̃(n) makes it possible to obtain a better approximation,
b∗ (i.e., closer to b∞ than b[33]) from lower b[n]-values, using the extrapolation

b∗ = b[32] +
b[32] − b[20]

(b[21] − b[20])− (b[33] − b[32])
× (b[33] − b[32]) (3.62)

for the best shearless b∞(a)-approximation at which to apply Greene's residue cri-
terion.

Similarly, the di�erences of the y[n]-values of the collisions of convergent orbits
are plotted logarithmically in Fig. 3.26. Again, the plot is corrected for the slope,
which was found by the same averaging as for the b[n]-values to be ln c2 ≈ −0.4991±

0.0107.

Residue six-cycle at breakup

Searching along (a, b∗(a)) for the transition between residue convergence to 0 and
∞, the critical parameters for the shearless meander breakup are obtained as

(ac, bc) = (1.0645342893, 0.209408148327230359) . (3.63)
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Figure 3.25: 12-cycle of b[n] di�erences in approximating the critical shearless
[0, 1, 11, 1, 1, . . .] meander at ac = 1.0645342893 on s1.
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Figure 3.26: 12-cycle of y[n] di�erences in approximating the critical shearless
[0, 1, 11, 1, 1, . . .] meander at ac = 1.0645342893 on s1.
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At these parameters, only orbits with n even in Table 3.7 exist, two for each n,
denoted as up and down for larger and smaller y-values on a symmetry line, respec-
tively. Plotting the residues of these orbits, one observes the 6-cycles in Fig. 3.27,
here shown for the up and down orbits on s1 and s3.
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Figure 3.27: Residue six-cycles for orbits on s1 (left) and s3 (right) at meander
breakup. Cycles for orbits on s2 are the same as on s1, with up and down inter-
changed. Cycles for orbits on s4 are the same as on s3, with up and down inter-
changed.

The same cycles are found for the other symmetry lines, with up and down
orbits interchanged and shifted by [n] → [n+ 6], as summarized in Table 3.8. Since
these cycles are the same as the ones observed in Ref. [4] (up to an interchange of
up and down orbits and a shift of [n] → [n + 7]), the labels Ci and Di here were
assigned to re�ect this correspondence.

The convergence of the twelve individual values of the six-cycles, of which due
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[n] Ru1 = Rd2 Ru2 = Rd1 Ru3 = Rd4 Ru4 = Rd3

[8], [20], [32] C1 D1 C4 D4

[10], [22], [34] C2 D2 C5 D5

[12], [24], [36] C3 D3 C6 D6

[2], [14], [26] C4 D4 C1 D1

[4], [16], [28] C5 D5 C2 D2

[6], [18], [30] C6 D6 C3 D3

Table 3.8: Period-six convergence pattern of residues near criticality on di�erent
symmetry lines (following the notation of Ref. [4]). Symmetry properties of the
SNM further imply C6 = C3, D1 = C4, D2 = C2, D4 = C1, D5 = C2, D6 = D3.

to symmetry properties of the map only six are truly distinct as listed in Table 3.8,
are shown in Fig. 3.28. Table 3.9 gives the corresponding numerical values. In ad-
dition to the residues at the critical parameters for the shearless meander breakup,
at ac = 1.06453428930 and bc = 0.209408148327230359, residues slightly below,
at a− = 1.06453428925 and b− = 0.209408148282494088, and slightly above, at
a+ = 1.06453428935 and b+ = 0.209408148371966630 are displayed. All these pa-
rameters are extrapolated values from the bifurcation curves of the [20], [21], [32],
and [33] orbits. For comparison, the thin solid line shows residue behavior without
extrapolation, for ac = 1.06453428930 and b33(ac) = 0.209408148327230605 at the
[33] orbit collision.

In summary, the six independent residues are

C1 = −0.6090± 0.0046, C2 = −1.2901± 0.0007,

C4 = 1.5945± 0.0022, C5 = 2.3434± 0.0018,

C6 = 2.5919± 0.0023, D6 = −2.6365± 0.0007,

(3.64)

where these numerical values were calculated each as the average of the last four
corresponding values in Table 3.9, and the error given is again the standard error
[Eq. (3.60)].
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Figure 3.28: Convergence of residue values at meander breakup. Shown are the two
corresponding pairs of residues at the critical parameter values (ac, bc) (bold line), at
(a−, b−) (red line), and (a+, b+) (blue line), all using extrapolated value b∗(a) from
the bifurcation curve b[n]values of the [20], [21], [32], and [33] orbits. The green line
shows residue behavior without extrapolation for (ac, b33(ac)).
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[n] (a−, b−) (ac, bc) (a+, b+) (a−, b−) (ac, bc) (a+, b+)
[2] C1 -2.1346 -2.1346 -2.1346 C4 1.1143 1.1143 1.1143
[8] -0.1976 -0.1976 -0.1976 1.3358 1.3358 1.3358
[14] -0.5954 -0.5954 -0.5954 1.6009 1.6009 1.6009
[20] -0.6151 -0.6151 -0.6151 1.5925 1.5925 1.5925
[26] -0.6125 -0.6126 -0.6127 1.5909 1.5913 1.5917
[32] -0.6114 -0.6130 -0.6145 1.5873 1.5934 1.5995
[4] C2 -1.4346 -1.4346 -1.4346 C5 2.8180 2.8180 2.8180
[10] -1.1523 -1.1523 -1.1523 2.2076 2.2076 2.2077
[16] -1.2880 -1.2880 -1.2880 2.3475 2.3475 2.3475
[22] -1.2907 -1.2908 -1.2908 2.3405 2.3406 2.3406
[28] -1.2897 -1.2903 -1.2908 2.3389 2.3402 2.3414
[34] -1.2886 -1.2911 -1.2940 2.3303 2.3455 2.3612
[6] D6 -2.4643 -2.4643 -2.4643 C6 2.3155 2.3155 2.3155
[12] -2.5402 -2.5402 -2.5402 2.7032 2.7032 2.7032
[18] -2.6371 -2.6371 -2.6372 2.5938 2.5939 2.5939
[24] -2.6368 -2.6370 -2.6372 2.5935 2.5937 2.5939
[30] -2.6346 -2.6374 -2.6402 2.5921 2.5950 2.5980
[36] -2.6434 -2.6346 -2.6284 2.6148 2.5850 2.5589

Table 3.9: Numerical values of the six independent residues.
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Phase space scaling invariance and renormalization results

The phase space at the critical parameter values for the meander breakup is shown in
Fig. 3.29. As in previous studies, the shearless meander at breakup is scale invariant
under speci�c rescalings of phase space in the vicinity of symmetry lines.
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-0.4 -0.2  0  0.2  0.4

y

x

s1 s2s3s4

Figure 3.29: Phase space at the [0, 1, 11, 1, 1, 1 . . .] meander breakup, ac =
1.0645342893 and bc = 0.209408148327230359. Also shown are the symmetry lines
s1, s2, s3, and s4.

This is readily seen by zooming in at a certain point using di�erent levels of
magni�cation: For example, one zooms in on the intersection (xs, ys) of the shearless
meander with the s3 symmetry line, and transforms to the symmetry line coordinates
of Eq. (3.57). Here, ys = 0.59790858154 was obtained by applying the same scaling
as in Eq. (3.62) for b[n] values to the y[n] locations of the [22], [24], [34], and [36]

periodic orbits on s3, once for the respective up orbits and once for the down orbits,
and averaging over both results.

Figure 3.30 shows two levels of magni�cation of the meander in these coor-
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dinates, each along with the up and down periodic orbits of one of its convergents.
The plotted region was chosen to allow a direct comparison with Fig. 7 of Ref. [4].
Although the two plots deviate slightly from each other at the edges of the plotted
regions (because in contrast to Ref. [4] the x′ and y′ ranges are larger here, i.e.,
scales at which the meander is still in�uenced mostly by lower convergents), they
correspond exactly around the origin.

For a quantitative analysis, the scaling factors α and β, Eq. (3.58), which
leave the meander in the vicinity of its intersection with s3 invariant under (x′, y′) →

(α12x′, β12y′) are computed. Again, these are found from the limiting behavior of
convergent periodic orbits: Denoting by (x̂′n,±, ŷ

′
n,±) the symmetry line coordinates

of the point on the up (+) or down (−) orbit of the [n]th convergent that is located
closest to (0, 0), we compute

α12
n,± =

∣∣∣∣∣ x̂′n,±
x̂′n+12,±

∣∣∣∣∣ , β12
n,± =

∣∣∣∣∣ ŷ′n,±
ŷ′n+12,±

∣∣∣∣∣ . (3.65)

Averaging the six values α12
18±, α12

20±, and α12
22±, one �nds α12 = 321.65± 0.070, i.e.,

α = 1.61789 ± 0.00003 (with the error being the standard error). Similarly, for β,
we obtain β12 = 431.29 ± 0.19, i.e., β = 1.65792 ± 0.00006. These are the scaling
factors used in Fig. 3.30. Within numerical accuracy, they coincide with the values
found in Refs. [25, 4].

The two unstable eigenvalues of the renormalization operator, δ1 and δ2,
Eq. (3.54) are obtained to be

δ1 ≈ 2.680 , δ2 ≈ 1.584, (3.66)

using n = 21. Here, b[33] = 0.2094081483272306052 and b[21] = 0.2094081483609641451

were used for δ1, and ac[33] = 1.06453427 and ac[21] = 1.06452947884 for δ2. The
residue behavior at ac[33] and ac[21], shown in Fig. 3.31, show the critical behavior
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Figure 3.30: Two levels of magni�cation, in symmetry line coordinates (x′, y′), of
the [0, 1, 11, 1, 1, 1 . . .] meander at breakup. Also shown are the nearby up and down
orbits of the [12]th (top) and [24]th (bottom) continued fraction convergents.
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Figure 3.31: Twist-like residue behavior ac[21] and ac[33].

of a twist torus breakup. This is not surprising since here, the convergent orbits
[21] or [33], respectively, are at collision, whereas two [0, 1, 11, 1, 1, 1, . . .] orbits exist
well-separated from each other, each of them in a region of de�nite twist.

To get an estimate of the accuracy of δ1, we recomputed it with b[32] =

0.2094081483272295090 and b[20] = 0.2094081482109622277: The value was 2.679,
however, the true deviation before rounding was less that 10−3. For δ2, the er-
ror is slightly harder to estimate, since the a-values of nontrivial residue behav-
ior are similarly hard to identify numerically as for the outer shearless curves in
Fig. 3.36. Estimating from Fig. 3.32 that 1.06452947880 ≤ ac[21] ≤ 1.06452947890

and 1.064534269 ≤ ac[33] ≤ 1.064534271, and recomputing δ2 with minimal and max-
imal values results in δ2− = 1.576 and δ2+ = 1.591 as approximate outer bounds.
All these results are, within a small numerical error, the same values that were found
for the 1/γ2 shearless curve in Ref. [4], and, with a slightly larger error, for 1/γ in
Ref. [25].
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Figure 3.32: Accuracy of critical values ac[21] (left) and ac[33] (right).

3.3.3 Results for the [0, 1, 11, 1, 1, 1, . . .] Outer Shearless Tori
Search for critical parameter values

The procedure for �nding the critical parameter values for the breakup of outer tori
is the same as that described in Sec. 3.3.2. The relations y(b), at �xed a, for each of
these orbits from Table 3.7 are found along symmetry lines. The collision parameters
b[n] are again extrema of b(y), only now the outer maxima are used, as illustrated
in Fig. 3.33 for the lowest four convergents. The b[n] of the outer shearless orbits
are marked by solid circles (•). (Note that here, only the smooth maxima on any
symmetry line are used , since they are numerically easier to �nd, and the orbits
producing the �spiky� maxima have smooth ones on other symmetry lines. In fact,
using only the smooth maxima on s1 to locate the �up� orbits at yu immediately
gives, by applying the symmetry S the �down� orbits on s2 as smooth maxima at
yd=−yu. As in the central meander case, the best approximation to b∞(a) (here
b[34]) is used for applying Greene's residue criterion. Finally, varying a to �nd the
transition between residue convergence to 0 and ∞ results in the parameter values
(aco, bco).

Even though the b[n](a) seem to follow the same scaling law, Eq. (3.55), as the
ones approximating the central shearless meander, the data does not show su�cient
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evidence for a periodicity of B(n). Using the numerical value for δ1 from Eq. (3.61)
to allow for a direct comparison, and again plotting the o�sets of the logarithmic
b[n] di�erences about this average slope, Fig. 3.34 is obtained. Since in contrast to
the central meander case, the results on s1 and s4 are not equivalent up to a shift in
[n] → [n+6], results for the up orbits on both symmetry lines are shown separately.
For the down orbits on s2 and s3, the same plots are found due to the S symmetry.
Without an apparent periodicity, a better approximation to b∞ than b[34] , similar
to the extrapolation in Eq. (3.62), cannot be found.
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Figure 3.34: b[n] di�erences in approximating the critical shearless ω =
[0, 1, 11, 1, 1, . . .] outer orbits at aco = 0.9757564461 on the s1 (left) and s4 (right)
symmetry lines.

Similarly, Fig. 3.35 shows the logarithmic y[n](a)-di�erences for the locations
of colliding periodic convergent orbits on s1 and s4. Again, since no clear periodicity
can be identi�ed, and therefore no common slope, the slope found for the central
meander in Sec. 3.3.2 was used here.

Residues at breakup

As before, we search along (
a, b[34](a)

) for the transition between residue conver-
gence to 0 and ∞. However, unlike before, where the critical parameters could be
determined very accurately by observing signi�cant deviations from the residue six-
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Figure 3.35: y[n] di�erences in approximating the critical shearless ω =
[0, 1, 11, 1, 1, . . .] outer orbits at aco = 0.9757564461 on the s1 (left) and s4 (right)
symmetry lines.

cycle for small changes in parameters, here the determination of the exact point of
breakup is slightly less accurate. Because no clear cycle pattern is apparent, the only
criterion to rely on is the residue convergence to 0 and ∞, which, however, leaves
a transition range where the convergence of numerical data is inconclusive. With
this in mind, our �best guess� for the critical parameters for the outer shearless tori
breakup is:

(aco, bco) = (0.9757564461, 0.1878717476259388) , (3.67)
where the last digit in aco and several of the last digits in bco are merely conjectured
to be the values that produce the �best transitional behavior� in the residue plots
in Fig. 3.36. For a better view of the accuracy of these critical parameters, all
parameters used are listed in Table 3.10.

In this case, the only (pairs of) existing periodic orbits [n] of Table 3.7 are
the ones with odd n. Since the outer shearless orbits (each considered separately)
are not S-invariant, a residue correspondence scheme as in Table 3.8 does not exist.
Therefore residues for both orbits on all four symmetry lines are shown in Fig. 3.36.

In contrast to all previous studies of breakups of central shearless tori with no-
ble winding number, for the outer, non-S-invariant tori, no six-cycles occur. Whether
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Figure 3.36: Residue behavior for orbits on s1 to s4 at the breakup of the ω =
[0, 1, 11, 1, 1, . . .] outer shearless tori. Residues for assumed breakup parameter values
(aco, bco) are indicated by the bold line. Residues for �ve parameter values with
a < aco in steps of 10−10 are indicated by red lines and residues for �ve parameter
values with a > aco in steps of 10−10 by blue lines.158



a[34] b[34]

0.9757564456 0.1878717453345219
0.9757564457 0.1878717457928053
0.9757564458 0.1878717462510887
0.9757564459 0.1878717467093720
0.9757564460 0.1878717471676554
0.9757564461 0.1878717476259388
0.9757564462 0.1878717480842221
0.9757564463 0.1878717485425054
0.9757564464 0.1878717490007887
0.9757564465 0.1878717494590721
0.9757564466 0.1878717499173554

Table 3.10: Numerical values of the critical parameters (a[34], b[34]) in the vicinity of
the shearless outer tori breakup, with the conjectured critical parameters shown in
italics.
the residues converge to higher period cycles remains an open question, since within
the limited number of 19 data points that could be obtained numerically with suf-
�cient accuracy (up to [n] = [37] with only odd [n] existing) no such cycle could
be clearly identi�ed, but certainly not ruled out either. What can be established,
however, is that the outer shearless tori represent the �rst example where a breakup
type di�erent from a residue six-cycle is observed in the standard nontwist map.

Phase space at breakup

The phase space at the critical parameter values for the breakup of the outer shear-
less tori is shown in Fig. 3.37. Although these tori also appear fractal, no scaling
invariance as in the case of the central meander could be found. As an example, a
similar region as in Fig. 3.30 was chosen for the top plot in Fig. 3.38, and for the
bottom plot the same x-scaling factor α12 = 321.65 as in the previous case was used.
(The y range had to be scaled by signi�cantly more than β12.) Here, instead of the
intersection of the shearless curve with the s3 symmetry line, its intersection with s4,
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Figure 3.37: Phase space of the [0, 1, 11, 1, 1, 1 . . .] outer shearless tori at breakup,
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at yS ≈ y[37] = 0.08933582, was used as the origin of the symmetry line coordinates.
Obviously, neither the shearless torus nor the nearby periodic orbits [11] and [23]

map onto each other, which is provides further evidence for the absence of a residue
12-cycle.

3.3.4 Results for the Nonnoble [0, 2, 2, 2, . . .] (Central) Shearless Torus
Search for critical parameter values

For ω = [0, 2, 2, 2, . . .] ≈ 0.414213562373095049, the numerically accessible conver-
gents up to the highest one used in the present studies are shown in Table 3.11.
Since these values increase signi�cantly faster, and fewer convergents are available
for use within reasonable numerical capacities, �rst attempts to �nd the breakup of
this nonnoble torus with the same methods as were used above failed.

n [n] n [n] n [n]
0 1/2 8 985/2378 16 1136689/2744210
1 2/5 9 2378/5741 17 2744210/6625109
2 5/12 10 5741/13860 18 6625109/15994428
3 12/29 11 3860/33461 19 15994428/38613965
4 29/70 12 33461/80782 20 38613965/93222358
5 70/169 13 80782/195025 21 93222358/225058681
6 169/408 14 195025/470832 22 225058681/543339720
7 408/985 15 470832/1136689 23 543339720/1311738121

Table 3.11: Continued fraction convergents for [0, 2, 2, 2, . . .], where [n] =
[0, a1, . . . , an+1].

Therefore, a slightly di�erent strategy was used here: Since the breakup of
noble tori is well-understood, the nonnoble torus was approximated by a sequence
T1, T2, . . . , T16 of noble tori, where T1 = [0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, . . .], T2 = [0, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, . . .],
T3 = [0, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1 . . .], etc. were used. For each of them, the breakup parameters
(ac,i, bc,i) were determined by the methods described above. Only then the breakup
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Figure 3.38: Two levels of magni�cation, in symmetry line coordinates (x′, y′), of
the [0, 1, 11, 1, 1, 1 . . .] up shearless torus at breakup (aco = (0.9757564461, bco =
0.1878717476259388). Also shown are the nearby up and down orbits of the [11]th
(top) and [23]th (bottom) continued fraction convergents.
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of the nonnoble torus T∞ = [0, 2, 2, 2, . . .] was analyzed with parameters su�ciently
narrowed down from the limiting behavior of the Ti breakup values.

Ti ac,i bc,i ωi

T1 0.6860491087 0.7424935518651679962 0.618033988749889596
T2 0.42516054315 0.9244636484086678580 0.381966011250103146
T3 0.45297741945 0.8458291387947403257 0.419821271704534970
T4 0.4468379646 0.8503534236190995228 0.413253661207628487
T5 0.4469892271 0.8401944614065887177 0.414378320884670000
T6 0.4468209919 0.8400811224108253720 0.414185296210571678
T7 0.4467375380 0.8384947676337155007 0.414218412136653660
T8 0.4467310047 0.8384565159361697760 0.414212730286888500
T9 0.44671443411 0.8381955770237839348 0.414213705136567160
T10 0.44671388515 0.8381887331104010284 0.414213537878757101
T11 0.44671106925 0.8381455194301970892 0.414213566575659069
T12 0.44671099164 0.8381443724322359699 0.414213561652049051
T13 0.44671052292 0.8381372068583784456 0.414213562496806981
T14 0.44671051038 0.8381370162519167885 0.414213562351869430
T15 0.44671043260 0.8381358278737922141 0.414213562376736785
T16 0.44671043052 0.8381357961216141339 0.414213562372470224
T∞ 0.446710414656 0.8381355537624831489 0.414213562373095050

Table 3.12: Breakup parameters for T1, T2, . . . , T16, and T∞.

The breakup parameters (ac,i, bc,i) for all these tori are summarized in Ta-
ble 3.12, along with their winding numbers ωi. These values are found to converge
to the critical parameters (ac,∞, bc,∞) of the nonnoble shearless torus breakup ex-
ponentially: Plotting the logarithms of the di�erences |ac,i − ac,∞|, and |bc,i − bc,∞|,
one observes a period-two oscillation about an average slope of

ca = −0.8986± 0.0031 and cb = −0.8984± 0.0002, (3.68)

respectively. (These values were computed by averaging the slopes between ln |ac,i−

ac,∞| and ln |ac,i+2− ac,∞| for the seven values i = 8, . . . , 14 for ca, and similarly for
cb, with the error being the standard error.) The resulting plots, corrected for the
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slope, are shown in Fig. 3.39. For comparison, the ωi converge to ω∞ = [0, 2, 2, 2, . . .]

with a slope in ln |ωi− ω∞|(i) of −1.76275± 0.00001, and no period-two oscillation.
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Figure 3.39: 2-cycle of ac,i and bc,i di�erences in approximating the critical shearless
[0, 2, 2, 2, . . .] torus by noble tori Ti.

The logarithmic b[n],i(ac,i) di�erences are plotted in Fig. 3.40, again corrected
for the known slope for noble tori that was found in Sec. 3.3.2. As expected, the
familiar twelve-cycles emerge eventually for all Ti. However, as i increases, a second
average slope can be seen that is obviously due to the nonnoble head of the continued
fraction expansion. An oscillation around this average slope with period N = 4 is
observed.

The new average slope was calculated from the last 16 di�erence values by
averaging the last 12 slopes (

ln(b[n+5] − b[n+4])− ln(b[n+1] − b[n])
)
/12, with n =

6, . . . , 17. The result is ln δ1 ≈ −1.84297± 0.00044, or

δ1 = 6.3153± 0.0028 . (3.69)
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Figure 3.41: 4-cycle of b[n] di�erences in approximating the critical shearless
[0, 2, 2, 2, . . .] torus at ac = 0.446710414656 on s1.

The periodicity of B̃(n) makes it again possible to obtain a better approximation,
b∗ (i.e., closer to b∞ than b[33]) from lower b[n]-values, using the extrapolation

b∗ = b[22] +
b[22] − b[18]

(b[19] − b[18])− (b[22] − b[21])
× (b[22] − b[21]) (3.70)

for the best shearless b∞(a)-approximation at which to apply Greene's residue cri-
terion.

Similarly, the di�erences of the y[n],i-values of the collisions of convergent
orbits are plotted logarithmically in Fig. 3.42 for all i, corrected by the slope found
previously. Again, a second slope and a period-4 oscillation about this average slope
is observed for the nonnoble limit. The di�erences of the y[n]-values of the collisions
of convergent orbits of the nonnoble torus are plotted logarithmically in Fig. 3.43.
Again, the plot is corrected for the slope, which was found by the same averaging as
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for the b[n]-values to be ln c2 ≈ −1.0337± 0.0152.
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Figure 3.43: 4-cycle of y[n] di�erences in approximating the critical shearless
[0, 2, 2, 2, . . .] torus at ac = 0.446710414656 on s1.

Residue �xed points at breakup

The residues on s1 at the critical parameter values are shown in Fig. 3.44. The
familiar six-cycles are seen to emerge for all Ti. However, for increasing i, the residues
remain constant, suggesting a residue �xed point associated with the nonnoble head
of the continued fraction expansion.

Searching along (a, b∗(a)) for the transition between residue convergence to 0
and∞, the critical parameters for the shearless nonnoble torus breakup are obtained
as

(ac, bc) = (0.446710414656, 0.8381355537624831489) . (3.71)
At these parameters, only orbits with n odd in Table 3.7 exist, two for each n,
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Figure 3.44: Residue six-cycles at the shearless Ti tori breakup parameters for orbits
on s1. Up orbits are marked by �+�, down orbits by �-�. Note that for i = 3, 7, 11, 15,
the opposite orbit type has to be used as for all others. For clarity, the residues of
the ith torus were shifted in R-direction by −4(i− 1).

again denoted as up and down for larger and smaller y-values on a symmetry line,
respectively. Plotting the residues of these orbits, one �nds �xed points Fig. 3.45,
here shown for the up and down orbits on s1. The same �xed points are found for the
other symmetry lines. In addition to the residues at the critical parameters for the
shearless nonnoble torus breakup, residues slightly below, at a− = .446710414655

and b− = 0.8381355537472060037, and slightly above, at a+ = 0.446710414657 and
b+ = 0.8381355537777602942 are displayed. All these parameters are extrapolated
values from the bifurcation curves of the [18], [19], [21], and [22] orbits.

The two residue �xed points associated with the breakup of the [0, 2, 2, 2, . . .]

torus are given by

N1 = 0.621723± 0.000012, N2 = −0.909118± 0.000023, (3.72)

where these numerical values were calculated each as the average of the last six
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Figure 3.45: Residue �xed points for orbits on s1 at the shearless nonnoble torus
breakup. The �xed points for all other symmetry lines coincide with the ones shown
here. Shown are also residues slightly below (red) and above (blue) the critical
parameter values.
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residue values of the s1 down and up orbits, respectively, and the error is again the
standard error [Eq. (3.60)].

Phase space scaling invariance and renormalization results

The phase space at the critical parameter values for the shearless nonnoble torus
breakup is shown in Fig. 3.46. As in previous studies, the shearless meander at
breakup is scale invariant under speci�c rescalings of phase space.
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Figure 3.46: Phase space at the [0, 2, 2, 2, . . .] shearless nonnoble torus breakup, ac =
0.446710414656 and bc = 0.8381355537624831489. Also shown are the symmetry
lines s1, s2, s3, and s4.

This is readily seen by zooming in at a certain point using di�erent levels of
magni�cation: Again we zoom in on the intersection (xs, ys) of the shearless meander
with the s3 symmetry line, and transform to symmetry line coordinates, Eq. (3.57).
Here, ys = 0.469190683950473643 was obtained by applying the same scaling as in
Eq. (3.70) for b[n] values to the y[n] locations of the [15], [17], [19], and [21] periodic
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orbits on s3, once for the respective up orbits and once for the down orbits, and
averaging over both results.
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Figure 3.47: Three levels of magni�cation, in symmetry line coordinates (x′, y′), of
the [0, 2, 2, 2, . . .] torus at breakup. Also shown are the nearby up and down orbits
of the [7]th (top), [11]th (bottom left), and [15]th (bottom right) continued fraction
convergents.

Figure 3.47 shows three levels of magni�cation of the meander in these coordi-
nates, each along with the up and down periodic orbits of one of its convergents. For
a quantitative analysis, the scaling factors α and β, Eq. (3.58), which leave the me-
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ander in the vicinity of its intersection with s3 invariant under (x′, y′) → (α4x′, β4y′)

are computed. Again, these are found from the limiting behavior of convergent pe-
riodic orbits: Denoting by (x̂′n,±, ŷ

′
n,±) the symmetry line coordinates of the point

on the up (+) or down (−) orbit of the [n]th convergent that is located closest to
(0, 0), we compute

α4
n,± =

∣∣∣∣∣ x̂′n,±
x̂′n+4,±

∣∣∣∣∣ , β4
n,± =

∣∣∣∣∣ ŷ′n,±
ŷ′n+4,±

∣∣∣∣∣ . (3.73)

Averaging the twelve values α4
7±, α4

9±, α4
11±, α4

13±, α4
15±, and α4

17±, one �nds α4 =

37.373±0.015, i.e., α = 2.47252±0.00024 (with the error being the standard error).
Similarly, for β, we obtain β4 = 62.76 ± 0.11, i.e., β = 2.8146 ± 0.0012. These are
the scaling factors used in Fig. 3.47.
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Figure 3.48: Twist-like residue behavior ac[10], ac[14], ac[18], and ac[22].

The two unstable eigenvalues of the renormalization operator, δ1 and δ2,
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Eq. (3.54) are obtained to be

δ1 ≈ 6.311 , δ2 ≈ 2.455, (3.74)

using n = 18 for δ1 and n = 10 for δ2. Here, b[22] = 0.8381355537624831438 and
b[18] = 0.8381355537624751562 were used for δ1, and ac[14] = 0.4467102892 and
ac[10] = 0.44670585631 for δ2. The residue behavior at ac[10], ac[14], ac[18], and ac[22],
shown in Fig. 3.48, again displays the critical behavior of a twist torus breakup.
(An unpublished study, by the author, of the breakup of the [2, 2, 2, . . .] torus in the
standard twist map, gave a residue convergence to R∞ ≈ 0.2275±0.0002. The same
algorithms as for the SNM were used and slightly modi�ed to use the map steps and
symmetry lines of the standard twist map. For the [1, 1, 1, . . .] torus, this algorithm
reproduced the familiar results reported, e.g., in [57].)

To get an estimate of the accuracy of δ1, we recomputed it with b[21] =

0.8381355537624831701 and b[17] = 0.8381355537625167846: The value was 6.311.
For δ2, the error is again estimated by recomputing the eigenvalue using the minimal
and maximal values for the critical a. Estimating the bounds from Fig. 3.49 the
results in Table 3.13 are found.

3.3.5 Conclusions and Outlook
Whereas all previous breakup studies of shearless invariant tori had been conducted
for central noble tori, the examinations of the breakup of outer tori and of the central
nonnoble [0, 2, 2, 2, . . .] torus represent fundamentally di�erent examples that can
advance the understanding of how the renormalization formalism applies to nontwist
maps. The breakup of the outer tori in Sec. 3.3.3 seems to indicate that the period-
12 �xed point of the renormalization operator for noble tori may be a consequence of
the S-symmetry of the SNM and therefore possibly even a non-generic result. This
hypothesis could be tested by studying noble torus breakup for a similar nontwist
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Figure 3.49: Accuracy of critical values ac[10] (top left), ac[14] (top right), ac[18](bottom left), and ac[22] (bottom right).
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[n] a[n],c δc
[n,n+4]

10 0.446705856310 2.45540
0.446705856320 2.45525
0.446705856330 2.45515

14 0.446710289200 2.45459
0.446710289220 2.45538
0.446710289250 2.45613

18 0.446710411200 2.41684
0.446710411205 2.44860
0.446710411210 2.48246

22 0.446710414555 �
0.446710414560 �
0.446710414565 �

Table 3.13: Breakup a-values and renormalization eigenvalue δ2 for the nonnoble
shearless torus breakup.

map that, despite still being decomposable into time-reversals involutions, does not
posses a symmetry S.

The breakup of the �rst nonnoble torus provides an idea of what �xed
points/cycles renormalization operators describing shearless torus breakup can pos-
sess, and whether similar predictions as in Ref. [87] can be made which tails in the
continued fraction expansion of a torus produce certain periods in the �xed cycles
of the renormalization operator. A �rst indication could be the observation that
whereas for noble tori, the continued fraction convergents form a period-three pat-
tern of q/p odd/odd, odd/even, even/odd, the convergents of [0, 2, 2, 2, . . .] merely
alternate between odd/even and even/odd. Therefore, a multiple of three is ex-
pected and found for the noble RGO �xed cycle, as opposed to a multiple of two
for the [0, 2, 2, 2, . . .] RGO �xed cycle. A breakup study of other shearless nonnoble
tori with a constant tail, such as [0, 3, 3, 3, . . .] or [0, 1, 2, 2, 2, . . .], may provide more
insight, as well as studies of the breakup of tori with periodic, but nonconstant tails,
such as [0, 2, 1, 2, 1, . . .]. A problem that was encountered in �rst attempts to study
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Figure 3.50: Relations b(y) for some low-period convergents of the shearless
[0, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, . . .] torus, at a = 0.4125 (top) and a = 9, 412883 (bottom).
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such tori is illustrated in Fig. 3.50: In the y(b) relations, here for the noble torus
[0, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, . . .] used to approximate the nonnoble [0, 2, 1, 2, 1, . . .] torus,
the extrema indicating the point at which the convergent tori collide change charac-
ter (from maximum to minimum or vice versa) as higher convergents are considered
or the map parameters are increased, causing the present algorithm to �nd the wrong
extrema, e.g., for the highest two convergents shown in the bottom part of Fig. 3.50.
Therefore, it �rst has to be determined for which of the convergents this happens,
and at which parameter thresholds, before a reasonable study of such a breakup can
be conducted.
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Chapter 4

Conclusion

In this dissertation, two examples of nontwist systems were studied. For the spherical
pendulum, after reviewing known results for the unforced system and rewriting them
in a useful form for the following application to the vertically forced case, the approx-
imate locations periodic orbits of periods 1, 2, and 3 in the relevant Poincaré section
were found analytically. Even for the simplest case of periodic, small-amplitude ver-
tical forcing, this required intricate calculations and approximations. Nevertheless,
in the parameter and phase space regions where these approximations are appli-
cable, stunningly good agreement with observations from numerical integration of
the equations of motion could be seen. It even turned out possible to make some
rudimentary observations of nontwist collision scenarios, and approximate collision
thresholds could be found that agreed well with numerical observations.

However, not all orbits involved in these processes could be found with sat-
isfactory accuracy. Therefore, higher order approximations may be attempted to
obtain better results, or one could even try using the exact elliptic integral solu-
tions for the unforced case instead of their power series expansions as a basis for
the analysis of the forced system. Similarly, even though approximate reconnection
thresholds should be, in principle, easy to �nd by equating the Hamiltonian at the
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locations of the hyperbolic orbits, the results at the present level of approximation
are too inaccurate for reasonable predictions. This is a problem worth investigating,
to be able to predict the full reconnection/collision sequence at least for low-periodic
orbits in this concrete example. Further, another worthwhile project would be to
try to understand the case of horizontal forcing as a 21

2 -degree-of-freedom nontwist
system system.

For the standard nontwist map, the second example studied here, locating pe-
riodic orbits and �nding reconnection/collision sequences is a well-understood prob-
lem. For that reason, e�cient algorithms for �nding the collision thresholds could be
easily applied to gain a better understanding of the parameter space of the map and
to, e.g., �nd some novel reconnection/collision scenarios which extend the two well-
known standard scenarios to situations where more than two periodic orbits chains
exist. The better understanding of parameter space then made it possible to study
the breakup of new types of shearless orbits, in an attempt to �nd more examples to
develop the renormalization group picture of the breakup of shearless invariant tori.
It was found that for outer shearless tori, which are, unlike all previously studied
tori, not invariant under the symmetry S of the map, the usual period-12 �xed cycle
in the renormalization group operator could not be observed. As another example
for which a new behavior of the renormalization operator, a 4-cycle, could be ob-
served, was the breakup of a nonnoble torus. These results may be the �rst step
towards extending this formalism for nontwist systems towards being able to predict
the behavior of various classes of tori, in a similar way as it was done by, e.g., Stark
[87] for twist systems.
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Appendix A

Spherical pendulum integrator

In this and the following chapters of the appendix, the most important algorithms
used for the computations throughout this dissertation are given. Sample input and
output �les are included to give an idea of their operation. No claims are made here
that these algorithms are fully optimized or thoroughly and correctly documented,
although some comments are given throughout the programs. All algorithms here
are written in the C programming language.

The algorithm used for integrating the spherical pendulum in its most general
form relies on the Taylor-based method implemented by Jorba and Zou [49]. In order
to produce the integrating step functions on the two di�erent charts, their software
package is used with the commands

taylor -name pend -o pendelstep1.c -jet -step pendel.eq1

taylor -name pend -o pendelstep2.c -jet -step pendel.eq2

The equation sets �pendel.eq1� (�rst chart) and �pendel.eq2� (second chart)
are given by
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extern MY_FLOAT mya[3];

extern MY_FLOAT myl, myomega, myg;

xbardd_1 = - mya[0] * myl * myomega * myomega * sin(myomega*t);

xbardd_2 = - mya[1] * myl * myomega * myomega * sin(myomega*t);

xbardd_3 = - mya[2] * myl * myomega * myomega * sin(myomega*t);

diff(theta,t) = thetadot;

diff(thetadot,t) = phidot * phidot * sin(theta) * cos(theta) -

cos(theta)/myl * (xbardd_1 * cos(phi) + xbardd_2 * sin(phi)) +

(xbardd_3+myg)/myl * sin(theta);

diff(phi,t) = phidot;

diff(phidot,t) = (-2.0 * phidot * thetadot * cos(theta) -

(-xbardd_1 * sin(phi) + xbardd_2 * cos(phi)) /myl ) /sin(theta);

for the �rst chart (spherical coordinates), and for the second chart (rotated
spherical coordinates) by

extern MY_FLOAT mya[3];

extern MY_FLOAT myl, myomega, myg;

xbardd_1 = - mya[0] * myl * myomega * myomega * sin(myomega*t);

xbardd_2 = - mya[1] * myl * myomega * myomega * sin(myomega*t);

xbardd_3 = - mya[2] * myl * myomega * myomega * sin(myomega*t);

diff(eta,t) = etadot;

diff(etadot,t) = xidot * xidot * sin(eta) * cos(eta) -

cos(eta)/myl * (xbardd_2 * cos(xi) + xbardd_3 * sin(xi)) +

xbardd_1/myl * sin(eta)- myg/myl * cos(eta) * sin(xi);

diff(xi,t) = xidot;

diff(xidot,t) = (-2.0 * xidot * etadot * cos(eta) -

(-xbardd_2 * sin(xi) + xbardd_3 * cos(xi)) /myl -

myg * cos(xi) /myl )/sin(eta);

The C algorithm based on this (and compiled by linking it with the two
taylor-generated functions �pendelstep1.c� and �pendelstep2.c�) is given by
#include "taylor.h"

#include <stdio.h>

#include <string.h>

#include <math.h>

#include <stdlib.h>

MY_FLOAT mya[3], myl, myomega, mym, myg=1.0;

MY_FLOAT stopT, h, outsteps, dstrobeT, dtheta, dptheta, dpphi;

MY_FLOAT thph0[8], xyz[6];

int loops, order=2;

char iofilename[160], sosfilename[160], iofilenamebase[80];

void makeinitials(void);
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void xyz2tp(MY_FLOAT *, MY_FLOAT *);

void xyz2ex(MY_FLOAT *, MY_FLOAT *);

void tp2xyz(MY_FLOAT *, MY_FLOAT *, MY_FLOAT);

void ex2xyz(MY_FLOAT *, MY_FLOAT *, MY_FLOAT);

void tp2ex(MY_FLOAT *, MY_FLOAT *);

void ex2tp(MY_FLOAT *, MY_FLOAT *);

MY_FLOAT xbar(MY_FLOAT, int);

MY_FLOAT xbardot(MY_FLOAT, int);

MY_FLOAT en(MY_FLOAT, MY_FLOAT *, int);

MY_FLOAT ptheta(MY_FLOAT, MY_FLOAT *);

MY_FLOAT pphi(MY_FLOAT, MY_FLOAT *);

MY_FLOAT peta(MY_FLOAT, MY_FLOAT *);

MY_FLOAT pxi(MY_FLOAT, MY_FLOAT *);

main(int argc, char *argv[])

{

double log10tolerance=-10, log10rtolerance=-10;

int o=0, i=0, j=0, jp=0, k=0, itmp=0, direction = 1;

MY_FLOAT startT=0.0, nextT, s, en0;

MY_FLOAT thph[8], tpo[8], tp[8];

FILE *fl, *fsos;

const MY_FLOAT pi=4.0*atan(1.0);

strcpy(iofilenamebase,argv[1]);

makeinitials();

/* preparing output files */

fl=fopen(iofilename, "w");

fprintf(fl, "# a: %20.15f %20.15f %20.15f \n", mya[0], mya[1], mya[2]);

fprintf(fl, "# q: %20.15f %20.15f %20.15f \n", xyz[0], xyz[1], xyz[2]);

fprintf(fl, "# qdot: %20.15f %20.15f %20.15f \n", xyz[3], xyz[4], xyz[5]);

fprintf(fl, "# l: %20.15f \n", myl);

fprintf(fl, "# omega: %20.15f \n", myomega);

fprintf(fl, "# m: %20.15f \n", mym);

fprintf(fl, "# h: %20.15f \n", h);

fprintf(fl, "# outsteps: %20.15f \n", outsteps);

fprintf(fl, "# dstrobeT: %20.15f \n", dstrobeT);

fprintf(fl, "# stopT: %20.10f \n", stopT);

fsos=fopen(sosfilename, "w");

fprintf(fsos, "# a: %20.15f %20.15f %20.15f \n", mya[0], mya[1], mya[2]);

fprintf(fsos, "# q: %20.15f %20.15f %20.15f \n", xyz[0], xyz[1], xyz[2]);

fprintf(fsos, "# qdot: %20.15f %20.15f %20.15f \n", xyz[3], xyz[4], xyz[5]);

fprintf(fsos, "# l: %20.15f \n", myl);

fprintf(fsos, "# omega: %20.15f \n", myomega);

fprintf(fsos, "# m: %20.15f \n", mym);

fprintf(fsos, "# h: %20.15f \n", h);

fprintf(fsos, "# outsteps: %20.15f \n", outsteps);

fprintf(fsos, "# dstrobeT: %20.15f \n", dstrobeT);

fprintf(fsos, "# stopT: %20.10f \n", stopT);

printf("----------- P r o g r e s s ------------\n");
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for (k=0; k<loops; k++) { /* several initial conditions */

/* initializations */

thph[0] = thph0[0]+dtheta*k;

thph[2] = thph0[2];

/* note: pphi & ptheta are varied (or not), THEN recalc thetadot & phidot */

thph[1] = (ptheta(0.0,&thph0[0])+k*dptheta)/mym/myl/myl -

(xbardot(0.0,0)*cos(thph[0])*cos(thph[2])+

xbardot(0.0,1)*cos(thph[0])*sin(thph[2])-

xbardot(0.0,2)*sin(thph[0]))/myl;

thph[3] = ((pphi(0.0,&thph0[0])+k*dpphi)/mym/myl/sin(thph[0])-

(-xbardot(0.0,0)*sin(thph[2])+

xbardot(0.0,1)*cos(thph[2])))/myl/sin(thph[0]);

tp2ex(&thph[4],&thph[0]);

if (thph[0]>pi-pi/6.0 || thph[0]<pi/6.0) o=4; else o=0;

startT = 0.0; j=0; jp=0;

en0 = en (startT, &thph[o], o);

for (i=0; i<8; i++) tpo[i] = thph[i];

/* prepare output files */

fprintf(fl, "\n# theta: %20.15f ptheta: %20.15f \n", thph[0], ptheta(startT,&thph[0]));

fprintf(fl, "# phi: %20.15f pphi: %20.15f \n", thph[2], pphi(startT,&thph[0]));

fprintf(fl, "# en0: %20.15f\n# \n", en0);

fprintf(fl, "# %10s%10s%10s%10s%10s%10s%10s%10s%10s%10s%10s%14s%2s\n",

"time", "x", "y", "z", "px", "py", "pz",

"theta", "phi", "ptheta", "pphi", "delta E","o");

fprintf(fsos, "\n# theta: %20.15f ptheta: %20.15f \n", thph[0], ptheta(startT,&thph[0]));

fprintf(fsos, "# phi: %20.15f pphi: %20.15f \n", thph[2], pphi(startT,&thph[0]));

fprintf(fsos, "# en0: %20.15f \n# \n", en0);

fprintf(fsos, "# %14s %16s %16s %16s %16s %12s %12s%2s\n",

"time", "time+sh", "theta", "ptheta", "pphi", "delta E", "s","o");

if ((thph[2]==0.0 && pphi(startT, &thph[0])>=0.0) ||

(thph[6]==-pi/2 && pxi(startT, &thph[4])>=0.0))

fprintf(fsos, "%16.6f %16.6f %16.6f %16.6f %16.6f %12.6g %12.6g%2d\n",

startT, startT, thph[0], ptheta(startT,&thph[0]), pphi(startT,&thph[0]),

en(startT,&thph[o],o)-en0,0.0,o);

/* main loop */

do {

/* modulo 2 pi */

for (i=0; i<8; i+=2) {

while (thph[i]> pi) thph[i]=thph[i]-2.0*pi;

while (thph[i]< -pi) thph[i]=thph[i]+2.0*pi;

}

/* output of all results in time intervals of outsteps */

if (startT+h/1000.0>=outsteps*j) {

j++;
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if (o==4) {

ex2xyz(&xyz[0],&thph[4],startT);

ex2tp(&thph[0],&thph[4]);

}

else tp2xyz(&xyz[0],&thph[0],startT);

fprintf(fl, "%12.6f%10.6f%10.6f%10.6f%10.6f%10.6f%10.6f",

startT, xyz[0], xyz[1], xyz[2],

xyz[3], xyz[4], xyz[5]);

fprintf(fl, "%10.6f%10.6f%10.6f%10.6f%14.6g%2d\n",

thph[0], thph[2], ptheta(startT, &thph[0]),

pphi(startT,&thph[0]), en(startT,&thph[o],o)-en0,o);

}

/* poincare sos output whenever time~mult. of T and phi=0 plane is crossed */

if ((o==0 && tpo[2]<0.0 && thph[2]>=0.0) || /* xz-plane: phi=0 */

(o==4 && tpo[6]<-pi/2.0 && thph[6]>-pi/2.0)) /* xz-plane: xi=+-pi/2 */

{

s=(-pi/8.0*o-tpo[o+2])/(thph[o+2]-tpo[o+2]);

if (startT+(s-1.0)*h-dstrobeT/2.0<=jp*2.0*pi/myomega &&

startT+(s-1.0)*h+dstrobeT/2.0>jp*2.0*pi/myomega) {

for (i=0; i<4; i++) tp[o+i] = tpo[o+i] + (thph[o+i]-tpo[o+i])*s;

if (o==4) ex2tp(&tp[0],&tp[4]);

fprintf(fsos, "%16.6f %16.6f %16.6f %16.6f %16.6f %12.6g %12.6g%2d\n",

startT, startT+(s-1.0)*h,

tp[0], ptheta(startT,&tp[0]), pphi(startT,&tp[0]),

en(startT,&tp[o],o)-en0,s,o);

}

}

if (startT>=jp*2.0*pi/myomega) jp++;

/* save old results */

for (i=0; i<4; i++) tpo[o+i]=thph[o+i];

/* next integration */

nextT=h;

if (o==0) taylor_step_pend(&startT, &thph[o], direction, 0, log10tolerance,

log10rtolerance, &stopT, &nextT, &order);

else taylor_step_pend2(&startT, &thph[o], direction, 0, log10tolerance,

log10rtolerance, &stopT, &nextT, &order);

if ((o==0) && (thph[0]>pi-pi/6.0 || thph[0]<pi/6.0)) {

o=4;

tp2ex(&tpo[4], &tpo[0]);

startT-=h;

nextT=h;

for (i=0; i<4; i++) thph[o+i]=tpo[o+i];

taylor_step_pend2(&startT, &thph[o], direction, 0, log10tolerance,

log10rtolerance, &stopT, &nextT, &order);

}
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else if ((o==4) && (fabs(sin(thph[4])*sin(thph[6]))<0.8660254038)) {

o=0;

ex2tp(&tpo[0], &tpo[4]);

startT-=h;

nextT=h;

for (i=0; i<4; i++) thph[o+i]=tpo[o+i];

taylor_step_pend(&startT, &thph[o], direction, 0, log10tolerance,

log10rtolerance, &stopT, &nextT, &order);

}

/* progress report */

if (floor(40.0*(startT/stopT+ (double)(k))/((double)loops))

>floor(40.0*((startT-nextT)/stopT+ (double)(k))/((double)loops)))

{

printf("*"); fflush(stdout);

}

} while(startT < stopT); /* while stopT not reached */

}

printf("\n");

fclose(fl);

fclose(fsos);

exit(0);

}

void makeinitials(void) /* read and adjust initial values */

{

int i=0;

FILE *fl;

char dummy[80];

const MY_FLOAT pi=4.0*atan(1.0);

strcpy(iofilename,iofilenamebase);

strcat(iofilename,".in");

/* read initials */

if ((fl=fopen(iofilename, "r")) == NULL) {

fprintf(stderr, "*** error opering in-file %s ***\n", iofilename);

exit(1);

}

fscanf(fl,"%lf %lf %lf", &mya[0], &mya[1], &mya[2]); /* a */

fgets(dummy, 80, fl);

fscanf(fl,"%lf", &myl); fgets(dummy, 80, fl); /* l^2 */

fscanf(fl,"%lf", &myomega); fgets(dummy, 80, fl); /* omega^2 */

fscanf(fl,"%lf", &mym); fgets(dummy, 80, fl); /* m */

fscanf(fl,"%lf %lf %lf", &xyz[0], &xyz[1], &xyz[2]); /* x^2 */

fgets(dummy, 80, fl);

fscanf(fl,"%lf %lf %lf", &xyz[3], &xyz[4], &xyz[5]); /* p^2 */

fgets(dummy, 80, fl);
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fscanf(fl,"%lf", &h); fgets(dummy, 80, fl); /* maximal stepsize /(2 pi/om) */

fscanf(fl,"%lf", &outsteps);fgets(dummy, 80, fl); /* div. by 2 pi/omega */

fscanf(fl,"%lf", &dstrobeT);fgets(dummy, 80, fl); /* div. by 2 pi/omega */

fscanf(fl,"%ld", &order); fgets(dummy, 80, fl);

fscanf(fl,"%lf", &stopT); fgets(dummy, 80, fl);

fscanf(fl,"%lf", &dtheta); fgets(dummy, 80, fl);

fscanf(fl,"%lf", &dptheta); fgets(dummy, 80, fl);

fscanf(fl,"%lf", &dpphi); fgets(dummy, 80, fl);

fscanf(fl,"%ld", &loops); fgets(dummy, 80, fl);

fclose(fl);

strcpy(iofilename,iofilenamebase);

strcat(iofilename,".out");

strcpy(sosfilename,iofilenamebase);

strcat(sosfilename,".psos.out");

/* adjust initials */

myl = sqrt(myl);

myomega = sqrt(myomega);

for (i=0; i<6; i++)

if (fabs(xyz[i])>0.0) xyz[i] = xyz[i]/fabs(xyz[i])*sqrt(fabs(xyz[i]));

xyz2tp(&thph0[0],&xyz[0]);

xyz2ex(&thph0[4],&xyz[0]);

h = h * 2.0 * pi/myomega;

outsteps = outsteps * 2.0 * pi/myomega;

dstrobeT = dstrobeT * 2.0 * pi/myomega;

}

void xyz2tp(MY_FLOAT *tp, MY_FLOAT *qq)

{

MY_FLOAT rd;

const MY_FLOAT pi=4.0*atan(1.0);

rd=myl*myl-qq[2]*qq[2];

if (rd>0.0) {

tp[0] = pi/2.0-atan(qq[2]/sqrt(rd));

tp[2] = (qq[0]==0) ?

( (qq[1]==0.0) ? 0.0 : pi/2.0*qq[1]/fabs(qq[1]) ): atan2(qq[1], qq[0]);

tp[1] = sqrt(rd)/myl/myl * ((qq[0]*qq[3]+qq[1]*qq[4])/rd*qq[2]-qq[5]);

tp[3] = (qq[0]*qq[4]-qq[1]*qq[3])/rd;

}

else {

tp[0]=pi/2.0*(1.0-qq[2]*qq[2]/myl/myl);

tp[2] = (qq[0]==0) ?

( (qq[1]==0.0) ? 0.0 : pi/2.0*qq[1]/fabs(qq[1]) ): atan2(qq[1], qq[0]);

tp[1]=0.0;

tp[3]=0.0;

}

}
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void xyz2ex(MY_FLOAT *ex, MY_FLOAT *qq)

{

MY_FLOAT rd;

const MY_FLOAT pi=4.0*atan(1.0);

rd=myl*myl-qq[0]*qq[0];

if (rd>0.0) {

ex[0] = pi/2.0-atan(qq[0]/sqrt(rd));

ex[2] = (qq[1]==0) ?

( (qq[2]==0.0) ? 0.0 : pi/2.0*qq[2]/fabs(qq[2]) ): atan2(qq[2], qq[1]);

ex[1] = sqrt(rd)/myl/myl * ((qq[1]*qq[4]+qq[2]*qq[5])/rd*qq[0]-qq[3]);

ex[3] = (qq[1]*qq[5]-qq[2]*qq[4])/rd;

}

else {

ex[0]=pi/2.0*(1.0-qq[0]*qq[0]/myl/myl);

ex[2] = (qq[1]==0) ?

( (qq[2]==0.0) ? 0.0 : pi/2.0*qq[2]/fabs(qq[2]) ): atan2(qq[2], qq[1]);

ex[1]=0.0;

ex[3]=0.0;

}

}

void tp2xyz(MY_FLOAT *qq, MY_FLOAT *tp, MY_FLOAT t)

{

MY_FLOAT rd,pth,pph;

qq[0]=myl*sin(tp[0])*cos(tp[2]);

qq[1]=myl*sin(tp[0])*sin(tp[2]);

qq[2]=myl*cos(tp[0]);

pth=ptheta(t,&tp[0]);

pph=pphi(t,&tp[0]);

rd=myl*myl-qq[2]*qq[2];

if (rd>0.0) {

qq[3]=(mym*(qq[0]*xbardot(t,0)+qq[1]*xbardot(t,1)+qq[2]*xbardot(t,2))+

pth*qq[2]/sqrt(rd))*qq[0]/myl/myl-pph*qq[1]/rd;

qq[4]=(mym*(qq[0]*xbardot(t,0)+qq[1]*xbardot(t,1)+qq[2]*xbardot(t,2))+

pth*qq[2]/sqrt(rd))*qq[1]/myl/myl+pph*qq[0]/rd;

qq[5]=mym*(qq[0]*xbardot(t,0)+qq[1]*xbardot(t,1)+qq[2]*xbardot(t,2))*

qq[2]/myl/myl-sqrt(rd)*pth/myl/myl;

}

else {

qq[3]=0.0;

qq[4]=0.0;

qq[5]=0.0;

}

}

void ex2xyz(MY_FLOAT *qq, MY_FLOAT *ex, MY_FLOAT t)

{

MY_FLOAT rd,pe,px;
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qq[0]=myl*cos(ex[0]);

qq[1]=myl*sin(ex[0])*cos(ex[2]);

qq[2]=myl*sin(ex[0])*sin(ex[2]);

pe=peta(t,&ex[0]);

px=pxi(t,&ex[0]);

rd=myl*myl-qq[0]*qq[0];

if (rd>0.0) {

qq[3]=mym*(qq[0]*xbardot(t,0)+qq[1]*xbardot(t,1)+qq[2]*xbardot(t,2))*

qq[0]/myl/myl-sqrt(rd)*pe/myl/myl;

qq[4]=(mym*(qq[0]*xbardot(t,0)+qq[1]*xbardot(t,1)+qq[2]*xbardot(t,2))+

pe*qq[0]/sqrt(rd))*qq[1]/myl/myl-px*qq[2]/rd;

qq[5]=(mym*(qq[0]*xbardot(t,0)+qq[1]*xbardot(t,1)+qq[2]*xbardot(t,2))+

pe*qq[0]/sqrt(rd))*qq[2]/myl/myl+px*qq[1]/rd;

}

else {

qq[3]=0.0;

qq[4]=0.0;

qq[5]=0.0;

}

}

void tp2ex(MY_FLOAT *ex, MY_FLOAT *tp)

{

MY_FLOAT rd;

const MY_FLOAT pi=4.0*atan(1.0);

rd=1.0-sin(tp[0])*sin(tp[0])*cos(tp[2])*cos(tp[2]);

if (rd>0.0) {

ex[0]=pi/2.0-atan(sin(tp[0])*cos(tp[2])/sqrt(rd));

ex[2]= (sin(tp[0])*sin(tp[2])==0) ?

( (cos(tp[0])==0.0) ? 0.0 : pi/2.0*cos(tp[0])/fabs(cos(tp[0])) ):

atan2(cos(tp[0]),sin(tp[0])*sin(tp[2]));

ex[1]=(-tp[1]*cos(tp[0])*cos(tp[2])+tp[3]*sin(tp[0])*sin(tp[2]))/sqrt(rd);

ex[3]=(-tp[1]*sin(tp[2])-tp[3]*sin(tp[0])*cos(tp[0])*cos(tp[2]))/rd;

}

else {

ex[0]=pi/2.0*(1.0-sin(tp[0])*cos(tp[2]));

ex[2]= (sin(tp[0])*sin(tp[2])==0) ?

( (cos(tp[0])==0.0) ? 0.0 : pi/2.0*cos(tp[0])/fabs(cos(tp[0])) ):

atan2(cos(tp[0]),sin(tp[0])*sin(tp[2]));

ex[1]=0.0;

ex[3]=0.0;

}

}

void ex2tp(MY_FLOAT *tp, MY_FLOAT *ex)

{

MY_FLOAT rd;

const MY_FLOAT pi=4.0*atan(1.0);

rd=1.0-sin(ex[0])*sin(ex[0])*sin(ex[2])*sin(ex[2]);

if (rd>0.0) {

tp[0]=pi/2.0-atan(sin(ex[0])*sin(ex[2])/sqrt(rd));
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tp[2]= (cos(ex[0])==0) ?

( (sin(ex[0])*cos(ex[2])==0.0) ? 0.0 :

pi/2.0*sin(ex[0])*cos(ex[2])/fabs(sin(ex[0])*cos(ex[2])) ):

atan2(sin(ex[0])*cos(ex[2]),cos(ex[0]));

tp[1]=(-ex[1]*cos(ex[0])*sin(ex[2])-ex[3]*sin(ex[0])*cos(ex[2]))/sqrt(rd);

tp[3]=(ex[1]*cos(ex[2])-ex[3]*sin(ex[0])*cos(ex[0])*sin(ex[2]))/rd;

}

else {

tp[0]=pi/2.0*(1.0-sin(ex[0])*sin(ex[2]));

tp[2]= (cos(ex[0])==0) ?

( (sin(ex[0])*cos(ex[2])==0.0) ? 0.0 :

pi/2.0*sin(ex[0])*cos(ex[2])/fabs(sin(ex[0])*cos(ex[2])) ):

atan2(sin(ex[0])*cos(ex[2]),cos(ex[0]));

tp[1]=0.0;

tp[3]=0.0;

}

}

MY_FLOAT xbar(MY_FLOAT t, int comp) /* position of suspension -> acc. see pendel.eq1 */

{

return mya[comp]*myl*sin(myomega*t);

}

MY_FLOAT xbardot(MY_FLOAT t, int comp) /* velocity of suspension -> acc. see pendel.eq1 */

{

return mya[comp]*myl*myomega*cos(myomega*t);

}

MY_FLOAT en(MY_FLOAT t, MY_FLOAT *tp, int ord) /* energy */

{

int i;

MY_FLOAT xbd[3], xbds=0;

for (i=0; i<3; i++) {

xbd[i] = xbardot(t,i);

xbds += xbd[i]*xbd[i];

}

if (ord==0)

return mym/2.0*(xbds + myl*myl*tp[1]*tp[1] +

myl*myl*tp[3]*tp[3]*sin(tp[0])*sin(tp[0])) +

mym*myl*tp[1]*(xbd[0]*cos(tp[0])*cos(tp[2]) + xbd[1]*cos(tp[0])*sin(tp[2]) -

xbd[2]*sin(tp[0]))+

mym*myl*tp[3]*sin(tp[0])*(-xbd[0]*sin(tp[2])+xbd[1]*cos(tp[2]))+

mym*myg*(xbar(t,2)+myl*cos(tp[0]));

else

return mym/2.0*(xbds + myl*myl*tp[1]*tp[1] +

myl*myl*tp[3]*tp[3]*sin(tp[0])*sin(tp[0])) +

mym*myl*tp[1]*(xbd[1]*cos(tp[0])*cos(tp[2]) + xbd[2]*cos(tp[0])*sin(tp[2]) -

xbd[0]*sin(tp[0]))+

mym*myl*tp[3]*sin(tp[0])*(-xbd[1]*sin(tp[2])+xbd[2]*cos(tp[2]))+
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mym*myg*(xbar(t,0)+myl*sin(tp[0])*sin(tp[2]));

}

MY_FLOAT ptheta(MY_FLOAT t, MY_FLOAT *tp) /* momentum conj. to theta */

{

return mym*myl*myl*tp[1] + mym*myl* (xbardot(t,0)*cos(tp[0])*cos(tp[2])+

xbardot(t,1)*cos(tp[0])*sin(tp[2])-

xbardot(t,2)*sin(tp[0]));

}

MY_FLOAT pphi(MY_FLOAT t, MY_FLOAT *tp) /* momentum conj. to phi */

{

return mym*myl*myl*tp[3]*sin(tp[0])*sin(tp[0])+

mym*myl*sin(tp[0])* (-xbardot(t,0)*sin(tp[2])+xbardot(t,1)*cos(tp[2]));

}

MY_FLOAT peta(MY_FLOAT t, MY_FLOAT *ex) /* momentum conj. to eta */

{

return mym*myl*myl*ex[1] + mym*myl* (xbardot(t,1)*cos(ex[0])*cos(ex[2])+

xbardot(t,2)*cos(ex[0])*sin(ex[2])-

xbardot(t,0)*sin(ex[0]));

}

MY_FLOAT pxi(MY_FLOAT t, MY_FLOAT *ex) /* momentum conj. to xi */

{

return mym*myl*myl*ex[3]*sin(ex[0])*sin(ex[0])+

mym*myl*sin(ex[0])* (-xbardot(t,1)*sin(ex[2])+xbardot(t,2)*cos(ex[2]));

}

A typical input �le looks like
0.00000000000 0.10000000000 0.00000000000 ! forcing amplitude

1.00000000000 ! l^2

3.00000000000 ! omega^2

1.00000000000 ! m

0.36000000000 0.00000000000 -0.64000000000 ! q0^2 (sign of q0)

0.00000000000 0.45000000000 0.00000000000 ! q0dot^2 (sign of q0dot)

0.00500000000 ! h /(forcing T)

1.00000000000 ! outsteps /T

0.00500000000 ! (toler. in psos strobe time)/T

15 ! Taylor order

25000.0000000 ! stopT

0.00000000000 ! dtheta (either or)

0.20000000000 ! dptheta (or)

0.00000000000 ! dpphi (leave one at 0.0)

5 ! number of loops

The main output �le produced by this is too large to list here, so just a fewlines are shown here:
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# a: 0.000000000000000 0.100000000000000 0.000000000000000

# q: 0.600000000000000 0.000000000000000 -0.800000000000000

# qdot: 0.000000000000000 0.670820393249937 0.000000000000000

# l: 1.000000000000000

# omega: 1.732050807568877

# m: 1.000000000000000

# h: 0.018137993642342

# outsteps: 3.627598728468436

# dstrobeT: 0.018137993642342

# stopT: 25000.0000000000

# theta: 2.498091544796509 ptheta: 0.000000000000000

# phi: 0.000000000000000 pphi: 0.506415284404095

# en0: -0.443810499613778

#

# time x y z px py pz theta phi ptheta pphi delta E o

0.000000 0.600000 0.000000 -0.800000 0.000000 0.844025 -0.000000 2.498092 0.000000 0.000000 0.506415 -1.37152e-17 0

3.627599 -0.314114 -0.603624 -0.732783 0.844658 -0.456500 0.156644 2.393199 -2.050614 -0.117613 0.653248 0.184215 0

7.255197 -0.650026 0.317773 -0.690280 -0.556887 -0.798497 0.077085 2.332672 2.686895 -0.159048 0.696007 0.230362 0

10.882796 0.491163 0.445009 -0.748817 -0.412135 0.685331 0.034021 2.417071 0.736137 -0.138414 0.520013 0.0153396 0

14.510395 0.081259 -0.733431 -0.674890 0.811063 0.027480 0.256020 2.311611 -1.460453 -0.230766 0.597092 0.130983 0

18.137994 -0.811933 0.040507 -0.582344 -0.132453 -0.882405 0.111246 2.192406 3.091745 -0.141870 0.721818 0.265745 0

21.765592 0.240055 0.714411 -0.657260 -0.671012 0.332275 -0.072175 2.287973 1.246632 -0.012146 0.559143 0.0694873 0

25.393191 0.398897 -0.644453 -0.652351 0.578822 0.415838 0.114240 2.281478 -1.016546 -0.054653 0.538900 0.0519633 0

29.020790 -0.805709 -0.174313 -0.566082 0.252427 -0.833354 -0.049334 2.172542 -2.928529 0.080579 0.715442 0.258045 0

32.648389 -0.049350 0.767305 -0.639380 -0.793248 -0.076499 -0.238438 2.264488 1.635023 0.199591 0.612439 0.150404 0

36.275987 0.581374 -0.372624 -0.723295 0.261688 0.700117 -0.061111 2.379359 -0.569977 0.156100 0.504540 0.00170431 0

39.903586 -0.633962 -0.374223 -0.676794 0.629498 -0.695133 -0.109525 2.314195 -2.608341 0.208365 0.676260 0.212753 0

43.531185 -0.350216 0.604835 -0.715209 -0.777798 -0.531655 -0.215218 2.367719 2.095653 0.200730 0.656633 0.195574 0

47.158783 0.590813 0.033792 -0.806100 -0.124238 0.837499 -0.063210 2.508329 0.057134 0.098841 0.499004 -0.00187234 0

50.786382 -0.280536 -0.581911 -0.763334 0.889766 -0.397473 0.108043 2.439255 -2.020017 -0.048152 0.629271 0.161148 0

54.413981 -0.630638 0.285950 -0.721476 -0.529681 -0.843839 0.059896 2.376728 2.715890 -0.138104 0.683620 0.220441 0

58.041580 0.442986 0.444631 -0.778503 -0.456197 0.698820 0.040612 2.463073 0.787252 -0.160228 0.512407 0.014365 0

61.669178 0.114829 -0.704469 -0.700384 0.820460 0.018610 0.290012 2.346731 -1.409217 -0.286583 0.580126 0.122231 0

65.296777 -0.799547 0.016585 -0.600374 -0.151428 -0.872276 0.172783 2.214765 3.120852 -0.218212 0.699937 0.250261 0

68.924376 0.248784 0.703928 -0.665276 -0.632323 0.381113 -0.016474 2.298659 1.231075 -0.086578 0.539925 0.0512105 0

72.551975 0.378927 -0.673207 -0.634985 0.591399 0.348543 0.167025 2.258786 -1.058127 -0.120363 0.530207 0.0583915 0

76.179573 -0.829116 -0.128300 -0.544156 0.162806 -0.817223 -0.014542 2.146179 -2.988067 0.031746 0.698461 0.24694 0

79.807172 0.065535 0.780735 -0.621416 -0.735932 0.054635 -0.226582 2.241344 1.487052 0.181943 0.578149 0.120355 0

83.434771 0.512633 -0.504010 -0.695113 0.366602 0.613559 -0.048927 2.339373 -0.776916 0.152467 0.499302 0.00532079 0

87.062369 -0.722955 -0.249464 -0.644285 0.473064 -0.764470 -0.167764 2.270884 -2.809324 0.255762 0.670691 0.2177 0

90.689968 -0.163362 0.684006 -0.710950 -0.822754 -0.321707 -0.287103 2.361644 1.805236 0.288484 0.615323 0.164285 0

94.317567 0.561598 -0.187175 -0.805961 0.113904 0.832468 -0.073737 2.508094 -0.321711 0.168702 0.488832 -0.00644326 0

97.945166 -0.456903 -0.454148 -0.764846 0.772738 -0.630544 0.015629 2.441599 -2.359219 0.069129 0.639035 0.176441 0

101.572764 -0.472348 0.440485 -0.763453 -0.748906 -0.662535 -0.018844 2.439439 2.391086 -0.061008 0.642829 0.180442 0

105.200363 0.549417 0.211936 -0.808223 -0.158255 0.829967 0.064641 2.511924 0.368160 -0.160151 0.489538 -0.005378 0

108.827962 -0.134219 -0.684317 -0.716726 0.833618 -0.291377 0.287465 2.369892 -1.764474 -0.290402 0.609567 0.158312 0

112.455561 -0.730046 0.223563 -0.645796 -0.447258 -0.782310 0.174825 2.272861 2.844429 -0.261728 0.671113 0.219321 0

116.083159 0.487574 0.525726 -0.697053 -0.392666 0.603762 0.050070 2.342075 0.823032 -0.158353 0.500814 0.00736871 0

119.710758 0.097386 -0.775913 -0.623278 0.727575 0.077049 0.233387 2.243724 -1.445937 -0.191334 0.572038 0.115418 0

123.338357 -0.833116 0.105217 -0.542998 -0.141185 -0.817675 0.024615 2.144799 3.015964 -0.041097 0.696074 0.245379 0

126.965955 0.360433 0.686282 -0.631748 -0.596719 0.335660 -0.163971 2.254602 1.087194 0.114653 0.530500 0.0598764 0

...
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Appendix B

Root search functions for the SNM

The root search functions in Fig. 3.5 were computed by the algorithm
#include <stdio.h>

#include <math.h>

#include <string.h>

#define NL(flnm,dumch) {do dumch=fgetc(flnm); while (dumch!='\n' && dumch!=EOF);}

#define ntmapstep(x,y,a,b) {y-=(b)*sinl(pi2*(x)); x+=(a)*(1.0L-(y)*(y));}

#define smoothen(x,y) {if (x>0.0L) y=((x)/(1.0L+(x))); else y=((x)/(1.0L-(x)));}

const char *infilename="f_iter.in";

const long double SMALL=1.0e-10L;

const int SUPPERROR=15;

void makeinitials(void);

void prepoutfiles(void);

long double findx0(long double, long double, int);

long double fiter1funceven0(long double, int, unsigned long int, unsigned long int);

long double fiter1funceven1(long double, int, unsigned long int, unsigned long int);

long double fiter1funcodd0(long double, int, unsigned long int, unsigned long int);

long double fiter1funcodd1(long double, int, unsigned long int, unsigned long int);

long double fiter2funcoe0(long double, int, unsigned long int, unsigned long int);

long double fiter2funcoo0(long double, int, unsigned long int, unsigned long int);

long double fiter2funceo0(long double, int, unsigned long int, unsigned long int);

long double fiter2funcoe1(long double, int, unsigned long int, unsigned long int);

long double fiter2funcoo1(long double, int, unsigned long int, unsigned long int);

long double fiter2funceo1(long double, int, unsigned long int, unsigned long int);

void mkstr(char *, unsigned long int);

long double pi2;

long double omega, a0, a00, b0, b00, y00, yxx, yres;

int sln, slnmin, slnmax, qpi, qp_no;

unsigned long int qq[500], pp[500], itstime2mod;
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char iterfilename[160], iterfilenamebase[80];

FILE *fl1;

main(int argc, char **argv)

{

long double (*fiter1func)(long double, int, unsigned long int, unsigned long int),

(*fiter2func)(long double, int, unsigned long int, unsigned long int);

long double tmp, tmp2, y;

/* read input */

makeinitials();

for (qpi=0; qpi<qp_no; qpi++) {

for (sln=slnmin;sln<=slnmax;sln++) {

/* prepare output files */

prepoutfiles();

/* function selection for all possible q/p-combos */

if (2*(pp[qpi]/2)==pp[qpi]) { /* p even (-> q odd) */

if (sln<=2) {

fiter1func=&fiter1funceven0; /* I0 -> I0 after p/2 */

fiter2func=&fiter2funcoe0; /* I_0^i -> I_0^(1-i) after p/2, (q+-1)/2 */

}

else {

fiter1func=&fiter1funceven1; /* I1 -> I1 after p/2 */

fiter2func=&fiter2funcoe1; /* I_1^i -> I_1^(i-1) after p/2, (q+-1)/2 */

}

}

else { /* p odd */

if (sln<=2) {

fiter1func=&fiter1funcodd0; /* I0 -> I1 after (p+1)/2 */

if (2*(qq[qpi]/2)==qq[qpi]) /* q even */

fiter2func=&fiter2funceo0; /* I_0^i -> I_1^i after (p+1)/2, q/2 */

else fiter2func=&fiter2funcoo0; /* I_0^i -> I_1^(1-i) after (p+1)/2, (q+-1)/2 */

}

else {

fiter1func=&fiter1funcodd1; /* I1 -> I0 after (p-1)/2 */

if (2*(qq[qpi]/2)==qq[qpi]) /* q even */

fiter2func=&fiter2funceo1; /* I_0^1 -> I_1^1 after (p+1)/2, q/2 */

else fiter2func=&fiter2funcoo1; /* I_0^1 -> I_1^0 after (p+1)/2, (q+1)/2 */

}

}

for (y=y00+yres; y<=yxx; y+=yres) {

tmp=fiter2func(y,sln,qq[qpi],pp[qpi]); smoothen(tmp,tmp2);

fprintf(fl1,"%20.13Lf%25.15Lg%25.15Lg%25.15Lg\n",

y, fiter1func(y,sln,qq[qpi],pp[qpi]), tanhl(tmp), tmp2);

}
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}

}

fclose(fl1);

exit(0);

}

void makeinitials(void) /* read and adjust initial values */

{

FILE *fl;

char dummy;

int i;

long double tmp;

pi2=8.0L*atanl(1.0L);

/* read initials */

fl=fopen(infilename, "r");

fscanf(fl,"%d", &sln); NL(fl, dummy); /* shinohara point */

fscanf(fl,"%Lf", &a00); NL(fl, dummy); /* a0 */

fscanf(fl,"%Lf", &b00); NL(fl, dummy); /* b0 */

fscanf(fl,"%Lf", &y00); NL(fl, dummy); /* start y */

fscanf(fl,"%Lf", &yxx); NL(fl, dummy); /* max y */

fscanf(fl,"%Lg", &yres); NL(fl, dummy); /* y resolution */

fscanf(fl,"%u", &itstime2mod); NL(fl, dummy); /* mod intervals threshold */

fscanf(fl,"%s", iterfilenamebase); NL(fl, dummy); /* outfilename */

fscanf(fl,"%d", &qp_no); NL(fl, dummy); /* number of p/q values below */

for (i=0;i<qp_no;i++) {

fscanf(fl,"%u %u", &qq[i], &pp[i]); NL(fl, dummy); /* q/p */

}

if (sln==0) {slnmin=1; slnmax=4;}

else {slnmin=sln; slnmax=sln;}

if (yxx<y00) {tmp=y00; y00=yxx; yxx=tmp;}

if (yres<SMALL) yres=yxx-y00+SMALL;

fclose(fl);

}

void prepoutfiles(void)

{

char ctmp[60];

/* adjust initials */

omega=((long double)(qq[qpi]))/((long double)(pp[qpi]));

if (a00<=omega) {

a0=omega;

b0=0.0L;

}

else {a0=a00; b0=b00;}

if (b0<=0.0L) b0=0.0L; else b0=b00;
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strcpy(iterfilename,iterfilenamebase);

strcpy(ctmp,""); mkstr(&ctmp[0],qq[qpi]); strcat(iterfilename,ctmp);

strcat(iterfilename,"_");

strcpy(ctmp,""); mkstr(&ctmp[0],pp[qpi]); strcat(iterfilename,ctmp);

strcat(iterfilename,".s");

strcpy(ctmp,""); mkstr(&ctmp[0],sln); strcat(iterfilename,ctmp);

fl1=fopen(iterfilename, "w");

fprintf(fl1,"# Symm.l.: %2d \n", sln);

fprintf(fl1,"# q: %10u , p: %10u \n", qq[qpi], pp[qpi]);

fprintf(fl1,"# a0: %10.7Lf , b0: %10.7Lf \n", a0, b0);

fprintf(fl1,"# y0: %10.7Lf , yx: %10.7Lf \n", y00, yxx);

fprintf(fl1,"# yres: %10.7Lf , mod: %10u \n", yres, itstime2mod);

fprintf(fl1,"# %18s%25s%25s%25s\n\n", "y", "f_iter1", "f_iter2", "f_iter2b");

}

/* find x0(y0) so that point lies on symmetry line */

inline long double findx0(long double aa0, long double yy0, int symmln)

{

long double tmp;

switch (symmln) {

case 1: {tmp=0.0L; break;}

case 2: {tmp=0.5L; break;}

case 3: {tmp=aa0/2.0L*(1.0L-yy0*yy0); break;}

case 4: {tmp=aa0/2.0L*(1.0L-yy0*yy0)+0.5L; break;}

default: {tmp=0.0L; printf("Uhoh - sln...\n");}

}

/* x modulo 1

while (tmp> 0.5L-SMALL) tmp=tmp-1.0L;

while (tmp< -0.5-SMALL) tmp=tmp+1.0L; */

return tmp;

}

long double fiter1funceven0(long double yy0, int sss, unsigned long int qqq, unsigned long int ppp)

{

int i;

register long double xxtmp, yytmp;

xxtmp=findx0(a0, yy0, sss); yytmp=yy0;

for (i=1;i<=ppp/2;i++) {

ntmapstep(xxtmp, yytmp, a0, b0);

if (fabsl(xxtmp)>itstime2mod)

xxtmp=dreml(xxtmp,1.0L); /* mod every now and then to keep x handy) */

}

return sinl(pi2*xxtmp);

}

long double fiter1funceven1(long double yy0, int sss, unsigned long int qqq, unsigned long int ppp)

{
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int i;

register long double xxtmp, yytmp;

xxtmp=findx0(a0, yy0, sss); yytmp=yy0;

for (i=1;i<=ppp/2;i++) {

ntmapstep(xxtmp, yytmp, a0, b0);

if (fabsl(xxtmp)>itstime2mod)

xxtmp=dreml(xxtmp,1.0L); /* mod every now and then to keep x handy) */

}

return sinl(pi2*(xxtmp-a0/2.0L*(1.0L-yytmp*yytmp)));

}

long double fiter1funcodd0(long double yy0, int sss, unsigned long int qqq, unsigned long int ppp)

{

int i;

register long double xxtmp, yytmp;

xxtmp=findx0(a0, yy0, sss); yytmp=yy0;

for (i=1;i<=ppp/2+1;i++) {

ntmapstep(xxtmp, yytmp, a0, b0);

if (fabsl(xxtmp)>itstime2mod)

xxtmp=dreml(xxtmp,1.0L); /* mod every now and then to keep x handy) */

}

return sinl(pi2*(xxtmp-a0/2.0L*(1.0L-yytmp*yytmp)));

}

long double fiter1funcodd1(long double yy0, int sss, unsigned long int qqq, unsigned long int ppp)

{

int i;

register long double xxtmp, yytmp;

xxtmp=findx0(a0, yy0, sss); yytmp=yy0;

for (i=1;i<=ppp/2;i++) {

ntmapstep(xxtmp, yytmp, a0, b0);

if (fabsl(xxtmp)>itstime2mod)

xxtmp=dreml(xxtmp,1.0L); /* mod every now and then to keep x handy) */

}

return sinl(pi2*xxtmp);

}

long double fiter2funcoe0(long double yy0, int sss, unsigned long int qqq, unsigned long int ppp)

{

register unsigned long int i, j, jj, qf, pf;

register long double xxtmp, yytmp;

pf=ppp; if (sss==1) qf=qqq-1; else qf=qqq+1;

xxtmp=findx0(a0, yy0, sss); yytmp=yy0; jj=itstime2mod; j=(unsigned long int)((double)(jj)*(((double)(pf))/((double)(qf))));

for (i=1;i<=ppp/2;i++) {

ntmapstep(xxtmp, yytmp, a0, b0);

if (i>=j){ xxtmp-=itstime2mod; jj+=itstime2mod; j=(unsigned long int)((double)(jj)*(((double)(pf))/((double)(qf)))); }

/* mod enat to have subtracted (q+-1)/2 in the end */

}

xxtmp-=((long double)(qf/2-(jj-itstime2mod)));

if (sss==1) return xxtmp-0.5L;

else return xxtmp;

}
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long double fiter2funcoe1(long double yy0, int sss, unsigned long int qqq, unsigned long int ppp)

{

register unsigned long int i, j, jj, qf, pf;

register long double xxtmp, yytmp;

pf=ppp; if (sss==3) qf=qqq-1; else qf=qqq+1;

xxtmp=findx0(a0, yy0, sss); yytmp=yy0; jj=itstime2mod; j=(unsigned long int)((double)(jj)*(((double)(pf))/((double)(qf))));

for (i=1;i<=ppp/2;i++) {

ntmapstep(xxtmp, yytmp, a0, b0);

if (i>=j){ xxtmp-=itstime2mod; jj+=itstime2mod; j=(unsigned long int)((double)(jj)*(((double)(pf))/((double)(qf)))); }

/* mod enat to have subtracted (q+-1)/2 in the end */

}

xxtmp-=((long double)(qf/2-(jj-itstime2mod)));

if (sss==3) return xxtmp-a0/2.0L*(1.0L-yytmp*yytmp)-0.5L;

else return xxtmp-a0/2.0L*(1.0L-yytmp*yytmp);

}

long double fiter2funcoo0(long double yy0, int sss, unsigned long int qqq, unsigned long int ppp)

{

register unsigned long int i, j, jj, qf, pf;

register long double xxtmp, yytmp;

pf=ppp+1; if (sss==1) qf=qqq-1; else qf=qqq+1;

xxtmp=findx0(a0, yy0, sss); yytmp=yy0; jj=itstime2mod; j=(unsigned long int)((double)(jj)*(((double)(pf))/((double)(qf))));

for (i=1;i<=(ppp+1)/2;i++) {

ntmapstep(xxtmp, yytmp, a0, b0);

if (i>=j){ xxtmp-=itstime2mod; jj+=itstime2mod; j=(unsigned long int)((double)(jj)*(((double)(pf))/((double)(qf)))); }

/* mod enat to have subtracted (q+-1)/2 in the end */

}

xxtmp-=((long double)(qf/2-(jj-itstime2mod)));

if (sss==1) return xxtmp-a0/2.0L*(1.0L-yytmp*yytmp)-0.5L;

else return xxtmp-a0/2.0L*(1.0L-yytmp*yytmp);

}

long double fiter2funcoo1(long double yy0, int sss, unsigned long int qqq, unsigned long int ppp)

{

register unsigned long int i, j, jj, qf, pf;

register long double xxtmp, yytmp;

pf=ppp-1; if (sss==3) qf=qqq-1; else qf=qqq+1;

xxtmp=findx0(a0, yy0, sss); yytmp=yy0; jj=itstime2mod; j=(unsigned long int)((double)(jj)*(((double)(pf))/((double)(qf))));

for (i=1;i<=(ppp-1)/2;i++) {

ntmapstep(xxtmp, yytmp, a0, b0);

if (i>=j){ xxtmp-=itstime2mod; jj+=itstime2mod; j=(unsigned long int)((double)(jj)*(((double)(pf))/((double)(qf)))); }

/* mod enat to have subtracted (q+-1)/2 in the end */

}

xxtmp-=((long double)(qf/2-(jj-itstime2mod)));

if (sss==3) return xxtmp-0.5L;

else return xxtmp;

}

long double fiter2funceo0(long double yy0, int sss, unsigned long int qqq, unsigned long int ppp)
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{

register unsigned long int i, j, jj, qf, pf;

register long double xxtmp, yytmp;

pf=ppp+1; qf=qqq;

xxtmp=findx0(a0, yy0, sss); yytmp=yy0; jj=itstime2mod; j=(unsigned long int)((double)(jj)*(((double)(pf))/((double)(qf))));

for (i=1;i<=(ppp+1)/2;i++) {

ntmapstep(xxtmp, yytmp, a0, b0);

if (i>=j){ xxtmp-=itstime2mod; jj+=itstime2mod; j=(unsigned long int)((double)(jj)*(((double)(pf))/((double)(qf)))); }

/* mod enat to have subtracted q/2 in the end */

}

xxtmp-=((long double)(qf/2-(jj-itstime2mod)));

if (sss==1) return xxtmp-a0/2.0L*(1.0L-yytmp*yytmp);

else return xxtmp-a0/2.0L*(1.0L-yytmp*yytmp)-0.5L;

}

long double fiter2funceo1(long double yy0, int sss, unsigned long int qqq, unsigned long int ppp)

{

register unsigned long int i, j, jj, qf, pf;

register long double xxtmp, yytmp;

pf=ppp-1; qf=qqq;

xxtmp=findx0(a0, yy0, sss); yytmp=yy0; jj=itstime2mod; j=(unsigned long int)((double)(jj)*(((double)(pf))/((double)(qf))));

for (i=1;i<=(ppp-1)/2;i++) {

ntmapstep(xxtmp, yytmp, a0, b0);

if (i>=j){ xxtmp-=itstime2mod; jj+=itstime2mod; j=(unsigned long int)((double)(jj)*(((double)(pf))/((double)(qf)))); }

/* mod enat to have subtracted q/2 in the end */

}

xxtmp-=((long double)(qf/2-(jj-itstime2mod)));

if (sss==3) return xxtmp;

else return xxtmp-0.5L;

}

void mkstr(char *cnummer, unsigned long int nummer)

{

unsigned long int tmp=nummer;

char tmpstr[160], nostr[160];

strcpy(tmpstr,"");

while (tmp>0) {

switch (tmp-10*(tmp/10)) {

case 1: {strcpy(nostr,"1"); break;}

case 2: {strcpy(nostr,"2"); break;}

case 3: {strcpy(nostr,"3"); break;}

case 4: {strcpy(nostr,"4"); break;}

case 5: {strcpy(nostr,"5"); break;}

case 6: {strcpy(nostr,"6"); break;}

case 7: {strcpy(nostr,"7"); break;}

case 8: {strcpy(nostr,"8"); break;}

case 9: {strcpy(nostr,"9"); break;}

case 0: {strcpy(nostr,"0"); break;}

}

strcat(nostr,tmpstr);
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strcpy(tmpstr,nostr);

tmp/=10;

}

strcpy(cnummer,tmpstr);

}

The input �le used for Fig. 3.5 was
1 ! symmetry line (1: I_0^0, 2: I_0^1, 3: I_1^0, 4: I_1^1, 0: all)

0.94 ! a0

0.26 ! b0

-0.6 ! start y

0.4 ! end y

0.1e-3 ! y resolution

1000 ! steps until next mod

/home/knfuchss/research/data/dissdata/fiter_as

1 ! number of q/p pairs below

7 8

The beginning of the corresponding output �le is given by
# Symm.l.: 1

# q: 7 , p: 8

# a0: 0.9400000 , b0: 0.2600000

# y0: -0.6000000 , yx: 0.4000000

# yres: 0.0001000 , mod: 1000

# y f_iter1 f_iter2 f_iter2b

-0.5999000000000 -0.629047915723931 -0.712243445482664 -0.471381230020867

-0.5998000000000 -0.630501883668387 -0.712096633571295 -0.471297970872046

-0.5997000000000 -0.631922425541036 -0.711952920592983 -0.471216477982122

-0.5996000000000 -0.633309821840002 -0.711812295702269 -0.471136744623561

-0.5995000000000 -0.634664352133756 -0.711674747705476 -0.47105876388801

-0.5994000000000 -0.635986295065729 -0.71154026506015 -0.470982528685825

-0.5993000000000 -0.637275928360672 -0.711408835874581 -0.47090803174563

-0.5992000000000 -0.638533528832731 -0.711280447907391 -0.470835265613926

-0.5991000000000 -0.639759372395224 -0.711155088567207 -0.47076422265473

-0.5990000000000 -0.640953734072066 -0.711032744912406 -0.470694895049269

-0.5989000000000 -0.642116888010831 -0.710913403650937 -0.470627274795703

-0.5988000000000 -0.643249107497405 -0.710797051140229 -0.470561353708897

-0.5987000000000 -0.644350664972205 -0.710683673387165 -0.470497123420234

-0.5986000000000 -0.645421832047923 -0.710573256048151 -0.47043457537747

-0.5985000000000 -0.64646287952877 -0.71046578442925 -0.470373700844632

-0.5984000000000 -0.647474077431179 -0.710361243486409 -0.470314490901961

-0.5983000000000 -0.648455695005931 -0.710259617825761 -0.470256936445897

-0.5982000000000 -0.649408000761672 -0.710160891704007 -0.470201028189108

-0.5981000000000 -0.650331262489777 -0.710065049028883 -0.470146756660565

-0.5980000000000 -0.651225747290535 -0.70997207335971 -0.470094112205656

...
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Appendix C

Finding shearless quasiperiodic

orbits in the SNM

The algorithm used to �nd the cascade of periodic orbit collisions to approximate a
shearless torus of irrational winding number, as described in Sec. 3.3, is given by
#include <stdio.h>

#include <math.h>

#include <string.h>

#include <float.h>

#include <stdlib.h>

#define NL(flnm,dumch) {do dumch=fgetc(flnm); while (dumch!='\n' && dumch!=EOF);}

#define ntmapstep(x,y,a,b) {y-=(b)*sinl(pi2*(x)); x+=(a)-(a)*(y)*(y);}

#define smoothen(x,y) {if ((x)>0.0L) y=((x)/(1.0L+(x))); else y=((x)/(1.0L-(x)));}

#define SHFT(a,b,c,d) (a)=(b);(b)=(c);(c)=(d); /* for mnbrac & brent */

#define SIGN(a,b) ((b) >= 0.0 ? fabsl(a) : -fabsl(a))

#define FMAX(a,b) ((a) > (b) ? (a) : (b))

#define IPOW3(a) ((int)(pow(3.0L, (long double)(a))+0.5L))

#define ERROR 123.456789L

#define UNDEFINED -123456.789L

const long double SMALL=1.0e-10L;

const int SUPPERROR=15;

void makeinitials(void);

void prepoutfiles(void);

void maincalc(void);

void selectfiterfuncs(int, int);

void invquadfit(long double, long double, long double, long double *, long double *);

long double quadfit(long double, long double [6]);
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void invcubfit(long double, long double, long double, long double *, long double *);

long double cubfit(long double, long double [6]);

long double qcfit(long double, long double [6]);

long double rootybfunc(long double, int, unsigned long int, unsigned long int, long double, long double,

long double, long double);

long double rootbyfunc(long double, int, unsigned long int, unsigned long int, long double, long double);

long double findx0(long double, long double, int);

long double fiter2funcoe0(long double, long double, int, unsigned long int, unsigned long int);

long double fiter2funcoo0(long double, long double, int, unsigned long int, unsigned long int);

long double fiter2funceo0(long double, long double, int, unsigned long int, unsigned long int);

long double fiter2funcoe1(long double, long double, int, unsigned long int, unsigned long int);

long double fiter2funcoo1(long double, long double, int, unsigned long int, unsigned long int);

long double fiter2funceo1(long double, long double, int, unsigned long int, unsigned long int);

void zbrak(long double (*)(long double, long double, int, unsigned long int, unsigned long int),

long double, int, unsigned long int, unsigned long int,

long double, long double, int, long double [], long double [], int *);

int zbrac2(long double (*)(long double, long double, int, unsigned long int, unsigned long int),

long double, int, unsigned long int, unsigned long int, long double, long double,

long double *, long double *);

long double zbrent(long double (*)(long double, long double, int, unsigned long int, unsigned long int),

long double, int, unsigned long int, unsigned long int, long double, long double);

long double zbrent2(long double (*)(long double, long double, int, unsigned long int, unsigned long int),

long double, int, unsigned long int, unsigned long int, long double, long double);

void mnbrac(long double *, long double *, long double *,

long double (*)(long double, int, unsigned long int, unsigned long int, long double, long double),

int, unsigned long int, unsigned long int, long double, long double);

int mymnbrac(long double *, long double *, long double *, long double,

long double (*)(long double, int, unsigned long int, unsigned long int, long double, long double),

int, unsigned long int, unsigned long int, long double, long double);

long double brent(long double, long double, long double,

long double (*)(long double, int, unsigned long int, unsigned long int, long double, long double),

int, unsigned long int, unsigned long int, long double, long double, long double *);

void mkstr(char *, unsigned long int);

int qsortcompare(const void *, const void *);

long double pi2, minmax;

long double omega[50], a0, a00, a0min, a0max, a0step, b0, b00, ymin, ymax, y00, bxx;

long double yguess, bguess, INTERVALS, bsharp;

int sln, slnmin, slnmax, qpi, qp0, qpx, bres;

unsigned long int qq[50], pp[50], qqh[50], pph[50];

char iterfilename[160], iterfilenamebase[80];

long double braku[3], brakl[3];

FILE *fl1, *fl2, *fl3, *fl;

long double (*fiterfunc)(long double, long double, int, unsigned long int, unsigned long int);

int main(int argc, char* argv[])

{

/* read input */

if ( (fl=fopen(argv[1], "r")) == NULL) {

fprintf(stderr, "*** error opering in-file %s ***\n", argv[1]);

exit(1);

}
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makeinitials();

fclose(fl);

for (sln=slnmin;sln<=slnmax;sln++) {

/* prepare output files */

prepoutfiles();

maincalc();

}

fclose(fl1);

fclose(fl2);

fclose(fl3);

exit(0);

}

void makeinitials(void) /* read and adjust initial values */

{

char dummy;

int i, iintervals, cfn, cfp, cfa[50];

long double tmp;

pi2=8.0L*atanl(1.0L);

/* read initials */

fscanf(fl,"%d", &sln); NL(fl, dummy); /* shinohara point */

fscanf(fl,"%Lf %Lf", &a00, &a0max); NL(fl, dummy); /* a0-range*/

fscanf(fl,"%Lf", &a0step); NL(fl, dummy); /* a0-step */

fscanf(fl,"%Lf %Lf", &ymin, &ymax); NL(fl, dummy); /* start y-range */

fscanf(fl,"%Lf", &yguess); NL(fl, dummy); /* guess for initial y */

fscanf(fl,"%Lf %Lf", &b00, &bxx); NL(fl, dummy); /* start b-range */

fscanf(fl,"%Lf", &bguess); NL(fl, dummy); /* guess for initial b */

fscanf(fl,"%d", &bres); NL(fl, dummy); /* # of brackets if initial b-bracket fails */

fscanf(fl,"%d", &iintervals); NL(fl, dummy); /* # of mymnbrak-"intervals" */

fscanf(fl,"%s", iterfilenamebase); NL(fl, dummy); /* outfilename */

fscanf(fl,"%Lf", &minmax); NL(fl, dummy); /* factor for rootbyfunc +-1 -> min or max */

fscanf(fl,"%d %d", &qp0, &qpx); NL(fl, dummy); /* start and end number of p/q values in FLS*/

fscanf(fl,"%d %d", &cfn, &cfp); NL(fl, dummy); /* number of cf coeff. and period */

for (i=0;i<cfn;i++) fscanf(fl,"%d ", &cfa[i]); NL(fl, dummy);

INTERVALS=(long double)(iintervals);

if (sln==0) {slnmin=1; slnmax=4;}

else {slnmin=sln; slnmax=sln;}

if (bxx<b00) {tmp=b00; b00=bxx; bxx=tmp;}

if (bres<1) bres=1;

if (qp0<1) qp0=1;

if (qpx<qp0) qpx=qp0;

if (cfp>cfn) cfp=1;
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for (i=cfn;i<=qpx;i++) cfa[i]=cfa[cfn-cfp+(i-cfn)%cfp];

qq[0]=1; pp[0]=cfa[0];

qq[1]=cfa[1]; pp[1]=pp[0]*cfa[1]+1;

qqh[0]=1; pph[0]=cfa[0];

qqh[1]=cfa[1]; pph[1]=pp[0]*cfa[1]+1;

omega[0]=((long double)(qq[0]))/((long double)(pp[0]));

omega[1]=((long double)(qq[1]))/((long double)(pp[1]));

a0min=a00; b0=b00;

if (a00<=omega[1]) { a0min=omega[1]; b0=0.0L; }

for (i=2;i<=qpx;i++) {

qq[i]=cfa[i]*qq[i-1]+qq[i-2];

pp[i]=cfa[i]*pp[i-1]+pp[i-2];

qqh[i]=qq[i-1]+qq[i-2];

pph[i]=pp[i-1]+pp[i-2];

omega[i]=((long double)(qq[i]))/((long double)(pp[i]));

if (a00<=omega[i]) { a0min=omega[i]; b0=0.0L; }

}

if (b0<=0.0L) b0=0.0L; else b0=b00;

if (minmax<0.0L) minmax=-1.0L; else minmax=1.0L;

}

void prepoutfiles(void)

{

char ctmp[60];

int i;

strcpy(iterfilename,iterfilenamebase);

strcpy(ctmp,""); mkstr(&ctmp[0],qp0); strcat(iterfilename,ctmp);

strcat(iterfilename,"_");

strcpy(ctmp,""); mkstr(&ctmp[0],qpx); strcat(iterfilename,ctmp);

strcat(iterfilename,".s");

strcpy(ctmp,""); mkstr(&ctmp[0],sln); strcat(iterfilename,ctmp);

fl1=fopen(iterfilename, "w");

fprintf(fl1,"# Symm.l.: %2d \n", sln);

fprintf(fl1,"# a0: %10.7Lf , ax: %10.7Lf , astep: %10.7Lf \n", a0min, a0max, a0step);

fprintf(fl1,"# ymin: %10.7Lf , yguess: %10.7Lf , ymax: %10.7Lf \n", ymin, yguess, ymax);

fprintf(fl1,"# b0: %10.7Lf , bguess: %10.7Lf , bx: %10.7Lf \n", b0, bguess, bxx);

fprintf(fl1,"# bres: %10d , inters: %10.0Lf \n", bres, INTERVALS);

fprintf(fl1,"# ");

for (i=qp0; i<=qpx; i++) fprintf(fl1,"[%d]=%lu/%lu, ", i, qq[i], pp[i]);

fprintf(fl1,"~%.18Lf\n", ((long double)(qq[qpx]))/((long double)(pp[qpx])));

fprintf(fl1,"#%4s%24s%24s%24s%24s%24s%10s%10s%5s\n",

"[n]", "a", "b", "y", "bdiff", "ydiff", "c1", "c2", "ret");

fprintf(fl1,"# codes: 1 max, -1 min, 2 leaving b-range, -2 entering b-range\n");

fprintf(fl1,"# 0 pseudo-extr. outside b-range\n");

fprintf(fl1,"# (n*1000+m)*100+N boundaries - found after n+m iterations/ bound N extrema \n\n");

strcpy(iterfilename,iterfilenamebase);

strcpy(ctmp,""); mkstr(&ctmp[0],qp0); strcat(iterfilename,ctmp);

strcat(iterfilename,"_");
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strcpy(ctmp,""); mkstr(&ctmp[0],qpx); strcat(iterfilename,ctmp);

strcat(iterfilename,"quick.s");

strcpy(ctmp,""); mkstr(&ctmp[0],sln); strcat(iterfilename,ctmp);

fl2=fopen(iterfilename, "w");

fprintf(fl2,"# Symm.l.: %2d \n", sln);

fprintf(fl2,"# a0: %10.7Lf , ax: %10.7Lf , astep: %10.7Lf \n", a0min, a0max, a0step);

fprintf(fl2,"# ymin: %10.7Lf , yguess: %10.7Lf , ymax: %10.7Lf \n", ymin, yguess, ymax);

fprintf(fl2,"# b0: %10.7Lf , bguess: %10.7Lf , bx: %10.7Lf \n", b0, bguess, bxx);

fprintf(fl2,"# bres: %10d , inters: %10.0Lf \n", bres, INTERVALS);

fprintf(fl2,"# ");

for (i=qp0; i<=qpx; i++) fprintf(fl2,"[%d]=%lu/%lu, ", i, qq[i], pp[i]);

fprintf(fl2,"~%.18Lf\n", ((long double)(qq[qpx]))/((long double)(pp[qpx])));

fprintf(fl2,"#%25s%25s%25s\n", "a_crit", "b_crit", "y");

strcpy(iterfilename,iterfilenamebase);

strcpy(ctmp,""); mkstr(&ctmp[0],qp0); strcat(iterfilename,ctmp);

strcat(iterfilename,"_");

strcpy(ctmp,""); mkstr(&ctmp[0],qpx); strcat(iterfilename,ctmp);

strcat(iterfilename,"calc.s");

strcpy(ctmp,""); mkstr(&ctmp[0],sln); strcat(iterfilename,ctmp);

fl3=fopen(iterfilename, "w");

fprintf(fl3,"# Symm.l.: %2d \n", sln);

fprintf(fl3,"# a0: %10.7Lf , ax: %10.7Lf , astep: %10.7Lf \n", a0min, a0max, a0step);

fprintf(fl3,"# ymin: %10.7Lf , yguess: %10.7Lf , ymax: %10.7Lf \n", ymin, yguess, ymax);

fprintf(fl3,"# b0: %10.7Lf , bguess: %10.7Lf , bx: %10.7Lf \n", b0, bguess, bxx);

fprintf(fl3,"# bres: %10d , inters: %10.0Lf \n", bres, INTERVALS);

fprintf(fl3,"# ");

for (i=qp0; i<=qpx; i++) fprintf(fl3,"[%d]=%lu/%lu, ", i, qq[i], pp[i]);

fprintf(fl3,"~%.18Lf\n", ((long double)(qq[qpx]))/((long double)(pp[qpx])));

fprintf(fl3,"#%4s%24s%24s%24s\n", "[n]", "a", "b", "y");

}

void maincalc()

{

const long double TINY=10.0L*LDBL_EPSILON;

long double ybraca, ybracb, ybracc, bbraca, bbracc, sol[50][8];

long double ymintmp, ymaxtmp, tmp;

int okbrac, innercurve;

for (a0=a0min;a0<=a0max; a0+=a0step) {

bbraca=b0; bbracc=bxx;

qpi=qp0; selectfiterfuncs(qpi,sln);

ybraca=ymin; ybracb=yguess; ybracc=ymax;

if((okbrac=mymnbrac(&ybraca, &ybracb, &ybracc, INTERVALS, rootbyfunc,

sln, qq[qp0], pp[qp0], bbraca, bbracc))>=1)

sol[qp0][1]=-minmax*brent(ybraca, ybracb, ybracc, rootbyfunc,

sln, qq[qp0], pp[qp0], bbraca, bbracc, &sol[qp0][0]);

sol[qpi][6]=0.0L;

sol[qpi][7]=0.0L;
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qpi=qp0+1; selectfiterfuncs(qpi,sln);

ybraca=ymin; ybracb=sol[qp0][0]; ybracc=ymax;

if((okbrac=mymnbrac(&ybraca, &ybracb, &ybracc, INTERVALS, rootbyfunc,

sln, qq[qp0+1], pp[qp0+1], bbraca, bbracc))>=1)

sol[qp0+1][1]=-minmax*brent(ybraca, ybracb, ybracc, rootbyfunc,

sln, qq[qp0+1], pp[qp0+1], bbraca, bbracc, &sol[qp0+1][0]);

if (-minmax*sol[qp0][1]>-minmax*sol[qp0+1][1]) {

bbraca=sol[qp0+1][1]; bbracc=sol[qp0][1]; innercurve=qp0;

ybracb=sol[qp0][0];

ybraca=rootybfunc(bbracc, sln, qq[qp0+1], pp[qp0+1],

-1.0L/SMALL, (3.0L*ybracb+ymin)/4.0L, ybracb, (ybracb-ymin)/INTERVALS);

if (fabsl(ybraca-ERROR)<SMALL) {

ybraca=rootybfunc(bbracc, sln, qq[qp0+1], pp[qp0+1],

-1.0L/SMALL, ymin, ybracb, (ybracb-ymin)/INTERVALS/INTERVALS);

if (fabsl(ybraca-ERROR)<SMALL) ymintmp=ymin; else ymintmp=ybraca;

}

else ymintmp=ybraca;

ybracc=rootybfunc(bbracc, sln, qq[qp0+1], pp[qp0+1],

ybracb, (3.0*ybracb+ymax)/4.0L, 1.0L/SMALL, (ymax-ybracb)/INTERVALS);

if (fabsl(ybracc-ERROR)<SMALL) {

ybracc=rootybfunc(bbracc, sln, qq[qp0+1], pp[qp0+1],

ybracb, ymax, 1.0L/SMALL, (ymax-ybracb)/INTERVALS/INTERVALS);

if (fabsl(ybracc-ERROR)<SMALL) ymaxtmp=ymax; else ymaxtmp=ybracc;

}

else ymaxtmp=ybracc;

sol[qp0][2]=0.0L; sol[qp0][3]=0.0L;

sol[qp0][4]=0.0L; sol[qp0][5]=0.0L;

invquadfit(sol[qp0][1] - sol[qp0+1][1], ymintmp-sol[qp0+1][0], ymaxtmp-sol[qp0+1][0],

&sol[qp0+1][2], &sol[qp0+1][3]);

invcubfit(sol[qp0][1] - sol[qp0+1][1], ymintmp-sol[qp0+1][0], ymaxtmp-sol[qp0+1][0],

&sol[qp0+1][4], &sol[qp0+1][5]);

}

else {

bbraca=sol[qp0][1]; bbracc=sol[qp0+1][1]; innercurve=qp0+1;

ybracb=sol[qp0+1][0];

selectfiterfuncs(qp0,sln);

ybraca=rootybfunc(bbracc, sln, qq[qp0], pp[qp0],

-1.0L/SMALL, (3.0L*ybracb+ymin)/4.0L, ybracb, (ybracb-ymin)/INTERVALS);

if (fabsl(ybraca-ERROR)<SMALL) ymintmp=ymin; else ymintmp=ybraca;

ybracc=rootybfunc(bbracc, sln, qq[qp0], pp[qp0],

ybracb, (3.0*ybracb+ymax)/4.0L, 1.0L/SMALL, (ymax-ybracb)/INTERVALS);

if (fabsl(ybracc-ERROR)<SMALL) ymaxtmp=ymax; else ymaxtmp=ybracc;

sol[qp0+1][2]=0.0L; sol[qp0+1][3]=0.0L;

sol[qp0+1][4]=0.0L; sol[qp0+1][5]=0.0L;

invquadfit(sol[qp0+1][1] - sol[qp0][1], ymintmp-sol[qp0][0], ymaxtmp-sol[qp0][0],

&sol[qp0][2], &sol[qp0][3]);

invcubfit(sol[qp0+1][1] - sol[qp0][1], ymintmp-sol[qp0][0], ymaxtmp-sol[qp0][0],

&sol[qp0][4], &sol[qp0][5]);

}
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sol[qpi][6]=sol[qpi-1][0]-sol[qpi][0];

sol[qpi][7]=sol[qpi-1][1]-sol[qpi][1];

for (qpi=qp0; qpi<=qp0+1; qpi+=1) {

fprintf(fl1, "%5d%24.19Lf%24.19Lf%24.19Lf%24.19Lf%24.19Lf%10.3Lg%10.3Lg%5d\n",

qpi, a0, sol[qpi][1], sol[qpi][0], sol[qpi][7], sol[qpi][6],

sol[qpi][4], sol[qpi][5], okbrac);

}

for (qpi=qp0+2; qpi<=qpx; qpi+=1) {

do {

tmp=qqh[qpi]; qqh[qpi]=qq[qpi]; qq[qpi]=tmp; /* if not [..,1,1,1,...], try 1's 1st */

tmp=pph[qpi]; pph[qpi]=pp[qpi]; pp[qpi]=tmp;

selectfiterfuncs(qpi,sln);

if (((qpi+innercurve)/2)*2==qpi+innercurve) /* if not only 1's, sol[qpi] on 2nd try */

ybracb=(pp[qpi]<=pph[qpi]? sol[qpi-2][0] :sol[qpi][0]);

else ybracb=sol[qpi-1][0];

ybraca=rootybfunc(bbracc, sln, qq[qpi], pp[qpi],

ymintmp, (3.0L*ybracb+ymintmp)/4.0L, ybracb, (ybracb-ymintmp)/INTERVALS);

if (fabsl(ybraca-ERROR)<SMALL) ybraca=ymintmp; else ymintmp=(ybraca+=TINY);

ybracc=rootybfunc(bbracc, sln, qq[qpi], pp[qpi],

ybracb, (3.0*ybracb+ymaxtmp)/4.0L, ymaxtmp, (ymaxtmp-ybracb)/INTERVALS);

if (fabsl(ybracc-ERROR)<SMALL) ybracc=ymaxtmp; else ymaxtmp=(ybracc-=TINY);

if((okbrac=mymnbrac(&ybraca, &ybracb, &ybracc, INTERVALS, rootbyfunc,

sln, qq[qpi], pp[qpi], bbraca, bbracc))>=1) {

sol[qpi][1]=-minmax*brent(ybraca, ybracb, ybracc, rootbyfunc,

sln, qq[qpi], pp[qpi], bbraca, bbracc, &sol[qpi][0]);

if (((qpi+innercurve)/2)*2==qpi+innercurve) bbracc=sol[qpi][1];

else bbraca=sol[qpi][1];

}

} while (pp[qpi]<pph[qpi]);

invquadfit( ((((qpi+innercurve)/2)*2==qpi+innercurve)?sol[qpi-2][1]:sol[qpi-1][1])-sol[qpi][1],

ymintmp-sol[qpi][0], ymaxtmp-sol[qpi][0],

&sol[qpi][2], &sol[qpi][3]);

invcubfit( ((((qpi+innercurve)/2)*2==qpi+innercurve)?sol[qpi-2][1]:sol[qpi-1][1])-sol[qpi][1],

ymintmp-sol[qpi][0], ymaxtmp-sol[qpi][0],

&sol[qpi][4], &sol[qpi][5]);

sol[qpi][6]=sol[qpi-1][0]-sol[qpi][0];

sol[qpi][7]=sol[qpi-1][1]-sol[qpi][1];

fprintf(fl1, "%5d%24.19Lf%24.19Lf%24.19Lf%24.19Lf%24.19Lf%10.3Lg%10.3Lg%5d\n",

qpi, a0, sol[qpi][1], sol[qpi][0], sol[qpi][7], sol[qpi][6],

sol[qpi][4], sol[qpi][5], okbrac);

if (qpi==qpx-13 || qpi==qpx-12 || qpi==qpx-1 || qpi==qpx)

fprintf(fl3, "%5d%24.19Lf%24.19Lf%24.19Lf\n",

qpi, a0, sol[qpi][1], sol[qpi][0]);
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fflush(fl1);

fflush(fl3);

}

fprintf(fl1, "%5d%24.19Lf%24.19Lf%24.19Lf\n",

10*qpx-1, a0, (sol[qpx][1]+sol[qpx-1][1])/2.0L, (sol[qpx][0]+sol[qpx-1][0])/2.0L);

if (qpx-qp0>12) {

fprintf(fl1, "%5d%24.19Lf%24.19Lf%24.19Lf\n",

10*qpx, a0, sol[qpx-1][1]+(sol[qpx][1]-sol[qpx-1][1])*(sol[qpx-1][1]-sol[qpx-13][1])/

((sol[qpx-12][1]-sol[qpx-13][1])-(sol[qpx][1]-sol[qpx-1][1])),

sol[qpx-1][0]+(sol[qpx][0]-sol[qpx-1][0])*(sol[qpx-1][0]-sol[qpx-13][0])/

((sol[qpx-12][0]-sol[qpx-13][0])-(sol[qpx][0]-sol[qpx-1][0])));

fprintf(fl2, "%24.19Lf%24.19Lf%24.19Lf\n",

a0, sol[qpx-1][1]+(sol[qpx][1]-sol[qpx-1][1])*(sol[qpx-1][1]-sol[qpx-13][1])/

((sol[qpx-12][1]-sol[qpx-13][1])-(sol[qpx][1]-sol[qpx-1][1])),

sol[qpx-1][0]+(sol[qpx][0]-sol[qpx-1][0])*(sol[qpx-1][0]-sol[qpx-13][0])/

((sol[qpx-12][0]-sol[qpx-13][0])-(sol[qpx][0]-sol[qpx-1][0])));

fprintf(fl3, "%5s%24.19Lf%24.19Lf%24.19Lf\n",

"", a0, sol[qpx-1][1]+(sol[qpx][1]-sol[qpx-1][1])*(sol[qpx-1][1]-sol[qpx-13][1])/

((sol[qpx-12][1]-sol[qpx-13][1])-(sol[qpx][1]-sol[qpx-1][1])),

sol[qpx-1][0]+(sol[qpx][0]-sol[qpx-1][0])*(sol[qpx-1][0]-sol[qpx-13][0])/

((sol[qpx-12][0]-sol[qpx-13][0])-(sol[qpx][0]-sol[qpx-1][0])));

}

fprintf(fl1, "\n");

fprintf(fl3, "\n");

fflush(fl2);

}

}

void invquadfit(long double bdiff, long double ymindiff, long double ymaxdiff,

long double *coeff1, long double *coeff2)

{

*coeff2=bdiff/(ymindiff-ymaxdiff)*(1.0L/ymindiff-1.0L/ymaxdiff);

*coeff1=-(*coeff2)*ymindiff+bdiff/ymindiff;

}

long double quadfit(long double yyy, long double quadpars[6])

{

long double tmp=(yyy-quadpars[0]);

return (quadpars[1]+quadpars[2]*tmp+quadpars[3]*tmp*tmp);

}

void invcubfit(long double bdiff, long double ymindiff, long double ymaxdiff,

long double *coeff1, long double *coeff2)

{

*coeff2=bdiff/(ymindiff-ymaxdiff)*(1.0L/ymindiff/ymindiff-1.0L/ymaxdiff/ymaxdiff);

*coeff1=-(*coeff2)*ymindiff+bdiff/ymindiff/ymindiff;

}

long double cubfit(long double yyy, long double quadpars[6])

{

long double tmp=(yyy-quadpars[0]);
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return (quadpars[1]+quadpars[4]*tmp*tmp+quadpars[5]*tmp*tmp*tmp);

}

long double qcfit(long double yyy, long double quadpars[6])

{

long double tmp=(yyy-quadpars[0]), tmpq, tmpc, tmpu, tmpd;

tmpq=(quadpars[1]+quadpars[2]*tmp+quadpars[3]*tmp*tmp);

tmpc=(quadpars[1]+quadpars[4]*tmp*tmp+quadpars[5]*tmp*tmp*tmp);

tmpu=((tmp=(tmpq>tmpc? tmpq : tmpc))>quadpars[1]? tmp : quadpars[1]);

tmpd=((tmp=(tmpq<tmpc? tmpq : tmpc))>quadpars[1]? tmp : quadpars[1]);

return (tmpu+tmpd)/2.0L;

}

long double rootybfunc(long double bbb, int sss, unsigned long int qqq, unsigned long int ppp,

long double y0tmp, long double yyy, long double yxxtmp, long double ybracsize0)

{

int brakno=2, ok=0;

long double bracl=yyy, bracu=yyy+ybracsize0;

if ((*fiterfunc)(bbb, y0tmp, sss, qqq, ppp)*(*fiterfunc)(bbb, yxxtmp, sss, qqq, ppp)>= 0.0)

ok=zbrac2(*fiterfunc, bbb, sss, qqq, ppp, y0tmp, yxxtmp, &bracl, &bracu);

else { bracl=y0tmp; bracu=yxxtmp; ok=1;}

if (ok>0) return zbrent2(*fiterfunc, bbb, sss, qqq, ppp, bracl, bracu);

else return ERROR;

}

long double rootbyfunc(long double y, int sss, unsigned long int qqq, unsigned long int ppp,

long double b0tmp, long double bxxtmp)

{

int brakno=2;

if ((*fiterfunc)(b0tmp, y, sss, qqq, ppp)*(*fiterfunc)(bxxtmp, y, sss, qqq, ppp)>= 0.0)

zbrak(*fiterfunc, y, sss, qqq, ppp, b0tmp, bxxtmp, bres, &brakl[0], &braku[0], &brakno);

else { brakno=1; brakl[1]=b0tmp; braku[1]=bxxtmp; }

if (brakno>0) return -minmax*zbrent(*fiterfunc, y, sss, qqq, ppp, brakl[brakno], braku[brakno]);

else return 5.0L+fabsl(sqrtl(1.0L-omega[qpi]/a0)-fabsl(y));

/* else return fabsl(y-10.0L*sqrtl(1.0L-omega/a0)); */

}

/* find x0(y0) so that point lies on symmetry line */

inline long double findx0(long double aa0, long double yy0, int symmln)

{

long double tmp;

switch (symmln) {

case 1: {tmp=0.0L; break;}

case 2: {tmp=0.5L; break;}

case 3: {tmp=aa0/2.0L*(1.0L-yy0*yy0); break;}

case 4: {tmp=aa0/2.0L*(1.0L-yy0*yy0)+0.5L; break;}

default: {tmp=0.0L; printf("Uhoh - sln...\n");}

}
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/* x modulo 1

while (tmp> 0.5L-SMALL) tmp=tmp-1.0L;

while (tmp< -0.5-SMALL) tmp=tmp+1.0L; */

return tmp;

}

long double fiter2funcoe0(long double b, long double y,

int sss, unsigned long int qqq, unsigned long int ppp)

{

register unsigned long int i, qf;

register long double xxtmp, yytmp;

if (sss==1) qf=(qqq-1)/2; else qf=(qqq+1)/2;

xxtmp=findx0(a0, y, sss); yytmp=y;

for (i=1;i<=ppp/2;i++) {

ntmapstep(xxtmp, yytmp, a0, b);

if (xxtmp>1.0L) if (qf>0) {xxtmp-=1.0L; qf--;}

}

xxtmp-=((long double)(qf));

if (sss==1) {smoothen(xxtmp-0.5L,xxtmp);}

else {smoothen(xxtmp,xxtmp);}

return xxtmp;

}

long double fiter2funcoe1(long double b, long double y,

int sss, unsigned long int qqq, unsigned long int ppp)

{

register unsigned long int i, j, jj, qf, pf;

register long double xxtmp, yytmp;

if (sss==3) qf=(qqq-1)/2; else qf=(qqq+1)/2;

xxtmp=findx0(a0, y, sss); yytmp=y;

for (i=1;i<=ppp/2;i++) {

ntmapstep(xxtmp, yytmp, a0, b);

if (xxtmp>1.0L) if (qf>0) {xxtmp-=1.0L; qf--;}

}

xxtmp-=((long double)(qf));

if (sss==3) {smoothen(xxtmp-a0/2.0L*(1.0L-yytmp*yytmp)-0.5L,xxtmp);}

else {smoothen(xxtmp-a0/2.0L*(1.0L-yytmp*yytmp),xxtmp);}

return xxtmp;

}

long double fiter2funcoo0(long double b, long double y,

int sss, unsigned long int qqq, unsigned long int ppp)

{

register unsigned long int i, qf;

register long double xxtmp, yytmp;

if (sss==1) qf=(qqq-1)/2; else qf=(qqq+1)/2;

xxtmp=findx0(a0, y, sss); yytmp=y;

for (i=1;i<=(ppp+1)/2;i++) {

ntmapstep(xxtmp, yytmp, a0, b);
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if (xxtmp>1.0L) if (qf>0) {xxtmp-=1.0L; qf--;}

}

xxtmp-=((long double)(qf));

if (sss==1) {smoothen(xxtmp-a0/2.0L*(1.0L-yytmp*yytmp)-0.5L,xxtmp);}

else {smoothen(xxtmp-a0/2.0L*(1.0L-yytmp*yytmp),xxtmp);}

return xxtmp;

}

long double fiter2funcoo1(long double b, long double y,

int sss, unsigned long int qqq, unsigned long int ppp)

{

register unsigned long int i, qf;

register long double xxtmp, yytmp;

if (sss==3) qf=(qqq-1)/2; else qf=(qqq+1)/2;

xxtmp=findx0(a0, y, sss); yytmp=y;

for (i=1;i<=(ppp-1)/2;i++) {

ntmapstep(xxtmp, yytmp, a0, b);

if (xxtmp>1.0L) if (qf>0) {xxtmp-=1.0L; qf--;}

}

xxtmp-=((long double)(qf));

if (sss==3) {smoothen(xxtmp-0.5L,xxtmp);}

else {smoothen(xxtmp, xxtmp);}

return xxtmp;

}

long double fiter2funceo0(long double b, long double y,

int sss, unsigned long int qqq, unsigned long int ppp)

{

register unsigned long int i, qf;

register long double xxtmp, yytmp;

qf=qqq/2;

xxtmp=findx0(a0, y, sss); yytmp=y;

for (i=1;i<=(ppp+1)/2;i++) {

ntmapstep(xxtmp, yytmp, a0, b);

if (xxtmp>1.0L) if (qf>0) {xxtmp-=1.0L; qf--;}

}

xxtmp-=((long double)(qf));

if (sss==1) {smoothen(xxtmp-a0/2.0L*(1.0L-yytmp*yytmp), xxtmp);}

else {smoothen(xxtmp-a0/2.0L*(1.0L-yytmp*yytmp)-0.5L, xxtmp);}

return xxtmp;

}

long double fiter2funceo1(long double b, long double y,

int sss, unsigned long int qqq, unsigned long int ppp)

{

register unsigned long int i, qf;

register long double xxtmp, yytmp;

qf=qqq/2;

xxtmp=findx0(a0, y, sss); yytmp=y;

for (i=1;i<=(ppp-1)/2;i++) {
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ntmapstep(xxtmp, yytmp, a0, b);

if (xxtmp>1.0L) if (qf>0) {xxtmp-=1.0L; qf--;}

}

xxtmp-=((long double)(qf));

if (sss==3) {smoothen(xxtmp,xxtmp);}

else {smoothen(xxtmp-0.5L, xxtmp);}

return xxtmp;

}

void selectfiterfuncs(int sqpi, int ssln)

{

/* function selection for all possible q/p-combos */

if (2*(pp[sqpi]/2)==pp[sqpi]) { /* p even (-> q odd) */

if (ssln<=2) fiterfunc=&fiter2funcoe0; /* I_0^i -> I_0^(1-i) after p/2, (q+-1)/2 */

else fiterfunc=&fiter2funcoe1; /* I_1^i -> I_1^(i-1) after p/2, (q+-1)/2 */

}

else { /* p odd */

if (ssln<=2) {

if (2*(qq[sqpi]/2)==qq[sqpi]) /* q even */

fiterfunc=&fiter2funceo0; /* I_0^i -> I_1^i after (p+1)/2, q/2 */

else fiterfunc=&fiter2funcoo0; /* I_0^i -> I_1^(1-i) after (p+1)/2, (q+-1)/2 */

}

else {

if (2*(qq[sqpi]/2)==qq[sqpi]) /* q even */

fiterfunc=&fiter2funceo1; /* I_0^1 -> I_1^1 after (p+1)/2, q/2 */

else fiterfunc=&fiter2funcoo1; /* I_0^1 -> I_1^0 after (p+1)/2, (q+1)/2 */

}

}

}

void mkstr(char *cnummer, unsigned long int nummer)

{

unsigned long int tmp=nummer;

char tmpstr[160], nostr[160];

strcpy(tmpstr,"");

while (tmp>0) {

switch (tmp-10*(tmp/10)) {

case 1: {strcpy(nostr,"1"); break;}

case 2: {strcpy(nostr,"2"); break;}

case 3: {strcpy(nostr,"3"); break;}

case 4: {strcpy(nostr,"4"); break;}

case 5: {strcpy(nostr,"5"); break;}

case 6: {strcpy(nostr,"6"); break;}

case 7: {strcpy(nostr,"7"); break;}

case 8: {strcpy(nostr,"8"); break;}

case 9: {strcpy(nostr,"9"); break;}

case 0: {strcpy(nostr,"0"); break;}

}

strcat(nostr,tmpstr);

strcpy(tmpstr,nostr);

tmp/=10;

}
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strcpy(cnummer,tmpstr);

}

void zbrak(long double (*fx)(long double, long double, int, unsigned long int, unsigned long int),

long double par0, int par1, unsigned long int par2, unsigned long int par3,

long double x1, long double x2, int nn,

long double xb1[], long double xb2[], int *nb)

{

int nbb, i;

long double x, fp, fc, dx;

nbb=0;

dx=(x2-x1)/nn;

fp=(*fx)(x=x1, par0, par1, par2, par3);

for (i=1;i<=nn;i++) {

fc=(*fx)(x += dx, par0, par1, par2, par3);

if (fc*fp <= 0.0) {

xb1[++nbb]=x-dx;

xb2[nbb]=x;

if (*nb==nbb) return;

}

fp=fc;

}

*nb = nbb;

}

int zbrac2(long double (*func)(long double, long double, int, unsigned long int, unsigned long int),

long double par0, int par1, unsigned long int par2, unsigned long int par3,

long double minbrac, long double maxbrac, long double *x1, long double *x2)

{

int j, NTRY=50;

long double f1, f2, FACTOR=1.6, TOOBIG=0.1L/LDBL_EPSILON;

if (*x1 == *x2) (*x2 += 10.0L*LDBL_EPSILON);

if (*x1 > *x2) { f1=*x1; *x2=*x1; *x1=f1; }

f1=(*func)(par0, *x1, par1, par2, par3);

f2=(*func)(par0, *x2, par1, par2, par3);

for (j=1;j<=NTRY;j++) {

if (f1*f2 < 0.0) return 1;

if (fabsl(f1) < fabsl(f2) && *x1+FACTOR*(*x1 - *x2)>minbrac)

f1=(*func)(par0, *x1 += FACTOR*(*x1 - *x2), par1, par2, par3);

else

f2=(*func)(par0, *x2 += FACTOR*(*x2 - *x1), par1, par2, par3);

if (fabsl(*x2)>TOOBIG || (*x2>maxbrac)) break;

}

return 0;

}

long double zbrent(long double (*func)(long double, long double,

int, unsigned long int, unsigned long int),

long double par0, int par1, unsigned long int par2, unsigned long int par3,
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long double x1, long double x2)

{

long double EPS=LDBL_EPSILON, ztol=LDBL_EPSILON;

int ITMAX=100;

int i;

long double a=x1,b=x2,c=x2,d,e,min1,min2;

long double fa, fb, fc,p,q,r,s,tol1,xm;

fa = (*func)(a, par0, par1, par2, par3); fb = (*func)(b, par0, par1, par2, par3);

if ((fa > 0.0L && fb > 0.0L) || (fa < 0.0L && fb < 0.0L)) return ERROR;

fc=fb;

for (i=1;i<=ITMAX;i++) {

if ((fb > 0.0L && fc > 0.0L) || (fb < 0.0L && fc < 0.0L)) {

c=a;

fc=fa;

e=d=b-a;

}

if (fabsl(fc) < fabsl(fb)) {

a=b;

b=c;

c=a;

fa=fb;

fb=fc;

fc=fa;

}

tol1=2.0L*EPS*fabsl(b)+0.5L*ztol;

xm=0.5L*(c-b);

if (fabsl(xm) <= tol1 || fb == 0.0L) return b;

if (fabsl(e) >= tol1 && fabsl(fa) > fabsl(fb)) {

s=fb/fa;

if (a == c) {

p=2.0L*xm*s;

q=1.0L-s;

} else {

q=fa/fc;

r=fb/fc;

p=s*(2.0L*xm*q*(q-r)-(b-a)*(r-1.0L));

q=(q-1.0L)*(r-1.0L)*(s-1.0L);

}

if (p > 0.0L) q = -q;

p=fabsl(p);

min1=3.0L*xm*q-fabsl(tol1*q);

min2=fabsl(e*q);

if (2.0L*p < (min1 <min2 ? min1 : min2)) {

e=d;

d=p/q;

} else {

d=xm;

e=d;

}

} else {

d=xm;
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e=d;

}

a=b;

fa=fb;

if (fabsl(d) > tol1)

b += d;

else

b += (xm > 0.0L ? fabsl(tol1) : -fabsl(tol1));

fb=(*func)(b, par0, par1, par2, par3);

}

return ERROR;

}

long double zbrent2(long double (*func)(long double, long double,

int, unsigned long int, unsigned long int),

long double par0, int par1, unsigned long int par2, unsigned long int par3,

long double x1, long double x2)

{

long double EPS=LDBL_EPSILON, ztol=LDBL_EPSILON;

int ITMAX=100;

int i;

long double a=x1,b=x2,c=x2,d,e,min1,min2;

long double fa, fb, fc,p,q,r,s,tol1,xm;

fa = (*func)(par0, a, par1, par2, par3); fb = (*func)(par0, b, par1, par2, par3);

if ((fa > 0.0L && fb > 0.0L) || (fa < 0.0L && fb < 0.0L)) return ERROR;

fc=fb;

for (i=1;i<=ITMAX;i++) {

if ((fb > 0.0L && fc > 0.0L) || (fb < 0.0L && fc < 0.0L)) {

c=a;

fc=fa;

e=d=b-a;

}

if (fabsl(fc) < fabsl(fb)) {

a=b;

b=c;

c=a;

fa=fb;

fb=fc;

fc=fa;

}

tol1=2.0L*EPS*fabsl(b)+0.5L*ztol;

xm=0.5L*(c-b);

if (fabsl(xm) <= tol1 || fb == 0.0L) return b;

if (fabsl(e) >= tol1 && fabsl(fa) > fabsl(fb)) {

s=fb/fa;

if (a == c) {

p=2.0L*xm*s;

q=1.0L-s;

} else {

q=fa/fc;

r=fb/fc;
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p=s*(2.0L*xm*q*(q-r)-(b-a)*(r-1.0L));

q=(q-1.0L)*(r-1.0L)*(s-1.0L);

}

if (p > 0.0L) q = -q;

p=fabsl(p);

min1=3.0L*xm*q-fabsl(tol1*q);

min2=fabsl(e*q);

if (2.0L*p < (min1 <min2 ? min1 : min2)) {

e=d;

d=p/q;

} else {

d=xm;

e=d;

}

} else {

d=xm;

e=d;

}

a=b;

fa=fb;

if (fabsl(d) > tol1)

b += d;

else

b += (xm > 0.0L ? fabsl(tol1) : -fabsl(tol1));

fb=(*func)(par0, b, par1, par2, par3);

}

return ERROR;

}

void mnbrac(long double *ax, long double *bx, long double *cx,

long double (*func)(long double, int, unsigned long int, unsigned long int, long double, long double),

int par1, unsigned long int par2, unsigned long int par3, long double par4, long double par5)

{

long double GLIMIT=10.0L, EPS=LDBL_EPSILON, TINY=EPS;

long double GOLD=1.6180339887498948482045868343656381177203091798058L;

long double ulim, u, r, q, fu, dum;

long double fa, fb, fc;

fa = (*func)(*ax, par1, par2, par3, par4, par5); fb = (*func)(*bx, par1, par2, par3, par4, par5);

if (fb > fa) {

SHFT(dum, *ax, *bx, dum);

SHFT(dum, fb, fa, dum);

}

*cx = (*bx) + GOLD*(*bx-*ax);

fc = (*func)(*cx, par1, par2, par3, par4, par5);

while (fb > fc) {

r = (*bx - *ax)*(fb-fc);

q = (*bx - *cx)*(fb-fa);

u = (*bx) -

((*bx - *cx)*q - (*bx - *ax)*r)/(2.0*SIGN(FMAX(fabsl(q-r), TINY),q-r));

ulim = (*bx) + GLIMIT*(*cx-*bx);
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if ((*bx-u)*(u-*cx) > 0.0) {

fu = (*func)(u, par1, par2, par3, par4, par5);

if (fu < fc) {

*ax = (*bx);

*bx = u;

fa = fb;

return;

} else if (fu > fb) {

*cx = u;

fc = fu;

return;

}

u = (*cx) + GOLD*(*cx-*bx);

fu = (*func)(u, par1, par2, par3, par4, par5);

} else if ((*cx-u)*(u-ulim) > 0.0) {

fu = (*func)(u, par1, par2, par3, par4, par5);

if (fu < fc) {

SHFT(*bx, *cx, u, *cx+GOLD*(*cx-*bx));

SHFT(fb, fc, fu, (*func)(u, par1, par2, par3, par4, par5));

}

} else if ((u-ulim)*(ulim-*cx) >= 0.0) {

u = ulim;

fu = (*func)(u, par1, par2, par3, par4, par5);

} else {

u = (*cx) + GOLD*(*cx-*bx);

fu = (*func)(u, par1, par2, par3, par4, par5);

}

SHFT(*ax, *bx, *cx, u);

SHFT(fa, fb, fc, fu);

}

}

int mymnbrac(long double *ax, long double *bx, long double *cx, long double distf,

long double (*func)(long double, int, unsigned long int, unsigned long int, long double, long double),

int par1, unsigned long int par2, unsigned long int par3, long double par4, long double par5)

/* find minimum bracket between *ax and *cx, i.e. f(*bx)<f(*ax),

f(*bx)<f(*cx), where *ax and *cx must not be exceeded;

return values: 1 - minimum found, 2 - boundary found, 0 - bracket size too small,

-i - no convergence after i attempts, -1 - nothing worked */

{

long double GLIMIT=5.0L, EPS=LDBL_EPSILON, TINY=EPS;

long double GOLD=1.6180339887498948482045868343656381177203091798058L;

int NTRY=10;

long double ulim, u, r, q, fu, dum;

long double fa, fb, fc, a0=*ax, b0=*bx, c0=*cx, distx;

int i;

if (fabsl(*ax-*cx)<5.0L*TINY) return 0; /* bracket size too small */

distx=(*cx-*ax)/distf; if (fabsl(distx)<5.0L*TINY) distx=5.0L*TINY;

if ((*ax-*bx)*(*bx-*cx)<0) *bx=(*ax + *cx)/2.0L; b0=*bx; /* need *bx inside bracket */

fa = (*func)(a0, par1, par2, par3, par4, par5);
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fb = (*func)(b0, par1, par2, par3, par4, par5);

fc = (*func)(c0, par1, par2, par3, par4, par5);

if (fa>fb && fc>fb) { /* bracket already found */

if (fa<=5.0L && fc <=5.0L) return 1;

else {

if (fa> 5.0L) {

*ax=(3.0L*a0+b0)/4.0L;

fa = (*func)(*ax, par1, par2, par3, par4, par5);

}

if (fc> 5.0L) {

*cx=(3.0L*c0+b0)/4.0L;

fc = (*func)(*cx, par1, par2, par3, par4, par5);

}

if (fa>fb && fc>fb) return ((fa<=5.0L && fc<=5.0L)? 1: 2);

else {

*ax=a0; *cx=c0;

return 2;

}

}

}

*ax=b0; *bx=b0+distx/2.0L; *cx=b0+distx; /* try search from center of bracket */

fa = (*func)(*ax, par1, par2, par3, par4, par5);

fb = (*func)(*bx, par1, par2, par3, par4, par5);

fc = (*func)(*cx, par1, par2, par3, par4, par5);

if (fa>fb && fc>fb) return ((fa<=5.0L && fc<=5.0L)? 1: 2); /* bracket inside start interval */

*bx=*cx; fb=fc;

if (fb > fa) {

SHFT(dum, *ax, *bx, dum);

SHFT(dum, fb, fa, dum);

SHFT(dum, a0, c0, dum);

distx=-distx;

}

*cx = (*bx) + GOLD*(*bx-*ax);

fc = (*func)(*cx, par1, par2, par3, par4, par5);

for (i=1;i<=NTRY;i++) {

while (fb > fc && (c0-*cx)*(*cx-*bx)>0.0L) {

r = (*bx - *ax)*(fb-fc);

q = (*bx - *cx)*(fb-fa);

u = (*bx) -

((*bx - *cx)*q - (*bx - *ax)*r)/(2.0*SIGN(FMAX(fabsl(q-r), TINY),q-r));

ulim = (*bx) + GLIMIT*(*cx-*bx); /* allowed limit for interpolation */

if ((c0-ulim)*(*cx-*bx)<0.0L) ulim=c0-distx;

if ((*bx-u)*(u-*cx) > 0.0) { /* parabolic u between *bx and *cx */

fu = (*func)(u, par1, par2, par3, par4, par5);

if (fu < fc) {

*ax = (*bx);

*bx = u;

fa = fb;

return ((fa<=5.0L && fc<=5.0L)? 1: 2);
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} else if (fu > fb) {

*cx = u;

fc = fu;

return ((fa<=5.0L && fc<=5.0L)? 1: 2);

}

u = (*cx) + GOLD*(*cx-*bx);

fu = (*func)(u, par1, par2, par3, par4, par5);

} else if ((*cx-u)*(u-ulim) > 0.0) { /* parabolic u between *cx and limit */

fu = (*func)(u, par1, par2, par3, par4, par5);

if (fu < fc) {

SHFT(*bx, *cx, u, *cx+GOLD*(*cx-*bx));

SHFT(fb, fc, fu, (*func)(u, par1, par2, par3, par4, par5));

}

} else if ((u-ulim)*(ulim-*cx) >= 0.0) {

u = ulim;

fu = (*func)(u, par1, par2, par3, par4, par5);

} else {

u = (*cx) + GOLD*(*cx-*bx);

fu = (*func)(u, par1, par2, par3, par4, par5);

}

SHFT(*ax, *bx, *cx, u);

SHFT(fa, fb, fc, fu);

}

if (fb < fc && (c0-*cx)*(*cx-*bx)>0.0L) return ((fa<=5.0L && fc<=5.0L)? 1: 2);

if ((c0-*cx)*(*cx-*bx)<=0.0L) {

*cx=c0;

fc = (*func)(*cx, par1, par2, par3, par4, par5);

if (fb < fc) return ((fa <=5.0L && fc<=5.0L)? 1: 2);

}

c0=b0; b0=(a0+c0)/2.0L;

if (i==NTRY) { /* last try */

*ax=a0; *bx=a0+distx/2.0L; *cx=a0+distx;

if ((*cx-c0)*(*cx-*bx)>0.0) {

*cx=c0; *bx=(*ax+*cx)/2.0L;

}

fa = (*func)(*ax, par1, par2, par3, par4, par5);

fb = (*func)(*bx, par1, par2, par3, par4, par5);

fc = (*func)(*cx, par1, par2, par3, par4, par5);

if (fa>fb && fc>fb) return ((fa <=5.0L && fc<=5.0L)? 1: 2); /* bracket inside start interval */

*bx=*cx; fb=fc;

if (fb>fa) return -i; /* wrong bracket direction */

}

if (i<NTRY) { /* try again, in ignored end of bracket */

*ax=b0; *bx=*ax+distx/2.0L; *cx=*ax+distx;

if ((*cx-c0)*(*cx-*bx)>0.0) {

i=NTRY;

*cx=c0; *bx=(*ax+*cx)/2.0L;

}

fa = (*func)(*ax, par1, par2, par3, par4, par5);

fb = (*func)(*bx, par1, par2, par3, par4, par5);
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fc = (*func)(*cx, par1, par2, par3, par4, par5);

if (fa>fb && fc>fb) return ((fa<=5.0L && fc<=5.0L)? 1: 2); /* bracket inside start interval */

*bx=*cx; fb=fc;

if (fb > fa) {

SHFT(dum, *ax, *bx, dum);

SHFT(dum, fb, fa, dum);

SHFT(dum, a0, c0, dum);

distx=-distx;

}

}

*cx = (*bx) + GOLD*(*bx-*ax);

fc = (*func)(*cx, par1, par2, par3, par4, par5);

}

if (fb < fc && (c0-*cx)*(*cx-*bx)>0.0L) return ((fa<=5.0L && fc<=5.0L)? 1: 2);

else return -1;

}

long double brent(long double ax, long double bx, long double cx,

long double (*f)(long double, int, unsigned long int, unsigned long int, long double, long double),

int par1, unsigned long int par2, unsigned long int par3, long double par4, long double par5,

long double *xmin)

{

long double ITMAX=100, ZEPS=LDBL_EPSILON, tol=sqrtl(ZEPS);

long double CGOLD=0.3819660112501051517954131656343618822796908201942L;

int iter;

long double a,b,d,etemp,fu,fv,fw,fx,p,q,r,tol1,tol2,u,v,w,x,xm,e=0.0L;

a=(ax < cx ? ax : cx);

b=(ax > cx ? ax : cx);

x=w=v=bx;

fw=fv=fx=(*f)(x, par1, par2, par3, par4, par5);

for (iter=1; iter<=ITMAX; iter++) {

xm=0.5L*(a+b);

tol2= 2.0L*(tol1=tol*fabsl(x)+ZEPS);

if (fabsl(x-xm) <= (tol2-0.5L*(b-a))) {

*xmin = x;

return fx;

}

if (fabsl(e) > tol1) {

r = (x-w)*(fx-fv);

q = (x-v)*(fx-fw);

p = (x-v)*q - (x-w)*r;

q = 2.0L*(q-r);

if (q > 0.0L) p = -p;

q = fabsl(q);

etemp=e;

e=d;

if (fabsl(p) >= fabsl(0.5L*q*etemp) || p <= q*(a-x) || p >= q*(b-x))

d = CGOLD*(e=(x >= xm ? a-x : b-x));

else {

d = p/q;

u = x+d;
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if (u-a < tol2 || b-u < tol2)

d = SIGN(tol1,xm-x);

}

} else {

d = CGOLD*(e=(x >= xm ? a-x : b-x));

}

u = (fabsl(d) >= tol1 ? x+d : x+SIGN(tol1,d));

fu = (*f)(u, par1, par2, par3, par4, par5);

if (fu <= fx) {

if (u >= x) a = x; else b = x;

SHFT(v,w,x,u);

SHFT(fv,fw,fx,fu);

} else {

if (u < x) a = u; else b = u;

if (fu <= fw || w == x) {

v=w;

w=u;

fv=fw;

fw=fu;

} else if (fu <= fv || v == x || v == w) {

v = u;

fv = fu;

}

}

}

*xmin = x;

return ERROR;

}

int qsortcompare(const void *a, const void *b)

{

return (((long double *)a)[0]<((long double *)b)[0]?

1 : (((long double *)a)[0]>((long double *)b)[0] ? -1 : 0));

}

A typical input �le of this algorithm, close to the breakup of the central
shearless torus of winding number 1/γ2, is
1 ! sln (1: I_0^0, 2: I_0^1, 3: I_1^0, 4: I_1^1, 0: all)

0.4251605430 0.425160543501 ! a range

0.5e-10 ! a step

-0.10 0.1 ! y range

-0.01 ! initial y guess

0.3 1.5 ! b range

0.9 ! initial b guess

10 ! # b-brackets

50 ! "# intervals" in min-bracket (-> mindist in bracketing)

nnout/torus2/bcf

1.0 ! factor 1.0/-1.0 for max/min of rootby

3 32 ! n of first and last [n]

3 1 ! # cf. coeff. n, end period m

2 1 1 ! cf=[0, a1, a2, a3, ..., an, ...]
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This produces three output �les: One, �bcf3_32quick.s1�, gives a quick overview
of the results using the 12-scaling from Eq. (3.62):
# Symm.l.: 1

# a0: 0.4251605 , ax: 0.4251605 , astep: 0.0000000

# ymin: -0.1000000 , yguess: -0.0100000 , ymax: 0.1000000

# b0: 0.3000000 , bguess: 0.9000000 , bx: 1.5000000

# bres: 10 , inters: 50

# [3]=3/8, [4]=5/13, [5]=8/21, [6]=13/34, [7]=21/55, [8]=34/89, [9]=55/144,

[10]=89/233, [11]=144/377, [12]=233/610, [13]=377/987, [14]=610/1597,

[15]=987/2584, [16]=1597/4181, [17]=2584/6765, [18]=4181/10946,

[19]=6765/17711, [20]=10946/28657, [21]=17711/46368, [22]=28657/75025,

[23]=46368/121393, [24]=75025/196418, [25]=121393/317811,

[26]=196418/514229, [27]=317811/832040, [28]=514229/1346269,

[29]=832040/2178309, [30]=1346269/3524578, [31]=2178309/5702887,

[32]=3524578/9227465, ~0.381966011250110404

# a_crit b_crit y

0.4251605430000000000 0.9244636470355334486 0.0314849581890794501

0.4251605430500000000 0.9244636474932449198 0.0314849579998520178

0.4251605431000000000 0.9244636479509563896 0.0314849582969182130

0.4251605431500000000 0.9244636484086678580 0.0314849588127700348

0.4251605432000000000 0.9244636488663793251 0.0314849591982158706

0.4251605432500000000 0.9244636493240907908 0.0314849600037284159

0.4251605432999999999 0.9244636497818022553 0.0314849602460691774

0.4251605433499999999 0.9244636502395137183 0.0314849602957637232

0.4251605433999999999 0.9244636506972251799 0.0314849605063518859

0.4251605434499999999 0.9244636511549366403 0.0314849604750449943

0.4251605434999999999 0.9244636516126480993 0.0314849608318261773

The second output �le, �bcf3_32calc.s1�, contains a more detailed summary
of all the values that could be useful for renormalization calculations:
# Symm.l.: 1

# a0: 0.4251605 , ax: 0.4251605 , astep: 0.0000000

# ymin: -0.1000000 , yguess: -0.0100000 , ymax: 0.1000000

# b0: 0.3000000 , bguess: 0.9000000 , bx: 1.5000000

# bres: 10 , inters: 50

# [3]=3/8, [4]=5/13, [5]=8/21, [6]=13/34, [7]=21/55, [8]=34/89, [9]=55/144, [10]=89/233, [11]=144/377, [12]=233/610, [13]=377/987,

[14]=610/1597, [15]=987/2584, [16]=1597/4181, [17]=2584/6765, [18]=4181/10946, [19]=6765/17711, [20]=10946/28657, [21]=17711/46368,

[22]=28657/75025, [23]=46368/121393, [24]=75025/196418, [25]=121393/317811, [26]=196418/514229, [27]=317811/832040,

[28]=514229/1346269, [29]=832040/2178309, [30]=1346269/3524578, [31]=2178309/5702887, [32]=3524578/9227465, ~0.381966011250110404

# [n] a b y

19 0.4251605430000000000 0.9244636569608541567 0.0314931445725580926

20 0.4251605430000000000 0.9244636441561110220 0.0314953513834383274

31 0.4251605430000000000 0.9244636470356060312 0.0314849768982447597

32 0.4251605430000000000 0.9244636470355123918 0.0314849819416915605

0.4251605430000000000 0.9244636470355334486 0.0314849581890794501

19 0.4251605430500000000 0.9244636574185720603 0.0314931448530973081

20 0.4251605430500000000 0.9244636446138348615 0.0314953518214458692
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31 0.4251605430500000000 0.9244636474933174941 0.0314849772814233812

32 0.4251605430500000000 0.9244636474932238654 0.0314849824792468226

0.4251605430500000000 0.9244636474932449198 0.0314849579998520178

19 0.4251605431000000000 0.9244636578762899629 0.0314931452142632649

20 0.4251605431000000000 0.9244636450715586999 0.0314953521201134758

31 0.4251605431000000000 0.9244636479510289556 0.0314849776702953755

32 0.4251605431000000000 0.9244636479509353377 0.0314849828926785505

0.4251605431000000000 0.9244636479509563896 0.0314849582969182130

19 0.4251605431500000000 0.9244636583340078643 0.0314931455708836064

20 0.4251605431500000000 0.9244636455292825373 0.0314953526748451616

31 0.4251605431500000000 0.9244636484087404158 0.0314849781120195813

32 0.4251605431500000000 0.9244636484086468086 0.0314849833149887589

0.4251605431500000000 0.9244636484086678580 0.0314849588127700348

19 0.4251605432000000000 0.9244636587917257645 0.0314931460338153038

20 0.4251605432000000000 0.9244636459870063734 0.0314953530027721451

31 0.4251605432000000000 0.9244636488664518746 0.0314849784851913568

32 0.4251605432000000000 0.9244636488663582782 0.0314849836844842524

0.4251605432000000000 0.9244636488663793251 0.0314849591982158706

19 0.4251605432500000000 0.9244636592494436636 0.0314931464395327150

20 0.4251605432500000000 0.9244636464447302085 0.0314953533992288758

31 0.4251605432500000000 0.9244636493241633321 0.0314849789834089340

32 0.4251605432500000000 0.9244636493240697465 0.0314849841000910837

0.4251605432500000000 0.9244636493240907908 0.0314849600037284159

19 0.4251605432999999999 0.9244636597071615616 0.0314931467686101564

20 0.4251605432999999999 0.9244636469024540424 0.0314953538431142157

31 0.4251605432999999999 0.9244636497818747883 0.0314849792825637995

32 0.4251605432999999999 0.9244636497817812134 0.0314849844147749083

0.4251605432999999999 0.9244636497818022553 0.0314849602460691774

19 0.4251605433499999999 0.9244636601648794584 0.0314931471359614604

20 0.4251605433499999999 0.9244636473601778752 0.0314953542396417755

31 0.4251605433499999999 0.9244636502395862431 0.0314849796767454946

32 0.4251605433499999999 0.9244636502394926789 0.0314849849016961669

0.4251605433499999999 0.9244636502395137183 0.0314849602957637232

19 0.4251605433999999999 0.9244636606225973541 0.0314931474480993709

20 0.4251605433999999999 0.9244636478179017069 0.0314953546293241318

31 0.4251605433999999999 0.9244636506972976965 0.0314849800622818349

32 0.4251605433999999999 0.9244636506972041431 0.0314849853345169072

0.4251605433999999999 0.9244636506972251799 0.0314849605063518859

19 0.4251605434499999999 0.9244636610803152487 0.0314931478098310975

20 0.4251605434499999999 0.9244636482756255374 0.0314953550352115922

31 0.4251605434499999999 0.9244636511550091486 0.0314849803813614284

32 0.4251605434499999999 0.9244636511549156059 0.0314849857479096414

0.4251605434499999999 0.9244636511549366403 0.0314849604750449943

19 0.4251605434999999999 0.9244636615380331421 0.0314931481827523835
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20 0.4251605434999999999 0.9244636487333493668 0.0314953554420558339

31 0.4251605434999999999 0.9244636516127205993 0.0314849807751516088

32 0.4251605434999999999 0.9244636516126270674 0.0314849861517491185

0.4251605434999999999 0.9244636516126480993 0.0314849608318261773

The last output �le, �bcf3_32.s1�, shows the full results for all periodic orbits
in the cascade. Since the �le is too long to reproduce here, only two data sets (for two
of the eleven di�erent a-values, namely, the two closest to criticality) are displayed:
# Symm.l.: 1

# a0: 0.4251605 , ax: 0.4251605 , astep: 0.0000000

# ymin: -0.1000000 , yguess: -0.0100000 , ymax: 0.1000000

# b0: 0.3000000 , bguess: 0.9000000 , bx: 1.5000000

# bres: 10 , inters: 50

# [3]=3/8, [4]=5/13, [5]=8/21, [6]=13/34, [7]=21/55, [8]=34/89, [9]=55/144, [10]=89/233, [11]=144/377, [12]=233/610, [13]=377/987,

[14]=610/1597, [15]=987/2584, [16]=1597/4181, [17]=2584/6765, [18]=4181/10946, [19]=6765/17711, [20]=10946/28657, [21]=17711/46368,

[22]=28657/75025, [23]=46368/121393, [24]=75025/196418, [25]=121393/317811, [26]=196418/514229, [27]=317811/832040,

[28]=514229/1346269, [29]=832040/2178309, [30]=1346269/3524578, [31]=2178309/5702887, [32]=3524578/9227465, ~0.381966011250110404

# [n] a b y

bdiff ydiff c1 c2 ret

# codes: 1 max, -1 min, 2 leaving b-range, -2 entering b-range

# 0 pseudo-extr. outside b-range

# (n*1000+m)*100+N boundaries - found after n+m iterations/ bound N extrema

...

3 0.4251605431500000000 0.9690688500741520529 0.0158364718738595456

0.0000000000000000000 0.0000000000000000000 -2.72 4.36 1

4 0.4251605431500000000 0.8976542723570096937 -0.0201235280511957146

0.0714145777171423592 0.0359599999250552602 0 0 1

5 0.4251605431500000000 0.9350488501436865478 -0.0235532733360207012

-0.0373945777866768541 0.0034297452848249866 -3.77 14.4 1

6 0.4251605431500000000 0.9193079028007938005 0.0287520159044855962

0.0157409473428927473 -0.0523052892405062974 -1.52 1.18 1

7 0.4251605431500000000 0.9258794812562054912 0.0337592835338208914

-0.0065715784554116907 -0.0050072676293352952 -1.93 7.6 1

8 0.4251605431500000000 0.9240540896478412902 0.0356566802798460942

0.0018253916083642011 -0.0018973967460252028 -4.03 -43.5 1

9 0.4251605431500000000 0.9247483299627571899 0.0369203776934025908

-0.0006942403149158998 -0.0012636974135564966 -1.66 3.78 1

10 0.4251605431500000000 0.9243951776253132722 0.0294432927383865426

0.0003531523374439178 0.0074770849550160482 -2.33 71.3 1

11 0.4251605431500000000 0.9244927353680641906 0.0318758494178775731

-0.0000975577427509185 -0.0024325566794910305 -3.71 -188 1

12 0.4251605431500000000 0.9244562719517316764 0.0311659245222122790

0.0000364634163325142 0.0007099248956652941 -2.78 -78.5 1

13 0.4251605431500000000 0.9244673116555907560 0.0320387741811459348

-0.0000110397038590796 -0.0008728496589336558 -3.05 -448 1

14 0.4251605431500000000 0.9244625849051685800 0.0315979453696993510

0.0000047267504221760 0.0004408288114465838 -2.06 27 1

15 0.4251605431500000000 0.9244639960589671850 0.0313588875396091133

-0.0000014111537986049 0.0002390578300902377 -2.79 1.27e+03 1
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16 0.4251605431500000000 0.9244634634137523087 0.0313730943872274587

0.0000005326452148762 -0.0000142068476183453 -2.05 632 1

17 0.4251605431500000000 0.9244637266645107028 0.0313527385422782713

-0.0000002632507583941 0.0000203558449491873 -1.79 1.46e+03 1

18 0.4251605431500000000 0.9244636108454977269 0.0314867246225038448

0.0000001158190129759 -0.0001339860802255735 -1.26 -81.5 1

19 0.4251605431500000000 0.9244636583340078643 0.0314931455708836064

-0.0000000474885101373 -0.0000064209483797616 -2.44 4.67e+03 1

20 0.4251605431500000000 0.9244636455292825373 0.0314953526748451616

0.0000000128047253270 -0.0000022071039615551 -4.35 -1.58e+04 1

21 0.4251605431500000000 0.9244636504499259940 0.0314970382039897995

-0.0000000049206434568 -0.0000016855291446379 -2.36 2.74e+03 1

22 0.4251605431500000000 0.9244636479085224068 0.0314803727883634564

0.0000000025414035872 0.0000166654156263431 -3.37 4.75e+04 1

23 0.4251605431500000000 0.9244636486203428894 0.0314858400342461827

-0.0000000007118204826 -0.0000054672458827263 -4.87 -8.7e+04 1

24 0.4251605431500000000 0.9244636483547485246 0.0314842362067717060

0.0000000002655943649 0.0000016038274744767 -3.73 -2.88e+04 1

25 0.4251605431500000000 0.9244636484355030076 0.0314862487507689498

-0.0000000000807544830 -0.0000020125439972438 -4.09 -2.5e+05 1

26 0.4251605431500000000 0.9244636484008822394 0.0314852235648086710

0.0000000000346207682 0.0000010251859602789 -2.79 2.4e+04 1

27 0.4251605431500000000 0.9244636484112101365 0.0314846651537628522

-0.0000000000103278970 0.0000005584110458188 -3.76 7.34e+05 1

28 0.4251605431500000000 0.9244636484073155726 0.0314847001811243266

0.0000000000038945638 -0.0000000350273614744 -2.77 3.65e+05 1

29 0.4251605431500000000 0.9244636484092401840 0.0314846514813216308

-0.0000000000019246113 0.0000000486998026958 -2.42 8.42e+05 1

30 0.4251605431500000000 0.9244636484083932875 0.0314849633656786703

0.0000000000008468964 -0.0000003118843570395 -1.71 -4.72e+04 1

31 0.4251605431500000000 0.9244636484087404158 0.0314849781120195813

-0.0000000000003471283 -0.0000000147463409110 -3.31 2.73e+06 1

32 0.4251605431500000000 0.9244636484086468086 0.0314849833149887589

0.0000000000000936072 -0.0000000052029691776 -5.89 -9.23e+06 1

319 0.4251605431500000000 0.9244636484086936122 0.0314849807135041701

320 0.4251605431500000000 0.9244636484086678580 0.0314849588127700348

3 0.4251605432000000000 0.9690688505082387426 0.0158364721993361265

0.0000000000000000000 0.0000000000000000000 -2.72 4.36 1

4 0.4251605432000000000 0.8976542728563611897 -0.0201235280181488056

0.0714145776518775529 0.0359600002174849321 0 0 1

5 0.4251605432000000000 0.9350488505974712104 -0.0235532737340888681

-0.0373945777411100208 0.0034297457159400625 -3.77 14.4 1

6 0.4251605432000000000 0.9193079032501850546 0.0287520161042028292

0.0157409473472861559 -0.0523052898382916973 -1.52 1.18 1

7 0.4251605432000000000 0.9258794817176301570 0.0337592836906965688

-0.0065715784674451024 -0.0050072675864937396 -1.93 7.6 1

8 0.4251605432000000000 0.9240540901122797973 0.0356566808589886736

0.0018253916053503597 -0.0018973971682921048 -4.03 -43.5 1

9 0.4251605432000000000 0.9247483304254827443 0.0369203780567730216

-0.0006942403132029470 -0.0012636971977843479 -1.66 3.78 1

10 0.4251605432000000000 0.9243951780843591077 0.0294432927892290871

0.0003531523411236366 0.0074770852675439345 -2.33 71.3 1
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11 0.4251605432000000000 0.9244927358261948244 0.0318758495840732429

-0.0000975577418357167 -0.0024325567948441558 -3.71 -188 1

12 0.4251605432000000000 0.9244562724101255996 0.0311659247411752901

0.0000364634160692248 0.0007099248428979529 -2.78 -78.5 1

13 0.4251605432000000000 0.9244673121134418062 0.0320387745638656740

-0.0000110397033162066 -0.0008728498226903840 -3.05 -448 1

14 0.4251605432000000000 0.9244625853631760541 0.0315979455476677139

0.0000047267502657521 0.0004408290161979601 -2.06 27 1

15 0.4251605432000000000 0.9244639965166147693 0.0313588876790411493

-0.0000014111534387152 0.0002390578686265646 -2.79 1.27e+03 1

16 0.4251605432000000000 0.9244634638715123168 0.0313730945440685310

0.0000005326451024525 -0.0000142068650273816 -2.05 632 1

17 0.4251605432000000000 0.9244637271222424152 0.0313527386391988505

-0.0000002632507300984 0.0000203559048696805 -1.79 1.46e+03 1

18 0.4251605432000000000 0.9244636113031789334 0.0314867252861672745

0.0000001158190634818 -0.0001339866469684240 -1.26 -81.5 1

19 0.4251605432000000000 0.9244636587917257645 0.0314931460338153038

-0.0000000474885468311 -0.0000064207476480293 -2.44 4.67e+03 1

20 0.4251605432000000000 0.9244636459870063734 0.0314953530027721451

0.0000000128047193910 -0.0000022069689568414 -4.35 -1.58e+04 1

21 0.4251605432000000000 0.9244636509076473622 0.0314970385513925588

-0.0000000049206409887 -0.0000016855486204137 -2.36 2.74e+03 1

22 0.4251605432000000000 0.9244636483662359170 0.0314803731312928740

0.0000000025414114452 0.0000166654200996849 -3.37 4.75e+04 1

23 0.4251605432000000000 0.9244636490780552072 0.0314858402937449684

-0.0000000007118192901 -0.0000054671624520945 -4.87 -8.7e+04 1

24 0.4251605432000000000 0.9244636488124611436 0.0314842365157441764

0.0000000002655940636 0.0000016037780007920 -3.73 -2.88e+04 1

25 0.4251605432000000000 0.9244636488932147299 0.0314862490334452182

-0.0000000000807535863 -0.0000020125177010417 -4.09 -2.5e+05 1

26 0.4251605432000000000 0.9244636488585942142 0.0314852239455583682

0.0000000000346205157 0.0000010250878868500 -2.79 2.39e+04 1

27 0.4251605432000000000 0.9244636488689214690 0.0314846655126516975

-0.0000000000103272548 0.0000005584329066707 -3.76 7.34e+05 1

28 0.4251605432000000000 0.9244636488650271075 0.0314847004850786050

0.0000000000038943615 -0.0000000349724269075 -2.77 3.65e+05 1

29 0.4251605432000000000 0.9244636488669516682 0.0314846516805728802

-0.0000000000019245607 0.0000000488045057248 -2.42 8.42e+05 1

30 0.4251605432000000000 0.9244636488661046797 0.0314849637102027156

0.0000000000008469885 -0.0000003120296298354 -1.71 -4.75e+04 1

31 0.4251605432000000000 0.9244636488664518746 0.0314849784851913568

-0.0000000000003471950 -0.0000000147749886411 -3.31 2.73e+06 1

32 0.4251605432000000000 0.9244636488663582782 0.0314849836844842524

0.0000000000000935964 -0.0000000051992928956 -5.9 -9.24e+06 1

319 0.4251605432000000000 0.9244636488664050764 0.0314849810848378046

320 0.4251605432000000000 0.9244636488663793251 0.0314849591982158706

...
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Appendix D

Finding periodic orbits and

residues in the SNM

Once the collision parameters of a shearless torus are known, one needs to �nd
the residues of the cascade of periodic orbits approximating it, in order to apply
Greene's residue criterion to establish whether the shearless torus is broken or not,
and to �nd critical behavior. The algorithm used to �nd periodic orbits and calculate
their residues is given by
#include <stdio.h>

#include <math.h>

#include <string.h>

#include <float.h>

#include <stdlib.h>

#define NL(flnm,dumch) {do dumch=fgetc(flnm); while (dumch!='\n' && dumch!=EOF);}

#define ntmapstep(x,y,a,b) {y-=(b)*sinl(pi2*(x)); x+=(a)-(a)*(y)*(y);}

#define ntmapdm(dd,x,y,a,b,tmp1,tmp2) {tmp1=-2.0L*(a)*((y)-(b)*sinl(pi2*(x))); tmp2=-pi2*(b)*cosl(pi2*(x));

dd[0][0]=1.0L+tmp1*tmp2; dd[0][1]=tmp1; dd[1][0]=tmp2; dd[1][1]=1.0L;}

#define smoothen(x,y) {if ((x)>0.0L) y=((x)/(1.0L+(x))); else y=((x)/(1.0L-(x)));}

#define SIGN(a,b) ((b) >= 0.0 ? fabsl(a) : -fabsl(a))

#define FMAX(a,b) ((a) > (b) ? (a) : (b))

#define IPOW3(a) ((int)(pow(3.0L, (long double)(a))+0.5L))

#define MOD(a) (dreml(a,1.0L)>0.5L ? dreml(a,1.0L)-1.0L: dreml(a,1.0L))

#define ERROR 123.456789L

#define UNDEFINED -123456.789L

const long double SMALL=1.0e-10L;
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const int SUPPERROR=15;

void makeinitials(void);

void prepoutfiles(void);

void maincalc(void);

void selectfiterfuncs(int, int);

long double rootybfunc(long double, int, unsigned long int, unsigned long int, long double, long double,

long double, long double);

long double residue(long double, long double, long double, int, int, long double *, long double *,

long double *, long double *, int *);

long double findx0(long double, long double, int);

long double fiter2funcoe0(long double, long double, int, unsigned long int, unsigned long int);

long double fiter2funcoo0(long double, long double, int, unsigned long int, unsigned long int);

long double fiter2funceo0(long double, long double, int, unsigned long int, unsigned long int);

long double fiter2funcoe1(long double, long double, int, unsigned long int, unsigned long int);

long double fiter2funcoo1(long double, long double, int, unsigned long int, unsigned long int);

long double fiter2funceo1(long double, long double, int, unsigned long int, unsigned long int);

void zbrak2(long double (*)(long double, long double, int, unsigned long int, unsigned long int),

long double, int, unsigned long int, unsigned long int,

long double, long double, int, long double [], long double [], int *);

int zbrac2(long double (*)(long double, long double, int, unsigned long int, unsigned long int),

long double, int, unsigned long int, unsigned long int, long double, long double,

long double *, long double *);

long double zbrent2(long double (*)(long double, long double, int, unsigned long int, unsigned long int),

long double, int, unsigned long int, unsigned long int, long double, long double);

void mkstr(char *, unsigned long int);

long double pi2;

long double omega[50], a0, a00[50], b0, b00[50], ymin[5], ymax[5], yguess0[5][50], yguess[5], ygiters;

int sln, slnc, slnmin, slnmax, qpi, qp0, qpx, ab_no, ybraks, ydepth;

unsigned long int qq[50], pp[50], optcount=0;

char iterfilename[160], iterfilenamebase[80];

FILE *fl1, *fl;

long double (*fiterfunc)(long double, long double, int, unsigned long int, unsigned long int);

int main(int argc, char *argv[])

{

int i;

/* read input */

if ( (fl=fopen(argv[1], "r")) == NULL) {

fprintf(stderr, "*** error opering in-file %s ***\n", argv[1]);

exit(1);

}

makeinitials();

fclose(fl);

/* prepare output files */

prepoutfiles();

for (i=0; i<ab_no; i++) {

a0=a00[i];
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b0=b00[i];

for (sln=slnmin;sln<=slnmax;sln++) {

yguess[sln]=yguess0[sln][i];

if (yguess[i]>ymax[i] || yguess[i]<ymin[i]) yguess[i]=(ymin[i]+ymax[i])/2.0L;

}

maincalc();

}

fclose(fl1);

exit(0);

}

void makeinitials(void) /* read and adjust initial values */

{

FILE *fl;

char dummy;

int i, cfn, cfp, cfa[50];

unsigned long int j;

long double tmp, tmpx, tmpy, tmpc1, tmpc2;

pi2=8.0L*atanl(1.0L);

/* read initials */

fscanf(fl,"%d", &sln); NL(fl, dummy); /* symmetry line number */

fscanf(fl,"%Lf %Lf", &ymin[1], &ymax[1]); NL(fl, dummy); /* s1 y-range & ycrit */

fscanf(fl,"%Lf %Lf", &ymin[2], &ymax[2]); NL(fl, dummy); /* s2 y-range & ycrit */

fscanf(fl,"%Lf %Lf", &ymin[3], &ymax[3]); NL(fl, dummy); /* s3 y-range & ycrit */

fscanf(fl,"%Lf %Lf", &ymin[4], &ymax[4]); NL(fl, dummy); /* s4 y-range & ycrit */

fscanf(fl,"%Le", &ygiters); NL(fl, dummy); /* iterations for yguess on other slns*/

fscanf(fl,"%d %d", &ybraks, &ydepth); NL(fl, dummy);/* # of braks if initial y-bracket fails, # to check */

fscanf(fl,"%s", iterfilenamebase); NL(fl, dummy); /* outfilename */

fscanf(fl,"%d %d", &qp0, &qpx); NL(fl, dummy); /* start and end number of p/q values in FLS*/

fscanf(fl,"%d %d", &cfn, &cfp); NL(fl, dummy); /* number of cf coeff. and period */

for (i=0;i<cfn;i++) fscanf(fl,"%d ", &cfa[i]); NL(fl, dummy);

fscanf(fl,"%d %d", &ab_no, &slnc); NL(fl, dummy); /* # (a,b, y_si) values below, i */

for (i=0;i<ab_no;i++) {

fscanf(fl,"%Lf %Lf %Lf", &a00[i], &b00[i], &yguess0[1][i]); NL(fl, dummy);

yguess0[2][i]=yguess0[1][i]; yguess0[3][i]=yguess0[1][i]; yguess0[4][i]=yguess0[1][i];

}

for (i=1;i<=4;i++) {

if (ymin[i]>ymax[i]) { tmp=ymin[i]; ymin[i]=ymax[i];ymax[i]=tmp; }

}

if (sln==0) {slnmin=1; slnmax=4;}

else {slnmin=sln; slnmax=sln;}

if (qp0<1) qp0=1;

if (qpx<qp0) qpx=qp0;

if (cfp>cfn) cfp=1;

for (i=cfn;i<=qpx;i++) cfa[i]=cfa[cfn-cfp+(i-cfn)%cfp];

qq[0]=1; pp[0]=cfa[0];
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omega[0]=((long double)(qq[0]))/((long double)(pp[0]));

qq[1]=cfa[1]; pp[1]=pp[0]*cfa[1]+1;

omega[1]=((long double)(qq[1]))/((long double)(pp[1]));

for (i=2;i<=qpx;i++) {

qq[i]=cfa[i]*qq[i-1]+qq[i-2];

pp[i]=cfa[i]*pp[i-1]+pp[i-2];

omega[i]=((long double)(qq[i]))/((long double)(pp[i]));

}

for (i=0;i<ab_no;i++) {

for (sln=1;sln<=4;sln++) {

switch (sln) {

case 1: {tmpc1=0.0L; tmpc2=0.0L; break;}

case 2: {tmpc1=0.5L; tmpc2=0.0L; break;}

case 3: {tmpc1=a00[i]/2.0L; tmpc2=a00[i]/2.0L; break;}

case 4: {tmpc1=a00[i]/2.0L+0.5L; tmpc2=a00[i]/2.0L; break;}

default: {tmpc1=0.0L; tmpc2=0.0L;}

}

if (sln!=slnc) {

tmp=1.0L; tmpy=yguess0[slnc][i];

switch (slnc) {

case 1: {tmpx=0.0L; break;}

case 2: {tmpx=0.5L; break;}

case 3: {tmpx=a00[i]/2.0L*(1.0L-tmpy*tmpy); break;}

case 4: {tmpx=a00[i]/2.0L*(1.0L-tmpy*tmpy)+0.5L; break;}

default: tmpx=0.0L;

}

for (j=ygiters;j>0;j--) {

ntmapstep(tmpx, tmpy, a00[i], b00[i]);

tmpx=dreml(tmpx,1.0L);

if (fabsl(dreml(tmpx-tmpc1+tmpc2*tmpy*tmpy,1.0L))<tmp) {

tmp=fabsl(dreml(tmpx-tmpc1+tmpc2*tmpy*tmpy,1.0L));

yguess0[sln][i]=tmpy;

}

}

}

}

}

}

void prepoutfiles(void)

{

char ctmp[60];

int i;

strcpy(iterfilename,iterfilenamebase);

strcpy(ctmp,""); mkstr(&ctmp[0],qp0); strcat(iterfilename,ctmp);

strcat(iterfilename,"_");

strcpy(ctmp,""); mkstr(&ctmp[0],qpx); strcat(iterfilename,ctmp);
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fl1=fopen(iterfilename, "w");

fprintf(fl1,"# Symm.l.: %2d \n", sln);

fprintf(fl1,"# ymin1: %10.7Lf , ymax1: %10.7Lf \n", ymin[1], ymax[1]);

fprintf(fl1,"# ymin1: %10.7Lf , ymax1: %10.7Lf \n", ymin[2], ymax[2]);

fprintf(fl1,"# ymin1: %10.7Lf , ymax1: %10.7Lf \n", ymin[3], ymax[3]);

fprintf(fl1,"# ymin1: %10.7Lf , ymax1: %10.7Lf \n", ymin[4], ymax[4]);

fprintf(fl1,"# ygiters: %10.3Le\n", ygiters);

fprintf(fl1,"# ybraks: %10d , ydepth: %10d\n", ybraks, ydepth);

fprintf(fl1,"# ");

for (i=qp0; i<=qpx; i++) fprintf(fl1,"[%d]=%lu/%lu, ", i, qq[i], pp[i]);

fprintf(fl1,"~%.18Lf\n", ((long double)(qq[qpx]))/((long double)(pp[qpx])));

for (i=0; i<ab_no; i++)

fprintf(fl1,"# a0: %23.18Lf, b0: %23.18Lf, y1: %23.18Lf, y2: %23.18Lf, y3: %23.18Lf, y4: %23.18Lf\n",

a00[i], b00[i], yguess0[1][i], yguess0[2][i], yguess0[3][i], yguess0[4][i]);

fprintf(fl1,"#%4s%3s%23s%23s%23s%23s%23s%8s%8s%8s\n",

"[n]", "sln", "Res", "a", "b", "x", "y", "lg(dR)", "lg(dx)", "lg(dy)");

}

void maincalc()

{

long double upsol[5][50]={{0},{0}}, downsol[5][50]={{0},{0}};

long double ydownmin[5]={0}, ydownmax[5]={0}, yupmin[5]={0}, yupmax[5]={0};

int i, ok, brakmax=10, midsln;

long double braku[11]={0}, brakl[11]={0};

long double dresid[5]={0}, dxerr[5]={0}, dyerr[5]={0}, dxmid, dymid;

long double uresid[5]={0}, uxerr[5]={0}, uyerr[5]={0}, uxmid, uymid;

long double dreserr[5]={0}, ureserr[5]={0}, dummy1, dummy2, dummy3, dummy4;

for (sln=slnmin;sln<=slnmax;sln++) {

ydownmin[sln]=ymin[sln]; ydownmax[sln]=yguess[sln];

yupmin[sln]=yguess[sln]; yupmax[sln]=ymax[sln];

}

for (qpi=qp0; qpi<=qpx;qpi+=2){

midsln=0;

for (sln=slnmin;sln<=(slnmax>slnmin ? slnmax/2 : slnmax) ;sln++) {

if (sln==midsln) sln++;

selectfiterfuncs(qpi,sln);

ok=1;

downsol[sln][qpi]=rootybfunc(b0, sln, qq[qpi], pp[qpi],

ydownmin[sln], (ydownmin[sln]+ydownmax[sln])/2.0L, ydownmax[sln],

(ydownmax[sln]-ydownmin[sln])/((long double) (ybraks)));

upsol[sln][qpi]=rootybfunc(b0, sln, qq[qpi], pp[qpi],

yupmin[sln], (yupmin[sln]+yupmax[sln])/2.0L, yupmax[sln],

(yupmax[sln]-yupmin[sln])/((long double) (ybraks)));

if (fabsl(downsol[sln][qpi]-ERROR)<SMALL || fabsl(upsol[sln][qpi]-ERROR)<SMALL) {

optcount++; brakmax=ydepth;

zbrak2(*fiterfunc, b0, sln, qq[qpi], pp[qpi],

ydownmin[sln], yupmax[sln], ybraks, &brakl[0], &braku[0], &brakmax);

if (brakmax==2) {

downsol[sln][qpi]=rootybfunc(b0, sln, qq[qpi], pp[qpi],
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brakl[1], (brakl[1]+braku[1])/2.0L, braku[1],

(braku[1]-brakl[1])/((long double) (ybraks)));

upsol[sln][qpi]=rootybfunc(b0, sln, qq[qpi], pp[qpi],

brakl[2], (brakl[2]+braku[2])/2.0L, braku[2],

(braku[2]-brakl[2])/((long double) (ybraks)));

if (fabsl(downsol[sln][qpi]-ERROR)<SMALL || fabsl(upsol[sln][qpi]-ERROR)<SMALL) {

ok=0;

printf("(%d) Huh? Right number of brackets, but no solutions?!?!\n", sln);

} else ok=1;

} else if (brakmax<2) {

ok=0;

printf("(%d) Not enough brackets: wrong intervals or too small ybraks?\n", sln);

} else {

printf("(%d) Warning: Too many brackets: too chaotic?\n", sln);

for (i=1; i<brakmax; i++) {

ydownmin[sln]=brakl[1]; ydownmax[sln]=braku[1];

yupmin[sln]=brakl[2]; yupmax[sln]=braku[2];

if (brakl[i]<yguess[i]) {

ydownmin[sln]=brakl[i]; ydownmax[sln]=braku[i];

yupmin[sln]=brakl[i+1]; yupmax[sln]=braku[i+1];

}

}

downsol[sln][qpi]=rootybfunc(b0, sln, qq[qpi], pp[qpi], ydownmin[sln],

(ydownmin[sln]+ydownmax[sln])/2.0L, ydownmax[sln],

(ydownmax[sln]-ydownmin[sln])/((long double) (ybraks)));

upsol[sln][qpi]=rootybfunc(b0, sln, qq[qpi], pp[qpi], yupmin[sln],

(yupmin[sln]+yupmax[sln])/2.0L, yupmax[sln],

(yupmax[sln]-yupmin[sln])/((long double) (ybraks)));

if (fabsl(downsol[sln][qpi]-ERROR)<SMALL || fabsl(upsol[sln][qpi]-ERROR)<SMALL) {

ok=0;

printf("(%d) Huh? Brackets found, but no solutions?!?!\n", sln);

} else ok=1;

}

}

if (ok<=0) break;

dresid[sln]=residue(a0, b0, downsol[sln][qpi], sln, qpi,

&dxerr[sln], &dyerr[sln], &dxmid, &dymid, &midsln);

uresid[sln]=residue(a0, b0, upsol[sln][qpi], sln, qpi,

&uxerr[sln], &uyerr[sln], &uxmid, &uymid, &midsln);

dreserr[0]=residue(a0, b0, downsol[sln][qpi]-dyerr[sln], sln, qpi,

&dummy1, &dummy2, &dummy3, &dummy4, &midsln);

dreserr[sln]=dresid[sln]-dreserr[0];

dreserr[0]=residue(a0, b0, downsol[sln][qpi]+dyerr[sln], sln, qpi,

&dummy1, &dummy2, &dummy3, &dummy4, &midsln);

dreserr[sln]=(fabsl(dresid[sln]-dreserr[0])>fabsl(dreserr[sln]) ?

dresid[sln]-dreserr[0] : dreserr[sln]);

ureserr[0]=residue(a0, b0, upsol[sln][qpi]+uyerr[sln], sln, qpi,
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&dummy1, &dummy2, &dummy3, &dummy4, &midsln);

ureserr[sln]=uresid[sln]-ureserr[0];

ureserr[0]=residue(a0, b0, upsol[sln][qpi]-uyerr[sln], sln, qpi,

&dummy1, &dummy2, &dummy3, &dummy4, &midsln);

ureserr[sln]=(fabsl(uresid[sln]-ureserr[0])>fabsl(ureserr[sln]) ?

uresid[sln]-ureserr[0] : ureserr[sln]);

if (dymid<uymid){

downsol[midsln][qpi]=dymid;

upsol[midsln][qpi]=uymid;

dyerr[midsln]=dyerr[sln]; dxerr[midsln]=dxerr[sln];

uyerr[midsln]=uyerr[sln]; uxerr[midsln]=uxerr[sln];

dresid[midsln]=dresid[sln]; dreserr[midsln]=dreserr[sln];

uresid[midsln]=uresid[sln]; ureserr[midsln]=ureserr[sln];

} else {

downsol[midsln][qpi]=uymid;

upsol[midsln][qpi]=dymid;

dyerr[midsln]=uyerr[sln]; dxerr[midsln]=uxerr[sln];

uyerr[midsln]=dyerr[sln]; uxerr[midsln]=dxerr[sln];

dresid[midsln]=uresid[sln]; dreserr[midsln]=ureserr[sln];

uresid[midsln]=dresid[sln]; ureserr[midsln]=dreserr[sln];

}

}

if (ok<=0) break;

for (sln=slnmin;sln<=slnmax;sln++) {

ydownmin[sln]=downsol[sln][qpi]; yupmax[sln]=upsol[sln][qpi];

if (yguess[sln]>yupmax[sln] || yguess[sln]<ydownmin[sln]) {

if (qpi-qp0>=12){

dummy1=(yguess[sln]-upsol[sln][qpi-12])/(downsol[sln][qpi-12]-yguess[sln]);

yguess[sln]=(dummy1*ydownmin[sln]+yupmax[sln])/(1.0L+dummy1);

} else yguess[sln]=(ydownmin[sln]+yupmax[sln])/2.0L;

if (yguess[sln]>yupmax[sln] || yguess[sln]<ydownmin[sln])

yguess[sln]=(ydownmin[sln]+yupmax[sln])/2.0L;

ydownmax[sln]=yguess[sln]; yupmin[sln]=yguess[sln];

}

fprintf(fl1,"%5d%3d%23.18Lf%23.18Lf%23.18Lf%23.18Lf%23.18Lf%8.3Lf%8.3Lf%8.3Lf\n",

qpi, -sln, dresid[sln], a0, b0,

MOD(findx0(a0, downsol[sln][qpi], sln)), downsol[sln][qpi],

log10l(fabsl(dreserr[sln])), log10l(fabsl(dxerr[sln])), log10l(fabsl(dyerr[sln])));

fprintf(fl1,"%5d%3d%23.18Lf%23.18Lf%23.18Lf%23.18Lf%23.18Lf%8.3Lf%8.3Lf%8.3Lf%5.2Lf\n",

qpi, sln, uresid[sln], a0, b0,

MOD(findx0(a0, upsol[sln][qpi], sln)), upsol[sln][qpi],

log10l(fabsl(ureserr[sln])), log10l(fabsl(uxerr[sln])), log10l(fabsl(uyerr[sln])),

(yguess[sln]-upsol[sln][qpi])/(downsol[sln][qpi]-yguess[sln]));

fflush(fl1);

}

}

fprintf(fl1,"\n");

printf("%u\n", optcount);
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}

long double rootybfunc(long double bbb, int sss, unsigned long int qqq, unsigned long int ppp,

long double y0tmp, long double yyy, long double yxxtmp, long double ybracsize0)

{

int brakno=2, ok=0;

long double bracl=yyy, bracu=yyy+ybracsize0;

if ((*fiterfunc)(bbb, y0tmp, sss, qqq, ppp)*(*fiterfunc)(bbb, yxxtmp, sss, qqq, ppp)>= 0.0)

ok=zbrac2(*fiterfunc, bbb, sss, qqq, ppp, y0tmp, yxxtmp, &bracl, &bracu);

else { bracl=y0tmp; bracu=yxxtmp; ok=1;}

if (ok>0) return zbrent2(*fiterfunc, bbb, sss, qqq, ppp, bracl, bracu);

else return ERROR;

}

/* find residues of a known periodic orbit, with opt. output to fl2 and *tmp on I0 */

long double residue(long double aaa, long double bbb, long double yy0, int symmln, int ii,

long double *xerr, long double *yerr,

long double *xmid, long double *ymid, int *smid)

{

long double xxx, yyy, dpq[2][2], lm[2][2], lm0[2][2], tmp1, tmp2;

unsigned long int i, j, k, halfiters;

if (2*(pp[ii]/2)==pp[ii]) { /* p even (-> q odd) */

halfiters=pp[ii]/2;

*smid=(symmln<=2? (symmln==1 ? 2:1) : (symmln==3 ? 4:3));

}

else { /* p odd */

if (2*(qq[ii]/2)==qq[ii]) { /* q even */

if (symmln<=2) {

halfiters=(pp[ii]+1)/2;

*smid=symmln+2;

} else {

halfiters=(pp[ii]-1)/2;

*smid=symmln-2;

}

} else { /* q odd */

if (symmln<=2) {

halfiters=(pp[ii]+1)/2;

*smid=5-symmln;

} else {

halfiters=(pp[ii]-1)/2;

*smid=5-symmln;

}

}

}

xxx=findx0(aaa, yy0, symmln);

yyy=yy0;

ntmapdm(lm, xxx, yyy, aaa ,bbb, tmp1, tmp2);

for (k=1;k<pp[ii];k++) {
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ntmapstep(xxx, yyy, aaa, bbb); xxx=dreml(xxx,1.0L);

if (k==halfiters) {*xmid=xxx; *ymid=yyy;}

ntmapdm(dpq, xxx, yyy, aaa ,bbb, tmp1, tmp2);

for (i=0;i<=1;i++) for (j=0;j<=1;j++) lm0[i][j]=lm[i][j];

for (i=0;i<=1;i++) for (j=0;j<=1;j++) lm[i][j]=dpq[i][0]*lm0[0][j]+dpq[i][1]*lm0[1][j];

}

ntmapstep(xxx, yyy, aaa, bbb); xxx=dreml(xxx,1.0L);

*xerr=xxx-dreml(findx0(aaa, yy0, symmln),1.0L);

if (fabsl(*xerr)>0.5L) *xerr=dreml(xxx-0.5L,1.0L)-dreml(findx0(aaa, yy0, symmln)-0.5L,1.0L);

*yerr=yyy-yy0;

return (2.0L-lm[0][0]-lm[1][1])/4.0L;

}

/* find x0(y0) so that point lies on symmetry line */

long double findx0(long double aa0, long double yy0, int symmln)

{

long double tmp;

switch (symmln) {

case 1: {tmp=0.0L; break;}

case 2: {tmp=0.5L; break;}

case 3: {tmp=aa0/2.0L*(1.0L-yy0*yy0); break;}

case 4: {tmp=aa0/2.0L*(1.0L-yy0*yy0)+0.5L; break;}

default: {tmp=0.0L; printf("Uhoh - sln...\n");}

}

/* x modulo 1

while (tmp> 0.5L-SMALL) tmp=tmp-1.0L;

while (tmp< -0.5-SMALL) tmp=tmp+1.0L; */

return tmp;

}

long double fiter2funcoe0(long double b, long double y,

int sss, unsigned long int qqq, unsigned long int ppp)

{

register unsigned long int i, qf;

register long double xxtmp, yytmp;

if (sss==1) qf=(qqq-1)/2; else qf=(qqq+1)/2;

xxtmp=findx0(a0, y, sss); yytmp=y;

for (i=1;i<=ppp/2;i++) {

ntmapstep(xxtmp, yytmp, a0, b);

if (xxtmp>1.0L) if (qf>0) {xxtmp-=1.0L; qf--;}

}

xxtmp-=((long double)(qf));

if (sss==1) {smoothen(xxtmp-0.5L,xxtmp);}

else {smoothen(xxtmp,xxtmp);}

return xxtmp;

}

long double fiter2funcoe1(long double b, long double y,
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int sss, unsigned long int qqq, unsigned long int ppp)

{

register unsigned long int i, j, jj, qf, pf;

register long double xxtmp, yytmp;

if (sss==3) qf=(qqq-1)/2; else qf=(qqq+1)/2;

xxtmp=findx0(a0, y, sss); yytmp=y;

for (i=1;i<=ppp/2;i++) {

ntmapstep(xxtmp, yytmp, a0, b);

if (xxtmp>1.0L) if (qf>0) {xxtmp-=1.0L; qf--;}

}

xxtmp-=((long double)(qf));

if (sss==3) {smoothen(xxtmp-a0/2.0L*(1.0L-yytmp*yytmp)-0.5L,xxtmp);}

else {smoothen(xxtmp-a0/2.0L*(1.0L-yytmp*yytmp),xxtmp);}

return xxtmp;

}

long double fiter2funcoo0(long double b, long double y,

int sss, unsigned long int qqq, unsigned long int ppp)

{

register unsigned long int i, qf;

register long double xxtmp, yytmp;

if (sss==1) qf=(qqq-1)/2; else qf=(qqq+1)/2;

xxtmp=findx0(a0, y, sss); yytmp=y;

for (i=1;i<=(ppp+1)/2;i++) {

ntmapstep(xxtmp, yytmp, a0, b);

if (xxtmp>1.0L) if (qf>0) {xxtmp-=1.0L; qf--;}

}

xxtmp-=((long double)(qf));

if (sss==1) {smoothen(xxtmp-a0/2.0L*(1.0L-yytmp*yytmp)-0.5L,xxtmp);}

else {smoothen(xxtmp-a0/2.0L*(1.0L-yytmp*yytmp),xxtmp);}

return xxtmp;

}

long double fiter2funcoo1(long double b, long double y,

int sss, unsigned long int qqq, unsigned long int ppp)

{

register unsigned long int i, qf;

register long double xxtmp, yytmp;

if (sss==3) qf=(qqq-1)/2; else qf=(qqq+1)/2;

xxtmp=findx0(a0, y, sss); yytmp=y;

for (i=1;i<=(ppp-1)/2;i++) {

ntmapstep(xxtmp, yytmp, a0, b);

if (xxtmp>1.0L) if (qf>0) {xxtmp-=1.0L; qf--;}

}

xxtmp-=((long double)(qf));

if (sss==3) {smoothen(xxtmp-0.5L,xxtmp);}

else {smoothen(xxtmp, xxtmp);}

return xxtmp;

}
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long double fiter2funceo0(long double b, long double y,

int sss, unsigned long int qqq, unsigned long int ppp)

{

register unsigned long int i, qf;

register long double xxtmp, yytmp;

qf=qqq/2;

xxtmp=findx0(a0, y, sss); yytmp=y;

for (i=1;i<=(ppp+1)/2;i++) {

ntmapstep(xxtmp, yytmp, a0, b);

if (xxtmp>1.0L) if (qf>0) {xxtmp-=1.0L; qf--;}

}

xxtmp-=((long double)(qf));

if (sss==1) {smoothen(xxtmp-a0/2.0L*(1.0L-yytmp*yytmp), xxtmp);}

else {smoothen(xxtmp-a0/2.0L*(1.0L-yytmp*yytmp)-0.5L, xxtmp);}

return xxtmp;

}

long double fiter2funceo1(long double b, long double y,

int sss, unsigned long int qqq, unsigned long int ppp)

{

register unsigned long int i, qf;

register long double xxtmp, yytmp;

qf=qqq/2;

xxtmp=findx0(a0, y, sss); yytmp=y;

for (i=1;i<=(ppp-1)/2;i++) {

ntmapstep(xxtmp, yytmp, a0, b);

if (xxtmp>1.0L) if (qf>0) {xxtmp-=1.0L; qf--;}

}

xxtmp-=((long double)(qf));

if (sss==3) {smoothen(xxtmp,xxtmp);}

else {smoothen(xxtmp-0.5L, xxtmp);}

return xxtmp;

}

void selectfiterfuncs(int sqpi, int ssln)

{

/* function selection for all possible q/p-combos */

if (2*(pp[sqpi]/2)==pp[sqpi]) { /* p even (-> q odd) */

if (ssln<=2) fiterfunc=&fiter2funcoe0; /* I_0^i -> I_0^(1-i) after p/2, (q+-1)/2 */

else fiterfunc=&fiter2funcoe1; /* I_1^i -> I_1^(i-1) after p/2, (q+-1)/2 */

}

else { /* p odd */

if (ssln<=2) {

if (2*(qq[sqpi]/2)==qq[sqpi]) /* q even */

fiterfunc=&fiter2funceo0; /* I_0^i -> I_1^i after (p+1)/2, q/2 */

else fiterfunc=&fiter2funcoo0; /* I_0^i -> I_1^(1-i) after (p+1)/2, (q+-1)/2 */

}

else {

if (2*(qq[sqpi]/2)==qq[sqpi]) /* q even */

fiterfunc=&fiter2funceo1; /* I_0^1 -> I_1^1 after (p+1)/2, q/2 */

else fiterfunc=&fiter2funcoo1; /* I_0^1 -> I_1^0 after (p+1)/2, (q+1)/2 */
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}

}

}

void mkstr(char *cnummer, unsigned long int nummer)

{

unsigned long int tmp=nummer;

char tmpstr[160], nostr[160];

strcpy(tmpstr,"");

while (tmp>0) {

switch (tmp-10*(tmp/10)) {

case 1: {strcpy(nostr,"1"); break;}

case 2: {strcpy(nostr,"2"); break;}

case 3: {strcpy(nostr,"3"); break;}

case 4: {strcpy(nostr,"4"); break;}

case 5: {strcpy(nostr,"5"); break;}

case 6: {strcpy(nostr,"6"); break;}

case 7: {strcpy(nostr,"7"); break;}

case 8: {strcpy(nostr,"8"); break;}

case 9: {strcpy(nostr,"9"); break;}

case 0: {strcpy(nostr,"0"); break;}

}

strcat(nostr,tmpstr);

strcpy(tmpstr,nostr);

tmp/=10;

}

strcpy(cnummer,tmpstr);

}

void zbrak2(long double (*fx)(long double, long double, int, unsigned long int, unsigned long int),

long double par0, int par1, unsigned long int par2, unsigned long int par3,

long double x1, long double x2, int nn,

long double xb1[], long double xb2[], int *nb)

{

int nbb, i;

long double x, fp, fc, dx;

nbb=0;

dx=(x2-x1)/nn;

fp=(*fx)(par0, x=x1, par1, par2, par3);

for (i=1;i<=nn;i++) {

fc=(*fx)(par0, x += dx, par1, par2, par3);

if (fc*fp <= 0.0) {

xb1[++nbb]=x-dx;

xb2[nbb]=x;

if (*nb==nbb) return;

}

fp=fc;

}

*nb = nbb;

}
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int zbrac2(long double (*func)(long double, long double, int, unsigned long int, unsigned long int),

long double par0, int par1, unsigned long int par2, unsigned long int par3,

long double minbrac, long double maxbrac, long double *x1, long double *x2)

{

int j, NTRY=50;

long double f1, f2, FACTOR=1.6, TOOBIG=0.1L/LDBL_EPSILON;

if (*x1 == *x2) (*x2 += 10.0L*LDBL_EPSILON);

if (*x1 > *x2) { f1=*x1; *x2=*x1; *x1=f1; }

f1=(*func)(par0, *x1, par1, par2, par3);

f2=(*func)(par0, *x2, par1, par2, par3);

for (j=1;j<=NTRY;j++) {

if (f1*f2 < 0.0) return 1;

if (fabsl(f1) < fabsl(f2) && *x1+FACTOR*(*x1 - *x2)>minbrac)

f1=(*func)(par0, *x1 += FACTOR*(*x1 - *x2), par1, par2, par3);

else

f2=(*func)(par0, *x2 += FACTOR*(*x2 - *x1), par1, par2, par3);

if (fabsl(*x2)>TOOBIG || (*x2>maxbrac)) break;

}

return 0;

}

long double zbrent2(long double (*func)(long double, long double,

int, unsigned long int, unsigned long int),

long double par0, int par1, unsigned long int par2, unsigned long int par3,

long double x1, long double x2)

{

long double EPS=LDBL_EPSILON, ztol=LDBL_EPSILON;

int ITMAX=100;

int i;

long double a=x1,b=x2,c=x2,d,e,min1,min2;

long double fa, fb, fc,p,q,r,s,tol1,xm;

fa = (*func)(par0, a, par1, par2, par3); fb = (*func)(par0, b, par1, par2, par3);

if ((fa > 0.0L && fb > 0.0L) || (fa < 0.0L && fb < 0.0L)) return ERROR;

fc=fb;

for (i=1;i<=ITMAX;i++) {

if ((fb > 0.0L && fc > 0.0L) || (fb < 0.0L && fc < 0.0L)) {

c=a;

fc=fa;

e=d=b-a;

}

if (fabsl(fc) < fabsl(fb)) {

a=b;

b=c;

c=a;

fa=fb;

fb=fc;

fc=fa;

}

tol1=2.0L*EPS*fabsl(b)+0.5L*ztol;
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xm=0.5L*(c-b);

if (fabsl(xm) <= tol1 || fb == 0.0L) return b;

if (fabsl(e) >= tol1 && fabsl(fa) > fabsl(fb)) {

s=fb/fa;

if (a == c) {

p=2.0L*xm*s;

q=1.0L-s;

} else {

q=fa/fc;

r=fb/fc;

p=s*(2.0L*xm*q*(q-r)-(b-a)*(r-1.0L));

q=(q-1.0L)*(r-1.0L)*(s-1.0L);

}

if (p > 0.0L) q = -q;

p=fabsl(p);

min1=3.0L*xm*q-fabsl(tol1*q);

min2=fabsl(e*q);

if (2.0L*p < (min1 <min2 ? min1 : min2)) {

e=d;

d=p/q;

} else {

d=xm;

e=d;

}

} else {

d=xm;

e=d;

}

a=b;

fa=fb;

if (fabsl(d) > tol1)

b += d;

else

b += (xm > 0.0L ? fabsl(tol1) : -fabsl(tol1));

fb=(*func)(par0, b, par1, par2, par3);

}

return ERROR;

}

int qsortcompare(const void *a, const void *b)

{

return (((long double *)a)[0]<((long double *)b)[0]?

1 : (((long double *)a)[0]>((long double *)b)[0] ? -1 : 0));

}

A sample input �le, using the results for the 1/γ2 orbit above, directly copying
from �bcf3_32quick.s1�, is
1 ! sln (1: I_0^0, 2: I_0^1, 3: I_1^0, 4: I_1^1, 0: all)

-0.2 0.2 ! start y range on s1
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0.15 0.25 ! start y range on s2

0.2 0.5 ! start y range on s3

-0.5 -0.2 ! start y range on s4

1.0e6 ! # iterations to estimate y_si

8 2 ! # y-brackets for zbrak, brackets to fill

nnout/torus2/resf

3 35 ! n of first and last [n]

2 1 ! # cf. coeff. n, end period m

2 1 ! cf=[0, a1, a2, a3, ..., an, ...]

11 1 ! # of (a,b,y_si) pairs below, i

0.4251605430000000000 0.9244636470355334486 0.0314849581890794501

0.4251605430500000000 0.9244636474932449198 0.0314849579998520178

0.4251605431000000000 0.9244636479509563896 0.0314849582969182130

0.4251605431500000000 0.9244636484086678580 0.0314849588127700348

0.4251605432000000000 0.9244636488663793251 0.0314849591982158706

0.4251605432500000000 0.9244636493240907908 0.0314849600037284159

0.4251605432999999999 0.9244636497818022553 0.0314849602460691774

0.4251605433499999999 0.9244636502395137183 0.0314849602957637232

0.4251605433999999999 0.9244636506972251799 0.0314849605063518859

0.4251605434499999999 0.9244636511549366403 0.0314849604750449943

0.4251605434999999999 0.9244636516126480993 0.0314849608318261773

This produces the output �le shown, in excerpts (for the two a-values closest
to criticality), below:
# Symm.l.: 5

# ymin1: -0.2000000 , ymax1: 0.2000000

# ymin1: 0.1500000 , ymax1: 0.2500000

# ymin1: 0.2000000 , ymax1: 0.5000000

# ymin1: -0.5000000 , ymax1: -0.2000000

# ygiters: 1.000e+06

# ybraks: 8 , ydepth: 2

# [3]=3/8, [4]=5/13, [5]=8/21, [6]=13/34, [7]=21/55, [8]=34/89, [9]=55/144,

[10]=89/233, [11]=144/377, [12]=233/610, [13]=377/987, [14]=610/1597,

[15]=987/2584, [16]=1597/4181, [17]=2584/6765, [18]=4181/10946,

[19]=6765/17711, [20]=10946/28657, [21]=17711/46368, [22]=28657/75025,

[23]=46368/121393, [24]=75025/196418, [25]=121393/317811,

[26]=196418/514229, [27]=317811/832040, [28]=514229/1346269,

[29]=832040/2178309, [30]=1346269/3524578, [31]=2178309/5702887,

[32]=3524578/9227465, [33]=5702887/14930352, [34]=9227465/24157817,

[35]=14930352/39088169, ~0.381966011250104859

# a0: 0.425160543000000000, b0: 0.924463647035533449, y1:

0.031484958189079450, y2: -0.031485057459295727, y3: 0.472535183281625591, y4: -0.472534915636603501

# a0: 0.425160543050000000, b0: 0.924463647493244920, y1:

0.031484957999852018, y2: -0.031485057979637104, y3: 0.472535183292455185, y4: -0.472534916000899519

# a0: 0.425160543100000000, b0: 0.924463647950956390, y1:

0.031484958296918213, y2: -0.031485058186476527, y3: 0.472535183582702112, y4: -0.472534916227796225

# a0: 0.425160543150000000, b0: 0.924463648408667858, y1:

0.031484958812770035, y2: -0.031485058252448459, y3: 0.472535183998652265, y4: -0.472534916392912566

# a0: 0.425160543200000000, b0: 0.924463648866379325, y1:

0.031484959198215871, y2: -0.031485058402385162, y3: 0.472535184339666105, y4: -0.472534916594876506
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# a0: 0.425160543250000000, b0: 0.924463649324090791, y1:

0.031484960003728416, y2: -0.031485058281535099, y3: 0.472535184921914763, y4: -0.472534916678210844

# a0: 0.425160543300000000, b0: 0.924463649781802255, y1:

0.031484960246069177, y2: -0.031485058523488886, y3: 0.472535185180707665, y4: -0.472534916920639090

# a0: 0.425160543350000000, b0: 0.924463650239513718, y1:

0.031484960295763723, y2: -0.031485058890067704, y3: 0.472535185328908998, y4: -0.472534917217452881

# a0: 0.425160543400000000, b0: 0.924463650697225180, y1:

0.031484960506351886, y2: -0.031485059152813415, y3: 0.472535185569502304, y4: -0.472534917468829565

# a0: 0.425160543450000000, b0: 0.924463651154936640, y1:

0.031484960475044994, y2: -0.031485059571302454, y3: 0.472535185671189516, y4: -0.472534917788463992

# a0: 0.425160543500000000, b0: 0.924463651612648099, y1:

0.031484960831826177, y2: -0.031485059739919836, y3: 0.472535185995755717, y4: -0.472534917998581321

# [n]sln Res a b

x y lg(dR) lg(dx) lg(dy)

...

3 -1 -0.751456811897458072 0.425160543150000000 0.924463648408667858

0.000000000000000000 -0.123025092360188786 -16.185 -18.613 -18.052

3 1 -0.751456811897458081 0.425160543150000000 0.924463648408667858

0.000000000000000000 0.173423679519445350 -17.020 -18.965 -18.377 0.92

5 -1 3.449686373993676173 0.425160543150000000 0.924463648408667858

0.000000000000000000 -0.093051337375617474 -14.930 -18.288 -17.593

5 1 -2.432711070474200175 0.425160543150000000 0.924463648408667858

0.000000000000000000 0.093980017200967455 -15.636 -18.567 -17.705 0.50

7 -1 1.892510576289895182 0.425160543150000000 0.924463648408667858

0.000000000000000000 0.010388444377107184 -15.119 -19.090 -17.899

7 1 -0.701966713247746028 0.425160543150000000 0.924463648408667858

0.000000000000000000 0.067663219662752652 -16.256 -18.613 -17.893 1.71

9 -1 2.504924902701124441 0.425160543150000000 0.924463648408667858

0.000000000000000000 0.023732128100105763 -14.944 -17.859 -17.905

9 1 2.504924902701125304 0.425160543150000000 0.924463648408667858

0.000000000000000000 0.050945919096849370 -15.073 -18.421 -17.425 2.51

11 -1 2.533804771760158267 0.425160543150000000 0.924463648408667858

0.000000000000000000 0.028564019545993061 -14.821 -17.761 -18.391

11 1 -2.663041984584961213 0.425160543150000000 0.924463648408667858

0.000000000000000000 0.034139051391338990 -14.486 -17.698 -17.801 0.91

13 -1 -0.601387462914336395 0.425160543150000000 0.924463648408667858

0.000000000000000000 0.030750143079429993 -13.177 -16.854 -16.284

13 1 1.574183738375588547 0.425160543150000000 0.924463648408667858

0.000000000000000000 0.033074477533641284 -13.788 -17.437 -16.973 2.16

15 -1 -1.285740989556281688 0.425160543150000000 0.924463648408667858

0.000000000000000000 0.031023936000750353 -12.540 -17.166 -16.516

15 1 -1.285740989556264087 0.425160543150000000 0.924463648408667858

0.000000000000000000 0.031840602029166721 -13.229 -17.933 -17.711 0.77

17 -1 2.597993245297646275 0.425160543150000000 0.924463648408667858

0.000000000000000000 0.031134251822118472 -12.151 -18.337 -17.926

17 1 -2.632510874235031643 0.425160543150000000 0.924463648408667858

0.000000000000000000 0.031632261036847693 -11.360 -16.642 -16.020 0.42

19 -1 1.591228848342247655 0.425160543150000000 0.924463648408667858

0.000000000000000000 0.031436963070832245 -11.299 -16.651 -17.584

19 1 -0.611364727166923217 0.425160543150000000 0.924463648408667858

0.000000000000000000 0.031568243376475734 -12.321 -17.546 -16.751 1.74

21 -1 2.339829854502159369 0.425160543150000000 0.924463648408667858

0.000000000000000000 0.031467801890382069 -10.758 -16.618 -16.576
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21 1 2.339829854491929557 0.425160543150000000 0.924463648408667858

0.000000000000000000 0.031527912851386835 -10.901 -16.536 -15.737 2.50

23 -1 2.594015422962218872 0.425160543150000000 0.924463648408667858

0.000000000000000000 0.031478293246851054 -9.522 -15.762 -15.648

23 1 -2.636313330798988624 0.425160543150000000 0.924463648408667858

0.000000000000000000 0.031491162756586743 -11.687 -17.502 -17.160 0.93

25 -1 -0.612505479606745602 0.425160543150000000 0.924463648408667858

0.000000000000000000 0.031483246407676787 -10.644 -16.394 -16.016

25 1 1.591173132867056650 0.425160543150000000 0.924463648408667858

0.000000000000000000 0.031488669984498326 -9.609 -16.033 -16.018 2.17

27 -1 -1.290045378910449507 0.425160543150000000 0.924463648408667858

0.000000000000000000 0.031483884926833248 -8.011 -15.253 -14.674

27 1 -1.290045381350084054 0.425160543150000000 0.924463648408667858

0.000000000000000000 0.031485785356765974 -8.456 -15.482 -15.353 0.77

29 -1 2.593874860038144533 0.425160543150000000 0.924463648408667858

0.000000000000000000 0.031484142490511512 -7.195 -15.297 -14.586

29 1 -2.636319355783251563 0.425160543150000000 0.924463648408667858

0.000000000000000000 0.031485301110564355 -7.341 -15.296 -14.841 0.42

31 -1 1.590978623950333484 0.425160543150000000 0.924463648408667858

0.000000000000000000 0.031484847603146919 -6.545 -14.468 -14.644

31 1 -0.612369745350493185 0.425160543150000000 0.924463648408667858

0.000000000000000000 0.031485152481785811 -7.736 -15.469 -14.674 1.74

33 -1 2.339464312949455057 0.425160543150000000 0.924463648408667858

0.000000000000000000 0.031484919239931677 -6.613 -15.110 -15.942

33 1 2.339464333608351679 0.425160543150000000 0.924463648408667858

0.000000000000000000 0.031485058843345666 -7.140 -15.115 -14.684 2.53

35 -1 2.597837145456900255 0.425160543150000000 0.924463648408667858

0.000000000000000000 0.031484943598520423 -5.240 -14.257 -14.014

35 1 -2.638729688526530622 0.425160543150000000 0.924463648408667858

0.000000000000000000 0.031484973508008168 -5.720 -14.886 -15.050 0.97

3 -1 -0.751456814158997423 0.425160543200000000 0.924463648866379325

0.000000000000000000 -0.123025092576701095 -16.643 -19.090 -18.567

3 1 -0.751456814158997422 0.425160543200000000 0.924463648866379325

0.000000000000000000 0.173423679579799894 -17.172 -19.567 -19.266 0.92

5 -1 3.449686428364345104 0.425160543200000000 0.924463648866379325

0.000000000000000000 -0.093051337747733124 -14.998 -18.288 -17.598

5 1 -2.432711093765520047 0.425160543200000000 0.924463648866379325

0.000000000000000000 0.093980017419772091 -16.085 -inf -18.363 0.50

7 -1 1.892510646320114365 0.425160543200000000 0.924463648866379325

0.000000000000000000 0.010388444766684747 -15.216 -18.391 -18.316

7 1 -0.701966732497539202 0.425160543200000000 0.924463648866379325

0.000000000000000000 0.067663220022337735 -15.998 -18.722 -17.558 1.71

9 -1 2.504925080201924771 0.425160543200000000 0.924463648866379325

0.000000000000000000 0.023732128392702880 -15.125 -inf -18.417

9 1 2.504925080201925047 0.425160543200000000 0.924463648866379325

0.000000000000000000 0.050945919611685808 -15.161 -19.266 -18.516 2.51

11 -1 2.533805162377981886 0.425160543200000000 0.924463648866379325

0.000000000000000000 0.028564019735856251 -14.031 -17.412 -17.670

11 1 -2.663042372139444192 0.425160543200000000 0.924463648866379325

0.000000000000000000 0.034139051559502811 -14.076 -18.245 -17.794 0.91

13 -1 -0.601387611260258931 0.425160543200000000 0.924463648866379325

0.000000000000000000 0.030750143259387942 -13.676 -17.217 -16.708
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13 1 1.574184543402881468 0.425160543200000000 0.924463648866379325

0.000000000000000000 0.033074477759847941 -14.064 -17.632 -17.526 2.16

15 -1 -1.285742131839243764 0.425160543200000000 0.924463648866379325

0.000000000000000000 0.031023936097176285 -12.671 -17.290 -16.675

15 1 -1.285742131839263355 0.425160543200000000 0.924463648866379325

0.000000000000000000 0.031840602217207415 -12.842 -18.136 -16.963 0.77

17 -1 2.597999915168556307 0.425160543200000000 0.924463648866379325

0.000000000000000000 0.031134251833453076 -12.490 -17.453 -17.187

17 1 -2.632516965184439816 0.425160543200000000 0.924463648866379325

0.000000000000000000 0.031632261285861159 -11.393 -16.751 -16.107 0.42

19 -1 1.591241788823717605 0.425160543200000000 0.924463648866379325

0.000000000000000000 0.031436963516902028 -11.202 -16.455 -16.929

19 1 -0.611367318522935039 0.425160543200000000 0.924463648866379325

0.000000000000000000 0.031568243725292303 -11.934 -16.947 -16.551 1.74

21 -1 2.339871006565588016 0.425160543200000000 0.924463648866379325

0.000000000000000000 0.031467802249456470 -10.703 -16.667 -17.046

21 1 2.339871006566763077 0.425160543200000000 0.924463648866379325

0.000000000000000000 0.031527913284758984 -11.320 -17.213 -16.395 2.50

23 -1 2.594119557994769580 0.425160543200000000 0.924463648866379325

0.000000000000000000 0.031478293534661952 -9.631 -15.938 -15.721

23 1 -2.636409135611494779 0.425160543200000000 0.924463648866379325

0.000000000000000000 0.031491163031672132 -9.899 -15.931 -16.236 0.93

25 -1 -0.612546613117144750 0.425160543200000000 0.924463648866379325

0.000000000000000000 0.031483246689759975 -10.140 -16.370 -15.831

25 1 1.591376543960297697 0.425160543200000000 0.924463648866379325

0.000000000000000000 0.031488670293346005 -10.273 -16.320 -15.756 2.17

27 -1 -1.290320355694730463 0.425160543200000000 0.924463648866379325

0.000000000000000000 0.031483885162578970 -8.190 -15.453 -14.899

27 1 -1.290320355742272357 0.425160543200000000 0.924463648866379325

0.000000000000000000 0.031485785638243455 -8.531 -16.102 -15.528 0.77

29 -1 2.595405158502488218 0.425160543200000000 0.924463648866379325

0.000000000000000000 0.031484142681549956 -7.484 -15.553 -14.862

29 1 -2.637752911928484306 0.425160543200000000 0.924463648866379325

0.000000000000000000 0.031485301420413896 -7.119 -15.082 -14.512 0.42

31 -1 1.594106510123758620 0.425160543200000000 0.924463648866379325

0.000000000000000000 0.031484848053074832 -6.791 -15.048 -14.889

31 1 -0.613164270387664584 0.425160543200000000 0.924463648866379325

0.000000000000000000 0.031485152834848965 -7.987 -15.221 -14.872 1.74

33 -1 2.347281253584783185 0.425160543200000000 0.924463648866379325

0.000000000000000000 0.031484919668093013 -6.206 -14.468 -14.635

33 1 2.347281521243594996 0.425160543200000000 0.924463648866379325

0.000000000000000000 0.031485059223260364 -6.766 -15.035 -14.162 2.53

35 -1 2.580977920039784506 0.425160543200000000 0.924463648866379325

0.000000000000000000 0.031484944057542016 -5.559 -14.734 -14.378

35 1 -2.633171030518523648 0.425160543200000000 0.924463648866379325

0.000000000000000000 0.031484973772064005 -5.915 -14.856 -14.726 0.96

...
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